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This dissertation argues that from 1880 to 2010 the American natural and artificial
Christmas tree industries remodeled themselves after one another. Artificial tree companies
modeled their products after the natural tree, hoping to make them look, smell, and feel like the
real thing. As these replica trees became popular, scientists, extension agents, and farmers
worked to control the natural Christmas tree crop unlike ever before. Those efforts stemmed
from a desire to wrest from nature the same kind of idealized silhouettes their plastic
counterparts celebrated. Both industries tried to convince the country’s consumers to buy what
they were selling.
Through Americans’ shifting Christmas tree experience, this dissertation highlights the
evolution of particular cultural and environmental ideas. It reveals how both the natural and
artificial tree industries intentionally misled the public about the ecological implications of their
businesses. Further, it demonstrates that although many Americans believed that the natural
Christmas tree ritual could instill the children’s youth with an appreciation of the outdoors or the
value of the hard work symbolized by the felling of a tree and dragging it into the living room,
by the 1960s such an outlook became contested unlike ever before. As fake tree companies
promised convenience, many citizens looked upon their ersatz tree as a symbol of progress and

good environmental stewardship just as others worried that modernity would alienate the
nation’s youth from the wild spaces and hard work of their ancestors. This dissertation also
considers how gender animated the trade by showing how farmers frequently blamed the
nation’s women for their reliance on pesticides. That chemical dependency, farmers maintained,
was the only way to grow the shapely trees the nation’s women supposedly demanded. Growers
also trivialized the work of women within the business in an effort to bolster their own masculine
image. As the crop spawned festivals in some communities, locals equated tree bodies with those
of women, overtly implying that beauty was most important in both.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
What makes a Christmas tree? Over the past one hundred and fifty years, Americans have
looked upon the family evergreen with certain expectations. For most of this time they expected
the tree to have had roots in the dirt. As they admired its tapered branches and prickly needles,
they basked in its pleasant aroma. Their tree was a product of nature, they thought, a temporary
indoor visitor to be sure, but one that sprang from a forest down the street, from the hills and
mountains of the Pacific Northwest, the frigid Midwest, or perhaps southern Appalachia. To
most tree buyers, whether it came from a forest or a monocrop farm mattered less than the
nostalgia attached to its supposed “realness.” Their tree was part of this world before someone
stripped its roots, pushed its base into a plastic dish, and screwed steel bolts into its trunk to prop
it upright one last time.
By the turn of the twentieth century inventors offered an artificial substitute, one that
could save the lives of real trees. The fake tree’s birth in an inventor’s shop or on the factory
floor, to some people, threatened the sanctity of the holiday ritual. The metal, plastic, or paper
imitations masqueraded as the real thing, but seemed destined to live in the shadow of the forestborn tree. Then a weird thing happened. Despite the power of the real tree’s aroma and nostalgia,
Americans’ skepticism of manufactured trees disappeared. “Fake” trees came to define the
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industry. By 2017, eighty-one percent of American homes that celebrated the holiday did so with
an artificial tree.1
So what happened? This project explains both turns of this story. First, it details why
consumers fell in love with natural trees in the first place, and how agricultural and distribution
industries rose to feed that demand. Second, it explores the rise of the manufactured tree, a
history of a fake that says much about the real. It complicates both consumers’ and historians’
dichotomies of natural and artificial. It aims to show that what made a Christmas tree depended
on a series of important moments in the history of conservation, technology, and consumer
behavior.
This dissertation argues that as the twin Christmas tree industries coevolved from 1880 to
2010, each remodeled itself after the other.2 Paradoxically, the fake tree’s rise—with their wellproportioned branches and idealized silhouettes—pushed farmers, scientists, and extension
agents to try and wrest the same kind of ideal out of nature. For their part—after the aluminum
tree fad in the 1960s that looked little like the real thing—artificial companies modeled their
products after real trees. Both sides wanted what the other had. Fake tree makers desperately
wanted their conifers to be more real. Farmers constantly struggled to make their crop more like
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“95 Million U.S. Households Love Their Christmas Trees,” American Christmas Tree Association

December 7, 2017. https://www.christmastreeassociation.org/95-million-u-s-households-love-christmas-trees/
(accessed 2/08/2019).
2

Here I am inspired by Edmund Russell’s idea of coevolution. See: Edmund Russell, Evolutionary History:

Uniting History and Biology to Understand Life on Earth (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2011).
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the image of perfection offered by the fakes. And both tried to convince American consumers to
buy what they were selling.
At its core, this is a work of environmental history. This dissertation seeks to understand
how Americans understood their Christmas tree’s relationship to the natural world around them.
It shows how numerous policy planners in the postwar era pitched evergreen farming as a way to
ameliorate past land abuses, and shows a new side of the Progressive Era Conservation
Movement, along with the modern environmental movement. Like the best environmental
histories that illuminate the interplay between nature and culture, the story of how the Christmas
tree industry grew and spread makes little sense without an appreciation of the cultural shifts that
drove purchasing decisions, helped farmers decide which species to plant, and led to the eventual
easing of the stigma associated with buying a fake tree. I borrow from agricultural history to
analyze how evergreen crop cultures formed and what that meant for how farmers understood
their own work, and how they believed the public misinterpreted it. Finally, this work pulls from
the history of science and technology to show how growing straight, symmetrical Christmas
trees—and making similar ones on the factory floor—depended on contested advancements.
New fake tree technology promised consumers a range of benefits, just as advances in aluminum
and plastic production made those simulated evergreens possible in the first place. Growing
“perfect” real trees depended on the research of horticulturists, soil scientists, foresters, extension
agents, and other scientists who urged farmers to embrace a new way to grow Christmas trees.
This dissertation, through those different lenses, examines the ways in which shifting
cultural attitudes and technological innovation remade both the celebration of Christmas and the
tree industry itself. Gender, for example, not only mattered for how people celebrated the
holiday, but also impacted the very creation of an “ideal” tree, whether on a farm or in a factory.
3

For much of this story, American families expected men to lead them into the woods or onto a
farm to harvest a tree. That interaction with nature cultivated or reinforced masculine qualities.
Once the conifer made it into the domestic realm, however, women took charge of decorating the
evergreen and designing the interior space surrounding it. Many of those women also
championed the psychological benefits of the holiday. In 1943, for example, World War II
rationing nearly led planners to cancel the national Christmas tree ceremony. Eleanor Roosevelt
almost single-handedly rescued the event by arguing that the resource cost was worth the
emotional payoff.3 Shifting gendered stereotypes were a key part of how the tree tradition took
root and developed in the United States, then changed when trees became purchased or pre-cut,
or assembled out of a cardboard box of plastic and metal parts.
During the widespread conformity that defined the Cold War era, the nation’s families
used Christmas trees at the highest rate it ever had.4 In 1962, for example, ninety-four percent of
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“First Lady Intercedes to Save White House Tree Ceremony,” Unattributed, undated newspaper clipping.

National Community Christmas Tree Record 1, Folder 6. FHS.
4

See especially: Elaine Tyler May’s influential Homeward Bound: American Families in the Cold War Era

(New York: Basic Books, 1990). May argued that to combat the Cold War threat Americans increasingly turned
inward, to the family unit. Driving widespread conformity were fears of the enemy within—which explains why
homophobia increased during the era, perceived others were considered dangerous. The shift inward, May
explained, helped Americans gain a sense of security and also express their civic values. My work applies this
process to evergreens as an historical artifact. Christmas tree production and consumption exploded during the Cold
War, and I use May’s work to explain a large part of the commodity’s growing consumer popularity. Also see:
Kevin Kruse, One Nation Under God: How Corporate America Invented Christian America (New York: Basic
Books, 2016). A large part of how scholars have understood the Cold War was as a backlash to the liberalist policies
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American families placed a conifer in their homes.5 During an age of heightened anxiety, the
nation found solace in a holiday ritual that supposedly bound them together. The American
imagination surrounding Christmas, however, rarely reflected the grassroots realities as racial
and economic barriers limited some group’s participation in holiday celebrations and the
consumption of trees. This work incorporates race and gender as an analytical device to gain a
broader glimpse of the cultural role of evergreens, and a fuller appreciation for how individuals
understood the commodity.
Indeed, for most of the twentieth century, Christmas boosters—those selling natural or
artificial trees, as well as those marketing any aspect of the yuletide event—purported the
holiday to be one of and for white America. Racial minorities looked upon holiday
advertisements that showed smiling white faces. Very few of the mass-marketed happy
Christmas scenes featured people who looked like them. As the century wore on, some African
Americans denounced the holiday as a tool of white supremacy, resulting in the creation of
Kwanza in 1966.6 In terms of demographic participation in Christmas, white people were more
likely than others to observe the holiday. That created problems for farmers and artificial tree
businesses alike as the United States became a more diverse nation. Moreover, minorities were
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frequently the group out in the fields tending to natural trees and the workers assembling trees on
the factory floor. That so many companies and groups sought to hide their labor is
unsurprising—after all, not many people want to think about commodity flows at Christmastime.
Most white American families viewed their yuletide celebrations through a nostalgic lens that
focused on the beauty of their natural or simulated conifer, not the gnarled hands that shaped it.
The holiday and its trees, nonetheless, offer a window into what some people might refer to as a
more subtle form of white supremacy, compared to things like confederate iconography. In 2020,
after the murder of George Floyd sparked international outrage, the Black Lives Matter
Movement was poised to bring structural change to America. Part of that social protest seeks to
inform Americans about the white supremacist attitudes baked into the country’s government
and culture. Things like Columbus Day, white men on U.S. currency, and the removal of
Confederate statues are receiving newfound reconsideration. Though Christmases today appear
more racially inclusive through greater representation, a closer examination of the Christmas tree
industry reveals the ways in which the holiday was built around an ideal “white” America.
This work further focuses on evergreen farmers to reveal how the industry’s labor
structure and marketing schemes were intentionally hidden. It puts farmers more squarely in the
holiday celebration itself, and investigates their interactions with a host of groups, especially
government agencies and scientists. That branch of the story begins with the most famous
Christmas tree farmer, Franklin Roosevelt, and his correspondence with foresters and scientists.
It follows evergreen funding to show how research at land grant universities in the postwar
period drove farmers to adopt new marketing strategies and growing techniques. Much of that
taxpayer-supported work generated intense criticism. Most conifer farmers complained of an
oppressive government bureaucracy determined to regulate them out of the business. The bulk
6

were swept up in the rise of the New Right. Their associations created videos and other
informational products designed not only to teach children about their industry, but also to
spread some of the growers’ own political ideas.
While political movements shaped the natural tree industry, they had a similar impact on
artificials. At the turn of the twentieth century, reporters argued that President Theodore
Roosevelt banned Christmas trees from the White House in a conservation effort.7 During the
Progressive Era Conservation Movement, inventors and businesspeople alike adopted a similar
mindset and understood fake trees as a way to save real forests. They toiled in laboratories to
create a product that preserved the nation’s natural resources. By the time those conifers actually
became popular in the postwar period, however, conservation or environmental concerns had
evaporated. Instead, what drove companies and inventors were designs that closely emulated
nature while providing consumer convenience. Making life easier on busy American families
sold more trees than did an environmental conscience.
Indeed, my description of the changing environmental rhetoric surrounding Christmas
trees from the late nineteenth century to the twenty-first demonstrates continuity despite the
intertwining of real and fake trees. Experts and the public alike remained at odds over whether
their Christmas rituals were destructive to the environment. Not until around 1990 did scientists
decisively argue that real trees had a lighter environmental footprint than plastic ones. Once
artificial trees became a popular alternative, holiday commentators remained generally confused
about whether one tree was better for the land than the other.
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Settling questions of what constitutes nature and the natural has entertained historians for
a good while. Once American environmental history began to form as a field in the 1970s,
professional historians churned out narratives of human exploitation of nature. Those scholars
fashioned stories that depicted pristine natural landscapes remade and ruined, often by greedy
capitalists and distant market forces. Nature was something worth protecting from humankind’s
exploitative tendencies.8
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Later historians revised that narrative by shifting the field’s theoretical ground. They
reasoned that nature—if that meant landscapes absent people—could not exist. To replace the
nature concept they developed hybridity, which essentially understands everything as a mix of
nature and the supposedly non-nature of humans and the things that they make. Whereas a first
generation of scholars would point to a dam and see exploitation of a natural river, those
following the hybridity model instead looked to the algae growing on concrete and the new
ecosystems that sprouted beyond human control. Hybrid landscapes offered an analytic device
that could highlight human activity along with more natural processes. Hybridity continues as the
field’s major theoretical organizing principle.9
This dissertation moves past hybridity. Farmed trees were not as natural as growers liked
to imagine, and the fakes could assume idealized visions of natural conifers and certainly had a
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range of effects on nature itself. A hybridity view of this history might oversimplify that
dichotomy. The natural tree trade did indeed depend on artificial inputs. Yet most people of the
time, and today, understand grown evergreens as something more real than the plastic products
that churn out of factories. Historians often ask degree-to-which questions, like what is the
degree to which the Christmas tree tradition shaped American attitudes about environmentalism?
Our answers to historical questions are never one dimensional, and it is the work of historians to
discern the most important causative factors.
Hybridity exercises a hold over environmental historians’ ability to deeply grapple with
those questions. If a real tree farm is as natural and hybrid as a fake tree factory in China,
scholars lose the ability to balance the ways that one is more natural or unnatural than the other.
Genetics offers perhaps another way to approach the problem. As conifer researchers
manipulated tree genes in an effort to create hardier, more symmetrical Christmas trees, the end
product was decidedly part of this hybridity principle—those trees were not products of an
unblemished nature. Yet, it seems like a leap for scholars to treat those genetically modified trees
the same as an aluminum evergreen. While they are both products of the interplay between
nature and humans, they are not equally natural. Our historical actors never treated them as such,
and it is limiting for us, too.
Instead, the history of real and artificial Christmas trees demonstrates that a degree-towhich approach more fully incorporates the messy nature of nature. Under that kind of model,
environmental historians will focus less on the ways that everything is a mix between the natural
and unnatural, and instead create a nature spectrum. A Douglas fir found in a managed forest in
the Pacific Northwest would signify a more natural setting than a Fraser fir farm in western
North Carolina that relies on genetically modified seedlings and chemical regimes, just as an
10

artificial Christmas tree factory would be less natural than either of those examples. Hybridity
has done a great deal in revealing artificial inputs in supposedly natural products, and natural
outputs in artificial events (like the algae that grows in a dam). Yet it too obscures since those
differences matter. To believe that everything on Earth is part of a hybrid landscape of equal
naturalness might work as theory, but it certainly does not reflect much of a lived experience. As
an analytical tool, hybridity has little left to offer the field.
A move away from hybridity would not just reinvigorate environmental history with a
messier analysis of how natural a given thing might be, but it also undercuts the current model’s
biggest problem: as justification for more exploitation of the world’s natural resources. Although
many environmental historians gravitated to the discipline because they wanted to help protect
the Earth, their current theoretical framework is easily manipulated by opponents as further
justification for poor environmental stewardship. In The Organic Machine, for example, Richard
White argued that Americans sought to turn the Columbia River into a machine by harnessing
the river’s power. Despite those human efforts, White maintains that the river itself is a machine:
the result of the natural and humanmade. Organic processes played out on the Columbia around
the concrete people dumped into the river. Although nature found a way in some cases, it lost out
in others, like the salmon population dropping precipitously. The hybridity model might at first
seem reassuring—nature will go on regardless of what people do to it. Another side of the
debate, however, centers on resource-use. Why fund conservation programs or worry about
deforestation if everything is equally natural? If dams and other technologies are organic
machines, what justifications can society muster to protect natural resources? A degree-to-which
model takes that ammunition away from companies that use environmental intellectual debates
as reason to absolve themselves of their actions and the consequences of those actions.
11

This project is divided into two sections to isolate how the twin industries coevolved and
reshaped one another. The first details the development of the natural Christmas tree industry;
the second focuses on the artificial tree business. Chapter 1, Dirt, examines the environmental
qualities and land use history in the three highest industrial-conifer-producing regions. It further
analyzes how the practice of using Christmas trees spread in the United States, and the business
developments that supplied those forest products to urbanites. It shows a growing concern for
deforestation as most evergreen harvesting took place around major urban centers. Roots,
Chapter 2, explains the legitimization of the evergreen industry, and the rationale behind moving
production away from forests to farms. It pays particular attention to the regulations that
emerged in an effort to control wanton waste, and emphasizes FDR’s role as the nation’s most
famous Christmas tree farmer. Not only did President Roosevelt consider himself a tree farmer,
but his conservationist policies—in particular the Civilian Conservation Corps—literally put
more conifers in the ground in an effort to ameliorate past land abuses. That overall shift away
from forests to farms allowed producers more control that they exercised in an effort to create
idealized tree silhouettes that matched those of their artificial competition.
The third chapter, as all of the chapter titles in the first section, takes its name from
Christmas tree terminology. A “handle” refers to a conifer’s cut end, where a person grabs onto it
when they are dragging it from a field. That chapter highlights the community-building work of
tree farmers throughout the United States as they founded state associations, and a national one,
to disseminate new techniques in an overall effort to grow more perfect trees in response to the
artificial tree threat. It further accentuates Christmas tree farmers’ marketing strategies, and it
pays careful attention to an emerging crop culture, one with a particular conservative bent. The
term whorl refers to a tree’s radiating branches, which is the title of chapter four. That part
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continues an emphasis on Christmas tree growers’ marketing efforts and reveals how farmers
themselves sought not only to teach the public about their work, but to evangelize their political
views at the same time. In part because the American farm crisis in the 1980s incentivized some
farmers to give conifer growing a try as a last-ditch effort to remain on the land, the numbers of
Christmas tree farmers surged. That increased production created a glutted market where many
farmers lost their savings, which led extension agents to search outside of the United States for
new markets to tap—a situation made more dire by the fake tree competition. The first section’s
last chapter, Gooseneck, takes its name from a spot towards the top of a conifer’s body between
two upper whorls—it resembles a neck. That chapter analyzes the chemicals upon which farmers
relied, and the positive environmental story they sought to spin in order to convince consumers
that real trees had a lighter environmental footprint than plastic evergreens. It further argues that
farmers blamed American women for their reliance on chemical and labor regimes to make
shapely conifers those customers supposedly demanded.
The artificial tree side begins with Chapter 6, Wire, which examines the logic behind the
first fake tree designs. During the Progressive Era conservation movement, inventors and
businesses alike were deeply concerned with protecting American forests, but their efforts were
also driven by a desire to make safer trees that were cheaper and more convenient than natural
ones. That chapter further scrutinizes the American public’s reaction to new tree technologies.
Color, chapter seven, continues to investigate the logic people within the industry used to justify
the need for fake trees, as well as the types of ideas consumers attached to the product. Some
simulated conifers became prized family heirlooms since they could be passed down from
generation to generation, unlike the natural ones that only lasted a couple of weeks. During the
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postwar period artificial tree companies began to flourish, and with their popularity convenience
became the product’s decisive advantage.
The eighth chapter, Aluminum, examines the ecological cost associated with the material,
as well as the cultural attitudes surrounding its use. So many Americans briefly looked upon the
shiny conifer as an emblem of modern society. It was the same material that promised to send a
human to the moon. Not everyone was on board, however, and tree traditionalists worried that
American youth were becoming more alienated from nature because of technological and
scientific advancements. The era’s overarching penchant for modernity and widespread faith in
technology, however, helps explain why a tree that does not attempt to resemble real ones grew a
widespread fanbase. Chapter 9, Convenience, shows how gradual tree technological change
created fake conifers that revolutionized the business. That those factory-made products looked
so much like real evergreens, and that they became much easier to assemble and take down,
helped fake trees supplant real ones as the tree of choice in American living rooms. It also
reveals how successful artificial tree businesses worked to make their products look like the real
thing. Chapter 9 further examines the business moves that created a competitive industry with
increasingly fewer companies through mergers. It details the movement of conifer capital as
factories moved from the northeast to the surging Sunbelt, before companies set up shop in
Mexico. That movement came to a halt when China became the world’s evergreen
manufacturing capitol. The final chapter, Plastic, reveals the sprawling ecological cost for the
material, and its significance to making simulated trees more realistic. It highlights
environmental tree debates during the 1970s energy crisis, and explains how fake trees
transitioned from being socially unacceptable to the norm.
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An evergreen is made up of thousands of needles, and this project similarly depended on
thousands of voices from extension agents, farmers, business executives, scientists, and average
Americans. What follows is their story, one that forged a national fascination with green,
aromatic conifers. It shows us not just how a new crop and a new artificial tree industry
materialized and spread, but also the intense debates that so many participants understood as a
fight for the country’s very soul. Those efforts created a legacy we continue to grapple with
today. It is a legacy many Americans debate around a decorated Christmas tree each year.
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CHAPTER II
DIRT
“Trees are for use, and there is no other
use to which they could be put which
would contribute so much to the joy of
man as their use by the children on this
one great holiday of the year.”
-Gifford Pinchot, 190810

In 1903, Washington D.C. did not have a snowy Christmas. Instead, ominous storm
clouds brought a steady deluge of rain throughout the city. The weather did not temper locals’
participation in holiday celebrations, however, nor did it quell their interest in how the most
famous D.C. family—President Theodore Roosevelt, his wife Edith, and their six children—
would mark the season.
The news reporters who covered the White House were particularly interested in
Archibald, the president’s nine-year old son. Journalists often referred to him as Archie and they
spun numerous stories of his antics in the White House, branding him a trickster who was always
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pushing his parents’ boundaries—a point many writers highlighted to demonstrate that the
president’s family could be similar to their own. Archie was frequently on the receiving end of
“a good, old-fashioned spanking,” usually from his nurse.11 Occasionally he would even elicit a
“sound executive spanking” from the president.12 Reporters interpreted Archie’s antics as either
those of a naughty young boy or simply a curious one, but when he ignored calls to leave
Christmas presents alone, or slid the dog down stair rails, punishment from the nurse was swift.
Archie’s classmates even became sources for a scoop, with one commenting that “I don’t care
for him” because on the kindergarten playground “he butted me twice in the stomach.”13 Archie
had crafted a reputation for himself, and by Christmas of 1903 journalists were primed to tell a
yuletide story with the impetuous boy at its center.
Robert Lincoln O’Brien, a former executive clerk at the White House, wrote the most
detailed, and perhaps the first, account of the family’s holiday plans for the December issue of
the Ladies’ Home Journal. O’Brien described a presidential family attempting to celebrate the
holiday in “a quiet, old-fashioned way,” devoid of the pomp that typically came with their
station, including it seems, a Christmas tree.14 O’Brien did not go so far as to say the president or
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first lady explicitly forbade an evergreen, but he did suggest that both wished to keep the holiday
simple. Edith Roosevelt apparently felt that the White House was already exquisitely decorated,
particularly because of a recent restoration. She believed the home was “so beautiful in its
delicacy” that a Christmas tree ran the risk of sullying its interior.15 O’Brien insinuated that,
beyond aesthetic concerns, the absence of a White House tree in 1903, and the two years prior,
could stem from “[t]he President’s love for the living things of the forest in their own natural
setting.” “He prefers not to encourage the wanton slaughter of small trees,” O’Brien wrote.16
Regardless of whether the Roosevelt parents banned an evergreen, O’Brien detailed how Archie,
with the help of his nurse, snuck an evergreen top of less than two feet into a clothes closet. The
devious pair enlisted the help of an electrician, who contributed lights to the tree, completing the
clandestine operation.
The Ladies’ Home Journal story is important not because it happened—that is unlikely—
but because of the way that journalists and the public later seized upon the episode. In fact, the
story spread from the magazine to newspapers across the country. If only for a moment, young
Archie’s secret tree captured the attention of the nation, though different people saw the episode
in a variety of ways.
The story is an example of an early battle over the use of the evergreen to celebrate
Christmas. Indeed, O’Brien’s 1903 article is actually set a year before, though many newspapers
claimed that Archie hid the tree during the 1903 season. This newspaper coverage changed key
details and offered new forms of emphasis. In some accounts the president moves out of the
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narrative, with the first lady serving as the main opposition to a tree. Her rationale often goes
unquestioned. Other details became muddy as the story spread. In some Archie sheds his
collaborators and takes sole possession of the unfolding drama.17 In others the tree grew to sixfeet, and instead of a closet Archie set the evergreen in his own room, or sometimes the sewing
room.18 Other outlets fixated on how Archie’s need for a festive tree made him similar to most
“other small boys in this big country.”19 Whether conservation-minded Theodore Roosevelt
banned Christmas trees from the White House, and Archie surreptitiously snuck one in, matters
less than what we can glean from this legend.
The role of tradition permeates the stories of Archie’s tree. The Roosevelt parents’ wish
to keep things “old-fashioned” seems to suggest that the true meaning of Christmas centered on
spending time with family without falling victim to the trappings of consumerism, ornate
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decorations, or a tree.20 Yet, newspaper articles often sided with Archie. His coveted Christmas
tree was not an optional decoration, but rather an essential element of holiday practice. While
American forests might suffer, the claim was that homes without a tree led children to suffer,
too. Tradition, or the old-fashioned way of celebrating the holiday, was a constant refrain in
support of family trees. The reliance on such tradition to justify the nation’s arboreal appetite
increasingly sparked backlash from conservationists.
By the turn of the twentieth century Americans began to scrutinize the relationship
between the consumption of Christmas evergreens and the health of the nation’s forests. Thus,
The Ladies’ Home Journal article shows the tension between a practice that might “encourage
the wanton slaughter of small trees,” but also one that had become a central part of
adolescence. 21 As journalists were quick to point out, Archie was much like the rest of the
country’s youth who yearned for a family tree. Edith’s opposition, further, demonstrates a
gendered dynamic in the evergreen saga. Societal norms typically placed women in charge of
operating the domestic realm, and they therefore became central actors in placing and preparing
trees once they entered the home. Men might have the task of chopping and hauling the family’s
prized visitor, but once it entered the household women took over. Edith’s opposition in the
article, then, makes sense since she was in charge of the interior aesthetic.
***
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This chapter explains Edith’s concern about the White House’s interior aesthetic by
sketching the contours of the ways in which ideas about gender in Progressive Era American
culture defined women’s and men’s roles. It provides a brief overview of how scholars have
sought to make sense of that moment, and it also sketches the historical roots of the Christmas
holiday. After that context, the chapter moves into an environmental overview of what became
the top industrial conifer producing regions in the United States by the late twentieth century,
and argues that specific environmental conditions incentivized farming in those locales. Finally,
it weaves back in the evolution taking place in American culture that animated the nation’s early
debates about a nascent evergreen trade and shows how the holiday itself experienced its own
social makeover. Christmas tree businesspeople hoped to convince citizens that the firs and
spruces they hawked on urban street corners were worthy holiday emblems that they should
bring into their homes. Yet, others worried that such a practice robbed the country of the ones
growing out in the wild. It ignited intense debates about resource use, and whether a shared
national Christmas tree culture was worth the costs.
Historians have spent considerable energy demonstrating the utility of gender as a
category of analysis. Unlike sex, which often refers to anatomy, gender considers culturally
defined characteristics—what society expects the work and role of women and men to be. In the
Progressive Era, this typically gave men dominion over industry, business, politics, and science,
while women oversaw the domestic realm. Many historians of gender have illuminated the ways
in which historical actors navigated, and often transgressed, these cultural barriers.22 During
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differently, and, further, the actual boundaries were not the same for everyone. Most scholars currently emphasize
the fluidity of gender and the complicated ways it is employed and constructed in various historical contexts. The
logical place to start is with Joan Scott, “Gender: A Useful Category of Historical Analysis,” The American
Historical Review 91, no. 5 (December 1986): 1053-1075 and “Gender: Still a Useful Category of Analysis?,”
Diogenes 57 (Feb., 2010): 7-14. Scott’s 1986 article pushed scholars to historicize sex, as she argued that
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gender approach by largely criticizing how scholars used it as a catch-all term, diluting it to the point where it meant
little. She remained steadfast, however, that historicizing sex and sexual difference still gave the approach value. For
a good overview of the scholarship, see: Cornelia H. Dayton and Lisa Levenstein “The Big Tent of U.S. Women’s
and Gender History: A State of the Field,” The Journal of American History (December 2012): 793-817. Dayton and
Levenstein’s article demonstrates emerging emphases in the field, such as a focus on bodies. George Chauncey’s
landmark Gay New York: Gender, Urban Culture, and the Making of the Gay World, 1840-1940 (New York: Basic
Books, 1994) is particularly informative. Chauncey maintains that in some urban places like New York sexuality
was more fluid than historians previously considered. His work is most relevant for my research in terms of the way
he considers the flexibility of gender relationships and performances, particularly in response to changing cultural
attitudes and perceived social needs. Another important work concerned with sexuality is Margot Canaday’s The
Straight State: Sexuality and Citizenship in Twentieth-Century America (Princeton: Princeton University Press,
2009) which demonstrates how the development of a federal bureaucracy in the postwar era actively excluded
homosexuals and created heterosexual privilege. Also see Ruth Schwartz Cowen’s More Work for Mother: The
Ironies of Household Technology from the Open Hearth to the Microwave (New York: Basic Books, 1983).
Cowen’s argument that as domestic technologies claimed to lessen the household burden on women, in reality work
increased as domestic expectations steadily rose. Similarly, I argue that as Christmases became more elaborate
women took on more decorating and cooking work in preparation for the holiday. In terms of gender in the
Progressive era, also see: Allison L. Sneider’s Suffragists in an Imperial Age: U.S. Expansion and the Woman
Question, 1870-1929. Sneider places the effort to secure women’s right to vote in the context of US imperialism,
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Edith Roosevelt’s lifetime, however, those boundaries nonetheless existed, and most observers
expected her to conform to societal norms. In terms of middle-class Christmases, women usually
found themselves decorating, planning, cooking, and orchestrating the various components of the
holiday since it fit into their perceived control of the domestic realm. Moreover, much of the
annual event centered on children, whom women were again assumed to have a special duty to
raise.

emphasizing the importance of an emerging national identity that created an infrastructure for grassroots activism.
For a good analysis of different Progressive women’s activist groups, consult Molly Ladd-Taylor’s Mother-Work:
Women, Child Welfare, and the State, 1890-1930 (Urbana: University of Illinois Press, 1994). Ladd-Taylor focuses
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masculinity, not a search for power. Also see: Kevin P. Murphy, Political Manhood: Red Bloods, Mollycoddles, &
the Politics of Progressive Era Reform (New York: Columbia University Press, 2008. Murphy’s work focuses on
masculinity and politics, and he opens the book with a Theodore Roosevelt speech on the need for “red bloods”—
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Women’s roles could also extend beyond the domestic realm. While men toiled in the
cutthroat business arena that condensed much of their life to numbers on a ledger sheet, some
women became the family’s conscience and made pleas that the country’s natural resources were
worth saving. Those mothers and daughters were instrumental in the rise of a Progressive Era
Conservation movement. Scholars have sought to explain that movement by pointing to
numerous developments. As the nation became more urbanized, observers like Theodore
Roosevelt began to worry that cities lacked the character-building qualities found on farms and
homesteads. Indeed, the 1890 national census marked the official end of America’s frontier. For
the first time, more Americans lived in cities than on farms. In that context, Fredrick Jackson
Turner’s crafted his famous Frontier Thesis, pointing to life on the frontier as the essential
element in creating American identity, culture, and democracy. Although later historians rejected
much of Turner’s findings, his concerns are nonetheless emblematic of a pervasive Progressive
unease, one that helped to rationalize the conservation of wild spaces to ensure Americans did
not become too effeminate or soft in their newfound reliance on urban spaces.
Additionally, consumption played a considerable role. As citizens began consuming
wood and other national resources at an alarming rate, activists increasingly pointed to scarred
landscapes and the need to preserve the country’s dwindling resources. This conservationist
strain often rested on both aesthetic and practical grounds: some, like John Muir lamented the
loss of beautiful spaces, while others argued that protecting resources was necessary to ensure
future availability. Historians have drawn a preservationist and conservationist divide, with Muir
serving as the emblem of sentimental protection, while Gifford Pinchot assumes the role of
practical resource use. The most ubiquitous example is the early twentieth century Hetch Hetchy
controversy. Muir garnered national attention by arguing against the proposed O’Shaughnessy
24

Dam, steadfast in his opposition to flooding the valley based on its inherent splendor. Pinchot,
the steward of wise-use, was on the other side. He argued that humans were to use nature to
further their own goals. San Francisco needed a municipal water system, he maintained, and
sentimentality should not stand in the way of bringing water to the city. In 1913 the Raker Act
passed, which allowed the construction of the dam. In simplistic renderings of the controversy,
Muir lost and Pinchot won.23
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Perhaps the most decisive conservation incentive came from science and the pull towards
professionalization. In the foundational Conservation and the Gospel of Efficiency Samuel Hays
argued that “[c]onservation, above all, was a scientific movement, and its role in history arises
from the implications of science and technology in modern society.”24 Indeed, perceived
progress during the era often rested on a science panacea. A deep faith in human ability to
overcome obstacles through technology and ingenuity gave the Progressive era one of its distinct
characteristics. In 1905 Theodore Roosevelt created the Forest Service and charged Gifford
Pinchot with leading it, an act that largely stemmed from the conviction that science and
professional management could ameliorate the pitfalls of past shortsighted resource use.25
Conservation, then, gained traction because the weight of science was marshalled to support it.26
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While academics have highlighted the ways that gender and conservation were important
elements in the Progressive age, they have also sought to show the interplay between the two. An
emphasis on gender helps to explain why so many women became active in conservationist
causes. Carolyn Merchant, for example, explained the widespread sentiment as “[m]an the
moneymaker had left it to woman the moneysaver to preserve resources.”27 The idea that men
had become so entranced with industry and nation-building that they neglected to consider the
deleterious consequences of their enterprises gave women moral authority in some
conservationist debates. Historian Adam Rome argued that in “the decades around 1900, middleclass women were indispensable in every environmental cause in the United States, and they
often justified their activism as an extension of traditionally feminine responsibilities.” 28 While
Rome emphasized the ways that women furthered environmental efforts, he also explained how
male activists were often attacked as effeminate. In one example from the early twentieth
century, a cartoon of John Muir depicted the famous preservationist in an apron and dress
sweeping back water from the Hetch Hetchy valley. Although Theodore Roosevelt might
poetically describe nature in his personal journal, Rome maintained that even the conservationist
president “cultivated a hyper-macho image” to protect him from allegations of being too
sentimental.29 As Progressive conservation evolved gendered politics and boundaries continually
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reshaped the movement.30 The history of Christmas itself in America, similarly, shows how the
tradition and its rituals were in constant flux.
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rich.”31 Evergreens became important symbols, religious scholar Bruce David Forbes has argued,
because “the greenery could serve as signs of life in the midst of apparent death.”32 Penne L.
Restad described the Roman use of evergreens as similarly symbolizing “fertility and
regeneration.”33 Thus, the occasion that many Christians now mark as the birth of Jesus Christ
has roots in an ancient pagan tradition that shares at least two important markers with its
contemporary counterpart: evergreens, and the exchanging of gifts. The carnival element—wild
merry-making and licentiousness—might seem far removed from today’s Christmases. However,
as we shall see, that part of the festival did not suddenly disappear with Christian adoption of the
winter celebration.
Absorption of the pagan holiday by Christians was uneven, and scholars have yet to
pinpoint exactly how that process played out, but the legends and stories mingle to give some
idea of how the modern traditions of the holiday came to be. Penne L. Restad explained that “[t]o
remove the taint of paganism” early Christians used evergreens as a “representation of Jesus as
the Light of the World, Tree of Life, and second Adam born to right the sins of the first.”34
Another often-repeated story deals with Martin Luther, who supposedly walked through a forest
taking in the beauty of stars and evergreens. Luther decided to place candles on a tiny evergreen,
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which to some transformed the tree from part of the forest into a Christmas tree.35 Like
Archibald’s hidden tree, the Luther stories have different iterations and are probably yet another
example of a holiday legend. Nonetheless, one difference in the stories is important. In some
instances, Luther happens upon the tree and decorates it outside, while in others he brings the
tree inside to teach his children about his inspiration from God’s work in nature.36 The
distinction is significant because of the possibility that Christmas trees were not initially
Christian decorations for the home, but instead living emblems decorated in the forest. Such a
practice depicts a different relationship with evergreens that values the life of a tree over its
private consumption and indoor death. It was during Martin Luther’s lifetime, in sixteenth
century Germany, when fir trees first moved indoors into Christian homes.37
Christmas weathered substantial opposition in early America. From 1659 to 1681 it was
illegal to celebrate Christmas in Puritan Massachusetts, with a fine of five shillings to
transgressors. 38 In the early nineteenth century, Philadelphians celebrating the holiday turned
“suburban lanes and central streets into scenes of beggary, drunkenness, and riot.”39 The carnival
antecedents of the holiday had not suddenly disappeared in early American practice, and that
type of celebration was typically the target of religious ire. Denominations found much to
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criticize in those types of public displays, while some even opposed gift-giving. As late as the
1890s, some “Quakers, Congregationalists, and other Calvinist denominations continued to
discourage followers from participating in Christmas gift-giving.”40 Despite such opposition, the
tradition and its tree became indelibly woven into the country’s cultural fabric.
Like many Christmas stories, the holiday’s evergreen ritual in America is shrouded in
myth. Two popular explanations have garnered the most attention. The first posits that during the
American Revolution Hessian soldiers brought the tree tradition over and prompted its spread
throughout the country. Perhaps the more popular version credits the German Prince Albert and
Queen Victoria. In 1840, the royal pair celebrated the holiday with a Christmas tree, a present
from Prince Albert to Queen Victoria. The ensuing media coverage helped popularize the
tradition and its association with a tree in Great Britain, which shortly thereafter became
fashionable in America.41 Stephen Nissenbaum’s convincing The Battle for Christmas
discredited both versions, arguing that the Hessian solider theory takes place too early for the
American introduction of the holiday, and that the royal tree takes place too late. His work paid
close attention to American print culture, and he credibly argues that Christmas trees became
part of national culture in the 1830s via literary channels.
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Indeed, Nissenbaum showed that “the introduction of Christmas trees represented an
effort to cope with the problems posed by the child-centered Christmas.”42 The growing middleclass of the 1830s used evergreens as a way to combat what they understood as “the corruptive
cultural effects of consumer capitalism, especially on the young.”43 Using Charles Follen, a
German immigrant and Harvard professor, and his 1835 tree as an example of an important
iteration of the tradition, Nissenbaum pointed out that the evergreen represented a new way of
presenting children with gifts. Instead of simply handing out presents, the tree offered more
parental control. The ritual afforded parents the discretion of when and where the gift exchange
would take place, as well as the knowledge of how many gifts there were.44 Nissenbaum traced
these Christmas changes with concurrent ideas about child-rearing, concerns of consumer
capitalism, and an emerging anti-slavery movement. The holiday and its tree became a powerful
tool used to indoctrinate children in the midst of a rapidly changing society. For Nissenbaum,
Christmas has always been a battle fought over the virtue of the nation’s children.45
Although Christmas has attracted academic attention, most of which revolves around the
holiday’s role in fueling national consumption—from trees, ornaments, gifts, and cards—the
majority of work stops short of considering the environmental repercussions from that
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consumption and the discourse it helped to fuel. Scholars have yet to examine how holiday trees
reshaped landscapes and at the same time became potent symbols for conservationist debates. An
environmental history of evergreens, then, should explain not only how entrepreneurs
constructed their yuletide industry, but also how those changes impacted the country’s natural
resources. Today most “natural” Christmas trees grow on farms before they are sold at roadside
lots or hardware stores. During the nineteenth and early twentieth century, however, those trees
grew in wild spaces, usually near major urban markets. The shift from forest to farm marked an
important transition in the tree business, one that exposes a host of historical factors that
incentivized professional management and the extension of more control over a product of
nature.
***
To understand that shift one must explore the logic behind the use of specific forests and
the later rise of farming in distinctive locales. As of 2019, small sections of Oregon, North
Carolina, and Michigan served as the engine of American evergreen production. An
environmental investigation of those areas might seem teleological—that framing the story from
today’s leading locales imposes a fraught narrative where everything builds towards this modern
moment. In academic vernacular, such teleology obscures contingency. A substantial charge,
indeed, since most scholars seek to show how historical paths were not inevitable, but rather
materialized due to concrete human decisions. Focusing on specific areas in those states,
however, is not just rooted in the fleeting present. Those places represent the origin of industrial
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evergreen farming that emerged by the mid-1980s.46 By highlighting the environmental
characteristics and past land use of those provinces, one can gain a better understanding of the
ideas that supported investment and expansion of an evergreen crop culture. Establishing a large
farm required more effort and risk than walking through forests chopping trees. An
environmental overview of those places allows a more complete consideration of the human
decisions that undergirded the move to farms, as well as the ecological conditions that made
them possible.
Evergreen production in those three states is heavily concentrated. In Oregon most
conifers grow in Clackamas, Marion, and Polk counties. For Michigan, Missaukee, Wexford, and
Oceana carry the state’s output. Ashe, Alleghany, and Avery form the core for North Carolina. In
2012, for example, Ashe County led the nation with just under two million harvested trees within
its borders.47 These specific regions were crucial in creating industrial Christmas tree farming,
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and presently serve as the bedrock of the national industry. Examining their distinct
environmental characteristics and land use history illuminates what made these places ideal for a
conifer crop culture, and the role of historical actors in establishing it. In short, this focus
accentuates the interplay between nature and culture.

Data, USDA National Agriculture Statistics Service. Table 35 Cut Christmas Trees: 2012 and 2007. “2013-2014
Michigan Christmas Trees,” United States Department of Agriculture National Agriculture Statistics Service, Great
Lakes Region, pg. 3. 2012 Census of Agriculture, State Data, USDA National Agriculture Statistics Service. Table
35 Cut Christmas Trees: 2012 and 2007.
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Figure 2.1

Oregon’s Industrial Christmas Tree Producing Counties

Before the arrival of white settlers, Chinook, Clowewalla and Northern Molalla Indians
called Clackamas County home.48 In the early nineteenth century Europeans entered the region
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seeking fur pelts. In 1812, Donald McKenzie of the Pacific Fur Company visited Willamette
Falls hoping to trade for profitable animal hides. In 1829, the county’s seat, Oregon City, was
founded by Dr. John McLoughlin, becoming the first permanent white settlement west of the
Rocky Mountains.49 McLoughlin established the city as a fur trading post and constructed a
lumber mill to turn the area’s Douglas firs into profitable timber. By the 1840s waves of Oregon
trail immigrants made the dangerous trek across the American West and added to Oregon City’s
swelling population.50 Upon arrival migrants found a land with wide-ranging altitudes, from just
around sea-level to six-thousand feet. The county, however, was mostly mountainous land with
abundant rainfall and harsh winters. The first European migrants focused on subsistence
agriculture, but by 1880 the county was home to 1,385 farms that averaged 178 acres. The
farmer’s staple crop was wheat, augmented by oats, hay, vegetables, and fruit. Clackamas settlers
complimented their harvests by raising livestock, mainly cattle but also hogs and sheep. Farm
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surplus found a ready market in nearby Portland. Settlers cleared conifer forests, primarily
Douglas-fir, to make way for these agricultural enterprises. 51
As white Clackamas homesteaders went about the process of farming, they did so under
soils derived mostly from basalt and andesite rock. Willamette loam was the most fertile of the
county’s soils. Areas with that nutrient-rich loam were also the first to be cleared of Douglas-fir
and put to plow. In the mountains most soil was of the rocky Olympic variety, which offered
trees good drainage but was ill-suited for traditional row crops. By 1920 lumber companies
owned thousands of acres in the eastern forest of Clackamas, and were actively logging much of
their holdings. Starting with Dr. John McLoughlin’s sawmill, white settlement in the county has
been tied to the lumber industry and its booms and busts. Douglas-firs, moreover, have proven to
be the county’s most valuable natural resource.52
The natural range of Douglas-firs stretches through large swaths of western North
America. These trees grow as far north as British Columbia in Canada, and as far south to the
mountains of Mexico under a host of different environmental conditions. The tree’s name is
actually deceptive. In 1803, British botanist Archibald Menzies collected specimens on a trek to
North America’s west coast. For the next fifty years experts would label the tree a true fir,
spruce, pine, and a hemlock. In 1825 the Royal Horticultural Society commissioned Scottish
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botanist David Douglas to again acquire samples of the tree for further study.53 Not until 1867
were these trees recognized as belonging to a different branch of the conifer family than true firs,
and given the name Pseudotsuga, which literally meant “false hemlock.”54 Although Douglasfirs are not remotely related to the hemlock genus, the name stuck. While other tree species grow
in mixed stands, Douglas-firs can create their own forests. They grow slow initially, but between
the ages of 20-80 the trees grow at a rate outpacing most other North American species. The
lumber from Douglas-firs is most prized for construction uses, such as poles or railroad ties
because of its structural integrity and size. 55
In 1812 the first European visitors to Marion County were fur trappers who scoured the
Willamette River in search of hides. In 1834 white settlers established a Methodist mission north
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of Salem, the city that would become Oregon’s capitol.56 In 1841 Methodist missionaries built a
gristmill and sawmill, and as in Clackamas, they turned native trees into profitable timber. While
missionaries worked unsuccessfully to convert Kalapuya Indians to Christianity they did so
under large tracts of well-drained cobbly loam soils that sustained fir stands, but proved less
well-suited for row crops, particularly in the county’s eastern mountains where Mount Jefferson
towers to 10,523 feet.57 Much like their neighbors in Clackamas County, Marion settlers had to
combat a cold, wet climate and used the lumber industry as the engine of their local economy. As
the region’s native firs satiated a growing timber appetite, few could imagine the important role
Noble firs would assume.58
Abies procera, or the Noble fir, has a narrow natural range in Washington and northern
Oregon, but also can be found in less abundance in the Olympic Mountains of Washington and
the Coast Ranges of Oregon. The Noble fir rarely exists in “pure stands,” and mixes with a
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variety of other trees, including the Douglas-fir.59 This species thrives at high altitudes, usually
between three-thousand and five-thousand feet. Noble firs that grow below three-thousand feet
are unusual, and often appear as a single tree within a much larger Douglas-fir forest. Best-suited
soils are clayey to a sandy loam, and like other Christmas tree soils offer good drainage. The
Noble fir struggles in the shade, which incentivized clear cutting stands to provide saplings with
needed sunlight. Moreover, Noble firs grow a bit slower than some of their counterparts. To
reach four and half-feet tall the fir takes about eleven years, while the Douglas-fir can reach that
size almost twice as fast.60 That growth rate considers Noble firs in forests, while on managed
farms these trees can reach marketable height around six to nine years.61
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Trappers and traders of Hudson’s Bay Company explored what would become Polk
County in the 1820s, and botanist David Douglas visited in 1826. European settlement, however,
began in earnest during the 1840s. In 1844 James A. O’Neal built what was most likely the
county’s first gristmill, and mirroring settlement in other Oregon towns, Ezra Halleck and Luther
Tutthill built a sawmill in 1854. Until 1859, Europeans used the Willamette River as their
principal transportation source.62 These early settlers benefited from ocean breezes that cooled
summer days since the Pacific Ocean tide roars only fifteen miles away from Polk’s western
border. Europeans, like James. A. O’Neal, traversed mostly acidic soils. This dirt was perfectly
suited for the native firs, but needed lime to balance its pH for subsistence crops. Like their
Clackamas and Marion counterparts, people in Polk weathered heavy rainfall, and bitter winters.
Topographically, settlers found a mix of stream valley, nearly level land in the east, and
mountainous forests in the west. It was those western mountains were the lumber industry would
focus most of its interest.63

elements imparts these trees with qualities American consumers desire out of their holiday centerpiece, much like
the Fraser fir.
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Figure 2.2

Map of North Carolina’s Top Industrial Christmas Tree Producing Counties

In the mountains of western North Carolina Cherokee, Creek, and Shawnee Indians first
called Ashe County home. In 1752 the earliest written European account about the area came
from Bishop Augustus Gottlieb Spangenberg who was head of the Moravian Church in America.
Spangenberg noted in his journal that his traveling party was “some 70 to 80 miles from the last
settlement in North Carolina and have come over terrible mountains and through dangerous
ways” to reach Ashe County.64 He also commented on the climate, as his frigid fingers struggled
to record how he had “never felt a winter wind so strong and so cold.”65 Spangenberg did not
choose to settle Ashe County, and he was not the last white person to explore it. Stories about the
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American mythic figure Daniel Boone have proven difficult for historians to verify, but the
famed pioneer probably hunted and traversed through what is today called Ashe County.
Permanent white settlement started in earnest at the turn of the nineteenth century as the county
began to gain a reputation for its mineral richness.66 As entrepreneurs sought to tap into the
county’s natural wealth they survived rugged terrain and altitudes stretching 5,195 feet.67 What
these businesspeople and explorers did not realize, however, was how valuable the county’s
native Fraser firs would become. Those trees were mainly a scenic background dotting the
region’s ridgelines and mountaintops, watching people come and go. They have their own
history.
The Fraser fir (Abies fraseri) is a species indigenous to the mountains of Virginia,
Tennessee, and North Carolina.68 The unique environment that nourishes these trees imbues
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them with certain characteristics, such as their shape, branch strength, and aroma.69 The species
grows in the southern mountainous region in part because of its need for a high-altitude habitat.
Wild Fraser firs grow at elevations of five-thousand feet or higher with high levels of rainfall.
They are capable of maturing on plantations with altitudes as low as 1,500 feet, but the soil
requirements are less forgiving; fertility and a wet climate are imperative at lower elevations.
Arid conditions are anathema to the Fraser fir, without around seventy to ninety inches of rainfall
a year (less on well drained plantations) the tree will not grow regardless of elevation. These
evergreens take about seven to twelve years to reach a height of seven to eight feet. Moreover,
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the frigid temperature and strong wind gusts Fraser firs endure bestow one of its most attractive
qualities—longevity post-harvest. 70
All Christmas trees begin to lose their needles and color as soon as they are cut. The saw
slices through the tree, which then opens its stomates and initiates a natural interaction of gases.
During their growth cycle, trees, like other plants, have stomata that exchange oxygen and
carbon dioxide as part of the photosynthesis process. The stomata for plants is located under
their leaves; Christmas trees have theirs under their needles. Fraser firs, however, developed the
ability to close their stomata to combat extreme climatic conditions. Their natural environment
often inundates the trees with more than eighty inches a year (this varies, of course, and can
reach 110 to 115 inches). By closing their stomata to combat these conditions, especially the
wind and cold of winter in between rainfall, Fraser firs are able to retain moisture that would
otherwise be lost. Once harvested for sale, the trees again close their stomata, lengthening the
time before loss of color and needles.71 Harsh elements create a sturdy tree.
Fraser firs thrive in their natural range, but often struggle outside of those specific
conditions. In the Pacific Northwest, for example, growers who desire to raise Fraser firs
typically irrigate during the summer to replicate seasonal rainfall found in southern Appalachia.
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Moreover, the balsam woolly adelgid is a significant barrier to cultivation—anywhere.72 While
firs have plenty of natural pests ranging from aphids, mites, and white grubs, the most serious
threat to Fraser firs is the balsam woolly adelgid (Adelges piceae). These microscopic insects
traveled from Europe to America before the turn of the twentieth century. The pests typically
feed on the fir for months, sucking its sap before symptoms start to materialize. White, woolly
spots begin to appear on the bark, and essentially kill the tree from the inside-out. The tree’s
branches begin to wither, and eventually the entire tree succumbs to the balsam woolly.73
Before the American introduction of the balsam woolly North Carolina’s Alleghany
County was mostly absent of white settlers. Some hunters from nearby Virginia and central
North Carolina would use the area as hunting grounds, but not until after the American
Revolution did European settlement begin in earnest.74 As white people began populating
Alleghany they first focused on subsistence agriculture, which proved challenging outside of the
fertile alluvial soils found in river valleys. Indeed, much of the county has rough, stony land with
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acidic soils containing high concentrations of potassium. Contributing to the challenge of
farming was the county’s topography. Alleghany is part of the Blue Ridge Mountain Chain,
where peaks stretch to four-thousand feet.75 Although the region was not particularly well-suited
for intensive farming operations, white settlers did take advantage of Alleghany’s mineral
wealth. Before the onset of the Civil War the Peach Bottom mine along Elk Creek was the
county’s principal source for copper.76 In 1910, the county’s farmers were producing mostly
apples and poultry for export, although lumber and hay were significant elements of the
agricultural economy. Like the rest of the Christmas tree producing counties, Alleghany has a
cold, wet climate that allows conifers to thrive.
In 1911, the North Carolina legislature carved Avery County out of neighboring counties.
Settlement in the region, however, has a much longer history. Cherokee Indians first used the
land as hunting grounds, and Europeans explored the area as early as 1769. Around the turn of
the nineteenth century the Davenport and Bright families settled in what would become North
Carolina’s youngest county.77 These two founding families found a mountainous landscape
replete with metamorphic and igneous rock that were often more than a billion years old. The
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weathering of those rocks over millennia created the county’s mineral richness.78 Navigating the
county’s steep mountains and narrow valleys, descendants of the two founding families relied
mostly on subsistence agriculture. In the 1950s improved transportation networks fueled Avery’s
growing agricultural economy. Dairying and livestock became important sectors, and the
region’s forests not only supplied lumber, but entrepreneurs also dug profitable ginseng. While
Avery County farmers raised various agricultural commodities, Fraser firs would come to define
their overall economy.79
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Figure 2.3

Map of Michigan’s Top Industrial Christmas Tree Producing Counties

In 1868 Daniel Reeder journeyed to Michigan’s northwest lower Peninsula and became
Missaukee County’s first permanent white settler. Reeder and later immigrants found a region
covered in white and red pine forests with deep sandy soils. While the region proved full of
timber wealth, the climate dissuaded others from making the county their home. Frigid winters
and heavy snowfalls meant a short growing season that made farming traditional crops difficult.
The lumber industry quickly formed the core of the county’s economy after permanent
settlement. For thirty years the Mitchell Brothers Lumber Company was the single largest
52

employer in Missaukee. Although the lumber industry’s boom helped fuel the county’s
development, by the early twentieth century its bust left residents in search of an economic
savior. They found part of an answer in the Scotch Pine.80
Pinus sylvestris, or the Scotch Pine, is a native species to Europe and Asia. Like the
Douglas-fir, the species thrives in various elevations and grows from the British Isles,
Scandinavia, central Europe, and Siberia. European settlers brought the pine over to the
Americas, where it grew primarily in the eastern United States and Canada. A 2009 extension
pamphlet described the species as “the most widely planted Christmas tree species in the United
States.”81 Such a classification seems to stem from its geographic range throughout the nation.
While Fraser firs and Noble firs need specific environmental conditions to reach harvestable size,
both the Scotch Pine and Douglas-fir are easier to grow in different areas. Sometimes referred to
as the Scots Pine, the species can grow in a variety of soils and climates, but like all conifers, it
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thrives in well-drained sandy soils. The pine has a “favorable response to plantation culture,” and
takes about six to eight years to reach market.82
As early as 1615 French explorers visited the Lake Michigan area, perhaps traversing
what is today Oceana County. Before 1831 the region’s substantial forests drew interest from
European loggers, and it was that arboreal affluence that largely contributed to the first
permanent settlement efforts. By the end of 1849, six white families took up residence in Oceana
County.83 They weathered an unforgiving climate with annual snowfall around ninety-nine
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inches. Ten-thousand to Twelve-thousand years ago glaciers covered most of Michigan’s Lower
Peninsula. As they thawed Oceana formed a bedrock of glacial deposits. The county’s resulting
sandy soils offered excellent drainage, an attribute that allowed conifers to thrive. By 1870, in
large part because of a burgeoning lumber industry, the county’s population grew to seventhousand. Along with timber, the county’s residents began planting fruit orchards that
supplemented row crops. From the beginning white settlers rooted Oceana’s economy in its
trees.84
In the Spring of 1863 Dr. John Perry moved to Wexford, Michigan and became its first
permanent European settler. A year later the county’s population swelled to twenty families. In
1866 John H. Wheeler built the county’s first sawmill, hoping to capitalize on the surrounding
pine and hardwood forest. Indeed, the county’s soils played a significant role in the lumber
wealth Wheeler aimed to exploit. Wexford’s bedrock formed from a thick layer of ancient glacial
deposits, creating sandy soil that offered natural drainage for the region’s trees. The introduction
of a railroad around 1870, combined with the county’s mostly untouched stands, created the
perfect conditions for a logging boom. By 1890 the county’s population had grown to 11,278
people who braved exacting winters that averaged about ninety-one inches of snow each year.
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Farmers grew a variety of vegetables and grains, but the lumber industry was the heart of the
county’s economy. Wexford’s wealth has always rested in its forest.85
While the human histories of these Christmas tree counties all vary in important ways,
there are environmental similarities that became important to the places’ future as leading
evergreen producers. The six counties in Oregon and North Carolina, for instance, all have a
mountainous topography and high altitudes. All three states have cold and wet climates with
sandy soils that offer beneficial drainage capacity, with many soils tending to be slightly acidic.
Moreover, each county has a history of logging, which demonstrates their capacity to produce
profitable trees, and human efforts to capitalize on that commodity. Many of these counties
sustained valuable orchards, again underscoring how different types of trees flourished in these
areas. Attached to this tree-centric agricultural economy are the numerous places in all six
counties that experts deemed nonagricultural land. Ideas about the land’s unsuitability to
conventional row crops or accessibility barriers led both experts and farmers to suggest and
invest in trees as a way to work land that might otherwise lay fallow. Moreover, the nine
counties also had traditions of livestock raising as crucial parts of their nascent agricultural
systems. Raising these animals again underscores areas that might not successfully produce cash
crops, but could be put to use as pasture or forage.86
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***
Although environmental conditions would become decisive in establishing expansive
evergreen farming operations, they were not always so important. In the late nineteenth-century,
before conifer farms, ideas about what a Christmas tree ought to be centered more on its role in
celebrations than the inherent qualities of certain species. To be sure, Americans admired the
aesthetic merits of their holiday centerpiece, as newspaper coverage typically noted the beauty of
evergreens in churches and schools. During the 1880s, these trees, as scenic as they might be,
were often harvested from the nearby countryside. They were not chosen because of their
fragrance or strong limbs. Instead, those conifers became religious emblems that often struck a
charitable chord during the holiday. Churches turned their spaces into festive reminders of what
they thought was the true meaning of Christmas.87
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Evergreens proudly displayed in churches, however, could create unintended
consequences. In the late nineteenth century cotton was a ubiquitous tree embellishment that
people, usually the women of the church who decorated trees, used to represent snow. Along
with cotton, candles were also placed on limbs as a source of illumination. As might be expected,
the tree along with the cotton created a tinderbox that commonly led to flames and serious
damage. Indeed, as early as 1885 fires were so frequent from the mix that “some insurance
companies refuse to insure against loss from this cause.”88 The use of cotton and candle
continued, however, creating a host of church fires into the twentieth century. In 1901, for
example, one observer called to curtail the popular practice by arguing that the “Christmas tree,
the lighted candle, and the cotton-trimmed amateur Santa Claus form a combination that is
beginning to worry the fire insurance agent just now.”89 The potential for flames seems to have
done little to dissuade evergreen enthusiasts to abandon their decorations. Candles continued to
illuminate Christmas trees until the introduction, and widespread adoption, of electrical lights.
The establishment of a genuine yuletide tree market grew in fits and starts. While
observers worked to promote safer tree use, others sought to get a slice of the growing holiday
economy. Popular remembrances of the first business usually point to New York City. In 1851,
an enterprising evergreen salesman, Mark Carr, hawked two cargoes worth of trees extracted
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from the Catskills on the city’s streets.90 By the turn of the twentieth century journalists began to
seek explanations for what they saw as the sudden rise of a legitimate Christmas tree economy.
They argued that Carr’s trees were then destined mostly for the “homes of foreigners” as
American-born citizens rarely partook in the tradition’s rites. By 1904, however, that had
dramatically changed. In New York and New England alone 1.5 million trees made their way
from the forest to American households. The majority of that extraction took place from Maine
forests or the Catskills to supply expanding northeastern markets. Indeed, in 1904 two-thirds of
the 1.5 million northeastern trees came from Maine, which had huge consequences not just for its
forests, but also its land value. Areas that were once almost entirely worthless suddenly swelled
in price “for Christmas trees alone.”91 The swift shift in conifer value stemmed entirely from a
newfound holiday market since the tree’s “wood has always been useless to the lumbermen.”92
In 1904 Maine, evergreen extraction was estimated to garner a profit of $10,000, which in the
eyes of many legitimized the nascent industry.93
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Most trees during this time grew in natural stands near major metropolitan areas.
Evergreens from Maine and the Catskills supplied New York and other northeastern cities. In
Cleveland, people chopped trees in the city and its immediate environs before eventually turning
to Michigan forests to provide the holiday bounty. Each year, the harvest would radiate further
outward in search of more trees. As early as 1900, a few intrepid farmers began growing trees, in
part, because evergreens “that have grown wild in the forests are seldom as perfect as those
grown in nurseries.”94 Planting offered more management, from cultural shearing to the species
grown. Forest trees could often appear misshapen from their lack of annual pruning, and the
variety of species added further uncertainty about the inherent qualities of a given lot. The few
farm-grown trees descending on Cleveland markets in 1900, however, provided more symmetry
and reliability. A consumer-favorite balsam fir offered customers “the greatest strength branches
to hold up the Christmas presents,” and had “the prettiest foliage.”95 Cultivating the crop added
more control to the enterprise, but the few farms also served to silence opponents who repeatedly
worried about the tradition’s role in deforestation.
Christmas critics often focused their ire on the health of the nation’s forests and shortsighted forest management. At the turn of the century one author decried that “[h]undreds of
thousands of these young evergreen trees are sacrificed every year and the hills are being
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denuded of their natural forest growth by this slaughter of the innocents.”96 The historical record
is replete with numerous examples of disgust and concern over the relationship between the
holiday and the country’s timberlands. Another article from 1902 expressed concern about
Maine forests and the practice, arguing that the “fad, which has taken such a hold upon
Americans, of celebrating the birth of Christ by sacrificing annually throughout the State of a
million handsome, thrifty young evergreens, should be abandoned.”97 The burgeoning
conservation movement was characterized by observers’ personification of trees. “Arboreal
innocents,” their supporters claimed, deserved the opportunity to grow in their natural
surroundings.98 Each tree’s last gasp as a vaunted temporary household guest was a reckless
murder, and a forest made to unnecessarily suffer.
Of course, other attacks on the enterprise often took a utilitarian approach to emphasize
the industry’s flaws. Evergreen entrepreneurs always had to contend with a fluctuating market.
In 1906, yuletide businesspeople in Baltimore lost so much money the previous year that most
speculators were wary of hauling too many trees to the city’s streets. The lesson from the 1905
season was that “Christmas trees don’t pay,” and even worse, after the holiday celebrations
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merchants had to “pay people to carry them away.”99 While potential profits could often fail to
meet booster’s high expectations, observers could further chafe at activities surrounding the
enterprise. In Baltimore, for example, the men coming down from the Catskills and Maine were
charged with “promiscuous sundries.” Around fifty men visited the city ahead of their cargo and,
according to the New York Times, “all don’t bring their wives, only some of ‘em, but the women
come regularly.”100 City acolytes bristled at the annual influx of outside salesmen whom they
caricatured as country bumpkins who flaunted respectable behavior.
Bad press notwithstanding, there was also plenty of praise for a maturing Christmas tree
business. The balsam firs from Maine and the Catskills earned a following for their symmetry,
strong branches, and “spicily” scent.101 The balsam became so popular that “the firs were cleaned
out of the Catskills” which forced extraction in New Hampshire and Vermont. Tree cutters,
moreover, earned $1.50 a day plus board for their labor. The work did not only provide a livable
wage, but further brought them in “direct contact with nature,” a virtue increasingly lost in an
industrializing society.102 Even when forests began to suffer there was plenty of support for
evergreen businesses. One observer conceded that “there has been serious damage to forest
growth in the cutting of Christmas trees in various sections of the country, particularly in the
Adirondacks and parts of New England,” but that such devastation “is infinitesimal” when
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compared with losses from other timber purposes, principally fire or “careless” timber
management.103 Famed forester Gifford Pinchot also threw his weight behind the tradition. He
argued that “[t]rees are for use, and there is no other use to which they could be put which would
contribute so much to the joy of man as their use by the children on this one great holiday of the
year.”104 Justifications also pointed to Germany’s sophisticated forest management while the
country maintained the highest per capita Christmas tree use. Thinning small evergreens, the
rationale went, actually created healthier forests by allowing other trees more space and
nutrients. Expert management of timber resources, these proponents maintained, went hand-inhand with the tradition, one that they hoped would eventually lead to widespread evergreen
farms that would further lessen forests’ burden. Such logic doubled-down on the virtues of
“having a bit of nature in the home at Christmas.”105
Farms sporadically followed. Forest cutting had created a dicey situation with hardline
conservationists, and the visible deforestation urged proponents to expound upon the virtues of
thinning and professional timber management. The push towards row crops was a logical step to
fulfill annual demand while sidestepping potential debates. Indeed, in 1909 a supporter argued
that “so great has become the Christmas demand that in some sections of the country Christmas
tree farms have been established, where they are systematically grown for marketing.”106 At
stake, according to Christmas tree champions, was the very soul of the nation’s youth. They
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extolled, “[l]et it remain indefinitely, like the Santa Claus tradition, to be handed down to a
generation yet unborn, to be by them perpetuated for the added glory of the Yuletide season.”107
And farmers heeded the call. In 1914 Comfort A. Taylor established “the largest Christmas tree
plantation in the United States” in Muskegon, Michigan.108 Taylor’s farm, moreover,
complimented the county’s expansive reforestation efforts.109 Newspapers covered sprouting
farms across the country that hoped to fill the nation’s homes with a bit of nature while keeping
forests intact.110
Farming did not supplant forests overnight. In the 1920s forests continued to buttress the
nation’s overall market. Indeed, in 1924 one observer chastised “ultra-zealous conservationists”
and argued that people in Massachusetts “seem to despair of educating the public out of a habit
they have been following for generations, and have decided to try out the possibility of growing
trees to supply the Christmas tree market.”111 Calls to begin farms began to intensify, yet most
city trees continued to come from the nation’s forests. Three years earlier, in 1921, the state of
Oregon sent about sixty-thousand trees to California via railroads. Those “young fir trees [were]
cut from hillsides and forests near railroads” before making their way to California homes. 112
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The distance between major evergreen markets and the forests that supplied their goods
continued to sprawl. Farms did not spark that growth. As the industry continued to expand and
grow more sophisticated, the country’s forests remained the engine behind that transformation.
Indeed, opponents were quick to point not only to the scarred nearby stands, but the effects on
increasingly distant forests that satiated American’s annual arboreal appetite.
While farms had yet to provide a significant portion of the holiday’s trees, which would
shift the burden from forest to privately owned farmland, there were other alternatives. One
scheme was the Community Christmas tree—a decorated conifer that a city’s residents could all
enjoy. First conceived in 1913, a decade later Community Christmas tree supporters offered a
solution to the existing “disconcerting vision of the time when there will be no natural Christmas
trees because of an unbridled and greedy consumption.”113 The program promised a healthier
relationship to the nation’s forests, while still maintaining the joys associated with having a
celebratory tree. A community tree could be removed from the forest with its roots intact and
transplanted to a city center—providing a living testament for the city’s citizens. Indeed,
supporters argued that the “Community Christmas Tree idea has served a fine end in
emphasizing the brotherhood by which the day itself is measured; there is scarcely a town or city
which does not have a suitable place for some one of the species that carry the symbol of eternal
life in their green that never fails; how much better to show it forth in terms of life instead of
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death.”114 By reframing the tradition away from private spaces towards a communal ceremony,
believers hoped to save forests while creating a shared experience between citizens. A
community tree was a way to have your Christmas, and keep your forests, too.
Community trees never supplanted household ones, but they were, and continue to be,
one dimension of the holiday. Historian Neil Prendergast has interpreted the Community
Christmas tree as a notable path not taken. He argued that adherents in the early twentieth
century could have fulfilled much of their original promise, with considerably less ecological
repercussions to America’s forests and farms while undergirding communality. Prendergast is
correct to emphasize how the holiday’s environmental footprint would be lessened if every city,
instead of every home, observed the tree tradition.115 There were, however, considerable forces
pushing the country away from that path. Foresters, extension agents, businesses, farmers,
boosters, and consumers shaped evergreen culture, forcing the Christmas tree onto the path it
ended up taking.
It is not a coincidence that during the early twentieth century much of the debate
concerning the evergreen industry focused on what was best for American forests. In the 1880s
politicians debated Weeks Act legislation in an effort to expand national forest land in the
eastern United States. It was not until 1899 with the formation of the Appalachian National Park
Association, however, that the movement began to gain traction. In 1906 a New England group
merged with a southern association. That combination created enough political pressure to turn
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the Weeks Act into law on March 1, 1911. Much of the original impetus behind the legislation
centered on preventing fires that engulfed the Pacific Northwest in 1910. Allowing federal agents
to cooperate with state governments to protect privately owned forest land, lawmakers hoped,
could curtail future fires. Although fires in the Pacific Northwest gave the Weeks Law
momentum, Congressional debates made it clear that the bill’s clause concerning federal land
acquisition was where its importance lay. Indeed, historians would later point to the federal
government’s expanding public lands made possible by the act. One of the two states that
initially received matching federal funds was Maine, a state ravaged by Christmas tree
extraction. In 1913, four states qualified for the full federal allotment—and three, Maine,
Oregon, and Washington—were important sites of annual evergreen harvests. While the Weeks
Act was not drafted in direct response to the growing conifer industry, federal funds did flow to
its forests. Moreover, the public and Congressional debates surrounding its passage demonstrate
an overarching conversation about the health of the country’s forests, and the best management
strategies for its protection. That was a contest the Christmas tree trade was very much a part
of.116
The Clarke-McNary Act in 1924 expanded the Weeks Act by augmenting federal funds
for state and private forestry efforts, enlarging the national forest system, and creating a national
timber survey. Gifford Pinchot was an ardent opponent to the legislation, and he offered a rival
plan “requiring federal regulation of private forestland.”117 Pinchot’s vision, however, failed to
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gain much traction. The resulting Clarke-McNary Act was favored by most lumber companies
because it offered fire prevention subsidies, funded studies of state tax systems and forest
research. Pinchot’s further reaching reforms, according to lumber interests, would create
oppressive federal regulation. As the United States continued to enlarge its forestry efforts
professional management of its evergreens became one battleground in a larger contest for the
proper preservation of its natural resources. During the Great Depression that struggle would
intensify.118
Indeed, the economic catastrophe would pervade all aspects of American life.
Unsurprisingly the event created significant changes to the structure of the Christmas tree
industry. The next chapter begins with an examination of the role evergreens played during the
Great Depression, and how forestry programs of the New Deal restructured the debates over
trees, reforestation, and even the Christmas holiday itself. Chief among those leading this
conversation was the president, who both stewarded the country’s worst financial crisis and
referred to himself as a “Christmas tree farmer.”119 It is worth considering why Franklin Delano
Roosevelt took up the occupation, and the ways in which his policies helped establish evergreen
farming in the American countryside. Although Theodore Roosevelt was a prominent
conservationist critic of Christmas trees, his cousin was one of its greatest champions.
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CHAPTER III
ROOTS

To preserve and protect our great heritage we must
recognize and guard against the dangers of materialism,
encroachment of foreign “isms” and exaggerated selfinterest. If we are to maintain the Good Life, we may need
to rediscover it within ourselves and reexamine the basic
values by which we live. The spirit of Christmas can help
us do that, while helping others to a greater
appreciation of the birth of the Prince of Peace.120

We have on our side the floral elegance of God’s own
Creation, the spirit and legendary of Christmas itself,
and the majestic beauty of our carefully nurtured product. 121
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In 1938, the Rousseau family stopped outside of Cleveland, Ohio to chop down a
Christmas tree. Their two children waited in the car while William and Minnie walked off, axe in
hand. They found a tree they liked and William began chopping at its trunk. Eighty-four year old
William Case heard the axe too, and, with the kids watching from the nearby car, Case walked
out of his house and leveled his shotgun at William Rousseau. Case did not wait for Rousseau to
put the axe down; he fired. The shotgun blast knocked him off his feet, and he struggled for his
life surrounded by evergreens. He died in that field.
Case fired again and struck Minnie in the side. As she writhed in the dirt and watched her
husband slip away, she certainly feared for the safety of her children still waiting in the family
car. When police arrived, they rushed her to a nearby hospital. Minnie must have replayed the
day’s decisions that led up to that moment. The Rousseaus had made a trip to Cleveland and
decided to harvest a tree on the way back. William pulled the car off the road near a patch of
trees that they could probably tell was a private farm and not a public forest. They surely did not
envision that their trespass would lead to violence. For his part, Case was tired of people stealing
the trees he worked so hard to nurture. He defended his actions to police officers, saying he had
“been bothered by passersby taking his evergreen trees.”122 His problems with tree thieves did
not give him license to shoot people, however, and the police arrested him for murder.
This violent story, though certainly atypical, illuminates the changes taking place in the
evergreen industry and their repercussions. In 1930, Christmas tree farms were new and
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everyday Americans did not always understand how they differed from forests. It is little wonder
that people like the Rousseau family thought they could chop down any conifer they stumbled
upon, whether a public or private forest, or a new farm of trees. As more Americans carved out
evergreen farms, pilfering became one of their biggest problems, and it drastically cut into their
profits. Farmers wanted to protect their crops and livelihood, but most did not resort to murder.
Still, farmers and the industry they supported fought to make sure Americans transitioned from
cutting on public woodlands to buying trees from private farms. Trees were no longer always
free for the taking.
Enclosure was not a new national phenomenon, but it also was not a completed effort.
Colonial farmers had fenced in their livestock and spread ideas of private property throughout
the continent. Western settlers built barbed wire fences on the plains. Christmas trees arrived late
to the bounded landscape scene, but that lateness did little to prevent the industry’s growing
pains. Indeed, as the country’s conifer system moved from forests to farms in the postwar period,
it reshaped not just the land itself but also American attitudes toward it. Citizens who once
strolled through the forest to chop down their Christmas tree instead found fences, private
property signs, and gun-toting owners. People who relied on forests to harvest trees to resell on
urban street corners found themselves pushed further to the margins after World War II as dense
and shapely farm-nurtured trees hit the market and outsold their wild product.
Nonhuman incursions were as big a problem as human trespassing. Though farmers often
marketed their trees as products of sylvan wildlife sanctuaries—consumers liked the idea their
Christmas tree had previously lived among wild animals—the reality was that on farms those
animals ate the thing farmers had spent years raising. The biggest offenders in the eastern United
States were deer. Herds of those herbivores could cost a farmer their entire crop, especially in
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moments when the deer population spiked and human development cut into neighboring forests,
which pushed herds to look elsewhere for food. In the Pacific Northwest, bears threatened tree
stock. Throughout the country, small mammals like rabbits nestled under fragrant conifers.
Farmers also contended with tiny insects that could quickly spread throughout their monocrop
regime. They explained their reliance on chemical pesticides to combat such pests. Most growers
also kept a watchful eye for tree diseases. In short, tree farming was like any other kind of
agriculture: it came with a host of new challenges and worries.
Like a tree’s roots that anchor it into the ground and provide needed nutrients, the
Christmas tree industry’s roots really took hold and nourished the business around 1930. During
that decade numerous extension pamphlets and government agencies buttressed the growing
trade. Cities and counties rolled out new evergreen regulations in an effort to prevent reckless
forest harvesting, and they also passed regulations to bring some order to the new businesses. At
the national level, president Franklin Roosevelt spoke to the public about his own evergreen
farm, and the New Deal literally put more tree roots in the ground. The Civilian Conservation
Corps planted thousands of Christmas trees throughout the country with the intention that those
conifers would make their way to street corners once they reached marketable size. It was the
start of evergreen farming, and a new identity for the business.
Americans also continued to filter cultural ideas through the holiday. Children remained a
key demographic as farmers hoped to solidify their market for the next generation, and others
hoped that through evergreens the nation’s youth could learn about conservation and science.
American ideas about gender animated the trade, as many Christmas commentators held onto the
belief that it was the man’s responsibility to grow and harvest trees while women decorated them
indoors. As farming took a deeper root, some local communities celebrated the crop with
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festivals. In 1964, for instance, Indiana County, Pennsylvania held the country’s first conifer
festival, and inaugurated the Queen Evergreen contest. Many growers labored to portray their
work as masculine, which often meant trivializing women’s labor in the business. Conifer
boosters also equated tree bodies with those of women, making the implication that appearance
mattered most for both.
***
In 1923, Americans celebrated their first national Christmas tree. Calvin Coolidge
presided over the occasion and relied on a cut conifer as the inaugural event’s centerpiece. The
next year the nation’s Christmas tree planners switched to planting living trees on Sherman
Plaza. In 1924, the American Forestry Association (AFA) donated a Norway Spruce for that
privileged position. The following year the association urged “the use of the living Christmas
tree as a conservation measure and one that is in complete harmony with the early significance of
Christmas.”123 Although many of the planners, along with the AFA, hoped that the tree would
“stand permanently,” it did not. Some expected the transplanted spruce to fail because of a
drought, disease, or some other environmental factor. Instead, in 1929 the tree gave in to the
“heat and weight of the lights” hung annually on its branches. 124 Just two years later, America’s
new living tree met the same fate. The practice of saving live trees was actually killing them.125
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Nine years later, as the problems of the living national tree became obvious, program
architects came up with a solution. Since the annual burden on these living trees was too much to
overcome, they decided to plant two trees and alternate their use in the ritual. A year of rest, the
committee reasoned, would help the trees survive. They also came up with other innovations.
While the giant trees looked and smelled nice, they did little for the other human senses. Planners
added loud speakers at the base of the national tree so that they could sing, too. That was a
transition that seemed to stress the communal nature of the community tree by inviting lookers to
sing along. Just two years later, organizers again replaced the trees. They chose Fraser firs that
once sprang from the mountains of Newland, North Carolina, from an altitude above four
thousand feet. Americans rarely used those firs outside of southern Appalachia, although they
would shake the industry some six decades later. As early as the 1930s, in small circles, the
species began to make a name for itself.126
Indeed, finding mention of Fraser firs before the 1950s when extension agents and rural
planners began promoting its cultivation is rare. However, in 1924, a United States Department
of Agriculture (USDA) report noted that in “the South the Fraser fir is the favorite.” 127 While
those firs were readily available on public lands in the southern Appalachian mountains for
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anyone with an axe and some time, they were scarce outside of their limited natural range.
Moreover, that same government report looked upon a nascent tree industry with little optimism.
The author wrote that “there is very little profit in the business,” in part, because farmers and
landowners “look upon the trees as a gift of nature.”128 The author explained that farmers or
landowners rarely sought to make a profit out of their trees, and usually only charged the labor
costs associated with the tree’s removal. There is an interesting tension between those conifers
symbolizing a gift of nature, while also frequently representing an obstacle to the ways in which
they wanted to work the land. If the statement was ever true, it certainly rang hollow in the years
to come when the promise of profits spurred more Americans to plant trees.
In 1929, for instance, a journalist reported the estimated value of the natural tree industry
at about ten million dollars. Three years prior, farmers first tilled forty-eight conifer farms in the
state of New York alone.129 The growing number of farms suggests that either some people
found significant profit from the enterprise, or that crop promoters exaggerated returns enough to
fool ambitious landowners. Another author that year pointed to the waste involved in the tree
ritual because evergreens “have been relegated to THE FURNACE OR THE GARBAGE
HEAP,” which “at one time represented an enormous forest loss.”130 Farming, however, shifted
the burden away from American forests to its farms. A 1946 New York extension pamphlet
explained that because of “the awakening interest in conservation and reforestation during the
early decades of the current century, hand-planted Christmas trees began to appear on the
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market.”131 Growing a tree instead of cutting one from the woods alleviated a lot of
conservationist concerns. Importantly, some articles emphasized a financial incentive, suggesting
an income of $750 an acre.132 That figure is likely far more than a given farmer could expect, but
it certainly caught the eye of numerous readers. During the country’s worst financial crisis such
stories must have convinced many Americans that money might actually grow on trees. If they
were fortunate enough to own land, that kind of press made becoming a conifer farmer an
alluring proposition, and explains the concurrent growth in evergreen farms.
In 1931, the USDA published the pamphlet “Christmas Trees as a Cash Crop for the
Farm,” a pamphlet for farmers that the enterprise “affords a profitable side line for the farmer in
some sections of the United States.”133 It was a middle road between the agency’s earlier view
that conifer farming was entirely unprofitable, but it also avoided sensationalizing potential farm
income. Importantly, the government acknowledged that success in this new type of farming
depended, in part, on where a farmer lived. An area’s climate was an important part of that
calculus, but so too were the soils on which Americans hoped to raise their evergreens.
Nonetheless, enterprising entrepreneurs had reason for optimism. The USDA noted that the tree
harvest timing played into the hands of farmers who raised other crops—the winter season was
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often a period that they had a need for supplemental income. Moreover, changes in American
demographics trended in the farmer’s favor. The USDA emphasized that “a market for Christmas
trees exists in every town and city, and with urban growth a corresponding increase in the
demand for trees may be expected.”134
There were some important drawbacks for farmers set on moving into tree growing, of
course. Disease and pests were a constant issue, but since evergreen farming was still in its
infancy, scientists knew relatively little about how to help. Experts enlisted farmers in the name
of science. The government advised growers to collect insects that attacked their trees and send
samples to Washington for analysis, and hopefully they would receive a recommendation on how
to treat their trees. It was a form of citizen science, as each side attempted to define the contours
and best practice for the emerging crop culture.135 People reading the USDA publication also
discovered that “the trade is largely unorganized and speculative, markets during some years are
glutted and in others are insufficiently supplied.”136
That initially the trade looked more like the wild west than an orderly, scientific
enterprise was a theme throughout early industry literature. Farmers and sellers had few
regulations to sidestep. There was little coordination among competitors in a given market, and
sparse knowledge of how many evergreens retailers could expect to sell. Sellers sporadically
moved trees into the country’s cities, and it was not uncommon for urbanites to see stacks of
unused trees lining street corners, which fueled their deforestation concerns. That waste led the
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USDA in a publication the previous year to urge farmers not to harvest trees until they received
an order. Unlike corn, tomatoes, or other agricultural commodities, a Christmas tree did not rot
in the field unharvested. If demand was not there one year, farmers could simply hope for better
times the next.137
Still, some observers openly worried about whether the tradition would survive. A 1930
USDA radio broadcast warned that “the Christmas tree custom may not last unless all of us step
in and help preserve the trees.”138 The announcer told citizens that their own shopping habits
played a large role in protecting the nation’s forests, and that they should ask dealers where their
trees came from. The host insisted: “We can lend our influence to prevent harmful and careless
cutting.”139 A journalist put it in similar terms in 1932: “By buying trees whose parentage is
known, the purchaser can be certain that the tree is not the victim of some promiscuous
axman.”140 It was a forceful rebuttal of the actions of people like the Rousseaus who
indiscriminately searched for a tree. That kind of blasé evergreen attitude fell out of favor as
boosters and experts promoted expert managed forests and farms. One seller remembered the
1934 market in Los Angeles as overly glutted. The same year that radios first played “Winter
Wonderland,” this tree salesman saw something far from wonderful. He wrote that he went down
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to the railyard to see the unsold trees that “were all from Washington state and stacked in piles
head high and blocks long.”141 Such visible waste prodded consumers and the government alike.
In Colorado’s Pike National Forest, supervisors opened the woods to businesspeople. The
hope was that the forest could make a little money, while also selectively thinning the growth, so
remaining trees could grow faster. In 1925, evergreen entrepreneurs took ten thousand trees from
the forest’s stands, and in 1928, that figure doubled to twenty thousand. That was half of the
estimated total for the closest major metropolitan market, as the USDA guessed that Denver
consumed around forty thousand trees each year. Pike National Forest supervisor E.S. Keithley
argued that: “Prior to the entrance into the field of the Forest Service, local demand for trees was
supplied by promiscuous and destructive cutting on private lands or by vandals who cut the tops
from thousands of trees along mountain highways and roads.”142 The idea was that with the park
selling thousands of trees such nefarious practices would largely end. It was one way, foresters
thought, to better manage the forest and prevent indiscriminate tree harvesting and mutilation.
The city of Denver came up with some regulations of its own. In 1930, city officials
decided to impose a fifty-dollar license fee to vendors within the metro area. The scheme hoped
to weed out some ne'er-do-well sellers and “keep down careless cutting and wasteful
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oversupply.”143 A lot of people saw that kind of regulation as a temporary salve. The real
solution lay in farms that would provide trees “without robbing the forests.”144 Part of the
problem, however, was that in the 1930s the country still largely depended on forests for their
annual conifer consumption. As one journalist remarked in 1931, “Christmas tree farms are a
new innovation.”145
Without that consensus, debates raged on. A year later a journalist in Washington state
conceded some irresponsible tree harvesting practices, but still had faith that if done
“scientifically” the yuletide tradition could complement good conservation practice.146 The
author argued: “Forest experts agree that careful cutting of trees for holiday purposes may
actually be beneficial.”147 At other times, Christmas trees and holiday enthusiasm had little to do
with science or conservation. In 1931, as the Great Depression dragged on, one letter described
marking Christmas without its traditional centerpiece: “The trees were not seriously missed this
year because I don’t think anybody had much use for trees.”148
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Figure 3.1

Unemployed workers in front of a shack with a Christmas tree, 1938

Unemployed workers in front of a shack with a Christmas tree, East 12 th Street, New York City, 1938. Photograph
taken by Russell Lee. Library of Congress. https://www.loc.gov/resource/fsa.8a22559/

Although the economic crisis suppressed some yuletide spirit, several experts saw farms
as a way to rejuvenate the land. One journalist that year remarked that in “many parts of the
north are countless acres of badly worn and otherwise idle farm land that could be profitably
employed in growing Christmas trees.”149 Not only could farmers make some money, but
mistreated and gullied land would benefit from tree plantings that would stymie soil erosion. In
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1934 music producers released the song “Santa Claus is Coming to Town,” and boosters hoped
to bring tree farms there as well. Echoed throughout the Christmas tree crop literature, too, was
an expert concern about idle land. Professionals and laypeople alike worked to put as much land
to the plow. Within the prevailing capitalist ethos, fallow land served little purpose. Better to
plant trees that make individuals money, and under such rationale, force the land to produce
something of human value. Again, the Great Depression played a large role in pushing people to
avoid waste, something that idle land signified to so many.
While the press and USDA labored to convince landowners to establish tree plantations,
consumers learned how they could limit waste and forge a more harmonious relationship with
the natural world around them. During the season magazines and other media outlets offered
families advice on how they could best approach the holiday season. In 1935 one article from
Parents’ Magazine urged families not to waste the tree after it fulfilled its indoor duty. Instead,
the author suggested that Americans take their cut trees to “their garden for the birds and other
little creatures that live nearby.”150 That practice would not only limit waste, but it shows some
appreciation for the outside world. Another way to make the most out of a used tree was to
collect all the needles and stuff them into a pillow. Those cushions would emit some of the
residual needle fragrance, and leave less waste associated with having a tree.151
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Pillow pine cushions took a back seat as the threat of war in Europe cast an even greater
pall over holiday festivities. In 1939 one writer ended a report about the country’s national
Christmas tree event in the midst “of a troubled world.”152 The author continued: “May the
National Community Christmas Tree point the way prophetically toward an International Tree
around which mankind will in the not distant future celebrate the birthday of the Prince of
Peace.”153 The hope that America’s holiday and community tree might serve as a beacon of
peace and international fellowship failed to materialize. On December 7, 1941 the Japanese
attacked Pearl Harbor. The bombing had far-reaching consequences, most obviously thrusting
Americans into WWII. That war reshaped the country, and its Christmas tree industry.
The Pearl Harbor bombings happened close to Christmas, and yuletide businesses
immediately felt the sting. One seller remembered that expectations for the 1941 season were
high. After the attack, however, he had to take five train carloads to the city dump. Although
some citizens undoubtedly clung closer to their holiday given the uncertain future they faced,
others suffered a general malaise from the surprise attack. Christmas no longer seemed so
important given the country’s march to war. Families fractured as young men and women left to
fight, and the businesses involved in the holiday were uncertain how wartime pressures would
impact their livelihoods.154
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At least one important family farm remained operational during the war. Franklin
Roosevelt was the nation’s most famous Christmas tree farmer, and his Hyde Park plantation and
presidency dramatically reshaped the industry. That story begins with what the holiday meant to
the Roosevelt family. Henrietta Nesbitt, a White House housekeeper remarked, “I never knew
people that loved Christmas the way the Roosevelts did.”155 Another profile into how the famous
family marked the occasion reported that during the yuletide season “there is probably more
pandemonium per square inch in the White House than in all the heterogeneous, far-flung
agencies of the New Deal put together.”156
Policy architects drew the Christmas tree business into the New Deal’s realm. In 1937,
the Civilian Conservation Corps (CCC) planted sixty-two thousand Douglas fir seedlings in
logged off land in Washington’s Olympic Peninsula. Those fir trees were not only meant to aid
reforestation, but the United States Forest Service (USFS) intended to sell them as Christmas
trees once they reached marketable size. It was an experiment one commentator described as an
effort to determine “whether ‘Christmas tree farming’ could be made a profitable enterprise.”157
Years later, another author looked back at some of the important developments within the
industry, and pointed to 1943 CCC plantings of Scotch Pine as a watershed moment that helped
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curry consumer favor for the species.158 Through the USDA and the USFS the federal
government worked to promote the new crop culture. With the CCC plantings they took on an
additional role, one that went beyond promotion and put them into the business itself.
Although federal agencies like the CCC invested in the business and hoped the crop
could help the American conservation effort, individual states also became involved in the trade,
often through legislation. In 1945 Washington state commissioned a study to investigate the
“‘wanton waste’ of Christmas tree practices.”159 They planned to go further, however, and
explore the feasibility of a special harvest tax. Officials hoped that by taxing each tree, harvesters
and sellers alike would iron out a better system, one that avoided them leaving stacks of
evergreens at railroad stations and street corners. The final arm of the state’s Christmas tree
outreach was an official promotion of evergreen farms in “suitable localities.”160 The fact that the
state spent the time and money to address the problem stemmed from how much money the crop
brought in. That year foresters estimated that vendors would market two million Washington
trees.
The proposed taxes also had a precedent: neighboring Oregon made it illegal to cut trees
without a permit. Once a harvester obtained the permit, the next step was to consult with a
forester about which stands and individual trees that person could legally take. Finally, the
businessperson paid twelve and a half percent of their tree’s value in order to ship them to
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markets. Oregon’s harvest total for 1945 was four hundred thousand evergreens. Some
commentators believed that Washington sold so many more trees because of Oregon’s
regulations. The state to the south wasted fewer, too.161
Oregon foresters had other interesting strategies. They depended “on the ‘teen-age army,
the Green Guards and Junior Forest Wardens, all pledged to the protection of young growing
forests, to make this a good Christmas for trees as well as for people.”162 That program reflected
the effort to limit waste. More importantly, it enlisted children to help in both the evergreen
business and national interest. Yuletide enterprises long understood that children were their
primary market. Not only did children help sell trees immediately, but once they reached
adulthood those childhood experiences would again influence their purchasing habits. Moreover,
getting the boys outside to learn about forestry and protect trees shared some parallels with
organizations like the Boy Scouts of America. It reflected the idea that going out into a supposed
nature helped forge masculine qualities, particularly in the midst of concerns about the cultural
consequences of urbanization. The Green Guards and Junior Forest Wardens—both for boys
only—taught some science, but more importantly to a lot of the architects of such programs, it
put boys outside.
The program also echoed some earlier conservation discussions. Liberty Hyde Bailey, for
example, believed that nurturing trees cultivated a greater appreciation for the world. In 1919 he
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wrote: “If it were possible for every person to own a tree and care for it, the good results would
be beyond estimation.”163 The country’s evergreen tradition did not lead children to care for their
own conifer, but they did frequently help pick, trim, and discard them. It was one popular way
that young Americans first experienced forests, or at the very least, a product that symbolized
them.
As various levels of government sought to bring order to the yuletide business, the
country received a Christmas visit from Winston Churchill only weeks after the Pearl Harbor
attack. President Roosevelt and the prime minister jointly lit the nation’s community tree to
symbolize both nation’s friendship and military alliance during a holiday that carried a special
meaning to citizens of both countries.164 The public relations event did little to prevent
disruptions to the tree trade. Labor shortages—after all, evergreens were not a wartime
necessity—drastically curtailed the supply of conifers. One journalist remarked, “The Christmas
tree business, for several years a flourishing enterprise here, has bogged down along with other
war crushed activities.”165 Fewer available trees, however, did not mean that Americans
abandoned the ritual.
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By the fall of 1943 the Allies could claim some important strategic victories, but the
ultimate outcome of the war remained very much in question.166 Roosevelt, Churchill, and Allied
military planners were due to meet Soviet leader Joseph Stalin for the first time in late November
at Tehran to determine Allied strategy for 1944. In the midst of leading a country through one of
its most tumultuous moments, Roosevelt had something that might seem curious on his mind. As
Nazi Germany escalated the Holocaust, and while the Allies’ overall military strategy disputes
lingered, Roosevelt found a unique way to strengthen America’s alliance with Great Britain. By
mid-October the American president wanted to make sure British prime minister Winston
Churchill observed Christmas with a tree from the other side of the Atlantic. This was not just
any tree, but one carefully selected for Churchill from Roosevelt’s own Hyde Park Christmas
tree farm.167
Indeed, the precision with which Roosevelt orchestrated the tree’s shipment suggests that
this was no token gift to an allied leader, but instead a piece of the farm that was central to his
own identity. Roosevelt instructed that the prized tree should be carefully wrapped in burlap, and
that an Army truck would pick up Churchill’s conifer on December 11, 1943. It would then fly to
England by military plane. For the movement of this one tree, Roosevelt asked General Henry
Arnold to iron out the logistics. During one of the world’s most gruesome wars, the American
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president diverted military forces to send the British prime minister a symbol of peace. 168 There
is no way to know exactly what prime minister Churchill thought upon opening that Christmas
present. He could have imagined what Roosevelt’s farm looked like, or thought about that tree’s
life in the New York countryside. Or perhaps he looked upon that tree and imagined the future,
one where Londoners no longer lived under the threat of bombings, a time when other families
could unite around a similar tree and make memories together. A modest conifer has long meant
more to people than just its fragrance, prickly needles, or conical shape. In large measure, that
meaning was forged during World War II and the postwar period.
While the war shaped the yuletide business, the Roosevelt family had long held a special
attachment to the holiday. In 1938, the family decorated thirty-two trees throughout the residence
that ranged from table top size to an eighteen-foot gift from the New York State forestry
service.169 President Roosevelt’s annual holiday messages, too, reveal a deep fondness for the
occasion. In 1942, FDR explained that on Christmas day the nation’s factories would close even
though they remained open on other holidays to maximize war matériel output. He told the
country “I like to think that this is so because Christmas is a holy day.”170 Christmas, then, meant
a lot to the president and the first family. Part of that was their own family traditions. Another
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aspect, most certainly, was the busy lives they led and the opportunity the day held to pause and
make memories together. As Roosevelt made clear in his speeches, it also had a religious
dimension for him. Other Americans, too, viewed the holiday and its trees through a religious
lens. In 1952, one extension agent explained that the season was so popular because: “Giving to
others was a Christian trait.”171 They continued that the balsam fir gained a large following since
compared to other species its twigs “resemble crosses.” 172 The religious symbolism those trees
supposedly carried further prodded some citizens to buy emblems of their faith, and the
emotional and spiritual significance the Roosevelt’s attached to Christmas makes the motivation
for their farm a little clearer.
Not everyone was on board with the famous farm, however. In 1937 representative
Hamilton Fish, a Republican from New York, claimed that the president’s farm was a loophole
to avoid income taxes. FDR did write off some Christmas tree losses against his taxable income
that year, and offered a rebuttal to Fish. One journalist wrote: “Mr. Roosevelt went out of his
way to explain to the press that his Hyde Park estate in reality is a Christmas tree farm on which
he hopes to make a profit, but on which he just now is experiencing losses.”173 The operation did
start to turn that profit later. In 1940 the Roosevelt farm reported making nine hundred dollars,
which was double the revenue of the previous year. Whether FDR initially conceived of the
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project as a way to pay less taxes is difficult to confirm or refute. But it did make money, and the
president’s files make it clear that he was heavily involved in the business.
Part of the reason Roosevelt could turn a profit was the advice of people like Fae
Huttenlocher, a writer for Better Homes & Gardens. In 1942, she gave yuletide decorative
suggestions, and mentioned the gloomy attitude surrounding the country. She urged American
housewives: “Let our home fires burn higher and brighter than ever this year for those who
gather round them.”174 Festive embellishments to people like Huttenlocher offered some
semblance of normalcy, and made the domestic space a refuge from the work and worry going
on outside. The next year another author turned that relationship between home life outward to
include the soldiers fighting in faraway lands. He wrote: “A world apart, the hearts at home
around the Christmas tree beat as one with the brave hearts on the fighting line, and over the
clash of global battle rings out, like bells in the frosty sky, our belief in a world to be, where
American family life will be secured in a durable peace.”175 Despite tree shortages, Christmas
and its trees still mattered a great deal.
But the war raged on, and officials had a hard time devoting precious resources to
observe a holiday. In 1943, Americans listened to “I’ll Be Home for Christmas” for the first
time. The song gave voice to soldiers’ sorrow as they longed to reunite with their loved ones.
That year, for the first time since the inaugural celebration, there was nearly no national
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community Christmas tree. A year earlier planners had made changes to conserve electricity by
skipping the lights and using old ornaments. In 1943, reporters told Americans that it was not
enough, and that to save gasoline and the resources people would use to visit the tree, the event
was cancelled.176 That did not sit well with nation’s first lady. Eleanor Roosevelt lobbied to
rescue the ritual. One journalist reported: “At the request of Mrs. Roosevelt the plan to forgo the
annual Christmas tree at the White House this year has been abandoned, and the tree, with
decorations but no lights, will grace the south lawn of the White House as usual.”177 Importantly,
it was mostly the work of women to keep the rituals alive in the midst of global war.
From the White House to the poor house, women championed the continued importance
of Christmas trees and decorations. That effort reveals not only a gendered divide between
domestic spaces and those outside the home, but also the greater appreciation women had for the
psychological benefits of traditions and aesthetic beauty. In the midst of an uncertain future with
war raging across the globe, many American women doubled-down on what they understood as
their own duty to create domestic spaces as a refuge from the troubles outside. Cultural ideas
about femininity stirred many women to double-down on the importance of the holiday and its
decorations.178 For the first lady’s case, male officials argued that saving resources greatly
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outweighed decorating a conifer on the White House lawn. Those rituals, however, often
reminded many what they were fighting and working for. They wrapped Christmas memories
and trees up with their own understanding of family. In World War II, the most visible female
participation came from the factory floor. Rosie the Riveter is rightly well-remembered within
America’s collective consciousness. But women also labored in their homes to make Christmas
happen, despite emotional and material shortages. Although far less heralded, it helped win the
war, too.179
Yet, many Christmas tree critics were not convinced that farming alleviated the annual
environmental cost associated with its use. A large segment of opposition came from white,
middle-class women who had the leisure time to worry about the nation’s environmental health,
and in a continuation of the Progressive era conservation movement, saw protecting the land as
part of their womanly duty. In 1929, for instance, a Wisconsin garden club held a debate on
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whether Americans should continue cutting trees to decorate their living rooms. The contest
winner was Mrs. Walter A. Lobb who argued in favor of ending the practice. She posited that “it
is patriotic duty of every citizen to replenish and not destroy trees, that it is largely a nefarious
business as most landowners and lumber men state that most of the Christmas trees are actually
stolen from property owners and the stealing has been such that it is deterring reforestation by
discouraging owners of the land.”180 Mrs. Lobb further pointed to the erosion that followed tree
cutting, and that “trees look beautiful on the countryside.”181 Her competitor refocused the
debate on forestry and marshalled science to contend that thinnings improved the health of
forests. She pointed to how many people involved in the trade depended on it for their income,
and that a future of farms promised to alleviate the sacrifice. The town’s mayor presided over the
debate and he ultimately chose Mrs. Lobb’s side, as did the garden club in a 33-25 vote. The vote
shows that although Mrs. Lobb won, she failed to achieve much of a consensus.
Without much to coalesce around, those debates continued, often animated by American
gender norms. In 1936, one newspaper writer noted that both farms and forest extraction ended
what once was “a job for ‘the man of the family’ who raided the hills with axe and wagon.”182
Presumably, the convenience of picking up a tree in town threatened an expression of
masculinity some American men found in walking out into the woods and chopping down their
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own tree. Notably, that was the man’s job and not the woman’s. She took over once the tree
made it indoors to the domesticated space. More frequent than concerns over a loss of a
manhood, however, were the cries about “the slaughter of beautiful young trees.”183
Women were culturally marginalized in discussions of the holiday, but they also found
themselves marginalized in the business, despite their critical role in national and individual
business success. In 1961, Ray and Cordie Helmer grew Christmas trees in Wisconsin. While her
husband and sons were out in the fields shearing trees, Cordie most often found herself dealing
with customers and helping balance the books. She occasionally worked in the fields when her
sons found outside employment, but only when male labor was unavailable. Cordie mostly
focused on sales. She dealt with customers, but she also negotiated with wholesalers and
retailers. Engaged in the most visible and intellectually demanding part of the business, Cordie
did not receive full credit for her work. Instead, the author claimed that “Women do get quite a
break, for almost without exception, men are polite and gentlemanly with women—some are
even helpful.”184 To make money in the business farmers had to sell their trees, and many wives
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like Cordie did so. Their unacknowledged labor kept the family farm operational for another
year. Male tree farmers might acknowledge how women helped out, but they did not treat
women as real farmers or businesspeople. Their womanhood supposedly shielded them from the
cutthroat male arena.
Those ideas surfaced in other parts of the trade. At the biennial national conference,
Christmas tree farmers separated the sexes. The men went to panels on new scientific research
and heard from extension specialists while the women had a “ladies tour.”185 In 1960, on
Michigan State University’s campus, farmwives attended campus tours, garden tours, social
hours, and banquets. They looked at “fur fashions” and went swimming while their husbands
learned about fertilizer trials and how they could improve their marketing techniques. 186 Four
years later at Cornell the conference planners installed Francis Wroblewski as “the ladies’
chairman” so that “the ladies should have a good time while their husbands are attending the
meetings.”187 The women would again visit gardens, and this time an aviary, too. Wroblewski
made sure that female attendees would have some spare time “for ‘holding’ the family
together.”188 Not only did the conference planners separate the sexes, they expected women to
carry the burden of child care—indeed, they were supposed to make sure that husbands’ needs
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were met, too. From most men’s perspective, it was a work event for men, and a vacation for
women. A lousy vacation at that since they had kids to feed and wrangle while still making it to
social hours on time.
While women were glorified nannies at national conferences, they were crucial to the
business taking place in the meetings. One 1959 survey found that for one-third of American
families the “lady of the house” chose the tree.189 Another study in the Knoxville, Tennessee area
found the same percentage, with twenty-four percent of men solely making the family’s tree
decision. Twenty-eight percent of couples chose their tree together.190 Women, then, made most
family tree decisions, yet their work or perspectives often went ignored within the industry. They
mattered as consumers, but rarely as contributors.191 In 1964 researchers observed a broad shift
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in national species popularity as consumers looked for conifers that would keep their needles
longer. One forester explained that change as: “To the average housewife needle drop is the
principal objection to certain species.”192 Growers knew that limiting needles on the floor was a
big incentive for Americans to make the switch to a fake tree. They marshalled science to
research keepability by species, and they searched for other ways to keep more needles on limbs
instead of scattered around the house.
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Figure 3.2

Chart of the five most popular conifer species produced, 1948-1964
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As experts explored ways to make Christmas trees more appealing to consumers, the crop
became an important part of not just some local economies, but also their cultures. Indiana
County, Pennsylvania styled itself as the “Christmas Tree Capital of the World.”193 In 1964, the
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county put on the first Christmas tree festival in the United States. Tourists and locals alike
looked at evergreen plants, flower exhibits, quilts and “other ‘folksy’ displays and booths.”194
The event, like the trees it celebrated, depended on different versions of tradition. The festival
peddled nostalgia, and mostly that of white Americans, and even included “Indian dances.”195
For a lot of citizens, a good local festival also needed a pageant. Organizers obliged with the
Queen Evergreen contest. Mirroring the problems with grading Christmas trees, judging a beauty
contest created similar subjectivity concerns. The pageant rather overtly equated women’s bodies
to that of a conifer. One 1970 holiday decoration advertisement, for example, even more
explicitly drew that comparison. The decoration company invited the viewer to look at both and
appreciate their style and beauty.196 More indicative of American culture during the decade, it
taught young women that their worth, like that of a Christmas tree, came from their
appearance.197
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Figure 3.3

1964 Queen Evergreen Images, Indiana County, Pennsylvania
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Union Wadding Company Christmas Tree Advertisement, 1970
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Indeed, a close examination of those images reveals some implicit ways people likened
the bodies of trees to those of women. For the Queen Evergreen pageant, for example, the
winner’s tiara signified a tree topper (sometimes referred to as a crown). The dresses embellish a
woman’s curves, similar to an evergreen’s silhouette. In the Union Wadding Company
advertisement, the message is clear that both the human and tree are “best-dressed.” The
woman’s long earrings imitate the tree’s tinsel and suggest that both embody a taste for modern
fashion. Unlike the Queen Evergreen event that emphasized purity, this advertisement argued
that some artificialities could embellish the natural. The fake tinsel spruced up a real tree, just as
the woman’s dress and jewelry enhance her grace. Such images invited Americans to equate
women and tree bodies as something to be admired for their beauty. It was a fleeting
attractiveness at that, as cut trees died and women aged past a culturally constructed prime.
Women, then, became objects, and many within the industry degraded their labor to
bolster evergreen farming’s masculine image. That objectification was not something unique to
the Christmas tree industry, and in many ways mirrored the broader American social scene.
Indeed, Elaine Tyler May and other historians have emphasized that following the Great
Depression and World War II, American men felt acutely anxious and searched for stability. A
general era of conformity meant that many of them tried to “get along” in the organization they
worked for, which denied them some masculine qualities like aggression or “‘manly’
individualism.”198 Searching for a replacement, many men looked to the home and exercised
authority over their wives, which imparted them with a sense of respect and manliness. Men in
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the postwar era explicitly emphasized women’s beauty, reproductive capacity, and domestic
aptitude. Indeed, second wave feminism as a movement aimed to convince the country that
women could be more than housewives. The popularity of beauty pageants—in 1982 the Miss
America contest boasted of being an American tradition—revealed an emphasis on very
particular forms of white feminine attractiveness. It is within that context that some Christmas
tree farmer communities held their own beauty contests, and many male farmers forced their
spouses into subordinate roles on the farm.199
Those American gender ideas are largely absent from FDR’s Christmas tree
correspondence, although the president’s remaining records make it clear that he personally took
an active role with his farm. In 1943 he wrote to Nelson C. Brown who worked at the New York
state college of forestry. That year Brown ordered thirty thousand Christmas trees to plant on the
Roosevelt farm, and urged the president to contact stores to sell his crop. The president’s
secretary Grace Tully took care of that part. She wrote to various businesses like Bloomingdales
and A&P. Those form letters made it clear that the president had trees to sell, although there is
nothing to suggest that Roosevelt branded them with his name or official title. While FDR did
not gain the upper hand by marketing presidential trees, his position certainly afforded him
advantages over rival farmers. That 1943 season Bloomingdale’s had already secured the trees it
needed, but the company’s president wrote the White House anyway. Michael Schaap informed
Grace Tully that his company would happily send someone to Hyde Park next year before filling
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their tree order.200 Christmas tree farmers around the country clawed to meet with buyers who
represented major businesses in the hopes of unloading their trees. Bloomingdale’s president did
not write to them.
There were some things that Roosevelt shared with other farmers. One of those was
relying on expert advice that promised to improve the yield and quality of a given crop. In 1944
Nelson Brown wrote Roosevelt a letter providing advice on farm management. He strongly
argued the benefits of shearing the conifers and controlling brush. He urged Roosevelt to have
William Plog, the Hyde Park Christmas tree farm’s manager, ensure that the work gets done.
Most of the president’s trees were Norway spruce, Douglas fir, and balsam fir. In 1944, however,
Brown told FDR that “I understand Fraser fir will prove to be a very good tree.”201 Roosevelt
bought those fir seedlings, anticipating that American consumers would find something special
in the species. He would not live to see how his Fraser firs fared.
On April 12, 1945, Roosevelt died. While the nation mourned, the future of the late
president’s Christmas tree farm remained in doubt. Two years later, Eleanor and Elliott
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announced that they were keeping it in the family. They planned to go into the business on a
“commercial basis.”202 Eleanor explained: “We cannot afford to keep it just as a country place
the way that my husband’s mother did.”203 The family duo secured two-thirds of the Hyde Park
estate, so although they did not prevent the tract from splintering, they did keep a large chunk.
When reporters asked why Christmas trees, Eleanor did not mention the importance of keeping
the family farm going—a refrain often heard from other evergreen farmers. Instead, Eleanor
explained that this type of enterprise offered “stability.”204 She would quickly learn that the
business was anything but stable.
That Christmas season Elliott Roosevelt searched for reporters to decry the price gouging
he experienced from sellers. The late president’s son complained that he sold some trees for
sixty-five cents that he later saw selling for thirty-five dollars in New York city. Elliott told
newspapers that he would “make Christians of the Christmas tree dealers.”205 The complaints
might have been a ploy. After his dealer criticism, Elliott let reporters know that the trees were
part of his father’s reforestation project on the property, and that the Roosevelts planned to
market one-hundred thousand trees from that area the next season.206 That is precisely the
number Elliott sent out, although he took a different selling approach. Instead of using
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unscrupulous dealers, the Roosevelt trees went out to local United Electrical Workers Unions.
Each local union handled five thousand trees, selling them for a dollar and a half each. The
profits—and it is unclear if Elliott sold the conifers again for sixty-five cents each or asked
more—under the agreement would go to “locals’ welfare funds.”207 Unlike his father, however,
Elliott used a seal that explained how each tree “was planted and grown under the supervision of
the late President.”208 By selling the president’s legacy Elliott probably made more than farmers
selling ordinary trees. The late president’s popularity with union workers meant that Elliott and
the union brass could expect the trees to sell reasonably well. Those trees were, after all, a
relatively inexpensive piece of FDR. Imagine the holiday scene that played out that 1948 season,
as workers beamed with pride when describing their tree, the one their hero grew.
It took more than one person to build up the evergreen industry, however. Organizations
and governments played a large role in helping to establish a new crop culture. 4-H, in particular,
helped to convince children and teenagers that Christmas tree farms were an agricultural pursuit
worth pursuing. By 1950 local clubs started extolling the virtues of tree farming in California and
Michigan. Often, 4-H members would tour a farm, or learn about the environmental benefits
trees offered. In Barry, Michigan, the club planted seedlings for the twin purpose of reforestation
and to market when they matured. The 4-H club planned to use Christmas tree profits to buy
recreational equipment. In Missouri, farmer Charles Reynolds got his start with evergreen
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farming after he attended a 4-H event. He explained that he enjoyed “watching the trees grow
and knowing that they are doing good for the land they are on.”209 With organizational backing
from clubs like these, farmers must have felt validated. No longer a marginal crop, the postwar
period saw evergreens become a professional enterprise. 210
That professional enterprise became an important marker during the Cold War as much
of the country sought to explain how American culture and values were different from that of the
Soviet Union. A grower in 1960, for example, lamented that the artificial trees “trend can’t be
blamed on the Russians.”211 For them, few things were less Soviet and more American than
capitalism and Christianity. The business certainly seemed capitalistic. In 1950 the industry
expected to sell twenty-eight million trees, which made the overall trade worth fifty million
dollars.212 Even the best laid plans, however, could not account for everything. Growers in
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Wisconsin harvested their trees early in November, but winter storms blanketed the evergreen
growing region. With snow-covered and icy roads much of their harvest remained inaccessible.
Those trees might have been a product of nature, but nature did not always cooperate, either.213
People within the industry also seemed to embrace internal contradictions. One reporter
described evergreen grower John Hattery as “an ardent conservationist as well as a man who cuts
down trees.”214 Indeed, many growers started their farms because extension agents and the
government convinced them that the crop could act as a savior for cutover lands. There were
other incongruities. In monocrop farms where the most variety was perhaps the planting of a
handful of different evergreen species in clean rows, reporters claimed that there one would find
the “beauty of nature” or “wilderness.”215 One letter to the supervisor of the Willamette National
forest revealed another challenge within the industry, mainly establishing trust and a working
relationship between “the wild-eyed logger and the starry eyed forester.”216 The industry gained
some coherence and legitimacy, but there remained different agendas.
A colorful example on that front came from North Carolina in 1952. North Carolina State
University’s extension forestry department conducted surveys to better understand the state’s
market so they could improve their farmer outreach. One interviewee explained how they paid a
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stranger thirty-five cents for a Christmas tree in the woods. They said that the person was a
“[v]ery shady looking character might have been cover up for other business.” 217 Next to that
description the author drew a crude sketch of a moonshine still. If the interviewee’s suspicions
were correct, some Americans found money in the forest cutting and selling trees, and hiding
their illegally distilled liquor-making operations among the forest cover.
Most farmers were not engaged in a side hustle that might land them in jail, however.
Since a large part of their business came from ideas about American families, those farmers did
try to keep an eye on cultural developments and future markets. One of the most important of
those came from their younger consumer base. A USFS publication quoted one energetic
customer who said the industry is “a sure-fire proposition because, as long as we have children,
there will be a market for Christmas trees.”218 Such declarations made the business appear like a
safe investment, although it was a gamble that farmers frequently lost.
A lot could go wrong for Christmas tree farm owners that contributed to them losing that
kind of gamble. Flammability continued to cause many of them to watch their money go up in
smoke. Magazines and the press warned the American public that the earlier recommendations
about fire proofing were ill advised, a reversal that pushed many citizens to make the fake
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switch. Experts had championed the use of ammonium sulfate or other inexpensive chemical fire
retardants to prevent disaster. By 1952 they reversed that stance because treated trees failed to
live up to the supposed inflammability, but also because “the family goes overboard in a false
sense of security.”219 Another article argued that ammonium sulfate made the trees more
flammable. Americans struggled to reach a consensus on the best ways to practice fire safety.
The ritual of burning the tree after its use also came under more scrutiny. One author advised:
“Even outdoors, a tree should be burned only as a dramatic object lesson; the spectacle of a
burning Christmas tree should convince anyone that it pays to handle it with care.”220
Along with fire safety, farmers had to deal with thieves. While many did carry guns, most
did not shoot people like William Case. H. Stanley Floyd, the director of the national association
argued that tree pilferers cost growers huge sums, a problem that few outside the industry
understood. Floyd argued that “the dollar volume of Christmas trees stolen, each year would
easily put to shame all the bank robbers, payroll “holderuppers,” bookies, burglars and what have
you.”221 Compounding the issue was the fact “our finest people have been found guilty.”222 What
growers clamored for was in part a cultural change, one that forced Americans to equate stealing
a tree with other agricultural products. It was not socially acceptable to steal a cow, but for some
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reason few outside the industry batted an eye when it was a conifer. Those involved in the
yuletide trade turned to the government for help. State legislatures in Oregon, Maine, and
Michigan all proposed Christmas tree theft bills that required people moving evergreens to have
bill of sales. Those laws failed to pass, but owners could still charge vandals with trespass. In
1957 Wisconsin’s state Christmas tree association offered rewards for information that led to the
convictions of tree thieves. There, deer hunters made up a large number of stealers, as they
would finish tracking game and then begin a hunt for a free tree.223 Farmers had other problems
with both deer and the people that hunted them.
Put shortly, deer killed a lot of conifers. The herbivores could accidentally step on a small
seedling, or a buck might grate his antlers against a larger tree. That was small damage. The real
problem came from deer using young conifers as food. One Pennsylvania farmer planted twentysix thousand seedlings and after one winter discovered eighteen-thousand of those “dead or
deformed due to deer damage.”224 One Pennsylvania forester conservatively estimated that
farmers within his county lost more than fifteen thousand dollars’ worth of trees from deer
grazing in just one season. Farmers had little recourse. Some researchers found that chemical
repellents attracted more deer to their trees. They could shoot the deer on their property, but
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“patrolling the field with a gun demands more time than any of us can afford.”225 Growers
discussed poisoning, but feared its consequences and questioned its legality. Some farmers
installed electric fences that most deer leapt over. Left with little recourse to control their deer
problem, many farmers lashed out against hunters who they believed kept herd populations
artificially high. Indeed, the secretary of Pennsylvania’s association seethed: “It is downright
resource idiocy to permit the present destruction of trees to enable a selfish group to “sport” as
they wish, regardless of the current or ultimate costs to the public.”226 Similar to the soil bank
issue, Christmas tree farmers felt their legislative and policy voice suppressed by interest groups
who had more sway.
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Figure 3.5

Deer Eating a Christmas Tree, 1969
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Because of that perceived suppression growers forged particular political worldviews in
response. In 1967, North Carolina planned to establish a state nursery in Avery County to better
supply seedlings to the state’s growers. One farmer called it an “encroachment upon private
enterprise.”227 Indeed, that same year the national association’s president Garth Bowen explained
that evergreen farmers were “God fearing—loves out-of-doors—living things—patriotic—
generally votes Republican…”228 The majority of farmers cast conservative votes in large
measure because of their reliance on nostalgia and religion to sell trees.
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In 1965 one conifer grower worried that national changes would spell disaster for the
industry. He wrote: “In view of the Supreme Court decisions last year against prayer and Bible
reading in public schools, it is entirely possible that Christmas as a national holiday might be
outlawed and become a strictly religious observance in church and home.”229 Such a statement
ignored the many non-Christians that marked the holiday with a tree each year, and also drew a
convoluted connection between public school prayer and more people buying trees. It did
anticipate the twenty-first century conservative preoccupation with a “War on Christmas,”
however. Growers often fell on the conservative side of other debates, like raising the national
minimum wage. In 1965 one North Carolina farmer called the legislation “a great burden,” and
others worried that a minimum wage would increase Canadian competition since America’s
northern neighbors could pay less for labor.230 Further, growers sought to challenge the ecofriendly image they themselves created when it came to conservation programs. Alexander
Davison, a grower from North Carolina argued that the “production of first quality Christmas
trees require that farmers carry out many practices that are necessarily not good conservation.”
He continued that each grower “carries out intensive insect control programs which in many
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cases destroy beneficial insects as well as the primary targets.”231 Government policy and
cultural change, to many farmers, seemed poised to disrupt their businesses.
Indeed, Christmas tree farmers often lamented the changes they saw around them. They
saw their industry, at its core, as one that relied on tradition and family values. Cultural change
threatened to disrupt the country’s need for their product. While they worried about American
culture, famers also worked to shape public perception of their enterprise. Making perfect trees
was demanding, growers wanted consumers to understand. Not only did many farmers want to
overturn the idea that they planted and let nature take over, they also worked to paint their labor
as particularly masculine. Women might answer the phone or help out in some small ways, but it
was the men who strained their backs dragging a bundle of trees. Their dirt-caked hands were
bloody and bruised from planting and shearing. Farmers thought they did the hard work so
Americans could admire evergreen beauty. That belied how important women were to the
operation of family businesses, and also the many women who ran farms by themselves.
American culture was always deeply intertwined with the conifer business. Holiday songs
put people in a festive spirit and primed them to buy their emblem of the season. Even the
weather impacted sales. In places that traditionally got snow, a warm winter could mean fewer
families felt moved to decorate a tree. More than anything, Christmas annually lived as a feeling
for millions of Americans. Corn and wheat farmers knew that people would consume their
products. What they grew filled a biological necessity. Evergreen farmers, on the other hand,
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relied on sentiment to turn their rows of trees into a marketable commodity. More than any other
crop, they depended on American ideas of family and tradition to stay in business.
Farmers tried to nurture those ideas just as they nurtured their trees. The next chapter,
Handle, examines the ways growers developed marketing programs. It analyzes how the
Christmas tree industry sold a message of wholesome nature to counter the rising artificial tree
threat. The national Christmas tree association, along with state associations, conducted research
and surveys to better understand public perception and local markets. They used that information
to develop their marketing programs, and it serves as a valuable source to reconstruct the
regional trade along with American purchasing habits. Lastly, Handle reveals the ways that
human hands shaped and painted a supposedly natural product. A close look at the artificialnatural dichotomy causes much of that perception to crumble.
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CHAPTER IV
HANDLE
“A producer of Christmas trees must
always act in harmony with nature,
and produce his crop in conformity
with established principles of soil and
water conservation, ever mindful of
his responsibility to God and man.”232

“Money grows on trees is a reality in
the growing of Christmas trees as a
farm crop.”233
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In 1967, a fifty-foot, 3,000-pound Fraser fir grew in Mitchell County, North Carolina.
The state’s Christmas tree association scouted the specimen and decided that it aptly symbolized
the Old North State’s newest agricultural enterprise, though next to no one could appreciate that
fact in its present location. Association leaders decided to cut the colossal conifer and enlisted a
helicopter to move it to a much more visible site: the top of the fifteen-story BB&T bank
building in Raleigh. Newspaper images captured the massive evergreen dangling from the
helicopter, slowly navigating the narrow spaces between downtown buildings. Among public
relations people and bank officials, a group of school children waited on the roof to see the tree
land. As the tree began its descent to the rooftop, however, it became clear that things were not
going as planned. The huge tree began to sway “alarmingly,” and the adults rushed the
schoolkids off the rooftop while other spectators swiftly intervened and finally secured the tree to
its massive stand.234
The herculean effort to put the North Carolina tree at the center of the capital city’s
Christmas scene clearly sent the message that the industry and its farmers were not simple
hobbyists. Moreover, the stately Fraser fir broadcast throughout the state exactly what an
archetypical evergreen ought to look like. Even more important for people like Alexander
Davison, who served important roles in the state organization and as the secretary and journal
editor for the national tree group, the costs were minimal. Davison explained “Our costs were
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exceedingly small, our benefits were disproportionately large.”235 North Carolina farmers, along
with others across the nation, had grown trees. It was time to market them.

Figure 4.1

Helicopter Moving a Christmas Tree in North Carolina, 1967

The News and Observer (North Carolina), November 14, 1967. FHS NC Christmas Association Box 1,
Newspaper Clippings folder. FHS.
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Indeed, American consumers’ postwar shift from wild forest trees to farmed brought a
host of changes within the Christmas tree industry. Rather than tree sellers scavenging for trees
consumers wanted, now farmers could grow a tree with the desired characteristics from scratch.
Growers could plant trees anticipating the perfect height for harvesting in the late fall. They
could shear and shape trees into bushy, conical frames farmers believed most American favored.
More management meant monocrop farms with little biodiversity, and as experts championed the
intensive use of pesticides and herbicides, those tidy tree rows often became sterile sites with
little living besides the crop. Although the industry hoped to market their trees by selling an
environmentally friendly image—one where tree farms rescued abused land and provided
sanctuary for wildlife—the reality looked far different. Most farmers actively sought to kill
anything that fed on their trees.
The industry’s marketing, obviously, sought to tell a different story. After all, North
Carolina boosters did not want the crowds gazing up at the perfect tree sitting atop a Raleigh
bank to be thinking about pesticides and mechanization. If consumers thought about the
agricultural side of tree growing at all, American Christmas tree businesses and collectives hoped
to convince consumers that not only was this new farming saving forests, but also that it was
saving previously denuded rural landscapes. State groups, and later the national organization,
designed trademarks and worked to define the industry’s interests. Unsurprisingly, a lot of that
work focused on nostalgia. Farmers hoped to convince Americans that respect for the country’s
past meant erecting a “real” tree in the living room, one whose fragrance symbolized cherished
values like family and community. That push hoped to boost profits. In 1961, a farmer could
realistically expect a net return around $2,057.14 per acre. Since some trees took ten years to
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grow, that amounted to $257.22 total profit, per year, per acre.236 While they championed
realness, the work behind the tree scenes might have seemed quite artificial to an outsider. Trees
did not naturally grow straight, but instead depended on human hands to achieve idealized
shapes, and chemical regimes to fend off predators. A number of farmers sprayed their trees
green so they looked healthier. They might have been selling wholesome nature, but that is not
what was growing in their fields.
The title of this chapter, Handle, comes from the Christmas tree lexicon. It is the
product’s stem, the part people grab onto when they drag a tree. It fits here as the visible
beginning of farming in the American trade. While the previous chapters, Dirt and Roots,
provided the necessary groundwork for the industry’s expansion, it was during this period that
many citizens discovered the creation of a new agricultural system designed to satiate their
annual tree demand. Not only is it the part that first peeks out from the ground, but it also
signifies how people within the business started to get a handle on what it meant to be a
Christmas tree farmer, merchant, or expert. USDA grades, for example, offered the chance to
standardize tree characteristics, from needle freshness to branch strength. The creation of a
national organization gave farmers a platform to learn from their peers and scientists, but also
engage in discussions on their own values, ones they hoped their counterparts would adopt. The
countless fairs and exhibitions gave farmers and merchants an idea of what an ideal tree was
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supposed to look like. A handle is the very lifeblood of a tree, and it was this era that gave the
industry its own vitality. It is also the point where harvesters cut the tree, severing it from its
terrestrial home. The push towards farming helped transform stems into handles. Indeed, some
observers believed that an evergreen did not evolve into a Christmas tree until someone chopped
it down. Stems fed trees, and handles helped Americans move dead conifers into their living
rooms. Similar dualities run throughout the industry’s history.
While farmers grew the market and built business contacts, federal, state, and local
governments played the largest role in creating the national Christmas tree industry, pumping
support into it. Although some people started growing Christmas trees well before the
government subsidized the industry, the explosion of farms throughout the country is easily
traceable to government programs. The Civilian Conservation Corps planted evergreens to help
with soil erosion and to sell on street corners once they matured. The United States Department
of Agriculture churned out numerous pamphlets and constructed voluntary standards. Federal,
state, and local agencies gave money to many growers under the umbrella of conservation.
Perhaps even more importantly, local foresters and extension agents hounded new landowners to
plant trees. Of course, the United States government did not create Christmas, its trees, or invent
their farming. But it did heavily invest in the enterprise, one that policy makers hoped would heal
the land, alleviate overproduction with other agricultural commodities, and keep farm families on
the land in the midst of a burgeoning rural exodus.
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Although farmers owed a lot to government schemes, by the postwar period they
frequently complained of oppressive bureaucracies.237 Their shouts of the free enterprise
system’s death served as a rallying cry. They wanted the government off their back, the very
same entity that gave them their start. That impulse largely stemmed from a shift in white
supremacy tactics. As the successes of the Civil Rights Movement made it unacceptable to use
racial slurs and incendiary racist language in public, white Americans adopted coded phrases and
ideas to oppose integration efforts. Many of them argued that they were not white supremacists,
and that they only wanted free enterprise and limited government. Put into practice, those
policies continued segregation and white supremacist aims in American towns and cities.
Farmers complained that conservation programs like the soil bank scheme amounted to
state-sponsored competition, even though that same state once sponsored them. When their
pesticide use came under scrutiny in the aftermath of Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring and later the
creation of the Environmental Protection Agency, their calls reached a fever pitch. Many farmers
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believed that the government cost them money. EPA bans meant that low cost pesticides came
off shelves, forcing farmers to spend more on production. Their business also depended on a
deep reverence for a mythical American tradition, one usually symbolized by inchoate ideas
about pioneering and hard work. Farmers saw their trees as part of a long national history, a
product that connected millions to their ancestors—even though the tradition itself had only been
commonplace in the United States for a generation or two. Each year their business depended on
inspiring Americans to reconnect with that tradition. It shaped a very particular political bent for
the overall industry, one that ignored how governments subsidized their trade, and with the
emergence of the Sunbelt and the expansion of the military industrial complex, swelled their
customer base.
***
In 1942, forty-four individuals created the Pennsylvania Christmas Tree Growers’
Association. It was the first official conifer collective in the country. They described their
purpose as “bringing together the growers of the state for mutual helpfulness: to share their
observations, experience and know-how; to work together to solve problems; and to develop
improved methods of production and marketing high grade Christmas trees.”238 Farmers
understood their industry was just beginning to develop, and that they had a lot to learn from the
experiences of others. They also knew that land grant universities and scientific research
promised to revolutionize growing. In 1946, for instance, Pennsylvania State University’s School
of Forestry researched the relationship between annual shearing and overall tree quality in
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Norway Spruce. Some in the industry called that “artificial shaping,” as farmers and their
workers trimmed their trees into the conical silhouettes their customers expected.239 Artificial
shaping trimmed trees to look more like what people in the industry desired, and made them
resemble the fake tree’s own prefect proportions. Farming meant more control over trees than
wild ones, and more opportunities to artificially change a given tree’s aesthetic. In the next two
decades, however, growers and sellers alike would choose their words carefully. They described
grown trees in wholesome terms that depicted a crop cultivated by nature more than the human
hands that planted, sheared, and sprayed trees. Unsurprisingly, the industry constructed a
simplistic dichotomy between real and fake that shrouded some of the practices that made their
crop seem fake, too.
Farmers were hard at work making their trees fit their expectations, and the expectations
they believed American consumers to have. In 1946, the Christmas tree harvest reached eighteen
million, a new high. The most popular variety came from the spruce family, which comprised
thirty-five percent of the species Americans put up that year. At thirty percent were Douglas firs,
which came mostly from the Pacific Northwest. Balsam firs came in third at twenty percent, and
those trees primarily grew in the US northeast and Canada. 240 Despite those record numbers of
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farmed trees, and while farmers were hoping to convince families that their crop of trees were
better than the wild ones from the forest, in the late 1940s most trees on corner sidewalks and
general stores were still wild.
Indeed, the lion’s share of those wild trees came from private woodland, but the USFS
was a major supplier as well. In 1947, the forest service sold half a million trees, including a
ninety-six-foot white fir that stood in Pershing Square, Los Angeles. 241 Americans had a
fascination with large trees, but the USFS realized that many were also uncomfortable with
Christmas tree harvesting from public lands. To quell those concerns they used tags that read:
“This tree brings a message from the great outdoors. Its cutting was not destructive but gave
needed room for neighboring trees to grow faster and better.”242 That missive chiefly served two
purposes. First, it told Americans that forest harvests were part of good forestry, and that
scientific management could improve natural stands while providing products of human value.
Secondly, it made sure customers knew that this tree came from the outdoors, which shows how
the government encouraged Americans to bring part of that wilderness inside each year.
Especially in the country’s swelling cities, it might be as close to “nature” as they would get.
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Many Americans displayed some reverence for their piece of nature when the tree had
served its holiday duty. Some people would use the trees to feed birds, or make pine needle
pillows. There were other rituals, including the Twelfth Night ceremony. Practitioners would
take out their trees to be “burned in a blaze of glory” and one commentator described it as “a
fitting end for a tree of tradition and sentiment.”243 It was a practice mostly observed in rural
areas with more space for controlled fires, and less garbage collection infrastructure. Indeed, one
author penned an ode to the Christmas tree:
When Christmas trees at last are burned
Upon the hearth, they leap and flash
More brilliantly than other wood,
And wear a difference in the ash.

They do not lie in pallid gray,
But rise above the flames—oh see!
They lift like clouds of silver moths,
For they have been the Christmas tree.244
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The temporary visitors elicited strong emotions from their hosts, many of which people related to
some dimension of the natural world. Citizens who burned their trees must have looked upon the
ashes not just remembering the holiday memories the tree once observed, but also the life that
once was. Like a Viking burial, Christmas bonfires were one way that Americans valued the
dead.
While consumers practiced their rituals and honored their arboreal visitors, farmers
worried that too few Americans understood the farmers’ role in the holiday. Despite gaining
more visibility for their work, many citizens still believed that once a farmer planted an
evergreen they simply waited for nature to take over. When the tree reached an acceptable size
the farmer then chopped it down. The only labor needed, they thought, was for planting and
harvesting. Christmas tree growers grated against such ideas, and through the press hoped to
educate consumers on just how challenging their enterprise was. In 1951 one writer explained:
“They must control weeds, brush and insects, guard against fire and roving animals and
constantly inspect their crop.”245 The message was simple, they were just like any other farmer.
Farming meant that growers exerted more control over the final product than they did
harvesting from wild stands. One extension service forester explained that modern tree farming
meant “higher quality trees can be grown in shorter time.”246 Indeed, forest trees usually took
around ten to twelve years before they were ready to market. Those grown on plantations took
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only six to eight. Speed was one thing; improving quality was trickier. Most monoculture farms
worked to keep out natural predators and disease that could threaten an entire crop. They
annually sheared trees and closely observed their farms. People controlled the final product more
than they ever had before.
Not everyone in the business thought growing trees was the future, however. As the press
covered the rising number of sprouting evergreen farms, most trees still came from forests. In
1955 Americans consumed twenty-two million forest trees, compared to just over three million
that grew on a farm. Commentators breathlessly covered the expansion of farming, and yet
eighty-seven percent of the national market relied on wild trees. Of that large chunk, eighty-one
percent came from private woodlands and nineteen percent from federal land.247
Moreover, yuletide businesses bought a significant chunk from Canadian forests. In 1948,
the United States imported just under eight million trees from their northern neighbors, or
twenty-seven percent of American consumption. In 1955, that figure grew to twelve and a half
million, or thirty-three percent of the overall market. Extension agents and crop boosters saw
those numbers as a chance to cut into Canada’s wild tree exports.248 Their efforts materialized.
While Canada supplied the United States with thirty-three percent of its trees in 1955, in less
than a decade that figure fell to only nineteen percent. To recoup some of those losses a few
suppliers bought the rights to stands and sheared wild trees. It filled a gap as farms did not yet
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produce enough to supply the country’s total market, but because of the work of extension agents
and growers, customers increasingly expected shapely, dense trees.
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Table 4.1
Year

Chart of the United States imports of Christmas trees from Canada249
Number

Total Value

Wholesale value
price per tree

1950

9,081,600

$3,090,300

$0.34

1951

9,748,200

3,679,550

.38

1952

11,555,750

4,761,900

.41

1953

11,035,800

4,891,550

.44

1954

10,928,250

4,727,600

.43

1955

12,409,600

5,659,000

.46

1956

12,537,268

6,058,000

.48

1957

12,032,650

6,254,550

.52

1958

9,389,250

5,306,400

.57

1959

11,868,600

7,051,050

.59

1960

10,688,600

6,413,050

.60

1961

9,242,500

5,779,800

.62

1962

10,104,000

6,470,650

.64

1963

8,761,100

5,986,450

.68

1964

7,964,120

5,396,300

.68
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Table 4.2

Chart of United States use of Christmas Trees, 1948-1964250

Year of

Number of

U.S.

Total

Total Canada

Percent of

survey

families in

Production

Consumption

Imports

U.S.

U.S.

Consumption

1948

37,237,000

21,450,400

29,382,800

7,932,400

27

1955

41,934,000

25,381,200

37,790,800

12,409,600

33

1960

45,062,000

31,361,500

42,050,100

10,688,600

25

1962

46,341,000

33,383,000

43,487,000

10,104,000

23

1964

47,436,000

32,956,300

40,924,700

7,964,120

19

Growers also came up with new ways to sell their trees in provincial markets throughout
the country. In 1953 Henry Washburn, the director of the Agricultural Extension Service in Santa
Cruz County, California came up with an idea he called “choose and chop.”251 Washburn asked
farmers to consider allowing customers to walk through their plantations, choose a tree, and then
chop it down themselves. The state’s extension publication credited Washburn as being the first
to come up with that kind of scheme, but being the first matters far less than the way those early
choose and chop operations sold an experience. Customers came not just in search of a tree, but
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the opportunity to search for the one that fit them best. As some citizens worried that the country
was too urbanized and alienated from a pioneer spirit they could only get outdoors, those
operations let customers saw their own tree down. The new way to sell evergreens did not
immediately win over growers, however. A lot of them “feared letting the public loose in a
Christmas tree plantation with a saw.”252 Those that overcame that fear often found a profitable
way to market their crop.
As tree farming grew, regions throughout the United States sought to organize their own
local markets. In the mid-1950s South, planners at the Tennessee Valley Authority (TVA)
became interested in a tree that could grow in the mountains, benefit the environment, and bring
residents some extra cash. One report described the problem as “the small farmer of the southern
mountain region has been in a terrific economic squeeze.”253 That report explained the squeeze
as mainly one of mechanization, an agricultural movement difficult to replicate in the uneven
terrain in the mountains. Even farmers who occupied smoother land in the valleys often lacked
the resources to invest in expensive machinery. Part of the solution, the TVA hoped, rested with
conifers. The agency chose ten families and had them plant thousands of seedlings for both
reforestation and to sell as Christmas trees. The TVA helped make those families part-time tree
farmers, and they assisted in not only planting, but also gave demonstrations on proper shearing
techniques so that the forestry experiment could gauge the income North Carolinians might
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expect from shapely conifers. Broad structural changes had pushed many of those mountain
farmers to the margins, but government agencies hoped that a marginal crop might come to their
rescue.254
On the other side of the country, one farmer who did not need rescuing was Paul Kirk of
Tacoma, Washington. Nicknamed the “Christmas Tree King,” Kirk’s expansive business earned
him a profile in Better Homes & Gardens. In 1954 the Kirk tree kingdom stretched twenty
thousand acres, and American readers learned of the sophisticated machinery he employed to
keep it running. Kirk’s company used helicopters to help spread conifer seeds, and conveyor
belts moved trees from harvest sites to bundling machines that packaged trees into smaller
profiles to lower shipping costs. They used “the weasel,” a vehicle that resembled a military tank
without a roof. The tread system allowed workers mobility in even the most difficult terrain.
While most of the work on Kirk’s farm centered on planting, tending, and harvesting trees, he
also employed several “shotgun-carrying guards.”255 They not only kept a look out for people
who might steal trees, but also “brush pickers.”256 Pickers went into the forest in search of
anything of value. They collected pine cones for their seeds and random greenery. They could
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sell seeds to nurseries, and the greenery had a market for holiday wreath-makers. Labeled “a
special breed of individualists,” a good week of work could net $100.257
The newfound value of conifers, and the concurrent enclosure of private forest land,
threatened pickers’ livelihoods. In public forests, too, poachers illegally trespassed in search of
something to sell. Their individualism did not fit into the rules prescribed by governments and
private property owners. For the laborers who did work Kirk’s land legally, the sophisticated
machines and technology lessened some of burden, although the fanciest tractors and conveyor
belts did little to warm workers during snowstorms with howling winds. For those operations
with less capital and technology than Kirk, work was even harder.
Fred Wagoner and his brother John lived in Gibbonsville, North Carolina. They bought
the rights to some tree stands on Roan Mountain State Park in Tennessee and each year they cut
fully grown Fraser firs, dragged them to the truck, and tied them down. One trip in particular
stood out to John Wagoner. That day the brothers left the mild weather of Gibsonville with an
employee in tow who did not bring along a coat because it seemed unnecessary. On Roan
Mountain, however, it was snowing. The frigid temperature was not the only obstacle to
working outside in the mountains during the winter. Biting wind gusts and steep inclines made
reaching trees physically taxing. Locating the trees, however, was only the start. Men and
women like the Wagoners often cut down trees twenty to thirty feet tall. Felling such a massive
tree was no easy task, but then there was still more work that remained. The Wagoners also had
to cut off the top six to eight feet to make a tree in a size a consumer could fit in a living room.
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On this trip, the Wagoner brothers had their seasonal employee drag the trees back to the truck to
tie and load them by hand.258
Lacking a coat, the employee eventually fell victim to the southern Appalachian
environment. The brothers became concerned when he did not return to the harvesting site, and
after they went to search for him they found him “sitting hunched over a pile of green Fraser fir
branches and shoots, thinking he’d built a fire.”259 This worker suffered from hyperthermia, one
of the potential hazards to collecting wild trees in the imposing mountain wilderness. Had the
Wagoner brothers not found the man when they did, he likely would have died.
While business people like the Wagoner brothers took to the forest for trees, the move to
farming continued to branch out. On September 23, 1955 farmers from across the country met in
Butler, Pennsylvania to found the National Christmas Tree Growers’ Association, Inc. The
collective hoped to “meet the needs of people engaged in the production and marketing of
Christmas trees across the nation.”260 Indeed, through their trade journal these farmers read the
latest Christmas tree scientific research, and they often wrote articles hoping to share their
successes and failures. It was an official clearinghouse for the kind of knowledge sharing
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evergreen farmers had been doing for decades before. Now, however, getting into contact with
others who tended trees throughout the country became considerably easier, and quicker.
The national organization represented a watershed moment for the industry, but many
regions still relied on forests for their Christmas trees. Montana, for example, produced about
three million trees a year, mostly from the forest, and sent them throughout the country. In 1955,
Montanans shipped trees to twenty-seven states and Cuba. That year the most Montana trees
went to Texas as railcars delivered just under half a million. The central states between Montana
and Texas received a large number of those wild trees as well. 261 Similarly, the California market
continued to rely on natural stands. In 1956, 99.9% of California Christmas trees were wild, and
at the end of the season nineteen percent went unsold, destined for city landfills. Although
extension agents might explain that as “about normal for a perishable product,” many
Californians must have understood those stacks of unused trees as unnecessary waste. 262
While Montana and California depended on forests, Pennsylvania and Michigan made
heavy investments in farming. By 1959, Michigan had twelve thousand Christmas tree farmers
and one hundred and sixty million planted conifers in the soil. Those numbers dwarfed
Pennsylvania’s. The Keystone state had two thousand farmers and eighty million trees in the
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ground.263 It is important to note the difference between plantings and harvests. A lot could go
wrong growing a tree. Many did not make it to street corners, let alone living rooms. The Pacific
Northwest also saw farming growth. In 1957, Oregon harvested 891,720 trees, and Washington
1,765,560. Although Washington almost doubled Oregon’s output, it did so mostly with forest
trees. Thirty-five percent of Oregon’s total came from farms, compared to just nineteen percent
for Washington.264
Extension agents, TVA research programs, and foresters led the evergreen farming push.
As early as 1952 one Illinois farmer started a Christmas tree farm “with the aid of the soil
conservation service and state department of conservation.”265 Seven years later an Iowa farmer
used the same agencies, including the expertise of a forester and county department, to put
seventy-one acres under the soil bank program. He signed a contract promising not to harvest
any of the trees for ten years, and received twenty dollars per acre, per year.266 In Pennsylvania,
depending on your farm location, the per-acre return was between ten and twelve dollars,
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although farmers would also receive additional funds to purchase tree seedlings.267 Policy
makers hoped their programs would lead to more trees and more farms. Established farmers,
however, were less than enthusiastic.
Indeed, it was one of the first hot-button issues the national organization faced. In a 1960
meeting, the board resolved “That the benefits of the National Association of Christmas Tree
Growers [sp] Association be restricted only to those members of the constituent organizations
who engage in the Christmas tree business in the traditions of the free enterprise system and shall
be refused those members of the constituent organizations whose individual programs are based
on the use of publicly-produced planting stock or ‘soil bank’ programs.”268 Christmas tree
growers rebuffed government help and lobbied state and federal agencies to end the program, but
the pace of change moved slow. They could, however, publicly tell soil bank participants they
were not welcome in their organization, although how they enforced that edict is unclear.
Nonetheless, farmer ire was not just about subsidized competition, or a nebulous faith in free
enterprise. While farmers complained of “something for nothing” they also blamed those kinds
of conservation measures for oversupplying their markets.269 Schemes like the soil bank program
did put more Christmas trees on American streets, but that was a price most planners were
willing to pay. The idea was to incentivize farmers to switch from commodity crops like corn
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that often stripped the land of its fertility, and swap them with trees. The government hoped to
alleviate some overproduction in staple crops, and assuage some of the damage growing those
crops caused. For Christmas tree farmers, however, bureaucracies were trying to solve one
overproduction problem by creating another. States like Maine, New York, and Wisconsin put
more than twenty thousand acres each under the plan, and Michigan and Minnesota were not far
behind.270
The plan came under attack from other angles as well. Some farmers complained that the
strategy was not good conservation practice, a reversal of their previous claims that Christmas
tree farms could save neglected or abused land.271 Other growers understood that the very
agencies promoting the soil bank program had once helped them, too. Leo Hosenfeld, a grower
in New York, explained: “The policy of selling seedlings to growers below cost was established
when Christmas tree growing was an embryo.”272 Farmers did not complain when the
government helped subsidize their own operation, but they believed the industry had developed
enough now to make that kind of intervention unnecessary. Rather than changes in the national
business, however, it was individual circumstances that changed. Growers like Hosenfeld did not
need the support for their successful operation. The people trying to get a foot into conifer
farming did. Like a tree’s twigs during a winter gale, a farmer’s stance on issues like these could
shift abruptly. Although they complained about the government and lamented the death of free
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enterprise, self-interest, instead, drove their opinions. Government was a benevolent force when
it served their ends, and oppressive when it helped their neighbors instead. Tree farmers
promoted conifers as one of the world’s best conservation measures in an effort to sell their trees,
and drastically tempered that when it no longer served their ends. It is fair to question the
conservationist façade growers put on.
To fight back they wrote letters and lobbied for their industry. North Carolina’s conifer
culture was just starting to take shape in the late 1950s, in large part because of the state’s
investment in the crop. In 1959, the state’s association president wrote to North Carolina State
University’s horticulture, agricultural extension, and forestry departments hoping to join forces.
Farmers wanted funding for their new crop and yearned to put the state’s land grant university to
work for them.273 The North Carolina Christmas Tree Association (NCCTA) felt so strongly that
science offered them a better future that they created a research committee to work with the
various departments at the state university. Not only did they want university research into their
trade, but they also wanted a hand in determining what kind of research scientists conducted.274
Members like John Gilliam wrote about the need to convince the state legislature to fund a
conifer research station.275 Perhaps most of the work, however, came from their efforts to
promote the regional industry directly to consumers.
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One way the association reached consumers was through events like Winston Salem’s
Dixie Classic Fair. Contests showing off the state’s tree crop, especially the Fraser firs, were a
major attraction at the event. Naming for the evergreen exhibits not only included the association
but also the state extension service. It is unclear whether the state helped pay for the exhibit, but
their named inclusion on the exhibit shows the close relationship that developed between the
two. In 1959, fairgoers had the opportunity to learn that the state consumed one million trees a
year, yet retailers still imported over eight hundred thousand to meet that demand. They could
talk about how those trees mostly grew in the northeast and Canada and arrived stale stateside
since harvesting there took place from September to November in order to avoid heavy snow.
More than anything, perhaps, onlookers either appreciated the fragrance and aesthetic of the
Fraser firs, or wondered, what’s the big deal?276
While North Carolina’s western mountains nourished a variety of evergreen species,
many experts believed that the Fraser fir had the most desirable tree qualities. Chief among those
was how the fir fared in transit. It decayed slower than its counterparts, had a nice aroma, and
kept sturdy branches that supported large ornaments. It held particular commercial promise
because the exacting demands of its natural environment fashioned a durable tree.277
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The specialist favorite did not immediately translate into a consumer favorite, though.
Indeed, in the midst of those promotions the state’s cherished fir did not even make the top five
most popular Christmas tree list from 1948 to 1964. In 1962, Americans had more than thirtythree million trees to choose from. Only thirty thousand of those were Fraser firs.278 Despite its
lack of national consumer visibility, farmers from around the country wrote to those involved in
the North Carolina trade to find out more information about the vaunted species. In 1959, a
forester from Ohio wrote the NCCTA asking for more information and research concerning
Fraser firs, and further mentioned that Ohio’s nursery might soon begin growing its own
seedlings. 279 Growers and sellers in Pennsylvania felt “considerable potential in Frasier fir
[sp].”280 Word about the species circulated, and the closest evergreen growing areas to the fir’s
natural range wondered if the tree might do well in their climates. North Carolina shared its
research and seed, just as they had looked to other states when they began building their own
industry. All of that regional effort paid off by the 1980s when western North Carolina became a
powerhouse in the trade.
During the 1950s the Tar Heel state experienced an explosion of evergreen plantings.
NCCTA membership applications reveal how many trees farmers planted, the location of their
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farm, and their primary occupation. Combing through those records shows that North Carolinian
tree farmers came from all walks of life, and carved out farms of all sizes, mostly in the western
part of the state. In the mountains there, some growers annually planted hundreds of thousands of
seedlings while others tried to grow a couple thousand. Despite a handful of enormous farms and
some very small ones, most of these first-time growers were the middling sort who managed
between ten and twenty acres. For soil scientists, foresters, extension agents, lumber employees,
and farmers, tree-growing was an obvious fit. But tree growers were also plant workers, teachers,
doctors, lawyers, bankers, and even one film producer. Farmers used most of their operations as
a source of secondary income. A few farmers ran large conifer companies that paid their bills,
and a couple retirees depended on the profit from their small plantation. Most, however, relied on
their careers elsewhere. Like the TVA family experiments, those tree farms were a way to make
a little money and enjoy the benefits of growing something. In an era where fewer families
farmed, the new crop was a way to hold on to a semi-agrarian lifestyle. People mentioned how
working with trees allowed them the peace of the outdoors, or how they hoped to pass down the
farm to their children. As that kind of ambition spread, new concerns emerged.281
The state’s industry faced a calamity when all of the new plantings threatened the state’s
supply of seedlings. In 1959, North Carolina’s state-run nursery capped the amount of balsam fir
seedlings a grower could purchase. Direr for those farmers, however, was the Fraser fir seed
shortage. The sheer popularity of that expert-favorite tree limited its numbers. As growers
planted more, the state’s reserves dwindled at a moment when wild trees faced a natural
predator: the balsam woolly adelgid. That tiny insect fed on firs, eventually sapping a tree’s
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nutrients and killing it from the inside-out. While planters busily sought to put more Fraser firs in
the ground, the pest threatened the wild seed source the state’s nursery depended on to fill its
inventory. The shortage did not just mean that local farmers struggled to find the species to plant,
but it slowed the tree’s spread to other states. Foresters, extension agents, and a great deal of
farmers honed in on this one fir for the state’s industry, but it was still unclear how customers
outside of its natural range would receive the tree.282
In the midst of that fir frenzy, the business nationally lacked industry standard guidelines.
More coordination and an official national organ meant that selling or growing trees was not the
wild west it once was, but deciding what made a good tree was still highly subjective. Farmers
talked with their customers who did not “know one species from the other.”283 More problematic,
those involved in the industry—growers, sellers, and experts—could not decide on specific
criteria that made one tree better than the next. In 1958, Americans first heard “Rockin’ Around
the Christmas Tree,” and growers themselves first saw the USDA’s voluntary Christmas tree
grades. A forester in North Carolina explained: “With grading the growers can demand better
prices for their trees, and can determine which trees to leave in the field for later harvest or other
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purposes.”284 Farmers also hoped that it would not just lead to better prices, but that it would
further facilitate sales since wholesale buyers could theoretically skip physical tree inspections
and still know what they were buying. Initially, professionals saw the grades as a boon to the
industry. It was another step towards a common set of principles. One Pennsylvania grower
argued that it would not immediately solve all of the industry’s problems, but that the guidelines,
along with market forces, was “going to separate the men from the boys.”285 Growers employed
language like that to link their success to their masculinity, and also shape the image of their crop
culture. Men grew trees. Women decorated them. That manufactured image ignored the
numerous women who worked in the industry, many of whom managed their own farms.
The new grades did not suddenly alleviate tensions about ideal tree features, but farmers
were united in one regard: artificial trees were inferior to their natural product. By 1957, the
spread of such trees was highly uneven. In the Seattle area only about five percent of families
celebrated with a fake tree, but in Los Angeles County that figure jumped to twenty percent.286
The competition caught the attention of farmers, who were mostly unconcerned. They believed
the imitation had a limited urban market where “big natural trees would be inconvenient in small
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apartments.”287 One farmer explained his views: “Christmas will never be artificial. It is our
salvation, not a drunken brawl.”288 Not only were the fakes somehow representative of drunken
brawls, that same farmer further labeled them a “dead substitute for an evergreen.”289 It was a
distinction that seemed to miss the fact that natural trees, by most any measure, were also dead
by the time they made into a family’s home.
Some farmers worked to find ways to limit tree deaths by practicing stump culture. They
would amputate the top part of a tree leaving behind the lower whorl (a level of branches that
radiated in a circle around the tree’s stump) and the conifer would continue to grow.290 That
practice failed to gain a wider following mainly because it required extra work, which cut into
profits. New growth needed more oversight and care to grow straight, while the majority of
farms saw it as cheaper and more practical to cut trees at their base and start over with new
seedlings. For growers who wanted to eliminate one reason a few people switched to
substitutes—the deaths of trees—it was an alternative growing method.291
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There were other ways farmers went on the offensive against the artificial threat.
Substitute trees were not beholden to the green hue, and many Americans used bolder fake tree
colors to make interior decorating statements. To counter that trend, some farmers developed
ways to have their trees serve similar roles. In 1959, Roy Halvorson, a Minnesota farmer who
harvested one and a half million trees, supplying about five percent of the entire country’s tree
market, developed a spray to paint his natural trees “white, silver, pink, and blue, as well as
green.”292 Halvorson’s solution did not just give the trees a new color, but he also claimed it
provided better needle retention and kept the trees from drying out. Halvorson was not alone in
painting trees. Another reporter explained a similar practice: “Now housewives can pick their
Christmas trees to blend with the living room decor.”293 The practice might have swayed some
consumers who really wanted to add a pop of color to their holiday aesthetic, but it cut against
the natural versus artificial dichotomy so many growers busily constructed. Paint sprays were not
natural. Neither were pink trees. What made those trees so different from their artificial
competition?
It was a question people in the industry asked more frequently as substitute trees spread
throughout the country. The fake tree threat loomed so large that growers connected almost all of
their problems to it. They pointed to “junk trees,” those others grew that gave the industry a bad
name. When customers searched their local lot and only found sickly, mangled, and dry
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evergreens they became more likely to make the switch, growers argued.294 The solution, then,
was to grow better trees. As farmers read about how their “consumers were ‘choosie,’” they
doubled-down on trying to force their trees to fit a mythic mold.295 Even when farmers grew
trees that fit their own industry standards, they might not fare so well with consumers. One
USDA employee described how: “To the consumer, the perfect tree is some combination of
childhood memory and Walt Disney’s imagination that no mere vegetable growth can ever
approach.”296 Other growers worried that the industry as a whole had taken shaping trees too far.
In their quest for shapely, dense evergreens they had ignored customers and instead created the
perfect technical tree that did not fit the holiday needs of the average American.297 The real
problem, then, was trying to rationalize and regulate tree qualities that stemmed mostly from
subjective human emotion. Exactly what a given customer expected from their conifer was often
difficult for them to articulate, and even harder to grow. Fake trees churned out of factories in the
thousands, and they all looked identical. Moving production away from the forest to the farm
allowed growers more control over their product, but not nearly as much as their artificial
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counterparts. In the factory a worker could carefully move each plastic needle to its preferred
spot. In the field, trees weathered snowfalls, wind gusts, and hungry animals. Not all of their
needles stayed in place.
The situation gained a sense of urgency as new fake tree reports filtered in. In 1960, eight
percent of Americans who bought a tree went artificial, a figure double from the previous year.
Farmers decried “artificial monstrosities,” but that did little to curtail their popularity.298 The
national growers’ association made moves on the marketing front. That same year they defined
their product as “a ‘freshly cut Christmas Tree’ to set it apart from artificial trees.”299 Further, the
association raised its membership fee by a dollar to fund a new marketing committee focused
solely on artificial trees.300 They hoped to educate customers about their product, particularly its
flammability.
Indeed, farmers thought bad real trees pushed Americans to fake ones, but the fire
debates gave them external groups to blame. In 1960, industry-insiders saw more fakes in public
buildings, and explained that change stemmed from new “fire regulations.”301 Others openly
mused: “I sometimes wonder if the amount of exaggerated propaganda put out about Christmas
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trees catching on fire is inspired by the makers of artificial trees.”302 Farmers knew that safety
was an important consideration for their consumers so they invested in research to prove that
proper tree handling mitigated evergreen flammability. In 1964, the industry marshalled
“objective” science to show that as long as Americans kept their trees hydrated and away from
open flames, there was little chance it would ignite.303 A year later the USDA published
pamphlets that aimed to educate Americans on how to safely care for their trees, and pointed out
that artificial trees can catch on fire, too.304 Still, reading about how researchers designed tree
flammability experiments did not grab readers the same way as headlines about homes and
apartment complexes leveled by a Christmas tree fire.
To cultivate some of that emotion for their side, growers searched for cultural heartstrings
they could tug. One way they did so was by comparing small farms to the artificial tree
companies. In 1962, one farmer explained that the competition came from the “large aluminum,
fibre [sic] glass, and plastic companies, with far greater funds.”305 It was, they surely told their
customers, a fight of small yeoman farmers against the corporate monolith. The benefits of free
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enterprise were notably absent in such discussions. Farmers further argued that workers fared
better outdoors than in the factory. The shop floor was a sterile place—importantly during the
Cold War as Americans tried to accentuate their freedoms from what they saw as an oppressive
Soviet society—it was a tedious job that suppressed worker individuality. A job growing trees,
however, allowed workers to experience the challenges nature posed while looking at a tapestry
of birds and rolling hills, not the clanking of machinery and the repetitive glances towards the
wall clock.306 On a local level, too, landowners thought about how their farms might benefit the
community. One part-time western North Carolina resident hoped that “we might be able to
work up a little industry in this valley that would give the natives something to do for two to
three months when they are normally unemployed.”307 Comments like that dripped with
condescension. His suggestion that tree farms would give those people something to do
conspicuously left out helping them make ends meet. Nonetheless, Floridians like this one saw
their new tree business as a boon to the local economy, and farmers nationally hoped that they
could convince the American public that growing trees was a better job than making them.
Nostalgia, though, was the farmer’s best and most used refrain. In 1961 the national
association theme was: “There’s nothing like a real Christmas tree.”308 Farmers were not just
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selling a real tree, but also important symbolism, as one author explained: “From a religious and
traditional standpoint the freshly cut Christmas tree stands at the heart of our Christmas
celebration in the Church, the community and the home.”309 For adherents evergreens became
synonymous with family, or even as an emblem of one’s religion. In 1962 one writer emphasized
the industry’s relationship to soils and souls, and argued that “Christmas trees are a soil building
crop and should be a soul growth stimulant for both producers and consumers.”310 The problem
was convincing the country’s citizens to share the same attitude. One Pennsylvania farmer
maintained: “We must keep the public aware of real values and tradition.” Growers were not just
selling trees. Increasingly, they became culture warriors, too. They peddled a combination of
values and tradition that often clashed with the rapid changes they saw around them.
One of those changes was the Civil Rights Movement. Indeed, in 1964 one farmer
lamented the move towards “quick change.”311 That grower argued: “No one questions that
minorities have rights that should be respected and protected, but others have rights that should
not be ignored.”312 Once again, Christmas tree growers read more about how an interventionist
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government overstepped its bounds. It was at odds with what actually happened during the Civil
Rights Movement, and underscored an overall conservative strategy that hoped through
incremental change that the movement’s tide could at least be slowed, if not reversed. In 1963,
Americans watched as white police officers clubbed black and white civil rights marchers in the
South. As the nation witnessed that violence against peaceful protest, many American attitudes
began to shift. In 1965, television screens across the nation depicted civil unrest in the Watts
neighborhood of Los Angeles that stretched for five days. Those images fueled a wave of white
backlash that the Californian gubernatorial politician Ronald Reagan seized on by calling for
“law and order” and complaining about “rising criminality.”313 Christmas tree farmers
themselves echoed that language, and to the degree that they paid attention to the Civil Rights
Movement, tree farmers often saw it as at odds with their own values. Steeped in racism and
located in overwhelmingly white communities, tree farmers doubled-down on their conservative
ideals of free enterprise and limited government—limited, at least, when it did not directly
benefit them.
While some farmers wrote in to protest big government and civil rights legislation, others
worried about a wounded American image on the international stage. They felt slighted when
other countries pointed to racial tension and violence in the states since “segregation is quite
common everywhere.”314 That kind of attitude echoed other white supremacists who sought to
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naturalize segregation as they worked to justify minority suffering in the United States. Those
justifications told people of color to accept their lot, and that their injustices could be worse. It
was another tactic to undermine the Civil Rights Movement, one evergreen growers were quick
to embrace.
Christmas tree farmers found their product associated with tradition, family values, and
the white middle-class. Those were concepts the modern conservative movement claimed as
central during their rise, things that they thought were conspicuously absent among the liberal
left. Such perceptions ignored the importance Americans put on those values across the political
spectrum, but it did mobilize voters and swell a burgeoning white backlash to social changes
taking place in the United States. Unlike corn or wheat, people did not eat evergreens, and those
growers relied on dueling visions of tradition to justify the need they filled. Farmers were deeply
invested in white American culture, and just like the perfect tree, no one could really define what
tradition they were protecting. Rarely, a grower might criticize the ubiquitous complaints other
farmers leveled about big government. In 1963 one grower wrote: “I strongly object to the use of
this magazine to editorialize on social, religious, or political matters.”315 The editorial board
brushed aside that criticism by insinuating that the complainer had a “communistic attitude.”316
Fewer farmers voiced dissent after that.
There were other divisive events. One the Christmas tree industry felt particularly hard
was the fallout from Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring, a book that alerted Americans to the
consequences of pesticide use and helped spawn an environmental movement. It was a landmark
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text that eloquently depicted how chemical usage poisoned American landscapes and wildlife,
something that had largely gone unexamined prior to its publication. Evergreen experts
championed the use of pesticides and herbicides as an important element in creating a successful
farm. DDT was part of that advice, and farmers throughout the country used it to eliminate tree
predators.317 With the release of Silent Spring in 1962 those involved in the industry felt that
their way was under attack. One year later a reviewer of Carson’s book argued that she made “an
emotional and somewhat inaccurate outburst on the use of pesticides.”318 Another conceded that
Carson wrote “with passion and with beauty, but with very little scientific detachment.”319
Growers championed science as a way to explain their own role in conservation. Carson’s book
threatened to upend that image, and even worse, she did so with an emotional argument.
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Figure 4.2

Geigy Chemical Corporation Christmas Tree Advertisement, 1968

Back Cover Herbicide Advertisement, American Christmas Tree Journal 12, no.4 (November 1968).

Since those in the Christmas tree industry could not attack science in general, they honed
in on the idea that emotions muddied its precepts. Indeed, growers looked to the early twentieth
century when: “Women’s clubs and organizations of non-professional naturalists and foresters
were especially concerned over what they considered the approaching depletion of our natural
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forests.”320 While those concerns helped give birth to farming trees, farmers themselves
remained skeptical of emotion, something they viewed as a decidedly feminine trait. Although in
this instance farmers were critical of non-professionals, they did not always get along with
experts, either. William Serra, a grower from New York State explained: “Waiting for the
professors of agronomy to solve our growers’ problems is like sitting in the middle of a pasture
and waiting for the cows to back up to the pails to be milked.”321
Farmers were accustomed to ideological acrobatics. Serra contended that Christmas tree
growers were “the world’s finest” conservationists because: “Who else builds shelter and food
for the deer, cover for the small game...”322 Such a statement ignores the lengths farmers went to
eliminate those wild animals from their fields. While they argued that big government threatened
to ruin their farms, that same government helped them get their start. Those farmers worried
about government overreach while constantly reaching out to further their own interests. Those
kinds of contradictions reveal that farmers were not motivated by an ideological core, but instead
searched for ways to boost their own profits. In terms of their fluctuating ideas about the role of
government, it illustrates their dedication to fighting the Civil Rights Movement and second
wave feminism. Those large scale protests threatened to upend not only the white American
culture they depended on to sell trees, but also their own vision for the country’s future.
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In 1964, for instance, farmers hoped to convince the architects of the Appalachian
Regional Commission to have Christmas tree growing as a branch of their economic
revitalization program.323 Male farmers supposedly found women too quick to criticize things
they did not comprehend because of emotion or a lack of training, but those farmers themselves
often found formal training insufficient at addressing the industry’s problems. Perhaps the
biggest irony of all were the calls to abandon emotion, when their very livelihoods depended on
it. Sentiment, not rationality, sold trees.
Although experts and farmers alike championed their dependence on chemicals, there
were some farmers who searched for alternatives. In 1964, Christmas tree farmers found dueling
suggestions on the same page. One article provided technical advice on how to spread rodent
poison in their fields to eliminate field mice. Right beside it, readers discovered how a tree
farmer dealt with his problem by bringing in snakes. That kind of solution, the author argued,
kept “Nature’s balances” and avoided poisons that “would have endangered animals, birds and
children.”324 Curiously, self-labeled conservationists, people who held up a portrait of
themselves as great stewards of the land rarely voiced much dissent about their industry’s
reliance on pesticides—even after Carson’s Silent Spring. Many did, however, concede that “for
every problem we conquer we have another take its place.”325 Farming gave humans more
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control over the final product, but they were still operating in nature’s dominion. They could not
control the weather or soil acidity, and for each bug farmers sprayed, they created unseen
consequences. Out of sight far too often meant out of mind.
Industry insiders did try to keep their products in the minds of consumers, and they also
sought to make their product more convenient for the typical American family. Indeed, they
believed that artificial tree companies sold a level of ease that their real trees could not yet
match. In 1961, one Indiana grower argued that evergreen grades were “FOR THE
CONVENIENCE OF THE CONSUMER.”326 With a better system of classification, the
argument went, consumers would have a better idea of what kind of tree they were buying.
Others thought sparse parking in retail lots were the problem. That same year a national
association executive argued that “shopping centers thrive because they provide convenient and
ample parking space.”327 Americans sought to avoid busy street corners or fights for an open
parking space. Fake trees in shopping centers afforded a much easier experience. Why not the
same for real trees?
Evergreen businesspeople searched for ways to fight back against their artificial
competition, but it did not seem like many yet faced financial ruin. In 1961, a farmer could
reasonably expect a net return of about $2,057.14 per acre. Since some trees took ten years to
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grow, that amounted to $257.22 total profit, per year, per acre.328 While the promise of profits
proliferated, most growers did not solely rely on their crop. Indeed, a survey that year in
Pennsylvania found that only four percent of farmers used their tree profits as ninety to one
hundred percent of their total income. Only fifteen percent made the majority of their money
from trees. More than half of the Keystone state’s growers brought in less than nine percent of
their total income from their operation.329 Like North Carolina, most were part-time farmers.
Local markets also varied widely. In 1960 the average price customers paid, regardless of
species, in the Seattle area was $2.11. That figure more than doubled in Los Angeles County to
$4.90.330 For farmers willing to risk transportation and marketing costs, there was money in
major metropolitan markets. It was just not typically enough to make a career.
Although growing trees did not fulfill all of a farm family’s needs, there were more
farmed trees on the market than ever before. In 1961, thirty percent of ‘real’ trees came from
farms. Just five years before those trees only accounted for thirteen percent of the market.331
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While the number of farmed trees rose, so too did the number in American living rooms. In
1955, United States consumers bought 37,790,801 live Christmas trees, which rose to 43,486,955
by 1962. That year ninety-four percent of Americans placed a tree in their homes.332 As more
grown trees hit street corners, customers’ tastes also changed. In 1960, Douglas-firs were the
most sold species, with over seven million harvested. The breed accounted for twenty-three
percent of the total market, Scotch pine was at seventeen percent, and balsam fir came in third at
sixteen percent. Fraser firs came in at less than one percent. It was a reversal of the balsam fir’s
preeminence, one that is partly explained by government programs that favored Douglas fir and
Scotch pine plantings.333 Nonetheless, growers understood that consumers could change their
preferences. In 1963, one grower explained “we have to be on our toes and at least try to grow
some of these new species and varieties in each locality.”334 Since a tree took at least six years to
mature, farmers had to exercise considerable foresight.
While they tried to predict the future, the farmer response to grades was tepid at best.
Experts campaigned for the USDA’s voluntary guidelines, which they argued would bring much
needed cohesion. Growers themselves were less convinced. In 1960, instead of grading by
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numbers, such as a number one tree, state associations lobbied the USDA to instead classify trees
as premium, choice, standard, or cull.335 That nomenclature change did not lead to more
participation. In 1964, less than ten percent of farmers used the grading system.336 Unlike the
mandatory USDA inspections for food Americans would put into their bodies, the government
hoped that farmers would find their standards as a point to coalesce around. Grades did not make
as much sense to small growers who did not market their trees to wholesalers and yet still had to
pay for inspection. Moreover, it was difficult, and many farmers felt unfair, to force every
conifer species into neat USDA boxes. People who grew pines felt that the criteria favored firs
and spruces, particularly the needle grades.337 One farmer summed up the problem: “To a
considerable degree a Christmas tree is a thing whose beauty or lack of beauty is determined by
separate, widely different criteria existing in the minds of myriads of different consumers.” 338 It
was difficult to standardize since there was no consensus on what made a tree beautiful. That
was an individual experience with the sublime.
As they complained and wrote letters lobbying both state and federal governments,
farmers looked to those same groups as a way to market their commodity. The North Carolina
Christmas Tree Association, for instance, sent trees to the governor’s mansion. The idea was that
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donating a conifer each year would bring low-cost publicity to the association and its growers,
but by 1970 the state members worried that the Governor’s office did not intend to do any
advertising on their behalf.339 Nationally, every two years growers held a conference and judged
the best trees. The two winning farmers would then deliver a Christmas tree to the White House
that year and the next.340 It was a cheap marketing strategy that drove individual state
associations to grow trees that might bring them some national attention. In 1969, North
Carolina’s state newsletter, for instance, urged readers to be “ready with a Fraser fir and with the
chance for publicity in advancing the cause of our own special tree and the Association.”341
Although many farmers viewed government policies as burdensome, they also saw that same
entity as a key marketing partner.
Indeed, growers targeted federal employees other than politicians. Farmers saw soldiers
as a way to boost their patriotic image while making sure that the group had a tree just like
civilians. In 1964, one Navy officer explained: “Fresh Christmas trees are often top priority items
aboard ships bound for critical areas because of their extremely important morale factor.”342 Four
years later a solider read about the president’s evergreen in an issue of “The Stars and Stripes,”
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and decided to write to the president of the Ohio Tree Growers. He asked, “what could possibly
be a more appropriate reminder to the men guarding the Free World perimeter that they have not
been forgotten by the folks at home than an American born blue spruce, colorfully decorated
standing head and shoulders tall, filling the Club with pine perfume and contributing to our
Christmas spirit?”343 National and state Christmas tree grower associations began to offer free
trees to troops if someone else ironed out the logistical details and paid for shipping. It was an
important marketing effort to show off their industry’s patriotism, and it was also a strike back
against artificial trees. Those substitutes more frequently reached women and men in uniform
because they were easier to transport. A fake tree, though, could not fill a USO club with “pine
perfume.”344
People within the real tree industry discovered a correlation between income and fake
trees. One 1965 Cornell study found that in Syracuse, New York seventy-seven percent of homes
celebrated the holiday with a tree. Twenty-five percent of them used an artificial tree, and of that
group forty percent came from a “lower income group.” Only sixteen percent of wealthier
Americans bought a fake tree.345 Poor people mostly bought imitation trees because they were
reusable, and thus cheaper in the long run. Farmers and dealers did not see it that way. In 1967,
one New York reporter argued that the “artificial thing has also contributed somewhat but
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generally in the lower social groups and among those whose tastes are reflected in “instant”
materials so why not an “instant” Christmas?”346 The underlying implication was that poor
Americans were responsible for their lot because of their supposed desire for instant
gratification. Had they a better work ethic, they would find themselves in a higher “social
group.” Indeed, ideas like those solidified faith in a capitalist system where the undeserving
suffered, and hard workers prospered.347

Figure 4.3

Graph of U.S. Production and Consumption of Christmas Trees, 1948-1964

A.M. Sowder, “The Bend in the Trend,” American Christmas Tree Growers’ Journal 9, no.3 (August
1965): 44. Note the drop in both production and consumption as artificial trees became more popular.
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Surveys and crop research did uncover some things that worked in the industry’s favor.
In 1970, one study in Toronto found that families were far less likely to have an artificial tree if
their children remained at home.348 Not only did kids help sell real trees, but dealers themselves
targeted wealthy people in an effort to regain some of the sales they lost as poorer Americans
switched to cheaper fakes. For instance, in 1969 one economist urged dealers to push more than
one tree on families. He suggested dividing the ritual along gender lines with a “‘his and her’
tree,” or convincing a family that multiple trees were a “status symbol.”349 Increasingly, many
dealers hoped that rich folks could help them recover some of what fake trees took.
Others, however, saw different industry problems. In 1965, Leland L. Jens, a Wisconsin
farmer, surveyed the national tree industry and did not like what he saw. He wrote: “For the
growers to persist in making just one offering of a tree which each year looks a little more
artificial, while the manufacturer each year makes his artificial tree a little more natural, is to
jeopardize the whole Christmas tree growing industry.”350 Indeed, people like Jens saw farmers
using Greenzit, a green spray that masked discoloration in evergreens. Along with shearing and a
pesticide and herbicide regime, some growers wondered how they could describe their crop as
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wholesome and natural when they turned their own farms into tree factories. Their efforts to
grade conifers and standardize meant more trees that looked alike, but fewer with individual
charm. Americans who wanted a special tree, one whose crooked stem and discolored needles
revealed its own fight to survive, were mostly out of luck. Those were culls or trash trees. For
most growers and customers, only perfect would do.
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Figure 4.4

Greenzit Advertisement, 1965

American Christmas Tree Growers’ Journal 9, no.3 (August 1965): 27.

Yet that pursuit became more difficult for farmers like Dr. F.D. Custer and Virgil T.
Steyer. In 1966, the Virginia Electric Power Company opened a plant in West Virginia where
169

they consumed five thousand tons of coal a day. As giant black smoke plumes littered the air,
farmers like Custer and Steyer noticed a change in their conifers. Their crop began dying, and
expert after expert could not uncover a tree disease or insect infestation. Instead, a forest
entomologist declared that it was “definitely, positively, absolutely air pollution” killing the
trees.351 Area growers were going to be out hundreds of thousands of dollars as the plant spewed
over twenty-two tons of sulphur into the atmosphere every hour. Although scientists from the
National Air Pollution Control Administration and University of Maryland concluded that the
plant’s pollution killed surrounding evergreens, the power company hired its own scientist who,
unsurprisingly, disputed that finding. Just like the conservation debates about Christmas trees,
both sides sought to use the legitimacy of science to bolster their own claims. The electric
company scientist had a clear financial interest in disputing the findings of the other researchers.
Although experts took their sides and employed their scientific lexicon, trees were still dying. A
fact that led one plant pathologist to conclude that “Maryland growers are going to be driven to
discontinue producing sensitive crops near such stations.”352 Coal won out over trees.
Christmas tree researchers knew that conifers were particularly susceptible to air
pollution. Unlike other trees that shed their leaves each year, evergreens hang onto their needles,
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which means that conifers also hang on to air toxins longer than other species. That toxicity
buildup leads to chlorotic dwarf, which stunts tree growth, discolors the needles, and eventually
kills the trees. Put simply, air pollution was a bigger problem for Christmas tree growers than for
their counterparts who tended trees with leaves. Industry scientists searched for answers to the
problem, but still warned that ultimately “air pollution must be controlled.”353

Figure 4.5

Image of a Twelve-Year-Old Chlorotic Dwarf White Pine Tree
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The panacea industry-insiders most often touted came from genetic improvement.
Researchers hoped to discover genetic resistance to air pollution, one that would prevent their
trees dying from poisonous air.354 Conifer geneticists worked not only to create evergreens that
could better weather air pollution, but they also yearned to manipulate genes to solve a lot of
other problems. New conifer varieties, they hoped, would resist insects and disease. Perhaps they
could also grow faster and boost profits. They further hoped to create a strain that drastically
shaved labor costs by growing shapely on its own. Shearing with a knife, machete, or clippers
was typically one of the highest farm expenses and presented the likeliest opportunity for a farm
accident.355 One forester described it as a quest for the “self-shaping” tree.356 Indeed, farmers
themselves wanted to see the fruit of that kind of scientific labor. In 1965, sixty percent of
evergreen farmers were interested in an improved tree strain. It was the most popular subject,
followed by herbicides and mowing at fifty-three percent, and controlling insects and disease at
forty-five percent.357 In 1969, another forester explained that “genetic improvement is taking the
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wild, primitive tree out of the woods and taming it for our special purposes.”358 It was, just as
artificial trees boosters concurrently claimed, an improvement on nature.
Exactly what separated real trees from fake ones continued to be a source of debate. The
biggest difference seemed to stem from whether the tree once had roots in the ground, or started
its journey on the factory floor. For all the cries of artificiality, the natural tree industry, viewed
away from its marketing angles, looked decidedly unnatural. For their part, farmers often touted
the benefits of a free enterprise system until it no longer suited them. When substitute trees stole
their markets, they often framed the fight as one between giant corporations and yeoman farmers.
They believed in poorly regulated capitalism when it served as a barrier to more people entering
the farming business, but not so much when American consumers voted for the convenience of
fake trees at department stores.
Nonetheless, for a time, farmers limited the fake tree’s newfound popularity by cutting
into Canada’s tree export business. More American tree farms meant fewer wild Canadian trees
crossing the border. Growers continued to fear, however, that the industry’s expansion, along
with the sustained popularity of artificial trees would lead to a glutted market. They were right.
The next chapter examines how the tree trade continued to develop, and the emergence of
widespread overproduction. Who was to blame for the industry bottoming out?
Along with some of those new challenges also came a new source of labor. When farms
depended on white high school and college workers, boosters were quick to emphasize the
industry’s job creation record. It was a hard job that molded young people into ambitious and
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industrious future employees, they said. Moreover, boosters pointed to the benefits of working
outdoors and experiencing “nature.” After all, workers on the factory floor who assembled
plastic reproductions could not watch birds prance and sing from branch to branch. Their labor
denied them the opportunity to catch a rabbit dashing for cover out of the corner of their eyes.
When farmers turned to Hispanic immigrant labor, however, those same labor refrains
dissipated. The American public was not as motivated to buy trees that provided minorities
employment, especially those with questionable legal status. White jobs were boons to rural
communities, but attracting immigrant labor, for a lot of people, threatened to disrupt some ideas
of traditional economies and culture for several American towns. Instead of a marketing angle,
labor slowly moved to the foreground before largely disappearing. It became as invisible as the
people who toiled in tree factories.
While the postwar era molded the Christmas tree trade into much of the form it assumes
today, there were still formative events that would drastically reshape the industry’s contours.
Over the next four decades scientists and land grant universities became more heavily invested in
engineering new species, crafting farming recommendations, and drafting the crop’s government
policy. More money flowed into the business than ever before, and farmers churned out millions
of trees that met their standards. They had learned to effectively grow ideal conifers, but those
within the industry still searched for new schemes to sell them. Not only did Christmas tree
groups double-down on marketing ventures, they also had to weather both an energy and farm
crisis that would reinvent the overall trade once again.
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CHAPTER V
WHORL
“Everyone wants the perfect Christmas tree.
That animal doesn’t exist.”359

“A Christmas tree farm is like a garden.
No one has any objection to harvesting
a garden. And the beauty you get from a
tree is sustenance of a different sort than
from a carrot or a cabbage.”360

Gloria and Eric Sundback had a special year in 1978. The Christmas tree farmers with
operations in Pennsylvania and in West Virginia won the top tree prizes at the national
association convention in Amherst, New Hampshire. The victory meant that come winter, the
Sundbacks would choose an evergreen from their farm to decorate the White House. It was the
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pinnacle of success within their industry, something that most conifer farmers from around the
country dreamed of. Not only did the Sundbacks win that year, but they actually won the contest
a second time.361 They were small farmers with a big reputation.
Winning the Christmas tree business’s top honor was challenging. When the pair drove to
the New Hampshire meeting they did not toss the tree in the back of a pickup and mosey north
along the highway. Instead, protecting a prefect specimen required careful attention to detail.
Eric explained that he had to chop his winning tree at three o’clock in the morning to ensure its
freshness. After its harvest, he then watered and carefully wrapped the tree for its journey. The
wrapping was necessary so the wind would not rip away needles from their branches, but even
more importantly, the hot August sun turned the truck’s metal into a tanning bed. Left exposed,
the evergreen’s needles would have burnt. Discolored trees did not win awards. On their journey,
the Sundbacks pulled off the road every hour to water the tree inside and out. That meant at each
stop the two had to unwrap its protective coat to give the tree a drink, and then they watered the
outside so that it stayed hydrated and cool. Unsurprisingly, gas attendants were both confused
and curious about the couple’s request for a water hose to use on a Christmas tree in August. As
Eric grew tired of the questions and onlookers who wanted to see his tree, he decided to take a
different tact. He explained: “Finally I started telling everybody that I had an alligator in the
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truck.”362 Gas station workers seemed less interested in seeing a dangerous reptile than the
special evergreen.
The Sundbacks had an industry-wide reputation because of their contest-winning trees,
but more importantly for their business, they developed a loyal following of customers. They did
not operate an average lot, however. Instead, the couple tailored their trees to a very specific
clientele. They hired “clean-cut, polite preppies” to wait on customers.363 Around the
Washington D.C. area, socialites and wealthy customers flocked to the Sundback lot where you
could expect to see “Mellons and Percys, Kennedys and Shrivers, all looking for their dream
trees.”364 Foreign diplomats also sent their staff there, further solidifying the perception that
these were the best trees money could buy. As one journalist explained, “for many of the same
reasons that everyone cannot own a Tiffany diamond or a sable coat, Sundback trees are coveted
objects of rare beauty.”365 Although it is easy to assume that the real class marker in the tree
industry stemmed from giant trees citizens bought to place inside their mansions with cathedral
ceilings, there was a large quality distinction, too. People like the Sundbacks sold luxury trees to
people accustomed to having the best stuff. While the holiday might have been a shared national
ritual, Americans did not observe it equally.
Kathryn McGonigle’s Christmases could not have been more different from those of the
D.C. socialites. She was a single mom of four boys who out of necessity always operated on a
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tight budget. Although money was an issue, McGonigle somehow found a way to provide a
Christmas tree, even if there were no presents underneath it. The 1993 season was different. That
year she injured her back. A few months later she started hemorrhaging and her doctor told her
she needed a hysterectomy, but she put off the surgery out of fear she would be fired if she
missed work. She was laid off anyway. Rent became overdue, and in November her oldest son
was struck by a car and seriously injured. The medical bills piled up, and she had still not had the
hysterectomy she needed. It was a dire time made harder by her two youngest children pleading
for a tree. One asked hundreds of times: “why can’t we have a tree? I know we can’t afford
presents this year, but why can’t we just have a tree?”366 As tears rolled down the cheeks of her
two youngest sons, McGonigle’s own eyes flooded. She told the children she had no money for
the utility bills, much less a tree. As her tears turned to heavier sobs, she impulsively blurted out
“Let’s make a tree!”367 It was an offering to placate the boys, but she had no idea how to make it
happen.
One of her sons responded that a paper tree would not do, but McGonigle promised this
would be no flimsy paper tree. She still was not really sure what it would be, though. One day
she spotted a man selling trees and noticed piles of extra branches on the ground. From there, a
plan started to hatch. She worked up the courage to ask the seller if she could have some
branches for free, despite her legs turning “to jelly” as she made the request. The man let her take
as much as she wanted, and she quickly went about designing the homemade tree. McGonigle
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taped two poster boards together and then taped that to the wall, giving the tree its trunk. She
then hot glued the branches into place as the white poster board slowly disappeared, hidden
behind the fragrant, radiating limbs. The next morning her four sons woke up and celebrated the
homemade tree with shouts and beaming smiles. Although no luxury tree, the feeling that conifer
stirred must have dwarfed whatever the country’s fanciest lots had to offer.368
This chapter focuses on the National Christmas Tree Association’s (NCTA) marketing
efforts. It reveals low-cost research strategies that farmers relied on to generate consumer data
and develop new ways to sell Americans on their farmed product. Evergreen growers from
across the country learned that the realness of their crop was the decisive advantage they held
over the artificial tree business, and they changed their rhetoric to reflect that shift. Those
farmers told Americans that a real Christmas depended on real trees grown by real American
workers, while fake tree companies relied on Chinese sweatshops to peddle something that not
only failed to reflect the beauty and smell of a real conifer, but also further alienated citizens
from nature. Fake trees were a prominent emblem of a society divorced from the wild spaces and
hard work that supposedly defined the lives their ancestors carved out. The NCTA’s effort to cast
farmed trees as authentic, homegrown emblems of the holiday was one rhetorical way they
hoped to separate their trees from the fakes.
Although the artificial tree competition pushed farmers and boosters to amplify their real
rhetoric, the increasing popularity of fakes drove them to try and wrest similar idealized conifer
visions from their farms. To grow those perfect evergreens, farmers relied on increasingly
sophisticated pesticide and herbicide regimes, as well as annual shearing schedules. That pursuit
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of perfection, had more American consumers been aware, actually undercut the real image the
NCTA worked so hard to cultivate. As farmers made their trees look more like the imposters
they walked past in department stores, their own product became less of an offering made by
nature, and more of a tree reshaped countless times by human hands. Although their marketing
efforts touted the crop as a wholesome natural bounty, farming was not immune to the
artificialities so many farmers complained about. The business of growing evergreens looked a
lot like the industrialized farming that gripped the rest of the country.369
By 1970, the NCTA had laid the groundwork for the country’s evergreen industry. They
sponsored and published scientific studies and circulated extension research. The group taught
farmers around the country the best practices in how to grow shapely trees, and they labored to
create a national marketing strategy. Indeed, in 1966 the NCTA began its biannual contest,
where farmers from around the country brought their perfect specimens for judging. The trees
that caught a judge’s eye would not only get recognition from their peers as growers of superior
conifers, but they also received the honor of supplying the White House with a tree. Before 1966,
the Executive Mansion tree came from one of the nation’s parks. Making the White House tree
the product of a farm was a centerpiece of the NCTA’s marketing strategy, one they hoped
would teach all Americans that farming meant saving forests.370 Advertising efforts like that
reveal the kind of nostalgia the NCTA hoped to perpetuate, along with a broader effort to
refashion the outlines of conservationist and environmental debates. For the most part, farmers
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believed that the public was woefully misinformed on basic ecological tenets, and hoped to
persuade the country’s citizens that their practices were part of good land stewardship. They
hoped that a robust education effort would convince Americans to ignore a gut feeling—that
killing trees was necessarily bad for the environment.
As the decade marched on, farmers and crop boosters sought other ways to convince
consumers to buy their product. They celebrated recycling programs, which became more
important in the midst of the country’s energy crisis. Indeed, recycling became part of the
environmental story farmers sought to tell. Since natural trees could decompose or get mulched
while fake trees could not, it lent the industry a green image that further accentuated a real/fake
divide.
For a farmer, the term “whorl” refers to a tree’s radiating branches. It is not a single limb,
but a collection of them that create a circle around the conifer’s body. Just like a whorl would
radiate outwards, the NCTA and Christmas tree farmers alike hoped to expand their business
through a multipronged effort. Their marketing plans made up most of that effort, and by 1988
they had secured a national spokesperson. They brought on Willard Scott, the enormously
popular weatherman on NBC’s “Today Show,” to tout the benefits of their crop. As the country’s
farm crisis intensified in the 1980s, many struggling farmers took up conifer planting in an effort
to stay on the land. Although more Americans than ever gave tree farming a “whorl,” the result
was a tragically glutted market. Numerous growers lost their investments as extension agents
hoped to alleviate the crisis by tapping into Latin American and Asian markets. To sell trees,
large firms increasingly looked beyond America’s borders.
Politically, farmers continued to complain of government bureaucracies and regulations
while in reality, government-supported land grant universities were working hard to help the
181

national trade. Although most farmers championed free markets and small government, those
ideas sparked a backlash from a handful of growers who understood their own interactions with
state and local governments as a benevolent force. That political tension did sometimes distance
farmers from one another. As the NCTA decided on a marketing strategy, they typically did so
with intentionally political messages. The videos, songs, and pamphlets the NCTA produced
closely aligned with the emerging ideas of the New Right, a political movement that most
Christmas tree farmers supported.371
The industry as a whole struggled to successfully advertise to minorities, and many
growers remained unsympathetic to the struggles taking place outside of white America, their
primary customer base. Indeed, people of color were largely absent from the industry’s
advertisements and outreach. Extension agents and specialists pointed to the country’s swelling
minority population as a group worth selling to, but farmers themselves struggled to relate to the
seismic demographic shift. In 2004, the NCTA released a video game in the hopes of attracting
young consumers, and hoped that a passion for those games transcended racial barriers. The
group of people who celebrated and made a living selling nostalgia, though, struggled to keep up
with the times.
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***
As farmers entered the 1970s most saw solid industry research as a way for yuletide
businesses to plan for the future. Christmas tree data promised entrepreneurs a window into
American family dynamics, but conducting surveys and questionnaires cost money that the
national and state associations, many of which operated on shoestring budgets, were hesitant to
spend. Thus, many farmer groups turned to Distributive Educational Clubs of America (DECA),
or similar schemes, to get their hands on consumer surveys without draining bank accounts. The
idea was that high school students would conduct the surveys for free, or at little cost, as a school
project. The cheap information would then drive marketing schemes and help businesspeople
predict the tree species of the future. More than anything, growers and sellers hoped to better
understand their customers, and the ones they had lost to fake trees.372
Indeed, a 1971 DECA survey in Columbia, South Carolina not only offered regional
yuletide data, but growers nationally hoped they might learn something too. The students came
to a host of conclusions and argued that their research showed that a tree’s shape and freshness
steered most purchasing decisions. The majority of citizens bought their trees five to ten days
before Christmas, and around Columbia, South Carolina service organizations were major
competition for other sellers. Over seventy-eight percent of the study’s respondents said they
preferred to buy trees from a charitable group, such as the Boy Scouts. It was a way for
customers to celebrate at home with a real tree, but also do their part for Christmas charity. From
their two-hundred-person sample size, the students also discovered that fifty percent of
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Columbians had made the artificial switch. About twenty percent of those people explained that
the synthetic helped them sleep easier because of their relative inflammability.373
While farmers tapped into some free labor within the country’s education system, they
continued to rely on government programs and experts to churn out more information as well. In
1971, a Kansas State University horticultural and forestry graduate student, along with help from
the school’s faculty, published an analysis on the relationship between the industry and town size
by studying fifteen counties in predominately rural southeastern Kansas. Paul Roth found,
unsurprisingly, that town size mattered a great deal in terms of the evergreen market. Small
towns not only sold fewer trees, but people there were also less likely to have a tree at all. In
1966, Roth argued that 46.7% of families that lived in small southeastern Kansas towns did not
erect any kind of Christmas tree. For the Midwesterners who did celebrate with a real tree,
Douglas-firs and Scotch pines ruled the market, with each garnering 47.7% and 41.5%
respectively. That kind of data helped growers decided which species to plant in the ground as
they hoped to guess what kind of trees customers might find appealing six to ten years in the
future. Studies like Roth’s, moreover, gave hard data to a phenomenon many observers had yet
to explain or identify. Most of the debate surrounding rural and urban customer purchasing
trends tended to posit the opposite—that the nation’s swelling cities meant fewer real trees, while
those who lived in rural America had a strong attachment to both nature and tradition, a
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sentiment that made them more likely to buy the real thing. Roth’s regional study, at least for a
small portion of Kansas, upended that image.374
In 1973, another land grant spearheaded similar research. Michigan State University
asked respondents throughout the Great Lakes state about their Christmas tree habits. They found
that Michiganders still favored the real tree by the slimmest of margins—just fifty-one percent.
For those who continued the ritual with a farm grown tree, its “natural or realness” was the most
popular thing about it for eighty-eight percent of those surveyed. That was followed closely by
aroma at eighty-three percent, and a distant third was family tradition at sixty-five. Ecology came
in second to last at five percent. Twenty-eight percent of shoppers bought their tree from a lot,
and the same amount cut their own from a farm. Eighteen percent picked theirs up from a
charitable group, and just four percent used a chain store.375
The study not only sought to understand why Michigan citizens bought real trees, but
what drove them into the arms of the fake tree. Unsurprisingly, the biggest justification was that
fakes were less messy, which made up sixty-seven percent of fake tree users. A tight second at
sixty-five percent went artificial because it saved them the hassle of going out each year to get a
new one. Twenty-six percent used their imitation tree because they thought it was better for the
environment. Convenience and ecological sentiment, then, were the largest artificial tree
motivators. Data like that allowed growers and experts alike a better understanding of conifer
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consumer psychology. It incentivized a marketing program that conceded how real trees might
not be the most convenient, but posited that the country’s tree tradition was more important than
easy holidays. It also pushed growers and sellers alike to make moves that made buying trees
easier, and it justified marketing the industry as a sustainable one that saved rural landscapes and
protected wildlife.
In 1971, the national Christmas tree group formed an education program, which was
really just an arm of their marketing plan. One association member summed up the problem:
“We have scoffed at artificial tree manufacturers who predicted an increase in sales and ignored
preservationists, conservationists, and anti-pollutionists who threatened our marketing ability.”
He continued, “It’s time we fight back.”376
And they fought. In 1971, the North Carolina evergreen group joined the “campaign to
combat propaganda of ecological imbalance of cutting trees” by arguing that “the term “Fake
Trees” should be used in describing all imitation and artificial trees.”377 While switching to a
uniform insulting term did little to overhaul either’s ecological image, it did immediately
accentuate a real/fake dichotomy. The offensive relied not just on rhetorical changes. Real tree
boosters sought to emphasize how their artificial counterparts deprived users of the sensory
experience their crop provided, and they principally focused on aroma. They were quick to
reprint and recirculate snippets from magazines and newspapers that fit within the narrative they
busily constructed. In 1971, for example, one magazine author posited: “I know those artificial
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Christmas trees are full, uniform and flameproof—but I’ve yet to see anybody go up to one, take
a deep breath and say: “Mmmmm, smell that plastic!’”378 That kind of marketing tacitly
conceded that artificial trees were more convenient and easier to reuse each year than buying a
real one. Plastic needles might fall less frequently, but they were poor replacements for a real
tree’s flesh, one that filled living rooms with a conifer’s scent throughout the season. As farmers
and industry boosters sought to make their trade more convenient for American consumers, they
simultaneously argued that the extra effort was worth it.

Figure 5.1

Christmas Tree Bumper Sticker Outside of a Farm, 2006

Bumper sticker outside of a Christmas tree farm in Missouri. St. Joseph News-Press, December 3, 2006,
pg. E1.
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In 1972, farmers had news to celebrate. That year the Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) announced that the country’s artificial trees would have to meet the administration’s
standards. It made sense that such products would fall within the FDA’s regulatory reach since
small children played around trees, and often put branches and needles in their mouths. In 1975,
one farmer explained (without any proof) that the danger to babies and toddlers as the “artificial
tree can and will cause the loss of sight, damage eyes and disfigure cute faces.”379 Two years
later George Babbits, an author for North Carolina’s trade journal Limbs & Needles seethed that
“[e]very intelligent individual knows that the fake Christmas tree is an ecological disaster.”380 He
went further, arguing that even insignificant heat from “decorative lights placed on fake trees can
cause toxic fumes.”381 Farmers, then, welcomed the increased scrutiny towards their competitors
who peddled a product many of them felt harmed American health, particularly in the nation’s
youngest population.
Boosters pointed to the realness of farmed trees and the potentially dangerous
consequences from using fake ones. But they also found other ways to critique their competition.
Farmers and sellers alike continually complained about municipal fire regulations throughout
America that banned real trees, most often in public spaces. As they grated against those policies,
they quickly seized upon any news that might help them win the public relations battle on that
front. They had some good material during the 1974 season. In Kansas City, Missouri a city fire
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official decided to enforce a fire code at a public school one day before winter break. Farmers
decried how “several hundred trees purchased and decorated by children were dramatically and
traumatically ripped out of the classroom during the school day.”382 A story like that allowed
those within the real tree industry to describe the emotional toll such polices exacted, while also
lamenting the loss of one of their key consumer demographics. They frequently put children at
the center of their trade and saw public schools as one important way they could curry favor for
their particular conifers. Fire codes threatened that avenue, and helped Americans rationalize
switching to fakes.
Similarly, industry insiders looked for other cases where they felt the country’s citizens
were misled about their business and that of their competition. If children were involved, it only
served to further fuel farmer ire. In 1975, American growers learned that a General Electric
exhibit at Disney World “unfairly and incorrectly represented the use of natural Christmas trees
by American families as being detrimental to the environment.”383 It was a serious charge in the
midst of the country’s swelling environmental movement and lingering energy crisis. Perhaps
even more importantly, Disney World was a popular family-oriented vacation spot, and farmers
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depended on those same families to buy their product. A year later, growers and the national
association succeeded in altering the exhibit by pressuring both GE and Disney. An executive
from GE wrote to the national group: “you will be interested to know that the portion of the
Carousel of Progress show at Walt Disneyworld to which you voiced objection has now been
corrected and should be thoroughly acceptable to all NCTA members.”384 The national
association billed it as an example of the collective’s strength, and the tangible results paying
their dues could bring. More importantly, farmers felt the need to actively engage with the
debates surrounding the industry, those national conversations that they felt too often
misrepresented their businesses.
Indeed, in 1971, the national association’s president Paul Goodmonson explained the
group’s marketing campaign “TELLS OUR STORY.”385 The story growers and sellers sought to
spin included a lot of different aspects about the industry, but unlike the artificial business, labor
was a large part of the calculus. Throughout the decade farmers and various Christmas tree
groups accentuated how putting young white people in evergreen fields gave them their first taste
of real labor and forged a persistent work ethic. Individual farmers understood their business as a
way for those young people within their communities to get their start, while the national
leadership celebrated how many teenagers found their purpose between rows of trees. In 1975,
for example, the national association provided a form letter for its members that emphasized how
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“the growers of Christmas trees across the country are providing jobs for nearly 30,000 high
school and college students.”386 The industry’s good news was not just providing those young
white Americans with a job, but one outdoors, to boot. Growers linked that work to a therapeutic
nature and juxtaposed it against the ways Americans, they believed, had become alienated from
the world around them. In 1975, for example, one famer explained: “We have been advertised,
propagandized, and psychologically conditioned to a humdrum artificial existence, with all of the
commercial adjectives that the advertising council can think of, to take us away from nature and
its soothing, peaceful existence.”387 These tree farms, then, gave teenagers a way to make a little
money, but more importantly, reconnected them to the land.
As the industry tried to convince the American public that evergreen farming baptized the
nation’s youth in the benefits of hard work and nature, they also highlighted the relationship they
saw between their crop and the land—especially the country’s mutilated rural landscapes. In
1973, the United States found itself mired in an energy crisis, which made the supposed benefits
of a conifer culture more important. The situation spiraled to the point where President Richard
Nixon banned outdoor Christmas lights to conserve the nation’s electricity supply.
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Unsurprisingly, yuletide entrepreneurs were less than enthusiastic about the edict. Some argued
that those festive lights sucked so little electricity that the ban was a public relations ploy rather
than an actual fix. They cited an estimate that placed outdoor Christmas lights at “1/40th of one
percent of the nation’s annual energy output.”388 As the nation’s stores restocked their shelves
with energy efficient bulbs, farmers hurriedly argued that the only energy their trees needed was
sunlight, while their fake competitors required “large amounts of energy and resources such as
oil and electricity.”389 The claim that “special tree farms” where the crop was “scientifically
nurtured” and used only sunlight energy was farcical. The pesticides and herbicides farmers used
were petroleum based, and the handful of operations that skipped herbicides used gasoline
machines to mow down competing growth. Farmers in arid climates built irrigation networks to
bring water to their trees. During harvest, moreover, gas-powered chain saws ripped through tree
flesh, and trucks moved machine-bundled conifers throughout the country. The industry relied
heavily on nonrenewable energy, just as their competition did.
Christmas tree boosters knew that an honest appraisal would dampen tree sales, so they
made sure to carefully omit the peskier details. These omissions were made easier because those
within the industry felt that their trade was constantly under attack by misinformed groups. In
1971, Maine’s Christmas tree association mused: “Perhaps the greatest problem of all facing
Christmas tree growers at the present time are the misguided so-called conservationists who are
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even advertising that it is appropriate for people to avoid using a real Christmas tree completely
forgetting that most of these trees now are grown as a crop for a later sale just like a corn or
potato plant.”390 Well into the era of Christmas tree farms, many consumers still believed that the
industry relied on American forests to fill the annual harvest. Numerous farmers also thought
that the nation’s demographic shifts contributed to what they saw as a rise in both fake news and
fake trees. In 1973, one extension forester at Michigan State University maintained that “an
expanding population of relatively young people, city bred and reared, with very little exposure
to the natural world” contributed to those kinds of misunderstandings. 391 Those city kids stood in
sharp relief to their rural counterparts who worked on evergreen farms and not only experienced
a hard day of honest work, but the supposed benefits of work outdoors.
Yet, for all of their marketing efforts, the national industry did little to lessen its critics.
In 1970, for example, one journalist argued: “We have always thought there was something sad
about chopping down a healthy specimen, tossing it on a truck, offering if for sale, and then
putting this gift of nature to a short-lived use for which it was never intended.”392 For their part,
farmers turned to reporters to let them know that they understood the national shift in attitudes
about the environment. In 1972, one farmer in California explained that: “As you know,
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everything’s ecology today.”393 A year later, another Californian grower explained their own
farm as: “It’s our bit for ecology.”394 The exact ways in which those farmers understood ecology
or their role in it often went unexamined, but it is clear that growers hoped to simultaneously
capitalize on a growing environmental movement as a way to rebuke their critics. Those were
two forces many farmers felt drove American consumers into the arms of their fake competition.
Indeed, many growers and groups had faith that a deep investment in marketing and
outreach would convert their critics and alleviate the fake tree threat. That MSU extension agent
continued that the industry’s challenge was “To tell the American public of the ‘Environmental
Pluses’ accruing from the Christmas tree industry and to let citizens know that we are not the
villains or blackguards that we have been labeled, but in truth, are very real benefactors to our
environment.”395 Part of the villainy label came not just from a tree’s harvest, but the space it
cost the country’s landfills. As American consumption ballooned and created new mountains of
garbage, a tree’s afterlife became a hot topic, one that concerned many citizens despite a real
tree’s decomposition. In 1973, some clergy in Maryland created the “grinding of the greens,”
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which was an effort to recycle used trees into free mulch for the community.396 The rationale,
they explained, was “that conservation of natural resources is an important part of religious
stewardship.”397 Whether that conservation impulse stemmed from an individual’s religion or
not, many other growers championed recycling as a way to emphasize the naturalness of their
product and its environmental benefits. In 1975, some of those conservationists took to the water.
They argued that people could easily submerge old evergreens to create a fish shelter. That
scheme mirrored the practice of discarding trees for birds, with the biggest difference being a
shift in scenery. Submerged trees, one wildlife expert argued, provided a place for fish to “rest,
forage, spawn, and hide from predators.”398 It was part of an effort to return the natural trees to
nature, and convert some environmentalists over to the real tree side.
As growers fought to reshape the Christmas tree industry narrative, various government
agencies doubled down on research into the crop’s regional viability. In 1971, the Tennessee
Valley Authority (TVA) conducted a fertilizer experiment on white pines in Henderson County,
North Carolina. Experts hoped that if they could quantify the right balance of nitrogen and
phosphorous they could make conifers grow faster and ultimately boost farmers’ profits.399 Two
years later, the United States Navy established a three-acre research farm as part of their “land
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management program.”400 It is unclear exactly what the Navy was hoping to achieve with the
experimental plot, but they did receive support from both the United States Department of
Agriculture (USDA) and the University of Hawaii. The three groups planted seven Christmas
tree species in Hawaii, and growers learned that: “If successful, more of the Navy’s property
might be leased to private individuals for Christmas tree production.”401 It seems that certain
Navy leaders became convinced that evergreens could rejuvenate some of their land. The
research farm, then, was the first step in proving whether that type of agriculture could live up to
that kind of promise.
Most research, and the battles over funding for it, happened at the state level. In 1975, for
instance, North Carolina Christmas tree growers lobbied their state for a special research funds
bill. The association’s president, Dale Shepherd, described the state industry’s lobbying for that
as “the most important single accomplishment we can do for this year.”402 Farmers there had
reason to be optimistic about their chances because the Old North State, along with its flagship
land grant institution, had deeply invested in the enterprise. Indeed, in 1971 the North Carolina
Christmas Tree Association (NCCTA) research committee declared that: “We are interested in
projects involving the entire spectrum of needed research from soils and species to cultural care,
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economics and marketing as they may apply to any section of the state.”403 The next year, North
Carolina State University included Christmas trees in their ornamental task force, and the
NCCTA donated five hundred dollars to the university for evergreen research.404 Not everyone
was on board with the new research agenda. That year, one NCSU professor from the School of
Agriculture and Life Sciences was confused about why the university was spending so many
resources on the crop. R.J. McCracken wrote to NCSU’s agricultural experiment station
committee: “I was surprised to note the large number of research projects on Christmas trees.
Twelve projects seem to be confined solely to Christmas trees, and 18 others include some
Christmas tree research.”405 While some NCSU professors thought research suddenly swung too
far to the evergreen industry’s side, the state’s farmers and collective certainly welcomed the
increased attention towards their crop.
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As the state’s conifer research agenda started to take shape, critical university professors
could complain about not just the school’s investment in the crop, but also one that was primarily
targeted on only one species, the state’s Fraser firs. In 1972, NCSU had faculty across eight
different departments conducting research that “dealt almost exclusively with Fraser fir.”406
There was so much emphasis on that one species that the report’s author noted that unless
another tree was referenced by name, it was safe to assume the study dealt with the vaunted fir.
The sudden flurry of NCSU evergreen research reflected years of hard work by the state’s
foresters, extension agents and boosters. But the industry’s recent success undoubtedly
contributed. In 1971, the state sent two Fraser firs to Washington D.C., one for the Blue Room at
the White House and another for the nation’s community tree. Observers could not recall a time
that the same state provided both trees in the same year. It was excellent publicity for both the
state and the fir, and spurred more research into the species’ potential.407
While professors and scientists were ready to conduct more conifer research, they
depended on a host of other people to furnish materials, labor, and financial backing. In 1973,
some Fraser fir research stalled because of the tree’s shortage. Indeed, North Carolina’s head
forester explained, “the decision was made (in the presence of the State Forester who is very pro-
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research) to deny any Fraser fir plants for research purposes this year.” 408 The state nursery had a
small fir crop that year, and instead of earmarking some for research, officials made the decision
to sell all of the nursery’s Fraser firs to farmers. To alleviate what seemed like the nursery’s
annual shortage, NCSU and state foresters hoped to widen their seed source and boost their tree
output. In 1974, those experts targeted different geographic areas in the western North Carolina
mountains and believed that not only could they increase that output, they also hoped to find fir
seed that could thrive outside the tree’s high-altitude natural habitat.409 While a Christmas crop
culture could serve as the engine of some rural economies—by 1974, over half of Avery
County’s agricultural economy came from Christmas trees—foresters and extension agents
wanted to see that kind of economic activity spread throughout the state, not just its
mountains.410
In pursuit of that goal, in 1975 industry boosters successfully lobbied the state
government to pass the special research funds bill. House Bill 386, also titled Research StudiesChristmas Trees, provided more than eighty-four thousand dollars to the state’s industry each
year for the first two years, then legislators intended the sum to become part of the state’s annual
budget. That money included salaries for an assistant professor, graduate assistant, research
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associate, secretary, and research technician. Moreover, the bill provided travel support, supplies,
and various other line items. To justify the tax payer spending, the bill explained that “Christmas
trees are an important and rapidly growing source of farm income in North Carolina, estimated
cash income to producers having increased from $1,400,000 in 1970 to $3,000,000 in 1974.”411
The bill continued to explain the benefits research could bring the state’s citizens, and pointed to
Canadian and northeastern American trees as inferior since “the Fraser fir Christmas tree is
considered the finest Christmas tree grown.”412
North Carolina was not the only state to heavily invest in conifer research. On the other
side of the country, Oregon taxpayers helped fund their land grant university’s new Christmas
tree program. In 1979, the tree trade group there meet with Oregon State University’s
horticulture department to discuss research agendas. 413 That same year, OSU started its search
for a full-time evergreen research professor, with some input from the state’s growers. Although
most of the state’s farmers understood the importance of research to their industry and even their
own individual businesses, they were nonetheless skeptical that a professionally-trained scientist
could understand their daily struggles. In 1979, one forester wrote to the head of the search
committee to voice his concerns about “overzealous academic standards” for the position, along
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with the need to hire someone with exposure to “our “real world” of growing trees.”414 He
explained that many of the farmers he worked with remained suspicious of the job’s
qualifications because it essentially eliminated those within the industry from applying. It was a
refrain voiced frequently throughout the country. In 1974, New York’s Christmas tree director
opened up about the shortcomings of the national convention, and wrote that: “A need for more
tree-producing people as lecturers and sessionists was an old and familiar comment.”415
Placating farmers was important to forge a productive working relationship, but their
associations also provided financial support as well. In 1979, the Northwest Christmas Tree
Association donated five thousand dollars to fund OSU’s evergreen researcher position, and the
state paid seven thousand dollars. The new professor would owe almost half of their salary to the
people working within the industry.416 Not only were farmers wary of their industry’s new
academic expert, but the university itself was unsure exactly which department the new hire
would call home. When the crop came mostly from the Pacific Northwest’s forests, OSU’s
forestry department spearheaded the state’s outreach efforts. The shift to farming, however,
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increased the horticultural department’s role. Inter-department squabbles added another layer of
tension to the existing gulf between average farmers and their new professional researcher.417
Some farmers developed a mistrust of experts, but the experts themselves had plenty of
complaints about farmers, too. A 1976 North Carolina forester protested that “Landowners do
not realize the importance of forest management practices.”418 Three years later, professors at
North Carolina State University pointed out how “recently our relationship with the North
Carolina Christmas Tree Growers [sp] Association has become somewhat strained.”419 As
research programs took shape in Oregon and North Carolina, farmers and experts alike found
new obstacles in their quest to create ideal conifers. While the goal of a better evergreen crop
united the various groups, there remained differing agendas.
Some NCSU administrators saw Christmas trees as a way to bring the school funding. By
1978, the university and state extension service predicted that one of the Old North State’s
agricultural commodities was in trouble. They worried that the governor was primed to end the
tobacco support program, which could spell disaster for its farmers. In 1982, those concerns
grew sharper as the North Carolina extension service assistant director noted that “we must face
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the likelihood of reduced income from tobacco in the years ahead.”420 While they knew the
tobacco industry dwarfed the Christmas tree business, they did see the crop as one way to
recover some of the lost funding. Included in that calculus was not just helping the university’s
budget, but also the state’s tobacco farmers. Extension agents worried that the state was ill
prepared to move away from their nicotine-rich crop, and that an erosion of state support meant
that tobacco farmers would be out of a job. Evergreens, then, were one way to funnel some
money back into the research budget, while creating an alternative crop for the state’s
landowners to produce.421 Money did flow into Christmas tree research. In 1978, NCSU spread
more than thirty-four thousand dollars from the state’s funds around to its economics, plant
pathology, and forestry departments.422 That money funded the university’s evergreen extension
work, while North Carolina funneled over one-hundred and forty-nine thousand dollars to NCSU
for conifer research.423 It was not a funding panacea, but it did put some money in the
university’s coffers.
North Carolina’s state government, then, understood that their flagship land grant
university could harness science in order to give their farmers a competitive advantage. That
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work contributed to the commodity’s growth. In 1975, before the creation of a research position
devoted to the crop, six hundred of the state’s farmers sold seven hundred thousand trees for an
income of four million dollars. In 1980, NCSU had operated their evergreen program for about
two years and those numbers had already more than doubled. Farms jumped from six hundred to
two thousand. Workers harvested one and a half million trees from North Carolina land that
generated over thirteen and a half million dollars.424 The state’s burgeoning trade in chicken
broilers easily exceeded the Christmas tree industry’s figures, as did the peak tobacco years.
Nonetheless, the tree crop growth clearly shows that the state’s investment spurred new farms
and incentivized the state’s landowners to plant more trees. In 1985, one journalist reported in
Appalachia that: “Most of the areas that used to grow tobacco now are being used for Christmas
tree farms.”425 NCSU’s work in labs, fields, and classrooms supported the work of the North
Carolina Christmas Tree Association, and added to the overall industry’s body of scientific
knowledge.
For all the money and support the Christmas tree industry received from various
government agencies, most farmers continued to be skeptical of the government, if not
downright hostile. In 1969, North Carolina’s General Assembly passed a law that allowed the
state’s forestry service to subsidize evergreen operations for private landowners. Established
farmers worried that the competition would lead to a glutted market, and they complained that
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the state’s subsidies allowed new farmers to grow a crop cheaper than they could. Buddy Clark,
who grew trees and opposed the bill explained: “We are strongly in favor of a good forest
planting program; we just don’t think the Forest Service should be in the Christmas tree
business.”426 Part of the problem for North Carolina growers, Clark explained, was their
underfunded and suppressed voice in legislative affairs. He argued that the state’s farmers were
up against well-capitalized opposition from Floridians who liked the legislation because they
could turn their summer properties into productive operations with little of their own labor or
money. Clark continued, “You take the small dirt farmer, who is the backbone of the commercial
Christmas tree business in Western North Carolina: it’s hard to even get him out to the Holiday
Inn for a meeting, let alone get him to stand up and say his piece.”427 The argument was a
popular one. Growers spoke fondly of the yeoman farmer who woke up each day with little more
than work clothes and muddy boots, that individual whose own hands worked each day to
wrestle a crop from nature. But what is actually more surprising is the lobbying power the
industry had relative to its size. North Carolina’s evergreen farmers did not kill the bill, but they
were successful in taking Christmas trees out of it. The state would help landowners plant trees
as part of their conservation program, but not conifers. Those dirt farmers got what they wanted.
That kind of success did little to temper growers’ overall view about the relationship
between their industry and the government. In 1976, the national association president warned of
“a frightening proliferation of agencies and bureaucratic control,” and that groups like the EPA
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and OSHA threatened “our way of life.”428 The next year, evergreen farmers read the words of a
politician who argued that Americans need to “get government to stop confiscating so much of
the people’s earnings.”429 Those farmers also heard from one for their own, a female businessowner in southern California who lamented how the “increasing hand of government is taking
the fun out of growing Christmas trees by regulations that are too restrictive.”430 Indeed, in 1977,
the national association’s editor wrote the industry’s obituary. Phil Jones explained the
business’s demise “due to government harassment, environmentalist meddling…”431 Jones
lamented the new American society he saw taking shape, writing: “What happened to
firecrackers, trolley cars, push lawn mowers, DDT, BHC, and the Lord’s Prayer in school? 432 In
the midst of social upheaval and new government agencies charged with protecting the health of
workers and the land, most people within the Christmas tree industry saw an unsettling march
towards fewer customers, and more regulations. Government oppression became a popular way
to explain their problems.
All evergreen growers, of course, did not share that vision. Phil Jones’s editorial angered
fellow farmer Thomas Gray enough that he wrote a letter to the editor in response. Gray pleaded:
“Please cut out the right-wing self-pity displayed in the editorial in the November issue of the
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journal!”433 He continued that “If you’ll think about it, you’ll find the majority of government
interactions with us tree growers are positive rather than negative.”434 Gray ended his missive by
defending environmentalists, and explaining how the environmental benefits of tree farming
pushed him into the profession in the first place. Since Jones served as the group’s editor, he had
a chance to respond to Gray’s objections. He countered that the “environmental extremist who
wants nothing cut, nothing dug, nothing built gives a bad name to the reasonable
environmentalist.”435 That sort of distinction reverberated throughout the journal’s pages. That
same year a Wisconsin farmer argued “I have no argument with the real ecologists because they
know the Christmas tree industry is helping, not hindering the environment.”436 Those people
engaged in the trade debated realness in terms of environmentalism in a similar manner to their
discussions about their stiffest competition. They lamented fake trees, just as they complained of
the fake ecologists or environmentalists. The real ones, they argued, backed the good work
taking place on Christmas tree farms. Deciding how to demarcate those lines led to friction
within the industry.
Farmers voiced their opinions on other social and political matters. In 1977, for instance,
Christmas tree producers read an opinion piece that argued the country’s income statistics “tend
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to exaggerate the extent of poverty.”437 That sort of view dovetailed with their calls for limited
government and public support for a free enterprise system. It is clear that many people within
the yuletide business resented public agencies and programs that they saw as stealing away what
was rightfully theirs. Those kinds of opinions could take more subtle forms. In 1978, one
Wisconsin farmer explained: “Most plastic trees are manufactured in Taiwan or Hong Kong so if
you use a fake tree in your home, you are spending your money on foreign wages instead of
supporting a good Wisconsin industry.”438 Farmers framed their work through a nationalist lens,
one that they understood as putting America first. In 1982, a Wyoming farmer explained how he
was part of the work “raising local trees for local people.”439 Three years later, another author
argued that: “One acre of vigorously growing Christmas trees produces oxygen for eighteen
Americans to breathe.”440 Real trees produced real jobs and oxygen for real Americans. The fake
industry funneled money outside American borders. Or so the logic went.
Farmers found other understated ways to critique the societal changes they saw around
them. In 1969, the National Christmas Tree Growers’ Association released “Ev’rett the Friendly
Evergreen,” a song the association proudly advertised as written and produced by Nashville
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songwriters.441 Its attack on “phony” trees and lamentations that “we want a tree that’s
Christmas-y and not made of steel,” displayed an early effort to convince American children that
a fake tree would not do. Eight years later, the national association funded the writing and
recording of the song “Big Bruce, the Big Blue Spruce.” It told the tale of a sad tree that watched
as his friends went to loving homes while he stood anxiously hoping for his turn. Each year he
grew bigger, and decided that he must be too big and ugly to ever get picked. Big Bruce finally
gets chosen to go to the White House, and he becomes one of the country’s most famous trees.
The association explained that the song was a “somewhat rare thing these days: a story with
nothing objectionable for children, plus it even has a moral.”442 Clearly, many conifer farmers
saw a degraded American culture, one that celebrated the profane. They hoped Big Bruce would
reach the country’s children not just through the song, but they also rolled out a coloring book,
and put a children’s book in the works.
That kind of work signaled how those in the evergreen business understood important
concepts like family. They hoped to produce wholesome songs and books that spoke to the same
wholesomeness they saw in their crop. In 1979, one family explained their happiness as farmers
since “it truly is a rewarding family-oriented activity.”443 More than the obvious conservative
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opinion pieces, farmers embedded those sorts of principles and prejudices in the mundane, which
made them even more virulent since they appeared as universal values. A reverence for family
spanned the political divide, but the emerging apotheosis of the new right made family values a
battleground. They explained how liberals and big government supporters threatened those
sacred tenets, which, they argued, protected crass songs, violence, and pornography in American
society. It is telling that the only African Americans to grace the trade journal’s cover came in
1979 and played into the single-mother trope. That year the association released its “Something
More for Christmas” film, which hoped to educate citizens about the industry’s good deeds and
virtue. Black people were almost entirely invisible in the yuletide trade. The one time they
showed up on the journal’s cover and in the industry’s film, it was as a symbol of a broken
home.444 Undoubtedly, farmers connected the dots, and viewed those images through their
journal’s treatment of the country’s poverty epidemic. For all of their debates about realness, it
implied that African Americans were not real Americans.
It was an imbedded message that the national association diligently worked to spread
throughout the country. One review of the eighteen minute “Something More for Christmas”
film described it as telling “the story of the meaning of the real Christmas tree to American
families.”445 The first viewings, moreover, ran at “churches, schools, civic groups, and Armed
Forces.”446 Association leaders did not choose those organizations at random—the first churches
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and civic groups that played the film were probably closely aligned ideologically with the
industry. Military viewings echoed the efforts to send free trees to troops, which aimed to make
the trade look patriotic. Schools, of course, taught the business’s most important demographic.
Indeed, six years later the industry spread a twenty-six-minute film titled “Messenger of Life-the
Real Story of Christmas trees,” which cost one hundred and five thousand dollars to produce.
The national association intended to spend one hundred and twenty thousand dollars on its
distribution, mostly to schools throughout the country that included a resource packet for
teachers to guide student discussion after they watched it. For the farmers who donated to the
film’s campaign, they must have relished the teacher feedback. At least according to the tree
growers’ own national association newspaper, one Phoenix, Arizona educator described the
video as a “fine educational tool.”447 Even more importantly, they estimated that over one
million American schoolchildren watched the film.448 The Christmas tree industry savored
spreading its message, one that complemented the ideas of the New Right.
Of course, the industry’s marketing campaign was not solely interested in reaching the
nation’s schoolchildren, and those promotional efforts gained a new sense of urgency. In 1985,
the national association president signaled a change in the group’s mission. While the National
Christmas Tree Association (NCTA) had once emphasized technical, scientific articles in an
effort to help farmers grow perfect trees, by the mid-1980s most people within the industry
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understood the heightened need for a robust marketing campaign.449 That shift in the group’s
purpose stemmed from their competition with fake trees. In 1986, for example, the association’s
executive director argued that artificial tree companies “spend big dollars to our dimes to market
them.”450 NCTA leaders saw a marketing campaign as the “best hope to get the real tree into the
big leagues of marketing and back to its traditional major share of the market.”451 To fight back,
NCTA’s decision-makers unveiled a 1987 operating budget that exceeded one million dollars,
with over half of that “to marketing and public relations programs.”452 They began a campaign
that asked growers to voluntarily donate to the fund, promising that new advertisements would
curtail the fake tree’s popularity.
As the national group hoped to fill its coffers, authors reframed their opinions to capture
the moment’s sense of exigency. In 1988, the NCTA chairman of the commercial retailers
committee equated the situation with war. He argued: “The artificial people are well entrenched
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in our territory. Their guns are loaded and they plan to take more of our land.”453 To fight back,
the real tree industry hired a spokesperson as part of their “Operation RealTree” “battle plan.”454
The group drafted Willard Scott, who worked as the NBC Today Show’s weatherman. Christmas
tree growers saw him as “the No.1 morning TV personality,” and projected that their tv
commercials would reach twenty-eight million Americans at least six times in November and
December of that year.455 Farmers had long relied on the nation’s sense of tradition and family to
sell their crop. They now had a nationally recognized figure to broadcast their product on the
country’s television screens, along with those ideas the tree symbolized.
Many farmers saw securing Willard Scott as a spokesperson as something of a windfall,
but they soon set their eyes on forming other lucrative business partnerships. After the Scott
commercials, the national office fielded phone calls from Coca-Cola and Kellogg’s cereal. Both
large corporations approached the NCTA for a joint advertising campaign. The benefits for both
parties were obvious. For Christmas tree farmers, it was a way to nationally advertise their
product, to remind Americans of their natural alternative to artificial trees. Corporations often
searched for ways to humanize their monolithic operations. Americans saw few things as more
wholesome or humanizing than Christmas and its trees. Moreover, Coca-Cola had already
stretched its hands into the holiday arena with the iconic Santa Claus advertisements. There was
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logic to the possible joint venture.456 In 1989, the Louisiana/Mississippi Christmas Tree
Growers’ Association (LMCTGA) went into business with Domino’s. That season the pizza
chain ran a joint commercial twenty-five times in the New Orleans market, and they included a
coupon and map attached to each pizza box. The promotion relied on twenty participating farms
within an eighty-five-mile radius of New Orleans. For the LMCTGA, it was a way to advertise
without spending any money. The participating farms each paid three hundred and seventy-five
dollars, while Domino’s picked up the rest of the tab. To find out how successful the campaign
was, farmers turned once again to a land grant university. Louisiana State University conducted
phone surveys after the promotion to determine its success, including whether nonparticipating
farmers from both states saw a boost in sales.457
As state and national tree groups hoped to forge productive partnerships with
corporations, they continued advertising on their own. In 1989, the NCTA bought a thirty second
spot during the Macy’s Parade. It cost them one hundred thousand dollars, or about one-fifth of
their entire marketing budget. It was a lot of eggs in one basket, but it did fit a large segment of
their target demographic. Over thirty million American households tuned in to watch the parade,
and their commercial reminded those viewers that it was time to start preparing for the family’s
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tree. Moreover, many of those families tuning in made it a tradition to watch the parade. Those
twin forces—family and tradition—made the huge investment seem worth the risk.458
Of course, to make those kinds of decisions the NCTA and state associations remained
committed to gathering industry data. In 1988, farmers learned that their core demographic came
from white households with a mother, father, and two children. Those families, on average, made
thirty-five thousand dollars a year. Yuletide business people knew that “hispanics, blacks, and
Asians have, and will continue to greatly alter the American landscape,” but they struggled to
pitch their product to those growing groups.459 The country’s aging population made the
demographic shift even more worrisome for farmers, since older Americans tended to buy
artificial trees or none at all.460 Two years later, a Roper survey reinforced much of those
findings. Once an individual reached sixty years of age, they became less likely to buy any tree.
Poorer people, those with household incomes under fifteen thousand, frequently passed on the
tree ritual. For Americans in that tax bracket who did decorate a tree, only thirty-four percent
bought a natural conifer. College graduates, and people with higher incomes usually bought the
natural product. Moreover, the Roper survey revealed regional differences. In the West, seventy
percent of residents favored a real tree. In the northeast that figure lowered to fifty-seven percent,
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and in the South it was only forty percent. The Midwest reported the lowest percentage, at just
thirty-six percent.461
While farmers tried to keep one eye on consumer data, they kept the other one on
changes in American agriculture. Earl Butz was the Secretary of Agriculture for Richard Nixon
and became a symbol of the nation’s industrial agriculture transformation. Butz championed big
farms, and after years of federal policies that paid farmers not to grow a crop, he famously cut
subsidies and urged grain growers to plant “fence row to fence row.”462 The Christmas tree
industry was not on Butz’s radar, but evergreen farmers heeded his call a decade later in the early
1980s. For all of the NCTA’s concern about government oppression, they actually fared fairly
well in terms of regulation. The industry achieved the classification as a lumber business for tax
purposes, which meant that they paid a lower rate than other crop farmers. In terms of paying
workers, however, Christmas tree businesspeople fought for, and secured, an agricultural
designation that meant they did not have to pay workers overtime like the lumber industry. The
combination of a tax incentive, and the promise of soaring profits, drove many enterprising
evergreen growers into the business. Like Butz suggested, they planted fence row to row,
although those operations were not the highly capitalized industrial farms Butz supported.463
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Undoubtedly the country’s disappearing small farmers—who vanished in part because of Butz’s
policies—converted to Christmas trees as a last-ditch effort to remain on the land. They hoped
conifers would be different.
Unfortunately for many of the newcomers who invested so much time, energy, and hope
into a new crop, the story played out similarly. By the early 1990s the Christmas tree industry
found itself in an overwhelming glut because of the influx of farmers, but also an upswing in the
artificial tree’s popularity. Indeed, many within the industry could see the storm brewing. In
1983, one journalist reported that “growers say some smaller outfits may be threatened within
the next few years because tree farms nationwide are producing three times as many trees as
sales figures indicate are needed.”464 The next year farmers planted eighty million seedlings for a
market projection of thirty two million.465 In 1986, the national association president
acknowledged that for the “past three or four years we have been worried about the burdening
surplus of trees about to flood the market.”466 Those worries amplified hostility within the
industry.
The NCTA had long labored to forge a united front—they hoped to convince growers
from different backgrounds, farm sizes, and regions that their interests were better protected
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through collective strength. Yet, disagreements were always present, and those conflicts were
most pronounced between large operators and small farmers. Indeed, in 1994, the NCTA tried to
dispel the idea that their organization “benefits only large growers because they dominate the
association.”467 They pointed out that large growers—people who harvested at least ten thousand
trees a year—made up only four percent of their membership. They only had twenty-eight
“major growers” who harvested more than twenty-five thousand conifers each year. Those major
growers held two of seven seats on the executive committee, although it is unclear how many of
those seats large growers filled. While there was probably some truth to the perception that largescale producers held more sway within the organization than the average small farmer, the
NCTA emphasized that when it came to fundraising, it was the tree corporations carrying most
of the weight. In 1993, for example, the major grower group funded over half of the association’s
one hundred-thousand-dollar marketing campaign. The NCTA was hesitant to concede that any
one Christmas tree group had more of a voice than another, but if they did, they implied that the
moguls paid for it.
Interestingly, under the NCTA’s classification system about ninety-five percent of its
membership fell under the category of a small farmer. While the 1980s saw the industry adopt
some of Earl Butz’s logic with frantic plantings and the resulting overproduction, Christmas tree
farms did not merge in the same way that other crop farms did. In terms of growing conifers, it
was not only go big or go home, mainly because of the popularity of choose and cut farms.
Americans would pay to pick out a tree and haul it to the family car, but they would not do the
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same for a stalk of corn or a soybean. Selling that experience carved out a space for small
farmers, although most retail stores depended on major growers to meet their demand. The tree
glut in the early 1990s edged out both small and large operations evidenced by the dwindling
membership base of both in the national and individual state associations. Unsurprisingly, many
of the newfound evergreen farmers bore the brunt of that restructuring within the industry. As the
1990 decade drew to a close, Christmas tree associations worried about waning membership rolls
not just because of the late 1980s bust, but also because many growers took up the occupation as
a retirement activity. As one farmer explained: “Everyone acknowledges the preponderance of
gray hair in most membership rolls.”468
As people within the industry worried about the dwindling numbers of farmers, they
searched for international markets to attract new growers and drum up more business. In 1994,
after the passage of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), people within the
industry looked to Mexican markets as a consumer base. Extension agents, moreover, hoped to
make inroads in other Latin American countries, and sought to bring American trees to Asia,
especially Japan. 469 The Japanese market was especially important to large-scale farmers in the
Pacific Northwest. One Oregon State University extension agent’s notes outlined the effort to
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find new customers worldwide, but conceded “How do small growers survive?”470 While those
small farmers would not see much benefit from international sales, extension agents and
universities nonetheless researched other cultures in the hope of cultivating a demand for
Christmas trees. By 1990, OSU extension agents had some details about Japanese customers.
There, the holiday was stripped of its religious symbolism, but it was “gaining as a commercial
celebration.”471 The size of the trees was different, as most people there expected a conifer
between three and five feet tall. Shipping evergreens internationally meant more regulation, as
conifers could not enter Japan without USDA inspection. The opportunity to tap into those
markets gave many within the industry a reason to be optimistic.
Those efforts paid dividends. In 1994, Pacific Northwest farmers sent around six hundred
thousand Christmas trees to Mexico, out of the almost twelve million growers there cut.472 The
next year, an Oregon farmer named Jim Heater explained that “Mexico has been a key player in
bringing us through the oversupply of Douglas-fir during the last three to four years. I believe it
is still a very viable market provided we can get the economics taken care of.”473 By 2002, that
reliance on Mexico had grown. In part because of the rising income there, farmers found buyers
for their “luxury items.”474 About nine percent of the total Pacific Northwest harvest went south
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of the border, which in 2002 was over one million trees. Mexican customers mostly bought their
real trees like their northern counterparts did, from retail stores like Wal-Mart and the Home
Depot. As experts worked to cultivate demand outside of the United States, Mexico became a
major outlet.
The Pacific Northwest reaped the rewards of that strategy, but the growth of farming
there spelled disaster for other places. In the 1950s, Montana was a major supplier of Christmas
trees. In 1956, for example, workers harvested and shipped over four million trees—mostly wild
Douglas fir—within the state’s borders. Ten years later, however, the business was in trouble. By
“the mid-60s, wild Doug firs began to fall out of favor as consumers sought fuller, more
symmetrical trees.”475 That massive consumer shift came from the newfound popularity of
artificial conifers, but also the growth of American farms. Montanans picked up farming trees
and looked north, finding a home for their product in Canada. That strategy sustained the
industry until the 1990s, when Canada’s market started to decline, and Pacific Northwest
growers edged out Montana’s farmers—in part because trees there grew faster than they did in
Montana. By 1995, the state’s Christmas tree industry was in shambles. Skip Fincher, a Montana
grower, explained that “between 1995 and 2000 they probably burned somewhere around a half
million trees in this valley at the least, at the very least.”476 Such waste, had it been more widely
publicized, would have likely drawn the ire of groups already critical of Christmas tree farming.
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More importantly, it was a dramatic example of the limitations of the NCTA’s idea that
American growers should be united in one collective pursuit. What was good for farmers in
Oregon and Washington turned tragic for those in Montana. They might have shared some
similarities and obstacles, like the fake tree threat, but at the end of the day they competed
against one another for access to Americans’ pocketbooks.
To dampen some of those rivalries the NCTA searched for ways to keep farmers united
in their marketing efforts. Still, just like the tension between small and large-scale producers,
regional frictions flared. In 1992, news trickled in that the Fraser fir had catapulted North
Carolina into third place nationally. Those numbers led some within the industry to predict that
the “Fraser is the tree of the 90s.”477 Two years later, a Kirk Company tree farm spokesperson
warned “I don’t think the North Carolinians should become very smug because of the
widespread Fraser plantings in other states.”478 It was true that other states placed a lot of hope in
that fir. Although the early experiments with Fraser firs outside of their native range failed
spectacularly, by the 1980s and 1990s some farmers had overcome those regional environmental
limitations through more extensive cultivation techniques. While the fir could now grow
elsewhere, farmers in Michigan, the Northeast, and the Pacific Northwest knew that those
conifers were far more temperamental outside of southern Appalachia than they were within it.
Still, they put faith in a tree that many hoped “will be the salvation of the industry in the Great
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Lake States.”479 To alleviate regional tensions, one strategy the national association pursued was
spreading one species nationwide. It would limit regional rivalries and bring farmers a single tree
to coalesce around.
Not everyone was convinced. In 2000, a New Jersey grower complained that “someone is
doing a good job of promoting Fraser fir” since so many of his customers asked specifically for
that species.480 Farmers outside of the fir’s natural growing zone must have felt some jealousy
towards North Carolina’s famous tree, especially when it failed to sprout in their fields. Many,
moreover, saw it as the work of extension agents and the industry’s advertising programs that
gave the conifer its notoriety, and resented how the species they grew did not receive the same
attention. The possibility of growing Fraser firs elsewhere limited some of that anxiety, but as
more farmers tried to put those seedlings in the ground they faced the reality that the popular
species was often too temperamental to profitably grow on their farm. As North Carolina
catapulted up national production figures, it seemed that the fate of the state’s industry and
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celebrated tree were intertwined. If Fraser firs were the tree of the future, North Carolina’s
farmers would be leading the charge.481
Of course, debates over tree species and favored conifers were not the only thing that
divided farmers. Growers kept an eye on the national political discourse, and they found plenty
to disagree about. In 1997, a Tennessee farmer grew irritated at the suggestion of dropping cut
from the industry’s vocabulary, instead switching it with an environmentally-friendly sounding
word like “harvest.” Larry V. Durham lamented how that author had “fallen prey to the liberal
press’s view of the world.”482 He continued that dropping the word “cutting” from a farmer’s
“vocabulary is as absurd as adding Ebonics to the English language.”483 A Florida farmer that
same year responded to the issue in agreement with Durham, adding “I haven’t been to
sensitivity school and I don’t plan on going.”484 While farmers and Christmas tree boosters fell
mostly on the conservative side of the political spectrum—in 1995 one author argued that:
“Expectations are dangerously high for the Republicans to fix every wrong”—statements like
Durham’s show little evolution in their political ideology. 485
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As the industry first developed, farmers mostly championed free enterprise and worried
about social change, something many of them thought threatened their livelihoods. By the 1990s,
there was less of a sustained discussion on free enterprise as farmers instead focused their ire on
social change and the erosion of traditional values. They pushed back against the changes they
saw around them, and continued, by and large, to be unsympathetic to the struggles of minorities.
That was a group Christmas tree experts pointed out had been neglected by the industry, and if
the trade was going to grow, farmers and advertisers would have to target that swelling
population. As many farmers relied on a singular vision of what America was about—attached to
their discussions of tradition and family values was often an underlying racial implication of
whiteness—farmers found fault with other social movements, especially the environmental
movement. Growers frequently viewed it as led by urbanites who remained ignorant of the
challenges facing them, or rural America. It was, they argued, in the country’s heartland where
men and women worked the land that forged a true environmental ethos, one that through
experience justified the necessity of pesticides. Many farmers wanted the country’s culture to
reflect their own tree farms—neat, orderly, and uniform. The complexity of the world—the
unique perspectives of others, the different visions for American culture, and celebration of
diversity—cut against that effort. Most farmers hoped to spread more than only trees throughout
the nation. They yearned to spread their politics, too.
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As political ideas created some problems, many within the industry hoped to find more
things that could bind farmers together. From the NCTA’s perspective their national marketing
strategy aimed to lift all boats, although it rarely did. To form those strategies, the association
continued to churn out data. In 1996, the association discovered that 31.7 million American
families decorated their homes with a real tree, while 37.2 million chose an artificial tree. Most
people within the industry expected the fakes to continue their ascent, but few expected that kind
of an increase, one that stung more since Americans had five full weekends between
Thanksgiving and Christmas that year, and the weather cooperated in most places. Another
alarming statistic was the industry’s loss of wealthy customers. In 1995, sixty-seven percent of
households that earned more than seventy-five thousand dollars a year bought a real tree. The
next year, only fifty-three percent of that group did.486 There were few answers for the dip,
although farmers themselves found plenty of people to blame. One Columbus, Mississippi
farmer argued that “those ‘el-cheapo’ stands you buy at Wal-Mart won’t hold up a bush.”487
Farmers in Oregon blamed slumping sales on extension agents who worked to churn up good
press. While individual growers understood the role of creating a publicity buzz, they chafed at
the average tree prices extension agents used in those news stories, which they felt cost them
some sales. 488
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To reverse the fake tree tide the NCTA came up with a wide range of strategies. In 1998,
the association ran a couple of focus groups in search of some answers. They found that the
phrase farm fresh did not poll well. They quoted one participant: “Farm fresh describes eggs and
catfish.”489 The industry had convinced many Americans that their trees came from farms, but
many other customers still clung to the idea that their special tree was once part of a forest. It
was an interesting dilemma since farmers hoped to assure the country’s citizens that their work
did not waste natural resources. Conifer agriculture was a way to limit environmental concerns,
yet most real tree buyers did not want to think about the farm their tree once called home, but
instead imagined its adolescence in nature, not some field where human hands manipulated trees.
That same year, a North Carolina State University professor pointed to another challenge
facing the industry: “Minorities, often not targeted by marketing efforts, will have increased
emphasis as potential customers.”490 As farmers lost a huge chunk of their wealthy customers,
they targeted the fastest growing demographic. Moreover, people within the industry understood
that their collective advertising efforts had done little to appeal beyond white, middle-class
Americans. Indeed, their own research showed in 1994 that the “most important household
characteristics in determining the probability of displaying a real tree were age of household
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head, income category of household, single-family dwelling and a Caucasian household.”491
They conceded that for the business to survive, they would need to convince a younger, more
diverse population, that real trees were better than fake ones.
To help do that the national association released a video game. In 2004, the NCTA
debuted their free online game “Attack of the Mutant Artificial Trees,” which allowed players
the opportunity to fight back against the imposters.492 Growers knew that those games were
popular with younger Americans, so it had appeal as a way to convince them that they should
favor real trees over what they termed mutants.
The NCTA also started a charitable wing of the association that hoped to emphasize how
real conifers were not only a necessary part of American tradition, but that the crop was also
farmed by patriotic citizens. In 2006 the NCTA’s “Trees for Troops” sent over eleven thousand
trees to American soldiers and their families. Each box included not only a conifer, but also a
thank-you note. To move the conifers the association teamed up with FedEx. The shipping
company handled the logistics for free, and most farmers donated their trees.493 Not every farm
gave away their trees, though. In 2009, one Michigan evergreen farm asked its customers to
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sponsor a tree for twenty-five dollars so that they could participate in the effort.494 The program
became an important marketing tool. In 2008, the NCTA sent over seventeen thousand trees to
soldiers and their families, whether directly donated or consumer-sponsored. About ten percent
came from North Carolina.495 The national industry painted the program as a charitable one, a
chance for farmers to give back to families fighting for America all over the world. Although
some farmers undoubtedly viewed giving trees away through that lens, they probably also
understood the goodwill it bought them. It solidified their place as a symbol of tradition, and they
hoped it would magnify the fact that while workers built most artificial trees in China under what
real tree boosters saw as “miserable slave-like conditions,” their product was American-grown.
Patriotism was another tool farmers used to sell trees.496
Farmers used charity in other ways, too. They sold trees at a discount to the Boy Scouts,
churches, and other service organizations to help them raise money for their own projects. That
kind of partnership often brought individual farms some goodwill in communities. As Americans
increasingly switched to fake trees, those groups lost their fundraising opportunity. It was an
unintended consequence that farmers pointed to as yet another reason to support farm-grown
conifers.497 While local charities felt the sting, so too did recycling schemes that depended on
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evergreens. With fewer real trees entering American living rooms, it meant less money in the
pockets of local charities and service organizations, and fewer trees working to reverse coastal
erosion.498
***
The industry’s marketing strategy was crucial in the national effort to sell trees. As that
outreach evolved, it further reinforced the view that the holiday and its trees fit neatly within
white, mainstream America. The Christmas tree industry as a whole failed to escape the white
image confines of its own making.
As university extension specialists signaled to farmers that they needed minorities to buy
their product to stay in business, farmers themselves often complained that experts did not
understand the daily struggle of growing a crop. Even growers as a bloc failed to achieve much
cohesion as they competed with each other regionally. Since farmers had different business
models—some growing for wholesale, others for small local markets, and yet others ran choose
and cut operations—those tensions escalated. Small farmers complained that large corporations
usurped the NCTA to further their own aspirations. The numerous factions vied for more sway
and left little for the industry to coalesce around.
That discord amplified some of the other struggles the industry as a whole faced. The
next chapter highlights the continued environmental debates about the business, and further
investigates the labor that made tree farms possible, especially the rising reliance on Hispanic
undocumented workers. It seeks to expose the average farmer’s reliance on pesticides, and the
justifications for that use despite a wave of backlash. Moreover, it continues the theme of gender
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and Christmas trees, showing how ideas about masculinity and femininity changed in the midst
of second wave feminism. Finally, it continues the larger discussion of how the industry’s battle
against artificial trees reshaped the natural product.
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CHAPTER VI
GOOSENECK
“We did market research on the
Great Depression. People bought
one Christmas tree and one present.
You can bank on this.”499

“You don’t have to be a tree-hugging environmental
wacko to understand that being ‘pro-environment’
is the ‘right thing to be’ in mainstream America.”500

Fred and Donna Lloyd managed their own tree farm in Plant City, Florida. Their warm,
wet climate meant that the trees growing in their fields were highly susceptible to developing a
fungus, which could led to tree disease and death. One of the deadliest was phytophthora root
rot, a condition that not only killed conifers, but often meant that a given farm was no longer
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suitable to Christmas tree production.501 To keep their trees free from fungus that would likely
lead to disease and perhaps shuttering their entire farm, Fred Lloyd did what many growers in his
boots would. He turned to fungicides, a chemical mixture that prevented fungi from forming.
Lloyd mixed and sprayed Benlate, a fungicide manufactured by DuPont. In 1991, the
couple walked through their fields and discovered that much of their evergreen crop had
mysteriously died. Just a few months later, Fred Lloyd began to have problems of his own. He
woke up one morning, meandered to the bathroom and winced at the blood he saw in his urine.
Just three months later he died from blood cancer, along with lung and kidney complications.
Donna Lloyd accepted a settlement from DuPont on the loss of her conifers because she thought
the death of the trees and her husband was a catastrophic coincidence. She received about a third
of her dead tree crop’s value. She had to pay tax on that sum, but she believed there were no
other options. The farm faced bankruptcy because of the dead trees, and her husband had
recently died. DuPont’s crop loss settlement seemed like the only way to keep the farm
running.502
Three years later, Donna Lloyd no longer thought the death of the trees and her husband
was unrelated. She discovered that mixing and spraying Benlate, as her husband had, can create a
toxic gas that could have explained his lung and kidney problems. In 1994, a plant toxicologist
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explained that Florida’s humidity, sunlight, and mineral-rich water amplified Benlate’s
toxicity—a substance that “kills not only fungi, but bacteria, yeast and other microbes in the
soil.”503 Donna Lloyd was not alone in her concern about Benlate. In 1994, five other Florida
Christmas tree growers sued DuPont for their crop loss, which they estimated at thirty-four
million dollars. Although the company had settled some cases for Benalte’s toxicity to trees and
vegetables, DuPont continued to deny that its product caused human or plant sickness. Donna
Lloyd kept one Benlate-treated tree on her farm, a conifer that had not yet died, but it no longer
matured either. She explained the purpose behind keeping that one tree as a memorial of sorts, a
reminder “that she may have settled too cheaply.”504 Lloyd would have preferred to have her
husband back, but at the very least, wished his death would cost DuPont more than one third of
her dead crop’s value.
From 1970 to 2010, farmers argued that their use of herbicides, fungicides, and pesticides
were necessary to produce shapely trees. In 1990, for example, one Michigan grower argued that
without those chemicals: “People aren’t going to get the same kind of product they are used
to.”505 That kind of rationalization shifted the burden to consumers, who, farmers maintained,
demanded perfect trees to create perfect Christmases. This line of reasoning ignored the
environmental cost born by producers and consumers alike, as soils lost fertility and wildlife
disappeared. More importantly to people like Donna Lloyd, it likely cost some farmers their
lives.
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Fungicides were not the only way postwar tree farmers embraced the brave new world of
inorganic chemicals and technology to change this “natural” symbol of Christmas. Indeed, many
of the changes within the natural Christmas tree industry stemmed from its effort to regain sales
lost to artificial trees. As businesses rolled out fake pre-lit trees—a significant convenience for
Americans tired of wrangling and detangling their Christmas lights each year—British scientists
sought a natural alternative. In 2000, they revealed a genetically modified conifer whose needles
could glow like a jellyfish. Researchers in the lab wanted to discover genes like that strain of
luminescence that offered a similar level of convenience to that of the fake tree. For many
Americans, test tube trees did not capture their own ideas of nature, tradition, or realness. The
Christmas tree industry relied heavily on nostalgia for its customer base, but hoped that
modernity and science would revolutionize its businesses.506
Although Christmas tree boosters lauded the industry’s self-generated environmentallyfriendly image, that perception faced stiff backlash. Indeed, commentators did not only
emphasize the chemical usage on conifer farms. In 2008, Jules Cooper criticized the important
industry in her local Oregon town. She complained, “there is nothing “green” about Christmas
tree farms since they raise a bunch of trees, cut them down, haul them away and sell them for
inflated prices so people can use those trees for two or three weeks and then throw them
away.”507 That line of criticism stuck. The industry responded by seeking to establish a
Christmas tree recycling program in every American city to bolster their environmental façade,
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but also as a way to avoid the sting of landfills no longer accepting the biodegradable waste of
trees and leaves. Farmers and sellers knew, though, that for recycling programs to gain a
foothold they would have to be cheap and convenient. Average Americans were happy to do
what seemed best for the environment as long as it did not disrupt their daily lives.
While evergreen boosters searched for stories that put a positive spin on Christmas tree
farming, the industry continued to develop. By 1983, lumber giant Weyerhaeuser had “the
largest private timber inventory in the United States, but is also the world’s largest producer of
conifer seedlings.”508 The business had come a long way from its early days when enterprising
businesspeople took to the country’s forest in search of sellable conifers. Consolidation within
the business meant a more efficient commodity chain, but it edged out marginal nurseries and
farms. The nation’s planners hoped that the crop might serve as a last resort for American farm
families who searched for a way to remain on the land, but in practice those small farms
struggled to compete with industrial operations. That, coupled with the rising artificial
competition, put most growers in dire straits. In 1983, seventy-seven percent of Americans put
up a Christmas tree. Forty-eight percent of families that decorated a tree did so with an artificial
conifer, while forty-four percent went with the natural tree.509 If farmers did not already have
enough problems, they could add the loss of market majority to the growing list.
That kind of market loss sent real Christmas tree boosters searching for groups to blame.
When farmers felt threatened by critical newspaper coverage on chemical usage, they pointed the
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finger again at women and complained that their growing regimes were part of an effort to the
give the country’s women the shapely, full, bug-free conifers they clamored for.510 Those
growers often blamed women for their own business inadequacy. When sales dipped, farmers
argued that American housewives did not keep enough water in the family’s tree. That supposed
inattention caused the tree to dry out, and created unhappy holiday memories about their product.
On small farms, many men viewed the labor of their spouses as that of a helper, as someone who
supported the man’s real labor. The growth of second wave feminism came late to the Christmas
tree industry, arriving by 1980. Nonetheless, those women pushed back against their culturally
subscribed gender roles. The fight for equality came to the Christmas tree business.
In the postwar period, the labor on large tree farms did not usually come from a momand-pop duo of agrarian fantasy, but instead from cheap, hired, seasonal, unskilled labor. By the
1980s, most of those large operations relied on Hispanic immigrants to tend their fields,
employees who often had a questionable legal status.511 These workers’ precarious position had
increased the owner’s power, although they were also anxious about their workforce getting
swept up in a raid by immigration agents. Some farm owners showed little sympathy towards
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their employees, providing dilapidated shelters and little protection from pesticides and
herbicides. In 2004, an investigative journalist found that many North Carolina Christmas tree
workers “live in dilapidated housing next to the agricultural fields, and their homes and bodies
are contaminated with pesticides.”512 As a group, however, farmers generally recognized the
tireless work ethic of those immigrants. Occasionally, some farmers wrote to their government
representatives in favor of a path towards citizenship for their workers. Such plans were far from
benevolent. To achieve that citizenship, employees would have to work on Christmas tree farms
for a set number of years, which only increased the farm owner’s power. Such schemes show
how farm operators worked to gain more control over their workforce, just as they hoped to
enlarge their control over the trees growing in their fields. So much of the business felt out of
their hands that they jumped on opportunities to control every other aspect of the trade that they
could.
The term gooseneck refers to an area towards the top of a conifer between the tree’s two
upper whorls (radiating branches). The area resembles an animal neck. Metaphorically, and
certainly at times literally, farmers wrote about the need to choke out their artificial competition.
Sometimes they pitched their efforts as part of war. The act of seizing a living thing by the neck,
though, is ultimately an expression of power and control. As a whole, it was this period that the
Christmas tree industry sought to exercise its might, and further extend their group’s control over
real trees. That added control, industry boosters believed, was a farmer’s best chance to beat
back the growing fake tree threat. To win over American consumers, they needed to manipulate
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their trees much like a plastic tree worker could. A perfect evergreen no longer sprouted from the
ground on its own.
***

Scholars have long sought to explain the origins of the American environmental
movement. Rachel Carson’s Silent Spring in 1962 looms large in those debates because she
explained the problems pesticides posed in eloquent, accessible language. It was also a sensation.
The book spent thirty-one weeks on the New York Times best-seller list. Carson was part of an
earlier intellectual tradition that included John Muir, a tradition that emphasized wilderness and
humanity’s tendency to destroy it. Still, for Muir, people were outside of that nature. Carson
instead popularized the science of ecology and argued that humans not only destroyed
ecosystems, but they themselves were important pieces of that relationship. Part of Carson’s
brilliance, moreover, was how she capitalized on the historical moment. In the midst of a Cold
War political climate, she equated the dangers of unrestrained pesticide use with that of nuclear
fallout, a fear that American citizens understood well.513
Although Carson’s work helped galvanize political and public opposition to the nation’s
chemical dependency, other timely events underscored the urgency of the moment. One of those
was the environmental disaster at Lake Erie. The Great Lakes make up the largest body of fresh
water in the world, Lake Erie itself containing nearly ten thousand square miles of water.
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Although Detroit and Buffalo dumped tens of thousands of tons of untreated sewage into the
lake, soapsuds captured the most public attention, turning Lake Erie into something else entirely.
During the 1950s and 1960s, Americans bought more laundry detergent than ever before as new
washing machines promised to make daily chores easier. The synthetic soap contained
phosphates, a nutrient that led to an explosion of algae—and that algae consumed the oxygen
from Lake Erie’s water. It killed off species that depended on the oxygen, resulting in an
explosion of foam that clung to Lake Erie’s shore, three hundred feet wide in some places. 514
There were other environmental disasters. The Cuyahoga River runs through the city of
Cleveland and feeds into Lake Erie. In 1969, after decades of companies dumping industrial
waste into the water, the river caught on fire, with the blaze stretching over five stories (it was
not the first time the river had caught fire). An oil spill in Santa Barbara, California a few months
before the Cuyahoga River fire put those environmental catastrophes in front of an American
audience—many of whom were horrified by a national culture that turned scenic spaces into
hazmat zones.
Contributing to those shifting ideas, too, were the astronauts aboard Apollo 8 in 1968. As
their ship floated in outer space the astronauts took a picture of planet Earth. That image gave
Americans something tangible to associate with the basic tenets of ecology, particularly the
interconnectedness of ecosystems across what appeared like a tiny blue sphere. Jimmy Carter,
for instance, argued that the picture showed an Earth that “is very beautiful, but it is also very
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fragile. And it is the special responsibility of the human race to preserve it.”515 Many Americans
took up that challenge.
It was within that historical moment that the natural Christmas tree industry continued to
pitch their enterprise as part of good environmental stewardship. Frequently, those within the
industry accentuated the oxygen production associated with conifers, and sought to put that
benefit in a context every day Americans could understand. The result was the often-repeated
figure that a one-acre Christmas tree farm provided enough oxygen for eighteen adults each
day.516 After Carson’s Silent Spring, people within the industry understood that cold, hard data
did little to motivate average citizens. Readers did not care about how many molecules of oxygen
a tree released, but they tended to care more if they could envision eighteen people they knew
breathing because of a tree farm. Some scientists, however, were uneasy about the claim. In
1976, two plant physiologists were skeptical that a one-acre farm provided oxygen for eighteen
people. Curiously, while the industry touted that number, it was unclear where the idea
originated. Nonetheless, one author urged the national association’s executive director that “I
believe we would do just as well by indicating that the trees are good for the environment and
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not trying to provide exact figures.”517 As the industry marshalled experts to criticize Carson for
sentimentality and junk science, their own claims fueled questions of authenticity, too.
Widely circulated figures like that were part of a coordinated effort to alter national
attitudes about the industry. Indeed, one grower explained that in the 1970s those involved in
Indiana’s trade spearheaded “public education to combat the very local concerns of the
environmentalists who were concerned about the possible harm to the environment as a result of
cutting Christmas trees.”518 As some locals raised alarms over the industry’s regional
consequences, the national association enjoyed running stories about fringe environmental
groups for other evergreen farmers to read. It was ammunition they could use when reporters or
customers questioned the chemicals they used on their own farm, and many farmers used those
fringe groups to paint a picture of the mainstream environmental movement. In 1979, for
example, farmers read about an unnamed group that “felt Christmas trees should not be
harvested because they “have feelings.’”519 They used charges like that as a way to explain that
only extreme environmentalists had a problem with their style of agriculture, that only an acute
minority worried about a tree’s feelings. Most Americans were unconcerned about the country’s
arboreal emotional situation, but yet remained woefully uneducated about the industry’s own
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environmental politics. Like the artificial tree industry, it gave farmers an external group to
blame, and a common enemy.
Individual farmers, though, worked to refashion the industry’s environmental image
themselves. In 1978, Christmas tree growers read about alternatives to herbicides. In Ohio, a
handful of farmers brought in cows and sheep to either replace, or limit the use of, herbicides on
the farm. It was a strategy aimed at saving money, but it also promised to show that farmers
themselves listened to the public’s worries.520 Growers in that vein hoped to convince their
counterparts to join the effort to soften public perception by switching to more environmentallyconscious practices. In 1981, for example, one author signed their name as Insect Lover in an
editorial. That individual argued that farmers should rework their relationship to insects like the
caterpillar. Insect Lover maintained: “Don’t view him as an enemy impeding progress but as a
struggling friend overcoming obstacles.”521 It was not quite the leap to “Christmas trees have
feelings,” but opinions like that did seek to push other growers to cultivate an appreciation and
attachment to the living things found on their farms. Farmers typically sought to exterminate
toxic bugs along with the friendly ones. Growers like Insect Lover hoped to curtail the crop’s
reliance on pesticides. Yet, on a national level, the evergreen industry echoed the tenets of
American agriculture. Farmers read one opinion piece that summed up the puzzle: “But what
environmentalists demand as a trade-off—the elimination of all pesticides—will mean less food
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at higher costs, less efficient horticulture, devastating economic losses without pesticides, human
suffering, more pressure on dwindling acreage and serious harm to humans the world over.”522
Of course, banning all pesticides was a minority opinion, but farmers continued to define the
contours of the debate by using their opposition’s most inflammatory recommendations.
Nonetheless, the overall message remained clear. If Americans wanted the good life many
citizens felt they were promised, pesticides were not going anywhere.523
Since the industry’s environmental public relations problem seemed as sticky as a
farmer’s hand dripping in pine sap, the national industry searched for new ways to tout a green
image. One of the most popular ways to do that was to recycle conifers to combat soil erosion. In
1983, R.J. Reynolds Industries sponsored a community improvement project for a local Future
Farmers of America (FFA) chapter. In Flagler Beach, Florida, FFA members collected five
hundred “used” Christmas trees after the holiday and buried them along the beach hoping that as
the trees decayed they would stymie coastal erosion. It is notable that the tobacco giant R.J.
Reynolds provided monetary support. The need for eco-friendly projects to “greenwash” their
public image is unsurprising. Indeed, tobacco’s public image in the 1980s spiraled as scientists
churned out more studies linking its use to cancer, and as others worried about the crop’s
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relationship to southern gullies. Ironically, that R.J. Reynolds project boosted the image of the
crop replacing tobacco in western North Carolina’s fields. Most importantly for the evergreen
industry, however, was the promise that recycling projects like that one held for the national
business. It showed American citizens that real trees decomposed, and thus could be put back
into the earth. Moreover, it shifted the burden away from the farm towards individual consumers.
Farmers relished that kind of action because they did not have to change—they did not institute
new practices on their plantations that could cost them money—but instead kept on with business
as usual while championing the good their product could do after its time indoors came to an
end. Ultimately, coastal erosion recycling programs served as heartwarming stories that
distracted Americans from their tree’s first life cycle on the farm. Scientists continue to debate
whether Christmas trees actually stymied coastal erosion. Paul Kemp, a Louisiana State
University coastal scientist, has argued that old evergreens are most effective in shallow waters
that have a good amount of silt and sediment and few waves. In places with those characteristics,
conifers can increase the land-building process.524
While the Christmas tree industry hoped to shine a spotlight on recycling programs, its
boosters searched for explanations about why so many Americans had switched to plastic trees.
The most persuasive of those highlighted cultural and demographic change. One grower from
Washington state, for example, described the artificial tree’s surging popularity: “1. the
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emergence of more single person families; 2. more people traveling during the holidays; 3.
people too busy to shop for a real tree; and 4. the higher cost of real trees.”525 In Pennsylvania,
one journalist explained that the state’s evergreen farmers “have fallen victim to modern
technology, the affluent society and the American drive for perfection.”526 There was little
growers could do about some of those forces, but they could make changes that made their
product more convenient for busy American families.
The convenient and perfect-proportioned fake trees reshaped their natural counterparts.
Growers sought to harness technology—the same force that nourished their chief rival—to even
the playing field. Indeed, by 1975 farmers read about a mechanical tree cleaner that would
drastically curtail a tree’s needles dropping on the living room rug. The five-hundred-and-fiftypound machine required two people to operate it, and simulated something like a hurricane. As
the machine violently shook conifers between five and ten seconds, needles flew away, leaving
only the healthy ones firmly attached to tree branches. While that kind of machine could make
natural trees less messy indoors, it did little to convince most Americans that needle drop was a
thing of the past. Small and medium farmers did not have the capital to invest in that kind of
expensive machinery, and not every large operation saw those machines as worth the price tag.
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Since most Americans bought uncleaned trees, needle drop remained a national issue, one that
the entire industry felt the weight of.527
Heavy machine shakers were not the only way to approach the needle problem. Farmers
conceded that: “Artificial trees don’t effect our senses favorably, but neither do they wilt or lose
their needles.”528 They searched for ways to compel their trees to stay fresh longer. During the
1970s many thought that genetics held the key to solving that problem, while other farmers
throughout the country wanted more research into keepability. They debated whether refrigerated
cars and different handling techniques could extend the life of their crop and put it in on more
equal footing with its ersatz opponent.
Farmers looked for other explanations and ways to improve their crop’s chances in the
eyes of the average citizen. Sometimes that took the form of cynicism. In 1977, one industry
booster claimed that “The public does not know one from another [trees], in most cases, and all
they see is a mass of green.”529 That sort of rationale explained the real tree demise as one
mainly of confusion, a problem where customers did not appreciate the finer aspects of a
Christmas tree culture.
Far more frequently, however, yuletide tree boosters sought to counter their flagging
sales and rising competition. In 1985, for example, one farmer explained: “Consumers are really
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getting spoiled. They want everything to be perfect, including their Christmas trees.” He
continued, “To meet these demands, I’m using more herbicides, fertilizing, tilling the soil,
staking, and mowing my plantations.”530 That sort of impulse had already spread throughout the
country. Four years earlier, Oregon State University’s Horticulture Department named its
evergreen genetic program “Every Christmas Tree A ’10.’”531 That drive for perfection stemmed
from the idealized shapes fake trees achieved. The synthetic reshaped the natural.
Even when farmers grew those perfect “ten” trees, they often found themselves faced
with what they saw as backhanded compliments or concerns over the trade’s future. In 1978, Phil
Jones, the national association editor, remarked that: “They were viewing tightly sheared perfect
trees—so perfect that some even thought them artificial.”532 Jones noted the “perfect specimens,”
but openly questioned whether the industry had gone too far in “shearing and shaping too many
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trees too tight.”533 Two years later Jones echoed his own sentiment, and argued for the need to
“produce a crop that looks more like a natural Christmas tree.”534
The quest for perfect natural trees to compete with artificial ones blurred the distinction
between the two and limited a natural tree’s most important attribute: its realness. In 1982, a
South Carolina farmer worried about his future business prospects when he gave someone a tree
and they responded “It’s beautiful! It’s as perfect as a plastic one!”535 The industry reacted to
fake trees by making their own trees fit the idealized conifer mold farmers thought their
customers coveted. Fakes looked realer, while the real ones looked fake. Farmers had first-hand
relativism knowledge. As hard as they worked to simplify and order their business, they
understood that their crop had an ephemeral relationship to American culture. Their product
weathered successive dips in popularity as families searched for convenience, or saw little
difference between a farm-grown tree and a factory-made one.
Yet, there remained some strategies that effectively broadcast the realness of a farmed
tree. During the 1970s and 1980s, artificial tree usage rose, but so too did visits to farms where
customers could choose their own special tree.536 By 1982, those choose-and-cut operations
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accounted for fifteen percent of total Christmas tree sales. 537 Business owners were selling an
experience, or, as one South Carolina operator explained: “Selecting your own Christmas tree is
an adventure—a challenge with Nature—to wrest from the woodlands a pleasingly balanced and
shaped selection that has been matched against hundreds of others in the plantation for that very
special and perfect tree to carry home.”538 Sellers recounted encounters like those on their farms.
One Illinois grower remembered how a woman spent sixteen hours to pick her “perfect tree”
from his plantation.539 That selling technique allowed customers to keep their perfect trees—
indeed, they could look just like the fakes when they made it into living rooms. But, out in the
field American families consumed nature, or at least the outdoors that a conifer farm had to offer.
That act, seeing the trees growing, watching them get chopped down, made it clear to purchasers
that their tree was once a living part of the world.
People continued to understand that kind of practice, moreover, as one that built
character. That kind of character building was especially important for urbanites, most rural
growers argued. In 1977, one Connecticut choose-and-cut operator explained: “The head of the
house wants to prove that he or she is not so sterile and incapable that he or she cannot walk out
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into the wilderness, cut down a little tree, and get back to the family car.” 540 Americans had long
seen their tree tradition through a host of angles. The one that had the longest staying power was
the idea that through a trial of nature, citizens from all walks of life could test their mettle.
Not only did many Americans believe that harvesting a tree could symbolize a battle with
nature, but researchers also spent a good deal of time trying to limit the environmental problems
farming posed. In 1987, Oregon State University’s extension office created a research plot for
cover crops. They intended that protective ground cover to limit soil erosion, much as the crop
itself was supposed to do on its own. It turns out that a Christmas tree monocrop culture often
failed to ameliorate past land abuse, and created unintended consequences of its own. The
environmental benefits tree boosters trumpeted were often true of forests, but not the regimes
taking place on American farms. Growers used herbicides widely to keep competing vegetation
down, and the loss of those plants contributed to soil erosion. Policy planners and bureaucrats
had good intentions when they urged landowners to grow trees, but the ways in which Americans
grew them, and extension agents taught their cultivation, frequently negated the benefits. That
predicament led institutions and scientists to experiment with regimes that allowed farmers to
keep their chemicals while holding the soil in place. A monocrop evergreen farm was not the
panacea so many people touted it to be.541
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While those farms fell short of booster’s claims, the national industry continued to
proport evergreen farms as part of good environmental practice. In 1990, one supporter argued:
“Debunking the myth of deforestation with the truth about replanting, crop rotation and
environmental benefits of real Christmas trees is critical to our future as an industry.”542 Natural
evergreen spokespeople did not stop with the good news real trees brought to rural spaces, but
increasingly critiqued their competition’s relationship to the natural world. The vice president of
Rhode Island’s tree group, for example, pointedly wrote: “there are several serious
environmental questions about fake trees that need to be brought forward, including questions
regarding toxins given off if a fake tree burns, the valuable oil resources used to produce plastic
trees, and probably the most negative environmental aspect, the disposal of the nonbiodegradable product when put in the landfill (and all will end up there eventually).”543 The
overall industry’s environmental politics animated the trade, as growers believed that a robust
marketing and education program would help them reclaim the real tree’s market share.
Of course, people found other ways to criticize the industry other than its environmental
track record. In 1987, James M. Pianka wrote to farmers and defended the purpose behind the
HATCHET group he was a proud member of. Pianka explained that HATCHET stood for
Humans Against the Chopping of Evergreen Trees. Its members were not concerned with
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evergreen sustainability. They lamented “the killing season” when “you can see the victims of
this senseless slaughter lying on top of car roofs and inside pickup truck beds.” 544 HATCHET
participants worried about the lives of trees. Farmers, of course, relished explaining how deer
and other wildlife killed conifers. Indeed, they explained cycles of life and death as part of a
natural order. As HATCHET urged Americans to buy a fake tree, growers found another
opportunity to emphasize the plastic industry’s reliance on nonrenewable resources. 545
Most Americans had never heard of HATCHET. But the industry still had to deal with
fringe groups like it, and they had to deal with the idea that it was wasteful or wrong to chop
down a living thing and then watch it die in a living room. In 1990, for example, one journalist
described the tree tradition as one where “we are undeniably committing murder.”546 She
compared events like the Rockefeller Center tree, where a conifer was “hauled into a concrete
prison for the edification of the urban multitudes” to ancient Rome when “a victorious general
would parade his new slaves in chains through the streets.”547 In 1992, another journalist
explained that on the surface, the move to farming seemed to alleviate a lot of those sentimental
concerns. A closer examination, however, revealed troubling logic. Indeed, the excuse: “They
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were raised for it” could describe the Christmas tree industry, as well as the fur trade. 548 While
HATCHET, or similar groups, did not upend the business, the concern about murdering trees did
help some Americans justify their plastic replacement.
Concerns about murdering trees were not the only factor pushing Americans towards fake
evergreens. In 1986, a severe drought gripped many parts of the country, which killed trees,
stymied the growth of recent plantings, and led to concerns about the availability of Christmas
trees that season. The people of HATCHET must have celebrated the struggles of the real tree
industry even though dead trees were at the heart of the problem. Most farmers explained that
their mature conifers would weather the lack of rain. There would be no immediate shortage, but
they conceded that Americans should brace themselves for one in about six years.549 For their
part, retailers worried that dry trees and wilting needles would spell disaster for their sales. They
wrote extension agents who, at least in the Pacific Northwest, remained outwardly sanguine
about the crop’s chances.550 By 1988, the drought’s consequences for the industry became
clearer. Although one journalist described Christmas trees as “one of Minnesota’s toughest
crops, able to grow in sandy soil and survive dry weather by shooting root down several feet to
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reach a low water table,” the lack of rain took a heavy toll.551 The national association estimated
that the drought in the Midwest cost evergreen farmers there thirty million dollars. Much of that
figure came from that year’s failed plantings, as numerous farmers expected all of their trees to
die.552
The droughts were a mixed bag for the industry. On the one hand, it wiped out entire
plantings and cost farmers a lot of money. Yet on the other, the increased press attention and
crop concern reminded Americans that the conifers they saw on tree lots were real. That realness
was a farmer’s best-selling point, and the environmental disaster was one way to reinforce how
evergreens were just like other crops. It also contributed to new industry innovations. In 1989, a
horticulture professor at Pennsylvania State University developed a product he hoped would
curtail tree thefts from farms. Larry Kuhns devised a spray that turned trees brown “and makes
them too ugly for thieves to want to steal.”553 The browned trees would reassume their traditional
greenness after a good rain, or farmers could rinse them off themselves. Kuhns did not describe
the inspiration behind the “ugly-tree mix,” but it came on the heels of a drought that made
evergreens brown across the nation. Consciously or not, the lack of rain certainly contributed to
the product. If nothing else, it gave would-be thieves a reason for so many brown trees growing
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in fields. Kuhns published the spray’s recipe in local newspapers, so that farmers could try the
concoction out for themselves and test its efficacy as a theft deterrent.
Much of a given farmer’s work was about mastery over nature—bending the material
world to their will. The country’s droughts exposed some vulnerability, but there are numerous
other examples of farmers trying to control nature to little avail. In 1989, Raburn and Shirley
May decided that their Chunky, Mississippi farm needed a petting zoo. The couple flew to
remote Nome, Alaska, traveled eighty-five miles by snowmobile, and bought two male reindeer
from a group of Eskimos. The environmental difference between frigid Alaska and balmy
Mississippi was stark. To help ease that environmental shock, the Mays turned to Mississippi
State University where veterinarians designed a special diet for the reindeer.554 Moreover, the
couple put the animals in a pen with both a fan and misting system to lessen the deep South’s
burdensome heat. Yet, unsurprisingly, one reindeer “died after being unable to adjust to its
surroundings.”555 The Mays bought a replacement reindeer.
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Figure 6.1

Reindeer on Mississippi Christmas Tree Farm, 1988

Don Becker, “Part of Santa Claus Express Makes Mississippi Home,” American Christmas Tree Journal
32, no.4 (October 1988): 37.

Not only was this an example of Christmas tree farmers trying to bend nature to their
will, but it also should have been a public relations nightmare. While HATCHET and other likeminded groups struggled to convince Americans that they should care about the slaughter of tiny
trees, the death of a reindeer, plucked from Alaska and forced into a pen to entertain children and
their heavy-handed pats each year was a different story. It was harder to look into a mammal’s
eyes and justify its death than it was a faceless tree. Those conifers were a combination of
cellulose, bark, and needles. A reindeer had a brain, blood, sinew, and to some, its own soul.
Many farmers who operated their own choose- and-cut operations rationalized putting wild
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animals in captivity to sell a few more trees. They saw those animals as replaceable marketing
pieces, and thought that fans and a misting system could make Mississippi more like Alaska.
They overestimated how much control they had.
Although the dead reindeer did not receive any national media attention, the most
prominent way that farmers tried to bend nature to their will did. The industry’s use of pesticides
was a passionate topic for many groups, and it defined the business’s environmental debates in
the 1990s. In 1987, one farmer complained that: “It is without doubt, sad testimony in behalf of
Land-Grant Colleges, when their representatives encourage growers to experiment with
environmentally-sensitive insecticides, herbicides and fertilizers.”556 The tension between
experts at those institutions and the average grower was not new, but people within the industry
struggled to decided whose expert advice to rely on. In 1994, one Canadian mother of two young
children became concerned with the frequent sprayings she saw on the Christmas tree farm near
her house. She lamented how she moved out of the city to escape pollution, but felt she had
traded one health issue for another. She took a list of the chemicals workers used on the farm to
her doctor, who advised her to move.557 Many land grant university professors maintained that
pesticides were safe with proper handling, while medical doctors urged some people to relocate
if they lived in proximity to the application of those chemicals. It is easy to understand why
many individual growers, and the public, might be confused about the risks associated with their
pesticide and herbicide regimes.
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To help answer those questions, many farmers drew from their own personal experiences.
In 1991, for example, grower David Anderson questioned extension agent advice. He said he
was “not an ‘eco-extremist,’” but he was nonetheless concerned about the use of pesticides and
herbicides on Christmas tree farms throughout the country. Anderson remembered: “I once used
a chemical herbicide but [sp] and will never use them again – I became ill after using them and I
discovered dead birds in the area which I attribute to the herbicide.”558 Anderson was not alone.
Another farmer earlier that year explained that environmentalists would buy real trees if the
industry took the “time, research, and commitment to reduce” the “high pesticide use on
farms.”559 The public concern about pesticides and herbicides urged some farmers to voice their
opposition to those chemicals, yet the majority of growers understood them as necessary to grow
marketable trees.
In 1995, for instance, one grower conceded that pesticides were a “very touchy
environmental concern,” but maintained that they were needed “to save the tree crop.”560 He
further explained that the public should place more trust in farmers since “We do not want to
poison ourselves, our land, our workers and certainly not our customers.”561 Other growers
understood the situation as more dire. A South Carolina farmer charged: “If the
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environmentalists succeed in their unnecessary stringent requirements of pesticide reregistration, then not only will the Christmas tree industry be in jeopardy, but human life as a
whole will be also.”562 Much like the farmer who shipped in a reindeer from Alaska to live on a
Mississippi farm, growers believed that technology—in this case pesticides—helped them
control what nature gave them. Indeed, six years earlier Christmas tree farmers read that “an
unrealistic set of primitivist environmental beliefs and attitudes” threatened “to erode the
legitimacy of technology and industrial achievement.”563 Although evergreen farmers fit
squarely into the traditional group on most occasions, on the pesticide debates, they found
themselves championing modernity and science.
For their part, extension agents advised growers that they should use chemicals, but they
also worked to teach farmers proper handling, and they tried to limit the industry’s reliance on
them. In 1973, one guide conceded: “Pesticides used improperly can be injurious to man,
animals, and plants.”564 About twenty years later, the tone of extension agents in Oregon had
shifted. In 1990, for example, they emphasized: “Sustainable agriculture is part of this program
and was discussed both in terms of properly using registered chemicals and developing methods
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to reduce reliance on chemicals.”565 That same year one Oregon extension agent edited a
pamphlet, and wrote: “We shouldn’t advocate an environmentally threatening practice.”566 Part
of the newfound focus on sustainability stemmed from the desires of growers themselves. In
1990, one author interviewed growers in Oregon and concluded: “Most members of the
Christmas Tree Association express concern at the amount of chemicals they are using.”567
While some farmers in the Pacific Northwest worried about how their pesticide use
impacted their industry’s future, those concerns were not shared equally around the country. In
1992, Oregon State University professors and extension agents marveled at the long list of legal
insecticides in North Carolina, options that were not available to farmers in Oregon. Jack
DeAngelis, an extension entomologist at OSU wrote that a North Carolina Christmas tree
bulletin had useful information for researchers and farmers in the Pacific Northwest, but pointed
out that “many of the insecticides listed in Table 1 are NOT available to Oregon Christmas tree
growers.”568 DeAngelis questioned the legality of those thirteen pesticides in North Carolina, and
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guessed “they have probably adopted a ‘more liberal’ interpretation of the label, possibly treating
Christmas trees as ‘field-planted ornamentals.”569 Whether extension agents in the Old North
state skirted regulations or they were not banned by the state in the first place matters less than
how growing Christmas trees was a fundamentally local act, one that carried distinct ideas and
practices. Nationally, evergreen farmers were closer to their North Carolina counterparts in how
they viewed pesticides, but the criticism that came out of the Pacific Northwest is notable.
Extension agents and growers there pushed for changes that they thought would stabilize the
industry, and put it on a path towards sustainability before other American evergreen regions did.
Of course, media pressure contributed to some farmers and extension agents changing
their tune. In 1995, one newspaper writer explained that growers in North Carolina “use
chemical[s] to make the perfect Fraser fir trees everyone wants: they keep grasses from
competing with the trees or prevent balsam twig aphids from gnawing on branch tips.”570 That
was their role, but producers had to square that with the consequences they left. That year North
Carolina’s state Agriculture Department sent scientists to research whether pesticides from
Christmas tree farms had leached into the ground water. They had. In Avery County, twenty-four
of forty-four tested groundwater wells turned up traces of atrazine. Disulfoton, which scientists
classified as “very highly toxic” turned up in twenty-six wells out of sixty surveyed in western
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North Carolina.571 At first glance, reports like that appeared like a substantial public relations
problem for growers and extension agents alike. Yet, experts themselves were unsure of exactly
how big of a risk pesticide traces had in human drinking water. A professor from the University
of North Carolina at Asheville, who directed the school’s Environmental quality Institute
summed up that uncertainty: “It’s either a pretty serious problem or no problem at all.”572
That domestic pesticide scrutiny heightened as Denmark’s Christmas tree industry
remade itself. While many within the yuletide business viewed Germany as the birthplace of the
Christmas tree tradition, most of them saw Denmark as Europe’s evergreen epicenter. In 1982,
for example, American growers learned that “Denmark has a leading position in the field of
production of Christmas trees.”573 Four years later, Connecticut Christmas tree growers planned
a trip to Denmark to tour their fields and bring some production methods back to the states.574 In
1988, a Washington state farmer visited Denmark, soaked up what he could, and then wrote an
article for the national trade journal.575 Put shortly, Americans thought they could learn
something from Denmark, since it was a country that “probably has the most comprehensive
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Christmas Tree research program in the world.”576 The nation grew sixty percent of Europe’s
trees by 1995 and exported more than sixty million dollars worth of trees six years later.577 In
1995, the Scandinavian country banned many of the pesticides and herbicides Christmas tree
farmers relied on. As a replacement, the Danish government funded a two-year project that put
ostriches to work. Those birds would eat grass and weeds, but ignored conifer needles. It was a
biological replacement for herbicides that had an added benefit: ostrich droppings fertilized the
crop, too.578 That kind of scheme reflected earlier American experiments with sheep and goats
keeping weeds down, but failed to take much of a hold within the industry. Many must have
questioned, however, whether the United States would follow Denmark’s example, and what that
would mean for their businesses.
As pesticides dominated headlines about the Christmas tree business, there remained
another looming environmental threat. Americans were running out of landfill space, and farmers
started to grow anxious. In 1991, the national group’s marketing chairperson argued that the
“Christmas tree industry faces three critical issues: Christmas tree recycling, pesticide
availability, and RealTree marketing.”579 The recycling issue was so critical because the industry
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expected nine thousand American municipalities to ban evergreens from their landfills by 2000.
To make matters worse, less than ten percent of the country’s towns had a Christmas tree
recycling program.580 Farmers understood that tree disposal was an imminent problem, one that
threatened to drastically cut into their profit margins. To alleviate the landfill issue, growers
doubled-down on how some people used discarded Christmas trees to combat beach erosion in
Texas and Louisiana, but they also searched for ways to incentivize mulching programs.
One way they did that was by joining forces with other businesses. In 1991, a Ben and
Jerry’s Ice Cream store in Springfield, New Hampshire gave away a free cone for every tree a
customer brought to get mulched with the city’s Public Works Department.581 The next holiday
season, McDonald’s franchises across New Hampshire participated in a recycling program where
customers could drop off their trees and donate one dollar for their removal. The dried trees then
shipped to a landfill where they were chipped and converted to compost. The program raised
over nine thousand dollars that the participating businesses—McDonald’s, the landfill, and a
radio station—donated to the state’s public schools. Although customers did have to pay one
dollar to recycle their tree, they did receive a free order of french fries or a drink in return.
Perhaps more importantly, it was convenient. Most participants did not have to drive a long
distance to find a McDonald’s, and that ease translated into the state collecting between seventy
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and one hundred tons of Christmas trees for mulching. Even though those conifers were
biodegradable, it immediately saved space in the state’s landfills.582
The New Hampshire example, along with other program throughout the country, taught
Christmas tree boosters some important principles. Chief among them was the need for
consumers to see recycling programs as “simple and convenient with little or no additional
expense for tree disposal, while being environmentally acceptable.”583 That convenience
mattered because most Americans did not worry about the disposal of their artificial tree, a
practice evergreen businesspeople liked to point out took up landfill space for centuries since
plastic was not biodegradable like their product. It was yet another way that fakes made life
easier for their users. The other part of the equation, though, was convincing people that
recycling used trees was good for the environment and their local communities. In 1991, there
were 1,435 tree recycling programs nationwide. Out of those, 101 were privately sponsored,
while the remaining relied on an individual town’s infrastructure and resources. California and
New York led the country in tree recycling, and nationally, eighty-two percent of participants
had to drop off a tree instead of using curbside pickup. At the other end of the spectrum, eightysix percent of trees found their way into the chipper where they were turned into compost or
mulch, and then recycled back into the community. The remaining fourteen percent made the
material people buried along coasts to limit soil erosion, or dumped in lakes to provide fish
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habitat.584 The success of recycling hinged on its convenience, but also convincing consumers
that it was good environmental practice, too.
What seemed even more persuasive, however, was saving money. In 1990, Christmas
tree farms welcomed data out of Miami, Florida. There, Dade County’s evergreen recycling
drive collected twenty thousand trees. The saved landfill space, along with the mulch that filled
public parks, saved the county fifty thousand dollars.585 Growers hoped that success stories like
that would offer a way forward with their disposal dilemma, one that they were mostly
concerned about from a business perspective, not as an environmental program. By the
beginning of the 1990s farmers read about Florida’s “new state law that prohibits trees and lawn
clippings in landfills.”586 While farmers hoped to convince Americans that recycling trees was
easy, good for the environment, and would save their towns money, they were mostly concerned
about their own pocketbooks. If their argument fell on deaf ears, growers understood that their
industry would not survive. Every living room tree would be plastic, and those evergreens would
lie in landfills for centuries.
That kind of calamitous concern seemed warranted. The 1990s appeared poised to
become the decade of plastic trees. In 1989, the real tree business was about evenly split with
their artificial competitor, with about thirty-six-million families putting up either a real or fake
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conifer that year. The stalemate would not last long. Synthetic trees made a giant leap in 1991,
and by 1994 Americans used more than forty million fake trees, while real tree usage dipped
below thirty-four million. The disposal issue—as many towns moved away from throwing real
trees in landfills—undoubtedly contributed to the artificial tree’s upswing. The national
association hired Gallup to conduct surveys and found that fifty-six percent of their customers
recycled their tree, while thirty-nine percent did not. Farmers knew those numbers were not
sustainable if more towns moved to ban trees from landfills. On the bright side, the NCTA did
discover that their marketing was bearing some fruit. In 1994, three quarters of Americans knew
that farmers grew trees to fulfill the annual demand. From 1986-1994, the industry’s boosters
had doubled the number of citizens that knew about tree farms. Still, in 1994 twenty-five percent
of the country remained unaware of conifer farming, and probably assumed that the trees
continued to come from the country’s forests. A 2002 Home Depot advertisement, for example,
pointed out that each tree their stores sold “was cultivated on a Christmas tree farm to preserve
our natural forests.”587 Just like their struggle with nature, people within the industry toiled to
bend public perception to their will.588
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Figure 6.2

Graphs of Christmas Tree Usage, 1989-1994

David Baumann, “Sales Down in ’94,” American Christmas Tree Journal 39, no.2 (April 1995): 7.

The Christmas tree itself became one tool people within the industry used in an effort to
bend that public perception. In 2009, North Carolina’s association, along with politicians and the
PEW Charitable Trusts organization met at Asheville’s Farmers Market. There they held a press
conference outlining the deaths of wild Fraser fir stands because of climate change and air
pollution. The aim was to cultivate an emotional response by putting an image of death
associated with those changes, all while mixing in some economic rationale. The species had
become the cornerstone of the state’s evergreen industry, and served as the agricultural engine of
some mountain counties. Wild stands, moreover, dotted many of the state’s public parks, like
Mount Mitchell. If people did not immediately take steps to curtail air pollution and climate
change, the consequences were fairly clear. Fraser firs would putrefy in the field, just as they
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were doing in wild stands. It would spell disaster for farmers, but also limit the pull to North
Carolina’s public parks. Few Americans wanted to look at sickly trees in their free time.589
While conifers could serve as an educational tool, the NCTA was more interested in
marshalling science to back their claims that real trees were better for the environment than
artificial trees. In 1997, the industry boasted of a Swedish study by the Institute for Air and
Environment in Gothenburg that put an artificial tree’s lifespan at ten years, even though most
data suggested Americans used theirs for six years before moving on to a new tree. That yearly
difference was a significant factor in the environmental impact study, because reuse was the fake
tree’s best stake at a green image. Even when assuming that ten-year life cycle, however,
researchers put artificial conifers at 20 Environmental Load Units (ELU), with real trees coming
in at 4.4 ELUs. Those numbers were part of a complex calculus that considered various factors,
like shipping, materials, manufacturing, tree felling, and cultivation, among many others. Real
trees, according to that study, were about five times better for the environment than fakes. For
the metaphorical tree topper, researchers also noted that “PVC alone is suspected of being the
cause of an increasing number of cases of testicle cancer.”590 The research signaled good news
for the American industry, but environmentally conscious customers probably questioned the
objectivity of the research, and wondered whether people within the industry generated it
themselves. At the very least, they probably understood that farmers in Europe used far less, if
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any, chemicals to grow conifers than their American counterparts, which would have skewed the
results domestically. The NCTA started working on an answer to those critics.
In 2001, the national association partnered with a third-party firm to research human
health problems lurking in plastic trees. The company carried the acronym EARTH, which stood
for Environment, Agriculture, Research & Technology in Harmony. With $24,217 in donations
from the NCTA, EARTH found that older plastic trees contained significant amounts of lead.
They advised owners of those older trees to wash their hands after touching those conifers, and
urged parents to carefully guard against their children coming into contact with them, especially
putting branches in their mouths. It was part of EARTH’s “get the lead out campaign,” which
was an effort to raise thirty thousand dollars so that the group could advertise the dangers of
plastic and lead. The NCTA urged its farmers to donate. That study was hardly a panacea for
growers, especially since the chief health concern came from older trees most people no longer
used. It did, though, offer a way for the industry to get Americans thinking about what went into
their fake trees. In 2000, a NCTA survey showed that consumers “would be very alarmed if they
learned that artificial trees contained lead, PVCs and other petroleum products.”591 Most tree
substitutes no longer contained lead, but PVC and petroleum were crucial to manufacturing an
artificial tree. Just as a large chunk of Americans clung to the idea that real trees came from the
forest, many citizens remained unaware of what went into their plastic trees.
***
Boosters within the Christmas tree industry understood that in the midst of a burgeoning
environmental movement their success would likely hinge on selling the public a green image of
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evergreen farming. Not only did they try to educate consumers about what they saw as the
ecological benefits of real trees, but they emphasized that plastic trees carried a hefty
environmental footprint. Many of them were frustrated that so much of the public believed that
sparing a farmed tree by switching to plastic was a greener choice, and they blamed large
corporations and fringe environmental groups for most of that misinformation. They were not the
only segment of the population to draw farmer ire. When real trees dried out in living rooms it
gave the overall industry a bad reputation, and farmers were quick to criticize the country’s
women for not providing their trees with enough water. On the farm, the majority of men sought
to bolster their own image by trivializing their wife’s contributions to the business. Indeed, this
section shows that Christmas tree farmers frequently blamed women when their sales dipped,
and also explained their reliance on pesticides and intensive management on housewives who
supposedly demanded perfect conifers.
In 1972, the national association asked its members “What has the Christmas tree
business done for you?”592 One farmer answered: “It provides variety work for my wife without
her having to leave the family.”593 That kind of attitude demonstrates the cultural idea that a
woman’s place was within the home, not contributing to the work taking place in the outside
world. It was also not the only example. In 1973, one journalist explained how a farm wife “may
be less active than the others in the tree farm proper, but ‘she keeps the mud cleaned out of the
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house and sure keeps that coffee pot going in our busy season.”’ 594 Those ideas reinforce how
farmers themselves conceived of family virtues and American tradition. Moreover, it deepened
the divide many within the industry busily constructed. Women did not grow trees, but they
could be the family farm’s secretary or maid. They could attend conferences, but planners
funneled them into a separate woman’s program. It was yet another way that the yuletide
industry sought to define the roles of men and women.595
As some farmers celebrated their enterprise as a way for their wives to work without the
stigma of abandoning the family, others involved in the trade saw women as a threat to their tree
trade. Yuletide tree boosters continued to worry about the industry’s problematic image with fire
safety. To alleviate those concerns they mostly turned to scientists, who conducted a range of
experiments to show that a well hydrated tree rarely posed much of a hazard. The problem,
however, is that most Americans did not properly water their tree, a shortcoming the industry
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placed at the feet of the country’s women. Indeed, in 1975, one man in the business complained
that: “All too commonly the housewife fills the tree holder with water and then fails to look at it
again for the rest of the time the tree is in the house.”596 That kind of perception again placed
women in charge of operating the domestic space, one that did not include men taking
responsibility for a tree’s indoor care. It also gave men within the industry a way to explain their
own shortcomings by placing blame on others, especially women. They grew perfect trees, but
had trouble selling them because of forces beyond their control. Or so the logic went.
Similarly, a large number of American farmers pointed to other ways women limited
their product’s popularity. That drawback stemmed from a shift in interior decorating. In 1975,
the national association’s president explained: “Women with shag rugs, or wall to wall carpeting
hate pine needles with a passion, and some will forgo the real tree to escape it.”597 The country’s
domestic decorative trends could incentivize the fake trees that dropped fewer needles, and it
was a concern given more validity since the industry’s research—both national surveys and
personal experiences—pointed to women as making most family tree decisions. In 1975, one
farmer explained that from his experience “generally you can ignore the male side of a couple
who are buying – the woman makes the decision.”598 Those involved in the business understood
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that their success depended on the nation’s women. When their operations were less than
successful, they placed the blame squarely at their feet.
That sort of tension grew as farmers read about the ways in which American women
intervened in the national trade. In 1971 California, the local American Association of University
Women worked to alleviate the country’s environmental problems and came up with twohundred suggestions that “every homemaker can do to counteract pollution.”599 One of those
suggestions was to buy live trees with their roots intact, instead of a cut tree Americans would
shortly use and then discard. A year later the Sacramento Junior Womans’ Club preached a
similar message. That group of women urged the country to buy living trees, but if that was not
feasible, to at least reuse old trees in the garden.600 Farmers themselves sought ways to refashion
the ideas and recommendations coming out of American women’s and garden clubs. North
Carolina’s tree group formed a public relations committee that aimed to visit those clubs and
educate women about the environmental benefits of Christmas tree growing.601 For various tree
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groups, American women were a group to blame when trees moved slowly, and a key
demographic to convert. After all, they decided the kind of trees most families celebrated with.
Even when farmers saw women buying their trees, they often found something else to
criticize. In 1970, Leland Bull, Pennsylvania’s Secretary of Agriculture wrote that “Mrs.
Housewife wanted the perfect Christmas tree.”602 Bull argued that women were the yuletide
perfectionists, and their quest for perfect trees pushed the industry away from the forest towards
more shapely farmed trees. While farmers took a more active hand in molding the evergreens
that hit street corners, that perfectionist drive ultimately proved a powerful incentive for artificial
trees, according to Bull. For him and his ilk, the industry had not only listened to women, but had
organized the business around them. Such perceptions ignored the ways growers marginalized
women within the trade, and depicted their concerns and desires outside of it as either irrelevant
or ill-informed. Unsurprisingly, as the women’s movement gained traction, women within the
industry pushed back against those perceptions.
Ev Nottingham was a member of the national association and read its journal, but she
never saw someone like herself gracing its pages as a farm owner and operator. In 1974, she
penned an article describing her entry into the field, and some of the perceptions she had to deal
with. Nottingham first explained a sentiment that her male counterparts could easily understand.
When she spoke with others about her farm they often assumed she was a lady farmer, the
female equivalent of a gentlemen farmer. Those kinds of farmers did not get their hands dirty,
and while they could claim some of the supposed benefits of rural life and farming by owning a
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sizable chunk of land, they mostly led leisurely lives with income derived elsewhere. Not so, said
Nottingham.
She did the work, despite the men around her failing. Nottingham explained “as the
widow of a teacher who didn’t really know what money was all about, and the daughter of a man
who could accurately be described only as a failure, I don’t have any private income, and that
I’ve done all the work, call it dirty or not, on my tree farm myself.”603 Other evergreen farmers
could sympathize with the idea that their crop farming was not real farming or hard work. The
moral of Nottingham’s story, though, rested with her gender. She rejected the cultural ideas
about her, and concluded: “I am not a female gentlemen farmer. Just a tree farmer. Sex:
female.”604 Nottingham, like the men who also grew trees, wanted people to know she worked
hard. It was common ground, something she used to reveal to those men how her womanhood
only deepened the perception that she somehow escaped the toil associated with American
agriculture. Nottingham, like plenty of other yuletide businesswomen, sought the same respect
for their work men within the trade afford each other. While her story was part of the country’s
broader fight for equal rights, more immediately, Nottingham hoped to prove that she was just
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like other tree growers. The only real difference was her anatomy and the way people treated her
because of it.
Perhaps the biggest rebuke of the industry’s gendered divisions came from Katy Danco.
In 1981, she excoriated the practice of separating the sexes at the national conference. She
explained “We are not second class citizens who exist just to be bought off with offerings, or
placated with winter tans and fashion shows, or amused with Polynesian cooking classes at
conventions.”605 Indeed, Danco emphasized what women in the business already knew—those
family farms depended on the labor and cooperation of wives and daughters. While they filled
those important roles, once women arrived at the national convention they were pushed into
garden tours and social hours as the men conducted business. Danco explained: “We aren’t the
women behind the men, as so many seem to assume.”606 Undoubtedly, that perspective was news
to some men within the industry, but it gave voice to the many women who toiled in
unappreciated silence. Twenty years of second-wave feminism finally exposed the gendered
cracks within the Christmas tree business.
Those cracks did not cause the industry’s gendered divisions to suddenly crumble. In
1986, at a New England Christmas tree conference, planners were apparently shocked to see
“many women taking notes very seriously which clues us to involve more women in future
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workshops.”607 Men seemed genuinely surprised that women took an interest in the businesses
they owned, and they continued to perceive their work as mostly support for their husbands. That
kind of perception extended to the White House. In 1985, a farmer won the industry’s contest
and delivered his tree to the nation’s capital. He described Nancy Reagan: “She doesn’t take the
spotlight, but she’s right there supporting him.”608 Similarly, men within the Christmas tree trade
seemed concerned about that spotlight and their place within it. They wanted helpers, not
partners.
Yet, things started to slowly change. In 1987, the national association’s president
conceded: “Another group that we often slight is the female contingent of our organization.” 609
He emphasized mostly their labor, and explained that women made up more than 50% of the
workforce for the majority of small operators. Three years later, a grower from Ohio echoed that
sentiment. He wrote that: “My wife worked just as hard as I did to get this operation off the
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ground.”610 New ideas slowly spread to the Christmas tree industry, and altered the ways farmers
and boosters understood women’s role.
***
Christmas tree farm labor, of course, often meant more than a husband and wife duo, or
solely a family affair. Despite how some farmers understood their business as an opportunity for
their wives to work for their tree business while staying at home, many large conifer farms relied
on hired workers to produce shapely trees so many within the industry believed American
women demanded. To grow perfect real trees to compete with the idealized shapes of the plastic
ones, large evergreen plantation owners relied on cheap labor. In the postwar era farmers turned
to white high school and college students to meet their seasonal labor demand. However, by the
1980s the yuletide tree trade began to rely heavily on Hispanic immigrants to plant, trim, treat,
and cut their trees. That shift changed the demographics of local communities, but it also
underscores most farmer’s search for cheap, pliable labor. A significant amount of those workers
had questionable legal status, which bolstered the farm owner’s sway over their workers. Often
at the mercy of the weather, nature, and cultural shifts, farmers searched for parts of their trade
where they could exercise some control over the fate of their businesses. Unfortunately, that
frequently meant the exploitation of their workforce.
To better understand the difficulty brought by working on an evergreen farm, in 1979 the
Washington State Extension Service found that Christmas tree farms had the highest rate of
accidents for any type of farming in the state. Most of those incidents were laborers cutting
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themselves during shearing season. Although working on a Christmas tree farm meant that
employees were more likely to get injured than if they were working on any other kind of farm,
the injuries were also usually less severe and cost less to treat. During the shearing season
eighty-nine percent of accidents resulted in “cuts, lacerations, and punctures.”611 The danger
knives posed was obvious, but experts were surprised that the next highest incident rate came
from encounters with bees. Stumbling upon a bee nest caused seventeen percent of reported
injuries, a problem that grew worse as workers tried to fight off the swarming insects with their
knives. Professors at Washington State thought proper education could reduce a lot of the
trouble, and urged farmers to teach safe shearing methods, and to insist that their workers drop
their sharp knives if they stumbled across an angry group of bees. Moreover, they recommended
that more operators provide safety equipment, especially knee and shin guards since when a
laborer swung a knife or machete diagonally across a tree’s branches it could slice more than a
tree limb.612
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Figure 6.3

American Christmas Tree Journal Cover, 1989

Romantic depictions of the Christmas tree industry often had white people doing the labor, despite the
industry’s reliance on Hispanic immigrants. Cover of the American Christmas Tree Journal 33, no.4 (October
1989).

Although creating shapely trees meant hazards, many within the business nonetheless
touted the job experience as particularly rewarding for America’s youth. As the industry first
organized nationally in the 1960s, boosters emphasized how white high school and college
workers gained valuable real-world experience, often in rural areas where job opportunities were
limited. Further, it was work outdoors that baptized those young people in all of the supposed
benefits of nature. While that was the image the national association created, individual farmers
themselves did not always share those ideas. In 1981, one grower explained: “Whatever can be
said against young persons as a labor force, they are not usually eligible for food stamps, social
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security or unemployment benefits.”613 For that farmer, young people were the best option out of
a process of elimination—they would work in the hot summer months shearing trees for a
paycheck while other groups would not. The other side to ideas like that, of course, was that
Americans had become too lazy by the policies of the welfare state to earn their own living.
Farmers rarely had any evidence to back up such claims, but nonetheless seemed convinced that
a social safety net kept healthy people from work. The NCTA, for their part, did not see
providing jobs for undocumented workers as a marketing tool like they did for young, white
Americans.
The industry’s labor force also underwent a transformation during the 1980s, one that
again drew from workers with even fewer employment choices than young high schoolers and
college students. Especially on large Christmas tree farms, owners turned to Hispanic immigrants
to tend their fields. Those workers often had a questionable legal status, and were desperate for
employment even if the job was labor-intensive for little pay. As many farm owners grew to rely
solely on an immigrant labor force, they found an added layer of anxiety about their business. To
cope with their concerns growers made jokes about their workforce being hauled away, and how
that would spell disaster for their ability to get their own conifers to markets. In 1980, a grower
satirized some of the things that could go wrong in the business, and quipped: “The immigration
authorities have just pulled in the driveway!”614 Jokes like that ignored the fallout for workers, a
group that had more to lose than fewer trees loaded on the hauling truck. It made fun of a
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situation that was not funny, but more than revealing something about the workers, it shed light
on the deep apprehension about the Christmas tree industry’s labor structure. Farmers depended
on a Hispanic labor force, and they knew it. If immigration agents raided the farm, they stood to
lose most of their workers, if not all of them.
Growers again turned to their representatives in an effort to provide a more stable labor
pool. In 1995, for example, North Carolina grower John Wagoner wrote that he was “definitely
opposed to the illegal immigrants here abusing many of our programs,” but that his business—
and the industry as a whole—needed “to assure an adequate supply of legal workers.”615 He thus
supported the Temporary Agriculture Worker Amendment Congress debated in 1995, a program
that became known as the H-2A Program. It worked better for farm owners than workers, as it
granted temporary legal status to migrant laborers, which alleviated some of the growers’
anxiety. It did less to protect migrant workers and did not offer them a path to citizenship.
Moreover, that legislation meant that under an agricultural classification Christmas tree farmers
did not have to pay overtime to their employees. In 2009, the North Carolina association
president argued that the H-2A Program was “a positive to all Christmas tree growers across the
country.”616 It may have been a positive for them, but it did little for the workers they relied on.
Some farmers wanted the creation of a path to citizenship for their immigrant laborers,
but that push was self-serving as well. In 2001, farmers read that their national association hoped
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to allow “undocumented workers to earn legal status by fulfilling a future work requirement in
our industries.”617 Certainly, many undocumented workers would have jumped at the opportunity
to become citizens, but that scheme in 2001 was ill-defined, and it broadened a farm owner’s
grip on their employees. It seemed a not-too-distant of a cousin to sharecropping. Workers would
find themselves tethered to a farm owner for an indeterminate number of years, and the chance to
wield that power abusively was obvious. Nonetheless, ideas like that gained steam within the
industry because it wrested more control for farmers, a group that felt like much of their business
was out of their hands. Just like their efforts to bend nature, they wanted more control over their
workforce.
The growing segment of Hispanic immigrant workers created another barrier to the
employer-employee relationship, primarily communication. Since a large number of their
employees only spoke Spanish, farmers published advice and helpful Spanish phrases employers
frequently used to describe the kind of work they wanted. In 2000, a North Carolina extension
agent explained: “Growers who have successfully trained migrant labor crews to shear Christmas
Trees overcame the language barrier, simplified and prioritized instruction and provided positive
feedback as well as negative feedback.”618 The ability to communicate with those workers was
important for more than shaping conical conifers. Experts, and the chemical industry writ large,
often touted pesticides and herbicides as safe for human use given that workers follow proper
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usage. That was a challenge when employers and extension agents did not speak the same
language as employees. To lessen that burden, the NCTA published advice on how to have those
sensitive safety conversations, and land grant universities also churned out extension pamphlets
on the subject.619
Of course, workers themselves had different priorities and goals. Often, they labored to
make a little money and stay clear of immigration agents. In 1977, federal agents raided a
Monroe, Oregon farm and rounded up seventeen workers. While they faced deportation, likely
without a hearing, the Monroe Christmas Tree Farm Company only lost their labor. At that time
it was not illegal to hire undocumented immigrants, but it was illegal for migrant workers to
reside in the United States. In 1986, the Immigration Reform and Control Act closed that
“loophole,” and levied fines for employers who knowingly hired workers without legal status.620
Still, many farmers relied on that labor pool, flouting the law. Part of that was an effort to save
money by paying their workers less, but farmers also valued the work ethic they saw from
Hispanic immigrants. One farmer, for example, said he was “very satisfied” with their results.621
One reason that group worked so hard was the dream they were chasing. They found
employment on Christmas tree farms, and at first many groups moved around to other jobs
because of the seasonality of the work. Some, however, worked to put roots down just like the
trees they shaped. In 1992, the manager of Oregon’s Adult and Family Services Division
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explained that Hispanic immigrants only wanted “a better life for their children.”622 That life was
not an easy one. To supplement the household income, children often worked alongside their
parents in the field. In 1996, Iliana Sifuentes was sixteen years old and worked on a Christmas
tree farm shearing the crop in Wisconsin. She explained her approach to the labor: “You have to
be going fast, cutting the trees, so that you can get good pay.”623 That hectic pace led to her
hacking her thumb and finger when the machete slipped from her hand. She did not receive
medical attention. The “severe” wound was bandaged in the field, even though she was legally
employed.624 For her undocumented counterparts, access to medical care was even further out of
reach.
The influx of Hispanic immigrant workers reshaped local communities. In two Oregon
counties, that population doubled between 1990 and 2000.625 Those immigrants worked on
Christmas tree farms, but they also found other agricultural work year round. In Pennsylvania in
2001, sixteen Hispanic workers loaded up into a van one Tuesday morning for work, with many
of them splitting time between walking between the rows of a Christmas tree farm and a peach
orchard. At 7:43 AM, a New Jersey driver blew through a stop sign, struck the van and sent it
careening off the side of the road. Eight people died. The confusion that followed revealed to
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many people in Hazleton, Pennsylvania the deep familial ties of those workers. Their relatives
desperately called the local hospital to check on their loved ones from thousands of miles away
only to discover that they would never see them again. 626
Similar kinship networks connected undocumented workers with their families back
home. David Diaz grew up in Guanajuato, Mexico, but worked a six-hundred-acre farm in
Indiana that grew corn, soybeans, and Christmas trees. He sent most of his paycheck back to his
widowed mother in Mexico, along with pictures that captured his life in the United States. Diaz’s
situation was not unique. The director of a Catholic Hispanic outreach program explained that
those workers would “sleep on the floor if it means sending more money to their families.”627
That kind of hardscrabble existence was not isolated to Diaz or his Indiana counterparts. In North
Carolina in 2004, an investigative journalist described Christmas tree workers who “live in
dilapidated housing next to the agricultural fields, and their homes and bodies are contaminated
with pesticides.”628 When those workers had their urine tested pesticide traces often showed up, a
problem made worse by their limited access to clean clothes. They toiled under the hot sun and
rested in hastily constructed shanties with pesticide residue clinging to the few pairs of clothing
they owned. That kind of system valued shapely trees over human lives.
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Hispanic immigrant labor continues to serve as the engine of the evergreen economy.
That marginalized group still trim trees in the field for American’s perfect Christmases, just as
chemicals continue to soak into their bodies and pollute farmland. In North Carolina, however,
extension agents have worked to curtail that usage. The numbers at first glance look to be worth
celebrating. Pesticide use of Di-Syston 15 G dropped from 64.6% per acre in 1994 to 0.2% in
2013. Farmers used the herbicide Simazine on 72.2% of their acres in 1994, which fell to just
6.2% by 2013. Figures like that have led to some state extension agents to claim that “Fraser fir
Christmas tree growers have reduced their pesticide use by almost 75%!”629 Although it feels
reassuring, most farmers have only switched the products they spray on their fields. The
pesticide Dimethoate grew in usage from 2.3% to 46.6% from 1994 to 2013. Similarly, the
pesticide Talstar or Sniper went from 0% to 48.4% during that period. 99.4% of farmers used the
herbicide Roundup on their farms in 2013. Chemical usage is not down, but the kinds of the
chemicals farmers are using has changed.
The Christmas tree farming industry contorted itself in an effort to present the public with
the greenest image possible, but much of the need to manipulate trees stemmed from the goal of
growing a “perfect” tree. Heavy chemical regimes and workforce exploitation were justified by
the aim of producing a natural product that closely resembled the trees rolling off the factory
floor. And since women wanted perfect trees for their living rooms, so the logic went, pesticides
had to be part of the process. In their coevolution, evergreen farming and the artificial Christmas
tree industry sought to be like one another. Fake trees desperately searched for ways to be more
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real, while farmers hoped to make their products more convenient and perfect, like their plastic
counterparts.
Mixed in with the pesticide debate is one over land use. Foresters and extension agents
might acknowledge some concerns over the industry’s reliance on chemicals, but they generally
maintain that treated trees are still better for localities than another strip mall, business
development, or suburban housing tract. That rationale has led local counties to buy the
development rights of some farms to preserve farmland. Depending on a farm’s approximate
land value, those deals could mean a large influx of cash for farmers. In 1992, for example, a
127-acre Christmas tree farm sold their development rights to Chester County, Pennsylvania for
two-hundred and fifty-five thousand dollars. Under the agreement, the farm owners continued
business as usual. They still own it, and they can still farm it. What they lost was the ability to
sell the land to a developer. It represents a win for those who think trees are better than more
buildings, but efforts like that do nothing to address the consequences of monocrop conifer
regimes. The concession that environmentally problematic tree farms are better than other
alternatives is another example of the incompatibility of environmental stewardship and
capitalism.630 Sometimes the healthiest approach to the land is the one that does not earn money.
For consumers, sometimes the greener thing is not convenient. The way capitalists commodify
and understand the land remains a giant hurdle in creating a more harmonious relationship
between evergreen entrepreneurs and the land they depend on. The only viable way forward
under that system is for customers to collectively demand a different growing approach.
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Organic trees are not a panacea, and many of the same problems of American agriculture
extend themselves to the industrial organic sphere as well. But it would be a start. Those organic
trees might be less perfect, but they would prevent toxic chemicals leaching into drinking water,
and it would help maintain soil fertility. Growing trees is good for the environment. The
monocrop, chemical-laden regimes that dominate Christmas tree growing in the United States
today is not. The trade off, though, is that organic trees will likely cost more while many
Americans already struggle to afford tree prices as they are. What alternative do they have
besides a fake tree?
A 2018 environmental impact study by Dovetail Partners—an environmental consultant
group—sought to settle the issue of whether real or fake Christmas trees produced the lighter
footprint. Like other studies before them, this report found that an individual’s conifer choice
depended on a host of circumstances. Obviously, if an individual lived close to a Christmas tree
farm, their act of buying a real tree spent less fossil fuel than someone who drove hundreds of
miles to get one, or another person who drove to a store that had hauled trees hundreds of miles.
The cost of moving fake trees was higher, however. In 2017, 18.6 million American artificial
Christmas trees traveled a distance of 1.7 billion miles, a high cost for fossil fuels that contribute
to global warming. The scientists decided that including the impact on global warming, and if the
person recycled their natural tree, it would take 15-20 years of artificial tree usage to balance out
the ecological cost of buying a fake tree. They also came out with a more conservative estimate
that incorporated factors beyond the global warming impact, and decided that 4-6 years of
artificial tree usage might balance the ecological scales. Put shortly, experts do not really know
exactly how much environmentally better natural trees are over artificial ones. But they agree
that they are better, especially with a robust recycling campaign. For the many Americans who
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cannot afford to buy a tree each year, or cannot afford the hassle involved, reports like that make
it clear that holding onto your manufactured tree for several years can help lighten your own
environmental footprint.631
Some readers will undoubtedly question whether altering their approach to such a niche
industry will achieve any measurable progress. While it is true that the evergreen business pales
in the environmental toll of leviathan commodities like corn, beef, or poultry, a more holistic
environmental approach demands that consumers think about their own relationship to sites of
production. Moral outrage can be a useful tool, but far too often the stress of everyday existence
means that even the fury of labor injustice and pesticide use melts away as so many confront
their individual, daily challenges. It is a tall order to organize and demand change for any
sustained period, but a niche industry offers a good way to get the ball rolling. If the Christmas
tree business successfully restructures and makes environmentally positive inroads, why not
other agricultural sectors?
For average Americans, the political economy of family households can serve as a useful
analogy. That financial advice usually boils down to: “every little bit helps.” More consumers
should think about the ecological implications of their purchases, and use their own calculus to
decide the best tact. Unfortunately, the moral purchase is far too often outside of the family
budget. Green capitalism as a solution is fraught with problems, but given the current political
system, establishing demand for an alternative way of growing is the only way that meaningful
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change will come to growing Christmas trees. Although growers themselves searched for more
control over the industry, consumers themselves have mostly accepted that the pitfalls of that
increased control are necessary to fuel the nation’s Christmases each year. American citizens
need to wrest that control back, and demand that growing evergreens live up to its promise.
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PART II
The second part of this dissertation begins with the origins of America’s artificial
Christmas tree industry. As the previous section has shown, the different groups involved in the
natural tree industry worked hard to make their crop look more like that of their artificial
competition—they especially tried to match the idealized silhouettes and convenience that fakes
afforded. For their part, fake tree makers modeled their product on the natural, and hoped that
one day they could even emulate the feel and smell of the genuine article. Part two delves into
that process, showing how technological innovation, science, and business strategies combined
to lead such a pursuit.
The artificial Christmas tree’s birth in the United States, however, came out of a desire to
protect forests and limit household fires. As the Progressive Era Conservation Movement gained
momentum, many citizens pointed to the missing conifers around major urban centers and
wondered whether the holiday tradition had gone too far, or, as good Progressives, whether
technology and science might not offer a solution. Such a product would eliminate the need to
cut down wild trees, and they reasoned that it might also curtail household fires. Before electric
lights, many Americans decorated their trees with cotton and candles. Combined with natural
tree bark, those decorations sparked devastating fires in apartments and homes across the nation.
Fake tree proponents hoped to save forests and American lives.
Just like with real trees, gender played a significant role in the artificial Christmas tree
story. Businesses in the early twentieth century specifically targeted women with their
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advertisements. In 1911, one journalist explained that the country’s wives, daughters, and
mothers were to credit for a rise in fake trees, arguing: “their reasons are practical reasons of the
household—the artificial Christmas trees will not shed its needles and it cannot catch fire and
burn, which means an economy of household efforts and a saving of nervous force by
eliminating the waste energy of worry.”632 It reflected the idea that the domestic space was part
of the woman’s domain, along with a penchant for nervous worry. Sixty years later, especially
with the aluminum tree, women again became the target demographic as many Americans
looked at other’s tree choices as a reflection of their decorative prowess. After another thirty
years, by the 1990s, men began to see fake trees as a labor-saving device for themselves.
As in the case of selling natural trees, this section further considers shifting consumer
preference, and relies on evolving ideas about artificial Christmas trees to explain how the good
became popular in the postwar period, and became a force in the overall industry by the 1960s.
Part of that was the eventual erosion of some negative connotations associated with the
knockoffs, but environmental ideas played a role as well. Experts and yuletide commentators
alike struggled to decide whether an artificial or real tree forged a more harmonious relationship
to the natural world. That inability to decide left many average Americans to rely on their own
gut feeling, and the idea that cutting down trees was good environmental practice seemed
counterintuitive to many—from the ritual’s American origins to today.
Ideas about nature and realness mattered a great deal to both industries. In 1907, for
instance, one author argued that “[e]very year an outcry goes up because of the damage done to
our forests by cutting young trees for Christmas uses. A cheap, artificial tree will answer every
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purpose, and if it could be made fireproof, it would be a great improvement on nature.”633
Numerous inventors hoped to improve on nature in their shops, just as many farmers hoped to
improve the tree tradition on the farm. In 1965, a Wisconsin evergreen farmer summed up the
changes he saw taking place around him in both sides of the Christmas tree trade. He wrote: “For
the growers to persist in making just one offering of a tree which each year looks a little more
artificial, while the manufacturer each year makes his artificial tree a little more natural, is to
jeopardize the whole Christmas tree growing industry.”634 Those efforts reshaped both
businesses, and neither could claim that their work was purely natural or artificial. Instead of an
equal combination of the two, both existed on a spectrum. Observers like that farmer saw small
incremental changes make his industry a little more fake, while he watched artificial trees
gradually become more real. The story of how fakes became more real follows.
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CHAPTER VII
WIRE
“Every year an outcry goes up because of the
damage done to our forests by cutting young
trees for Christmas uses. A cheap, artificial
tree will answer every purpose, and if it could
be made fireproof, it would be a great
improvement on nature.”635

On January 1, 1910, nine-year old Julia Karll was waiting for New Years’ dinner in the
flat she shared with her parents and a renter at 403 East Sixty-Fourth Street in Harlem. She grew
impatient and scanned the parlor for something to occupy her time. Karll’s attention drifted to
the family’s Christmas tree, which had been sitting in the corner of the living room for several
weeks. The young girl had seen her parents light the candles on the tree many times over that
period, so she collected them and decided to try it herself. She lit each of the candles carefully,
but when she stretched to reach the tree’s top, a lower candle brushed her dress and set it aflame.
Soon, the blaze spread to her hair. The Karlls’ renter, Edward Otto, ran in from the kitchen and
covered Julia with a coat, eventually subduing the fire. Her parents and Otto rushed her to the
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Flower Hospital where an examination showed severe burns throughout her body, including her
scalp. Late the next night, Julia Karll died.636
Similar stories were common during the early twentieth century. After all, candles and
cotton—used as a tree embellishment—sat on hundreds of thousands of Christmas trees across
the U.S. It was a combination that ignited numerous household fires across the country. The
decorative kindling created so much damage that newspapers of the time repeatedly pleaded with
readers to take extreme caution with their tree ceremonies, or to abandon tree candles altogether.
Despite the calls, most continued to illuminate their trees by the live flame’s glow. Cautionary
tales like that of Julia Karr did little to convince Americans to leave candles off their trees.637
While fire was a major problem during Progressive era Christmas tree celebrations, so
too was deforestation. The earliest conifer businesspeople concentrated their harvests near major
northeastern urban centers. There was a large population of people who noticed those missing
trees, and, as the Progressive Era Conservation movement gained steam, campaigned to save
trees. They did so by urging Americans to either abandon using conifers to mark the holiday, or
adopt a fake tree in place of a real one. As Americans’ use of Christmas trees spread, the biggest
motivation for fakes were to prevent fires and protect forests.
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As those two reasons justified many inventors’ late nights in their laboratories, an intense
cultural battle took place over Christmas trees, their meaning, and what fakes could portend for
the developing country. Just as the nation was becoming more urban than rural, many
commentators believed that artificial trees were a hallow substitute for the real thing, a symbol of
a growing population not only alienated from nature, but one too lazy to mow their lawn or go
out into the woods and cut down a tree. The holiday and its centerpiece also took the shape of
other cultural emblems. Many American homes used racist Christmas decorations that
naturalized Jim Crow, while some Progressive reformers championed community Christmas
celebrations. They argued that a city or town’s special tree could serve as a middle ground of
sorts, where rich and poor, black and white, could intermingle. Although city streets remained
segregated, and the era’s robber barons rarely interacted with the people who made them so rich,
the idea was that around a communal conifer they could get to know one another and forge a
more equitable path forward. It was a noble effort, but one an inanimate tree could not achieve.
Indeed, in some ways offering community Christmas trees as a profound curative worked to
elide the injustices many of those reformers hoped to alleviate.
Women, too, played a significant role. White middle class women enjoyed borrowing
designs from far-flung places in an effort to show off their cosmopolitanism. The first wave of
fake trees promised to eliminate needle drop in the home, saving mothers and wives the extra
cleaning hassle. Moreover, an artificial tree made of wire, for instance, promised to save her
from worrying about the family’s health, promoters promised. Those well-to-do white women
could also find themselves fighting on the fake tree front outside of the home. As they saw
stumps in place of where conifers once stood, many American women promoted fake trees as a
way to save real ones.
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Christmas tree debates centered on other issues, of course. It often became a contest
between modernity and tradition, although the ritual was still in its early stages in the United
States. Small humanmade trees were typically far cheaper than the real ones sold on city streets,
and thus some citizens gravitated towards the fake to save money. For their part, inventors
pitched their products as devices that could make money, along with trying to define or discover
archetypal Christmas tree aesthetics. From 1880 to 1930, Americans struggled to come to grips
with what a fake tree ought to look like, and what function it ought to perform.
One of the biggest obstacles they faced was electric lighting. Once average Americans
could afford lights to string around their tree instead of candles around 1920, fake tree businesses
and inventors struggled to redefine their purpose. While some continued to explain their product
as one that protected forests, the industry at large pivoted to offering customers convenience. The
first pre-lit designs offered a window into how businesses would successfully promote the
product. Although they got their start trying to limit fires and save real trees, selling convenience
is what eventually won over American consumers.
***
Since abandoning the Christmas tree tradition altogether because of numerous fires
seemed about as unlikely as abandoning the candle ritual did, around the turn of the century
some entrepreneurs began to offer an alternate path, one that might not only prevent unnecessary
fires, but also promote better forest management. In 1899, the Minneapolis Times commented:
[t]he annual harvest of Christmas trees threatens to strip our forests of their fir and
spruce. Now is the time for some inventor to step to the front with a wire
Christmas tree warranted to bear a gift for every member of the family and to be
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absolutely fire proof. As wire is durable, a large family of children could be
brought up on one Christmas tree and much timber would be saved.638

It turns out that inventors had already been at work on such a device. In 1882, August
Wengenroth patented an “imitation Christmas-tree” claiming his invention was “treated with
alum or other substances, which render it fire-proof.”639 Wengenroth envisioned his design
fulfilling a need “whenever natural trees are not handy, or objectional on other grounds.”640 For
late nineteenth century Americans fire-safety and forest conservation were the two biggest
incentives for a turn towards artificial Christmas trees.
For proponents of the wire trees, safety and conservation did not mean losing the
romance of the tradition. Factory workers would paint Wengenroth’s tree “in imitation of the
natural color of the trunk of a pine tree.”641 The branches were to be covered in “green
chenille.”642 Its radiating branches and conical figure might seem today as a crude caricature of
its forest counterpart, but the tree’s silhouette undeniably brings to mind the real thing. Indeed,
the wire creation had undeniable advantages over a spruce or fir, candle holders were mounted
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on the ends of each branch, which could diminish the possibility for fire. These built-in candle
drip cups, however, were also a luxury that natural trees did not possess. The design had another
admirable trait—it was detachable, so once disassembled the tree would take up little storage
space, and would ship easily. The big economic incentive was that with proper care
Wengenroth’s tree was reusable. Instead of shelling out money every Christmas for a tree, a onetime investment in his product would bring household cheer indefinitely. The big obstacle,
however, was to convince American consumers that an artificial tree was a worthy substitute.
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Figure 7.1

August Wengenroth Imitation Christmas Tree Patent, 1882

August Wengenroth, Imitation Christmas-Tree. U.S. Patent 255,902, filed February 13, 1882, and issued
April 4, 1882.

Regrettably, the historical record is mostly silent on the fate of Wengenroth and his tree.
In 1927 he died at the age of eighty-two at the Brooklyn Home of Aged Men, but left little trace
of his work other than his tree patent.643 One 1882 newspaper suggests that his trees did find
their way into some American living rooms. That year Wengenroth registered his patent in Troy,
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New York. According to the Indianapolis News, a factory in that city, that same year, employed
two-hundred hands to manufacture artificial Christmas trees.644 The trivial late nineteenth
century demand for such trees, though, brings the labor figure into question. It is difficult to
imagine a two-hundred employee operation, such a heavy capital investment, in an enterprise
with no clear market. It is not only plausible but likely, however, that Wengenroth transformed
his sketches into some real trees. He never became a famous inventor or wealthy businessman,
but he did envision the important role substitute trees could play in the overall evergreen
economy. He was only about eighty years too early.
Press coverage from the late nineteenth century suggests that artificial Christmas trees
were so unusual that their use, or creation, could make news. In 1884, a Concordia, Kansas
journalist juxtaposed how one holiday celebration used an artificial tree while the Presbyterian
church chose a “natural, genuine, unadulterated Christmas tree.”645 Most of these substitute trees
were not store-bought but created at home. Elanor W.F. Bates remembered Christmas in a Good
Housekeeping article when her family could not afford to buy a tree in 1890, so they sought to
recreate the holiday’s centerpiece with items around the house. Bates wrote that later the family
“individually and collectively, refer with chuckles of reminiscent delight to ‘that Christmas when
we trimmed the clothes-horse, you know.’”646 While some homemade ingenuity could create a
tender Christmas memory, most Americans were skeptical of substitute trees. In 1896, one
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journalist joked that “[t]he newest thing is an artificial Christmas tree. One would almost as soon
make the acquaintance of an artificial Santa Claus.”647 For some, fake trees were a newfangled
product that appeared to address a nonexistent problem. Real trees served their decorative
purpose, and these people believed that forests could bear the annual burden people demanded.
Preventing fires remained a broad public concern, but natural tree defenders argued that the way
forward was to educate the public about tree safety, not to replace fragrant evergreens with wiry,
inflammable imposters.
While these debates continued to rage on, people went about marking the holiday.
Although celebrating Christmas might have been a shared ritual among most Americans, people
did not experience that event evenly. In 1885, Mrs. S.O. Johnson, only referred to by her
husband’s name,648 argued in a magazine piece that “there are, we hope, few homes that will not
plant a Christmas tree, and laden its boughs with gifts, for both young and old, rich and poor.”649
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While such holiday rhetoric rarely matched reality, commentators still purported the event as one
that bound all Americans together in a shared ritual. In 1886, Rosamond E., for example, urged
readers that the “time-honored custom of having a Christmas tree should be observed in every
home.”650 Adding to the mythology of the holiday were stories of how those with so little would
do without just to create some transient Christmas cheer. Johnson agreed. She wrote in Good
Housekeeping that “the poorest family will deny itself both food and clothing so as to obtain the
wherewithal to purchase a little tree, and trim it with little trifles that will give great joy to the
childish heart.”651 Whether the poorest families chose holiday decorations that helped them fit
into prescribed Progressive notions of middle class virtue over food and shelter is uncertain.
Nonetheless, women’s magazines made it clear that every family should have a tree and
decoration, regardless of their economic situation.
Yet, Christmas trees could symbolize much else in the late nineteenth century. In 1890,
Olive Pendleton critiqued capitalism and lamented that the “wealthy find many bargains ‘after
Christmas’ but the poor never have sufficient money on hand to justify superfluous
purchases.”652 Pendleton’s ire stemmed from watching “two tired working-women buy a small,
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very green looking artificial Christmas tree.”653 The women apparently acquiesced to the cries of
their “hungry looking children” who clamored for the tree despite the holiday’s conclusion or
their own other needs.654 The story, then, is quite similar to Johnson’s. Where she had praised the
poor for sacrificing even more to acquire some temporary indoor decorations, Pendleton took the
opposite view. Such a purchase was superfluous, and the storefront bargains only ever benefitted
those with money to spare, as the working poor had to focus their income to meet the basic
necessities. Pendleton seemed most frustrated by an overarching culture that pushed poor folks to
buy decorations in order to conform to Progressive ideals. She critiqued the inequities of
capitalism and the cultural forces that pushed poor people to make what she viewed as
irresponsible financial decisions. For much of the money-strapped working class, having a tree
meant closing their eyes and thinking about a child’s clamors and the joy a tree would bring,
instead of the food that money could otherwise buy. It is notable, too, that in Pendleton’s account
the children gawked at the small tree, pleading about how it “was so pretty and natural
looking.”655 For numerous families mired in poverty, a small artificial tree—bought on discount
after Christmas—might be the cheapest, and closest, they could get to the real thing. Such small
trees were often substantially cheaper than those that once had roots, and their reusability
provided another economic incentive for impoverished Americans.
Tree aesthetics, however, continued to drive boosterism of synthetic substitutes. In 1892,
a headline from the Philadelphia Inquirer alerted readers that tree design had come a long way.
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“Artificial designs so closely resembling the real that detection is well nigh impossible,” the
paper announced.656 Indeed, after a store clerk dressed the tree and placed lights he remarked that
it “looked much more genuine than the real thing.”657 That search for authenticity spurred much
of the work involved in creating such conifer replacements—and promotional efforts like this
one would go so far as to paint these trees as no mere stand-ins. Indeed, they were improvements
on those from the forest’s bounty. As another 1892 journalist noted, “[w]hen lighted up the tree
is much prettier than the genuine article.”658 Both of these reports apparently concern the same
invention, one from Paris with gas tubes running through its branches that allowed an ease of
illumination unmatched by its natural competitors. Its contrivance in some far-flung inventor’s
den thousands of miles away added a certain exotic flavor to the consumer good, one that made
this tree a trendy decorative conversation piece.
Historians have long sought to explain the logic behind white middle-class women’s
fascination with exotic consumer goods. Previously dominant interpretations of the era after the
Civil War pointed to the Americanization of the world—the country spreading its goods and
ideas to other nations during an age of imperialism. Recently, Kristin Hoganson looked at
domestic consumption and turned that previous paradigm on its head. Instead of exporting an
American experience, many well-to-do women sought fashionable consumer goods made
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elsewhere—an American culture, economy, and politics shaped from the outside as much as
from within. Hoganson argued that from the Civil War to World War I, privileged American
women consumed international products that helped to create a different sort of imperialism, one
that centered on questions of cosmopolitanism and global domesticity. Wealthy American
women created an insider culture predicated on the consumption of international products, a
culture made more important by their oversized role in defining ideals of Progressive
domesticity.659
Artificial Christmas trees were very much part of that larger movement. Women’s
magazines ran articles on Christmas traditions in other lands, a sort of literary tourism. In 1888,
one article focused closely on Germany, the perceived incubator of the tree ritual. That lengthy
piece sought to transplant its readers into the German countryside, where people “are
demonstrative and affectionate, and have a hundred loving diminutives in their language where
we have one.”660 After setting the stage with an overview of perceived German qualities, the
author suggested that the country’s citizens have a particular affinity for Christmas, where “[a]ll
persons, from the highest to the lowest, give and receive presents, and all have their Christmas
tree.”661 In 1901, Alex Tille seized upon the German Christmas tree tradition, but instead of
guiding readers through the country’s contemporary culture, he instead wrote that the “Christmas
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tree of our days, then, is but a substitute for the living tree, real or manufactured.”662 Tille
lamented how Americans had subverted the true ritual, one that started in German forests where
practitioners decorated trees outside. Thus, Germans celebrated the holiday without killing
evergreens, while still keeping them as a central part of their Christmas practice. Tille did not
venerate contemporary German culture, but he did grieve the loss of an original symbolism
destroyed by “the new fangled, artificial Christmas tree.”663 His derision seemed to stem from a
discarded early tradition, and the emotional tie it forged to German forests.664
Of course, this flair for the exotic stretched beyond western Europe. Germany would
always generate the most holiday ink because of its place as the Bethlehem, so to speak, of the
Christmas tradition, and trees from Paris borrowed that city’s fashionable reputation. The
American press often presented Parisian artificial trees as the beginning of a new decorative
paradigm. Yet, the evergreen economy also took on an orientalist dimension, which further
shows how global styles reshaped how Americans observed their holiday. In 1901, Mrs. Richard
V. Johns argued that a “Japanese parasol is an attractive substitute for a Christmas tree.”665 Johns
suggested that readers hang the parasol upside down and tether it to a chandelier before
decorating it with tinsel and small candles. The result was a colorful tree alternative, one that
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combined Americans’ growing curiosity in Asian materialism with the larger push towards
artificial trees.
Americans began to form their own opinions on artificial trees and that usually involved
identifying their utility or explaining the importance of their symbolism. Typically, people
understood those trees through their own conceptions of the world around them, and those types
of expressions could also have a dark side. The nation’s growing fascination with the exotic
might celebrate other cultures, but it more frequently satirized the other, and placed certain
groups below those perceived as white, or middle-class. Indeed, such representations were not
only reserved for foreign people. Christmas decorations could also reflect the era’s racialized
political, cultural, and economic orthodoxies. The holiday itself both reflected Jim Crow and
helped to reinforce it.
In 1903, for example, an article from the Ladies’ Home Journal suggested that “[i]nstead
of the stereotyped varieties of decorations there should be substituted only such as are symbolical
of life—human, animal, vegetable—in the domains under control of our Government.”666 This
evoked imperial embellishments—decorations that symbolized lives supposedly controlled by
the American government. The article continued that “Negro dolls from the South may carry tiny
baskets filled with cotton; little Filipinos, yellow China dolls dressed as semi-savages, can sit on
small palmleaf fans or in little basket huts.”667 Recommendations like these capture the power
dynamics that home decorations could reflect. The racism imbued in these embellishments
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operated as a primer for children.668 Numerous Christmas adherents argued that the holiday was
an ideal moment to bask in adolescent joy, a sort of childlike innocence supposedly permeated
throughout the event’s rituals. Yet, these decorative dolls suggest that such ephemeral innocence
was already lost.
The decorative advice, moreover, demonstrates how some American women understood
the natural world. Creating African American dolls carrying cotton, or Asian dolls with palm
leaves, was part of an effort to showcase important crops and the labor that made them possible.
While that labor was not celebrated, workers were depicted as content with their station and their
contribution to the country’s larger goals. They were defined by their particular labor rather than
any other aspect of their humanity.
Much like different variations of artificial Christmas trees, those dolls were intended to
reflect an idealized vision of the natural world—a world where black people happily picked
cotton, or Asian people contentedly lived in straw huts. Christmas, then, became an occasion
where middle class American women could decorate their homes with emblems of early
twentieth century racism, a reminder that although these people were much further down the
social ladder, they were nonetheless a happy cog, helping to drive American expansion. The
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holiday served as a marker to remember less fortunate Americans, but not to think too critically
about their plight. The dolls—and thus the people they represented— seemed satisfied with their
place, and for well-to-do white Americans, that was exactly where they wanted to keep them.
Decorations like these highlight a pervasive racist economic and political system. White parents
and children might not have actively sought to enforce racial boundaries and hierarchies, but
those kinds of dolls did reflect the world they saw around them. A world where minorities
mattered to the nation only because of their labor. While early twentieth century American
families hung racist dolls in their living rooms, they were at the very least tacitly supporting a
system of oppression.
Of course, people of various backgrounds and identities also celebrated their own
Christmases and getting at their experience can often prove challenging. Part of that difficulty is
the extent to which contemporaries depicted and understood the event as a white, middle-class
holiday. Advertisements and women’s magazines, for example, portrayed happy Americans
around dinner tables or living room Christmas trees surrounded by the trappings of financial
stability and racial homogeneity. Such images, painted rhetorically and artistically, failed to
consider the diffuse traditions taking place around the country each year. Numerous
contemporaries sought to forge a national culture around the tree, but that culture was by and
large white, middle-class, with clearly defined gender roles.
Nonetheless, it is possible to glean a little about how nonwhite Americans sought to
decorate their homes. African American newspaper advertisements marketed flowers and other
greenery over manufactured goods. In 1897, one article from the Iowa State Bystander provided
advice on preparing for the holiday by explaining where and how to use holly, mistletoe, and
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chrysanthemums.669 Almost two decades later the Freeman ran an advertisement promoting
“beautiful green foliage” for the season.670 The sparse references to Christmas decorations from
the African American perspective demands that one hesitate to draw any larger conclusions. It
seems likely that many black Americans used flowers and other plants to decorate their homes—
usually in conjunction with the standard Christmas tree. While popular newspapers and
magazines often whitewashed the holiday, it is also important to remember that much of the
Christmas commentary came from women’s magazines. Those women benefitted from a national
forum and the leisure time to write about decorations, something most of their minority
counterparts did not share.
More inclusivity began to emerge with the modern Civil Rights and women’s movement,
which amplified black women’s voices. Myrlie Evers wrote in the Ladies Home Journal about
her own Christmases growing up in Vicksburg, Mississippi. Evers remembered the yearly school
nativity scenes with white dolls at a black school. In 1939, Evers turned six and began visiting
and playing the piano for a white family her grandmother worked for as a domestic servant each
holiday season. She would go to a neighbor’s house to fix her hair into pigtails, a hairstyle she
later explained as “the idea was for me to look like little white girls.”671 Dressed in a new
Christmas dress, with white stockings and a bow in her hair she would play piano for the white
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family, always entering through the back door. Evers later analyzed that yearly ritual and
explained that:
I couldn’t have put it into words then, but I know now what bothered me. It was a
seeking of approval and acceptance from white people who, however friendly,
polite and generous, could never really give it. How could they? They felt we
were inferior. My real objection was that, by seeking their approval and
acceptance, we were acting as though we agreed.672

Christmas for minorities, then, was a moment where families met, exchanged gifts, and gathered
around the tree, while sometimes confronting the holiday’s whiteness. Indeed, people of color
celebrated in ways similar to the rest of the country. The nativity dolls, though, did not look like
them. The dolls that did were racist caricatures. They participated in a cultural event that actively
excluded them. Many Americans dreamed of white Christmases in more ways than one.
While the holiday continued to perpetuate one racial vision of America, people also
seized it as an opportunity to inoculate children with particular values. In 1890, one writer
claimed that “all Christendom agrees in making this festival a peculiarly happy one for
children.”673 That author suggested allowing children to select the home’s Christmas tree, an act
that aimed to give them a keen sense of responsibility and accomplishment.674 While some
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mothers dreaded the annual holiday hassle, numerous authors came to the tree’s defense, as one
in 1896 argued that “it is a task, but is it not a pleasant one to the loving parent, and are you not
amply repaid when you see the glowing faces of your dear children gazing in the deepest
admiration at the beauty spread before them?”675 Emilie E. Hoffman wrote the same year in an
attempt to dissuade parents from enlisting their children to help out with the holiday work,
because it “detracts from the pleasure which ought to be unalloyed and supreme at this blessed
Christmastide which seems to be especially a children’s festival.”676 The symbolism of young
Americans around the holiday was also a moment for political messages. Originally published in
1888 and reprinted in 1906, an article from Cosmopolitan poignantly reminded Americans that
“when your children romp around the Christmas tree, think of the two million little wage
slaves.”677 This reference highlighted the cost of so many young Americans being forced into
what was often dangerous factory work, and further shows the Progressive push to create new
laws that protected the health and educational opportunities for the country’s adolescents.
Children, then, were very much a crucial component of how parents understood their own rituals
and responsibilities each Christmas. Mothers often looked outside the United States for holiday
inspiration. Exotic decorations could help introduce children to cultures from around the world,
and also spoke to their mother’s own cosmopolitan sophistication.
Although Paris trends, German history, and Asian styles attracted most journalistic
interest, middle class women became increasingly attentive to Christmas traditions throughout
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the world. In 1903, the Ladies’ Home Journal took its readers on a whirl-wind tour of holiday
practices in Norway, Denmark, Russia, Italy, Spain, Mexico, Germany, France, England,
Tropical Countries, Switzerland, and Austria. Such reporting reflects a growing interest in other
cultures and places, something that was not isolated to the Christmas arena. Indeed, this was an
age where Americans increasingly began to look outward by participating in World’s Fairs and
participating in international missions. Progressives, with their faith in science and education to
solve most human problems, traveled around the globe to learn new ideas they could use to
address America’s own problems. It also invited readers to juxtapose their own Christmas rituals
with their international counterparts. Headlines for different European countries could help draw
that contrast, like those of “no Christmas trees in Spain” while “Christmas trees universal in
Germany.”678 Readers learned how many countries without a Christmas tree culture channeled
that energy towards nativity scenes. As white middle-class women consumed these tourist tracts
they could often take a piece here or there of how some other country marked the season, adding
an exotic flair to their own routine. Visitors might ask about a piece that seemed out of place, and
the good cosmopolitan housewife could answer, “well, that is how they celebrate Christmas in
Denmark.”
Indeed, Americans imbued the humble conifer with a variety of different meanings that
ranged from racial ideas to markers of cosmopolitanism during the early twentieth century.
Those symbols mattered, and it was precisely the wide-ranging viewpoints of the ritual’s
overarching purpose that created the most cultural tension. Some individual families understood
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their tree as a religious emblem, while others sought to use the event as a way to teach their
children about other countries. The tree’s diffuse symbols were not always incompatible with
one another, but as Americans read about how they should conform to Progressive Christmas
ideals, they surely felt overwhelmed by the numerous things their tradition was supposed to
achieve each season. The holiday tree, particularly artificial ones, also took on other
interpretations. It could stand in for conservation as women began to worry about their own roles
in deforestation. New inventions could reflect ideas of modernity and a faith in science. Perhaps
the most potent, however, stemmed from the fake tree booster’s promise of inflammability. After
all, what housewife would not search for ways to make the home safer for her children?
In 1901, Alice Chittenden urged readers that they “cannot be too careful in guarding
against fire when trimming the Christmas tree. There have been scores of Christmas tree
fatalities in homes and in Sunday schools which a little care might have prevented.”679 She
shared that her house had abandoned cotton and other flammable decorations and labored over
each candle on the tree, carefully wiring it into place. Chittenden’s concern over fire safety
reflected similar attitudes from mothers all over the country, particularly as the nation’s gendered
orthodoxy placed women in charge of maintaining a happy, healthy home environment. A year
later E.M.K. wrote with sorrow about “the list of casualties which is a prominent feature of
December 26 newspapers.”680 In 1905, M.C.D. touted a “white tree” of “sparkling asbestos snow
which comes from Germany and it [sic] perfectly safe since it will not burn even when a match is
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touched to it.”681 In 1906, a magazine writer called only “G.M.” noted that “in the southland the
one thing lacking at Christmas time, and therefore the chief thing desired, is the snow.”682 G.M.
described how one resourceful African American from Alabama would dip small pine trees in a
white wash solution and sell them, giving his customers in the South a touch of snow.
While avoiding fires drove much of the rationale behind artificial trees, forest
conservation also played an important role. In 1902, a Pennsylvania newspaper claimed that
Americans indiscriminately filled their Christmas need by clearcutting forests. Indeed, the author
argued that “the cutting of so many Christmas trees has become so general throughout
Pennsylvania that it is possible that the State Forestry Association will step in the coming year
and put an end to the practice. The result will then be an artificial Christmas tree.”683 While some
saw the widespread use of evergreens leading to eventual conservation problems, others worried
that such a moment had already arrived, and pointed to an existing supply unable to meet
demands. In 1904, a newspaper article emphasized that over one million trees harvested from the
sides of Green Mountain, Vermont were destined for New York and Boston, and that impressive
figure would not be able to meet the demand in those two cities. The result was that “the
artificial Christmas tree is bound to come, and the man who invents the practical and pretty one
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will reap a fortune.”684 Indeed, some observers made the direct connection that “[l]overs of
nature will welcome the artificial Christmas tree.”685
While media coverage hoped to convince readers that a manufactured tree “may soon
become a necessity,” others were hardly convinced.686 In 1906, one woman from Montana held
particular animosity toward alternative trees. She complained that “the state will be bound up so
securely with governmental red tape that it will be a penitentiary offense to cut a tree in Montana
unless that tree be raised on one’s own private ground.”687 The woman clearly chafed at what she
saw as inevitable government overreach, but she also resisted a substitute on aesthetic grounds.
“Wouldn’t it be simply ridiculous to hang a lot of Christmas presents onto a tree made at home,”
she asked, “say for instance, a piece of oak scantling from the East with wire branches wound
with green flannel, with wire bristles painted green to represent the pine or fir needles?”688
Bound up in her derision, certainly, was the perception that forestry policies might criminalize
the use of Montana evergreens, which grew so abundantly in Big Sky Country. A hardy
Montanan could simply walk through the woods and haul a tree back for free, while a whimsical
state forest policy might incentivize the adoption of an artificial tree that would force the state’s
independent folk to rely on the East. Indeed, the woman proudly claimed that she would
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continue chopping trees and “be brave just like George Washington was and tell the forest
reserve man that I did it with my little axe, and throw myself upon his mercy.”689 For people like
her, then, Christmas trees were no mere household decoration, they were symbols of freedom.
She would cut, cherish, and celebrate a tree as she chose.
Critics notwithstanding, newspapers doubled down on the need for viable tree
replacements. In 1906, one article pointed out that since 1880 “small northern woods are
becoming depopulated of small trees and that it is now necessary to resort to something to take
the place of the hundreds of thousands of trees that have been used in the years that have
passed.”690 In 1907, another emphasized that “[e]very year an outcry goes up because of the
damage done to our forests by cutting young trees for Christmas uses. A cheap, artificial tree will
answer every purpose, and if it could be made fireproof, it would be a great improvement on
nature.”691 Nature, then, was something worth both saving and improving upon. An appealing
substitute could save the lives of tiny trees, and, if it was inflammable, save lives within the
household, too. In December of that same year James S. Whipple, the New York commissioner
of the State Forest, Fish and Game Commission viewed cutting millions of evergreens as
“wanton waste.”692 Lending his own expertise he argued that Americans should adopt artificial
trees. Indeed, that same year the Altoona Tribune decried that “[o]ur forests are rapidly
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disappearing.”693 The paper further added “it would make little difference to the children if the
tree were composed of sawdust or wire or any other substitute for the real tree, so long as it
resemble the latter.”694 The obstacle was finding a replacement that resembled the real tree, or,
even better, one that could “be a great improvement on nature.”695
Publicity on early twentieth century artificial trees typically pointed to their improvement
on the real thing, though this was rarely based on aesthetics. Instead, its superiority stemmed
from fire prevention, reuse, storage, and conservation. Certainly, some excited commentators
would extol that “[i]t is a close imitation of the real tree,” but boosters spent most of their energy
explaining its utilitarian benefits.696 In 1906, a newspaper suggested that “[a] little artificial tree
can be bought at any department store at very slight cost.”697 A year later another journalist
promoted the trees because they could “be folded and packed away, and so made duty year after
year.”698 Others would point outside of the country, writing that “in Germany the artificial
Christmas tree has been adopted perforce and amazingly perfected.”699 Adding further rationale,
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that same author decried the deaths of over eight million evergreen saplings annually. Like so
much else involving the holiday, the writer invoked children, asking what kind of forests their
parents would leave behind for them. Conservation was certainly an incentive, but part of it, too,
was a march towards modernity. That journalist remarked that as “the world grows more
civilized and more densely populated, artificialities increase in number and in refinement.”700
Such faith in progress and human ability to overcome obstacles sparked some unusual tree
iterations.
Cultural tastes and aims—overarching goals to save forests, limit fires, and embrace
modernity certainly impacted artificial tree inventors who hoped to find a responsive public for
their products. As inventor’s trees took shape, they not only sought to fill those tangible needs,
but they also delved into the more elusive aesthetic arena. Fake trees were representations of a
natural product, and there was little consensus on what one ought to look like beyond, perhaps, a
conical shape. Examining each tree patent uncovers the ways individual inventors understood
their work and the natural trees they labored to replace. It uncovers not just how difficult making
a tree was, but also the imbedded assumptions early twentieth century Americans had about
conifers and their role in Christmas traditions. Delving into the tree patents shows what materials
most people had to work with, materials that sometimes limited the potential for living room
fires. The great variety of tree inventions, moreover, emphasizes that hopeful entrepreneurs had
yet to develop much of an organizing principle around their industry. Alternative trees remained
a niche, novelty market with inventors hoping to create the tree that revolutionized how
Americans celebrated Christmas.
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One artificial tree, in particular, captivated readers. In 1908, Gus W. Anderson made his
tree out of wood and paper. Although not inflammable, Anderson rigged the two-and-a-half-foot
device to revolve. He built candle holders on the tree’s branches and installed a motor that spun
it. Anderson’s solution really only addressed one problem, deforestation, and it was the “great
dearth of small trees” in his native Vermont that led him to devise it.701 Nonetheless, his
revolving tree inspired a “real” counterpart. Later that year merchants sold a musical tree holder,
a device that played tunes and spun real trees—but this novelty came with a hefty price tag,
costing between fifteen and twenty dollars.702 In contrast, one 1908 advertisement for artificial
Christmas trees ranged from twenty-five cents for a one-foot tree, to seven dollars and fifty cents
for a six-foot tree. A customer could have an iron fence for their tree for a little over a dollar.703
Putting a fence around the family’s tree—real or fake—was a curious decorative decision.
Americans could have used that physical barrier simply as a way to keep small children away
from tugging on a tree’s bottom branches, an important safety measure if the tree held lighted
candles. It might also have demarcated, however, where the domesticated space began, and
nature (represented by the tree) symbolically ended. These technological innovations,
nonetheless, were a measured step that ultimately made natural trees seem less natural. As
Americans began putting fences around their “real” trees or having them spin some of the veneer
of a supposed pristine naturalness began to fade. Since people began to use more gadgets with
their real trees, many holiday participants found a shrinking chasm between a grown tree or a
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wire tree. The artificialities Americans used for their natural tree ultimately made adopting a
synthetic tree less of an initial leap.

Figure 7.2

Artificial Christmas Tree Advertisement, 1908

St. Louis Post-Dispatch December 16, 1908, pg.18

Spinning trees never seemed to have gained much of a following, but there were other
important tree variations. Again in 1908, Joel Benton marketed his “metal tree, with green leaves
and a brown body and branches.”704 That device aimed to solve the fire problem, and through
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painting and repainting sought to reflect the color of the real thing. It was an early precursor to
the later popularity of aluminum trees. In 1909, a journalist warned readers that “the time is
coming rapidly, according to Christmas tree dealers, when real evergreen trees will be so scare
[sic] that only the millionaires can afford to have the real thing for their children.”705 That supply
shortage, the journalist continued, was soon to help popularize artificial trees “already on the
market, but for which there is little demand at present.”706 The introduction of an asbestos tree,
the writer continued, would help fill the real tree shortage while drastically limiting the chances
of the household tree going up in flames. Although these synthetic substitutes appeared more in
print than in American living rooms, small table top artificial trees began to have a moment.
Observers promoted those small trees as decorative centerpieces for holiday dinner tables, a use
that complimented the family’s stately real tree.707
While the press continued to warn Americans about an inevitable artificial tree future,
skeptics sharpened their axes. In 1909, one critic questioned the work ethic of people who
favored such trees, writing that “people who had an artificial Christmas tree must be the same as
those who live in an apartment because they don’t want to care for a furnace or mow the
lawn.”708 A year later, a commentator from Oregon echoed the earlier Montana woman,
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questioning why someone would pay for an imitation tree while surrounded by so many real
ones, trees that were free for the taking with just a little bit of labor. Indeed, the Oregonian noted
how “the sweet breath of the woods accompanies them,” something the fake tree could never
emulate.709 Much of this discourse seemed to center on the differences between rural people and
urbanites. People in the city could not take a short stroll and find trees for the taking, and their
cramped apartment quarters meant that they might only have the space for a small synthetic tree.
Numerous city dwellers lived in apartments not because of an inherent aversion to mowing, but
out of necessity. Still, others worried about the loss of some practices that attended having a real
tree. After their holiday service, some thrifty Americans would collect the needles from a fir to
use as stuffing for a fragrant pillow—another use artificial trees could not match.710
Although needles could be put to use, plenty of holiday practitioners saw them as a
nuisance. In 1910, for instance, one advertisement for artificial trees noted that the device
avoided the “undesirable dropping of foliage.”711 In 1911, another newspaper article argued that
the age of substitute trees had arrived, and it was not because of any conservationist impulse.
Instead, the author maintained that the “women of the household are credited with the reform
movement. And their reasons are practical reasons of the household—the artificial Christmas
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trees will not shed its needles and it cannot catch fire and burn, which means an economy of
household efforts and a saving of nervous force by eliminating the waste energy of worry.”712
That artificial tree booster conceded that for the “sentimentalist” such an alternative was lacking
in the fragrance department, but maintained that the benefits outweighed that small cost.713
Indeed, what kind of family member would deny a hardworking mother such a small indulgence
that meant less holiday labor, and even more importantly, freedom from worrying about a
potential fire? That kind of reasoning was made even more potent by the popular idea that
women were prone to nervous worrying, on top of their perceived position as managers of the
domestic realm. Boosters certainly played upon gendered cultural tropes in order to promote
synthetic conifers.
These types of concerns animated the public discourse that surrounded artificial trees,
and it was precisely such perceived benefits that goaded journalists to help market the new
technology. Remember the 1904 journalist who declared that “the artificial Christmas tree is
bound to come, and the man who invents the practical and pretty one will reap a fortune.”714 That
statement rang partially true because men had already busied themselves with designing such
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trees, although the degree to which they were practical and pretty was certainly open to debate,
as was a prediction of riches. While the comment suggested that filling that void was man’s
domain, in 1911 Mary C. Crook of Falls City, Nebraska stepped in with her own artificial
Christmas tree design. Women were not only a key demographic that businesses marketed fake
trees to, but some women took the initiative to put forth their own practical and pretty ideas.715
Crook’s tree fit the bill for what most buyers desired out of a synthetic tree. Her patent
highlighted how her “invention can be readily substituted for and will serve all the purposes of a
natural tree and will possess an advantage over the natural tree in that my artificial tree is
absolutely fireproof.”716 Like earlier inventors, Crook presented a faux tree as better than what
nature could produce, with such a label stemming mostly from the tree’s nonflammable
components. Crook’s design used twisted wires as the tree’s trunk rose and casted off branches
in an effort to “simulate the branches of a natural tree.”717 The result was also supposed to create
a sturdy, durable device. The fate of Mary Crook and her tree is unknown. All she left behind
was her tree patent, and the design does not seem to have caught on. Her device probably never
reached the production stage. The Crook tree does, however, show how one woman attempted to
alleviate an annual problem involving the domestic realm.
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Figure 7.3

Mary Crook Artificial Christmas Tree Patent, 1911

Mary C. Crook, Artificial Christmas Tree. U.S. Patent 994,248, filed February 13, 1911, and issued June 6,
1911.

While inventors like Mary Crook dreamed up new tree designs, Americans continued
relying mostly on forests to fuel their yearly evergreen needs, which again sparked calls for
better substitutes. In 1914, the Altoona Tribune warned of another perceived forest shortage that
they feared would either end the ritual altogether, or since people like Crook have “constantly
improved the artificial Christmas tree,” the newspaper, along with local merchants, foresaw more
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and more Americans switching to an evergreen substitute. 718 Another alternative the article
mentioned, however, was the use of potted firs and spruces, a supposed “German custom.”719 A
living tree, then, could find a home as part of a family’s landscaping after it had served its
holiday role indoors. In the midst of dire forecasts for the relationship between Christmas trees
and American forests, participants increasingly promoted both real and fake alternatives that
offered consumers a way to keep their yuletide rituals while protecting their forests.
That desire to shield forests from Americans’ annual holiday appetite inspired some
innovative solutions. In 1912, New York City hosted the first public tree that drew national
media coverage, a sixty-foot balsam fir cut from the Adirondack Forest.720 Despite newspaper
and subsequent scholarly coverage that touted the spectacle as the first community Christmas,
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the New York event was probably not the first of its kind.721 It was, however, the most
important. Social leaders from the city helped organize the performance, and numerous
businesses pitched-in their own support. The Lake Placid Club donated the sixty-foot balsam, the
Edison Company donated the tree’s lights, and the New York City government provided space at
Madison Square and took care of the tree’s installation and cleanup. Public trees, its adherents
hoped, would achieve numerous aims. Importantly, a public tree could serve as a substitute for
the household one, pardoning tiny evergreens that sacrificed their lives each year. Further, one of
the biggest draws was the effort to cultivate a sense of community. In the midst of swelling
urbanization, New York City’s elite envisioned a platform to bring diverse people together and
give the big-time city a small-town vibe reminiscent of rural life. The idea caught on. The next
year community leaders in over one hundred American cities organized their own
celebrations.722
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Figure 7.4

New York City Community Christmas Tree, 1912

New-York Tribune December 23, 1912, Pg. 14

Indeed, support began to coalesce around public trees. One 1913 story, written from the
perspective of New York City’s tree, remarked on how onlookers “spoke, sang, or whispered in
so many different languages.”723 The sense of community planners intended the public tree to
spark was one of the biggest draws for the event. Famed social reformer Jacob Riis, however,
predicted that as cities planted these holiday emblems in their parks the demand for trees
harvested from the nation’s mountain sides would cease. Instead of every family celebrating in
the privacy of their homes, city people would all share a community Christmas—and Riis argued
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that every city, not just major metropolitan centers, should create their own events. Riis
maintained that the “Christmas tree will help them get together [the forgotten poor and lonesome
rich], which is what they really need.”724 Like so much else concerning Christmas and its trees,
grandiose visions would not meet reality.
Community Christmases did not forge a new appreciation for immigrants, and it did not
open the wealthy’s pocketbooks to help the city’s impoverished. No, despite how people granted
Christmas trees massive symbolism, the simple conifer could not ameliorate class stratification
and the endemic problems of early twentieth century urban America. The idea that a towering
evergreen, shapely and keenly decorated as it might be, could serve as a middle ground was a
noble pursuit. Americans did have a need for a space where different people could engage with
one another. While different groups called the country’s rapidly growing cities home, American
neighborhoods, streets, and businesses remained segregated. There were cultural, and often
physical, barriers that kept people a part. However, placing faith in such a simple curative, the
notion that a tree would solve complex societal problems, actually worked against the aims of
people like Riis. Instead of the introspection involved in understanding citizens from different
backgrounds and working to create a more equitable society, commentators often trotted out the
community Christmas idea as a simple salve. A tree or holiday might get immigrants, the
impoverished, and other minorities in close physical proximity to the city’s powerful, but it did
little to forge an appreciation for the lives of those disadvantaged. Community Christmases were
often a mere band-aid that could comfort Progressive reformers, but changed little for a city’s
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homeless or segregated population. As Americans read about how public trees could help fix
social ills they elided the real problems, the very inequities Riis spent a career trying to bring to
light.
Although tree inventors hoped to protect forests, as did community Christmas champions,
other concerns also shaped the industry’s contours. World War I, for example, played a
considerable role in the holiday business. The conflict made certain goods more difficult to
attain, and the war itself altered national attitudes that impacted ideas about Christmas trees.
Further, the invention and widespread availability of electrical lighting destroyed the most
important justification for artificial trees. With such drastic upheaval, inventors and
businesspeople had to innovatively respond to a rapidly changing landscape. They had to rebrand
their products to an American consumer who no longer saw real trees as dangerous has they had
before.
Indeed, inventors and businesspeople went about the work of promoting their own
products. In 1915, during World War I, one store in Cincinnati hired a Santa to give away small
artificial Christmas trees. Curiously, parts of those trees came from countries that found
themselves pitted against one another in the conflict. The advertisement explained that “[t]hese
trees are made in Austria, but the leaves are formed of feathers that come from Russia.” 725 Part
of the draw for that tree, certainly, stemmed from its foreign origin. That both countries found
themselves in a war with one another might have added a certain intrigue for consumers. The
war, however, could have a more direct impact on the yuletide market. That same year another
newspaper article noted a “scarcity” in artificial trees because of a war shortage. While the tree’s
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goose feathers were easy enough to find, green dye—the last step that gave the tree its soughtafter hue—was in short supply.726 Further, World War I most certainly shifted American ideas
on Christmas trees. Historian Jonathan Ebel, for example, has shown how both the clergy and
soldiers framed the war as a Christian campaign. Since many Americans understood the holiday
as fundamentally Christian in origin and saw themselves as continuing that tradition with their
own contemporary observances, the war undoubtedly impacted the yuletide trade, and probably
expanded it.727
Although the international conflict could restrict the flow of certain holiday goods, it did
not stop the flow of new tree ideas. In 1917, Herman K. Vierlinger patented his own tree design,
and his played on the usual tropes. Made with twisted wires the Vierlinger tree was foldable and
offered consumers sturdy limbs for ornaments or lights. Vierlinger argued that his tree “may be
manufactured at comparatively small cost, and is practically fireproof, more particularly at its
branches which would be most liable to catch fire.”728 It is notable, however, that the low cost of
these substitute trees became as much of an incentive as fire prevention, a shift that had a lot to
do with the increased availability of electrical lights.
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Figure 7.5

Herman Veirlinger Artificial Christmas Tree Patent, 1917

Herman K. Vierlinger, Artificial Christmas Tree. U.S. Patent 1,240,392, filed July 11, 1917, and issued
September 18, 1917

Thomas Edison sparked a revolution with the light bulb in 1879, and just three years later
Edward Johnson, vice-president of Edison’s electric company, displayed the first electrically-lit
Christmas tree in his New York City home. During the last decade of the nineteenth century,
though, the innovative technology was only within reach of the very wealthy. In 1890, General
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Electric acquired Edison’s light bulb factory, and in 1901 the company began marketing lights
for the retail market. Historian Karl Marling explained that by “1920, the candle was rapidly
disappearing from use.”729 The rise of electrical lights stemmed mostly from affordability—
around $12 in 1903 down to $1.75 in 1914—and also the increased availability of electricity.
Even homes without that modern marvel, however, could use battery packs to illuminate their
tree. While those changes combined to push the tree candle towards its fall, safety, once again,
might have been the most decisive factor. Electrical Christmas tree light advertisements
accentuated most the newfound safety of their technology, and while early iterations could still
overheat and spark a fire, they were undeniably safer than an open flame.730 While many
Americans experienced electrical lights as a significant improvement, the same could not be said
of artificial Christmas tree inventors. They saw one of the biggest incentives for their product
quickly extinguished with the candle their industry had come to rely on.
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Figure 7.6

Electric Christmas Tree Light Advertisement, 1912

The Brooklyn Daily Eagle December 21, 1912, Pg. 9

Even if fire suppression became less of a draw for artificial substitutes, the industry still
benefitted from conservation concerns. In 1919, one journalist complained that the holiday
promoted “an actual waste of our vast potential timber wealth.”731 The concern was not an
overarching sentimentality about protecting forests, but instead wise-use. Why chop down trees
for temporary decoration, the author questioned, when those stands could mature and become
profitable lumber? The hundreds of thousands of trees heaped in trash bins signified a huge loss
of natural wealth. If Americans began using artificial trees, that wanton waste could be avoided,
and a good design “would resemble a spruce so closely that a wintering sparrow alighting on its
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limbs would note no artificiality.”732 Of course, there was no way to gauge what a bird might
think of an artificial tree, but the message was still clear: if a replacement was a good enough
perch for a bird, a potent symbol of nature, then such a tree would serve a Christmas purpose for
humans just as well as the genuine thing. Importantly, this booster ended the article with an
emphasis on reusability. That these trees could emerge from the attic each year promised to save
households both money and worry. Indeed, one 1919 advertisement from Asheville, North
Carolina underscored that fake trees were often the bargain. At ninety-five cents, a substitute was
markedly cheaper than “real pine Christmas trees, fresh from our mountain sides” that ran
anywhere from a dollar and twenty-five cents to four dollars. That price difference stemmed
mostly from size, with trees from four to eight feet.733 While their artificial trees were most likely
small, table-top designs, the lower initial cost must have been attractive to many impoverished
consumers who wanted to mark their holiday without breaking the bank.
Since new tree designs lost some fire suppression currency, inventors began to pursue
other ways of setting their product apart from real trees. Although one might expect designs to
focus on emulating the real thing, inventors began thinking about ways to marry a conical tree
aesthetic with other everyday uses. In 1920, the result for one Californian inventor was a hat rack
and umbrella stand that with the addition of branches could transform into a tree. Or, was it a tree
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that converted into a hat rack? The multiple uses of such a device added another layer for
consumers hoping to stretch their money and conserve living space.734
That same year Charles J. Carlstrand patented his “Knockdown Christmas Tree.”735 His
patent notably said nothing about flammability, in large measure because the tree was
flammable. Made of cheap wood of “small commercial value,” Carlstrand marketed his tree
mostly on its ease of storage—indeed, the title of his product underscored that characteristic.736
The other major enticement was value, something that multiplied each Christmas with reuse.
Carlstrand further recommended that the tree should “be painted green to further indicate a
Christmas tree.”737 Unlike some of the tree sketches using wire, however, Carlstrand’s did not
attempt to capture the look of a tree’s branches with its prickly needles. Indeed, green paint
would probably make the product look less like the real thing. Much of the earlier artificial tree
technology had sought innovative ways to get as close to the look of real trees as possible, or at
least use wire to limit the danger of open flames. Carlstrand, however, abandoned that tactic to
give Americans back their candle lit Christmases. He gave consumers the (artificial) nostalgia
tree.
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Figure 7.7

Charles Carlstrand Artificial Christmas Tree Patent, 1920

Charles J. Carlstrand, Knockdown Christmas Tree. U.S. Patent 1,345,475, filed June 9, 1919, and issued
July 6, 1920.
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Although some artificial designs from the 1920s looked back to the age of candle
illumination, concerned citizens continued discussions of a future of fake trees in family living
rooms. In 1921, one newspaper report outlined the Christmas tree industry and sketched some of
the inherent problems in the emerging trade, namely, stolen trees, efforts to create uniform
standards, and the push towards scientific forestry. Indeed, that article’s headline suggested that
an “organized New York syndicate sends motor trucks into state to plunder woods and fields.” 738
That a criminal element had seized upon the conifer trade rightly concerned reporters and readers
alike. To end the nefarious activities of this evergreen gang, Connecticut state forester W.O.
Filley promoted farming. He reasoned that unused land could instead be put to use for growing
conifers, which would protect the country’s natural resources and give idle spaces a purpose. The
New York State College of Forestry extension service, however, took a different approach. They
pointed to the “cost of the Christmas trees, the growing difficulty in obtaining them and the
sacrifice of the trees for a “one-day celebration.”739 Indeed, that organization hoped “to make the
Christmas tree a thing of the past.”740 Such a statement did not accurately reflect the efforts of
the state’s extension service. Their promotion of synthetic substitutes did not mean that their
overarching goal was ending American evergreen use entirely, just the “real” kind. The author’s
leap to that conclusion shows how the politics of artificial trees relied on exaggeration to play on
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readers’ emotions and heighten a sense of urgency. Of course, some Americans did equate an
inevitable fake tree future with the end of the Christmas tree entirely.
Two days later a similar story ran about criminals in the forest and W.O. Filley’s tree
farm endorsement. That author similarly rejected fake trees because the “artificial Christmas tree
does not satisfy the soul of a people brought up on real trees.”741 In 1922, another article mocked
the hat rack and umbrella stand tree, questioning why “not go a little further and make it serve as
a garage, a place to store your private stock and a burglar-proof safe?”742 Certainly, skeptics
remained unconvinced of the need for artificial substitutes, or their promise to serve as viable
replacements for the real thing.
Nonetheless, boosters continued to tout humanmade trees. A 1922 article promoted such
devices on their own aesthetic merits, remarking how the “permanent artificial tree holds its
needles, looks just as full and green and well-rounded the day it is taken down as it does on
Christmas morning.”743 Indeed, that support for fake trees incorporated not just aesthetics, but
other consumer traits like storage and the tree’s lighter weight than its natural counterpart. While
a parent could avoid a strained back lifting the tree in place, fireproofing was a notably absent
benefit. The article included one of the widest published price ranges, which stretched from
twenty-five cents to almost twenty dollars. Such a scope suggests that businesses began to offer a
wider range of sizes and models.
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While stores began carrying more manufactured trees, the consequences of World War I
continued to ripple throughout the yuletide industry. During the war and its aftermath Americans
began making more of their own wooden toys. A wartime embargo on German wooden toys
incentivized domestic production, and afterward tariffs continued to benefit American toy firms.
These wooden toys were classified as a “wood product,” and thus subject to the tariff. Artificial
German Christmas trees, similarly, fell into that same category. In 1923, however, officials
reclassified those trees into a feather category, since so many German trees used goose feathers
to simulate evergreen branches.744 American firms, certainly, opposed the change since it meant
the removal of tariffs on a competitor. Everyday consumers, however, found a wider array of
synthetic tree options at their department stores. Not yet a holiday mainstay, such trees were
beginning their market ascent.
Although electrical lighting significantly limited the benefits of inflammable trees, a
minority of Americans continued to employ the candles and promoters took notice. In 1923,
another fake tree booster emphasized how the “synthetic product, described as fire-proof, more
beautiful than the product of the forest, and so strong they ‘last for years,’ has nearly crowded
native firs from the market.”745 The last part was an unabashed exaggeration—fake trees were
not pushing real ones anywhere. Yet, the booster’s rationale shows how fire prevention was not
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universally abandoned. Other newspaper reports similarly show that limiting the potential for fire
remained a viable incentive for artificial substitutes.746
Yet, other concerns started to take precedence in fake tree justifications. In 1924, a
newspaper from Hawaii remarked that a synthetic tree offers “no danger of pine needles getting
all over the floor.”747 And, importantly for those so far from the mainland, it allowed people to
get a “fine Christmas tree” while conifer forests were thousands of miles away.748 Indeed, even
those Americans near evergreen stands had much to benefit from embracing substitutes, and
women were increasingly leading the charge. Another 1924 article highlighted the role of
women’s clubs in opposing the annual culling of tiny trees for Christmas. In spite of the
American Forestry Association’s claims that thinning evergreen stands was “an actual aid to the
large trees,” these groups of women continued to support alternatives that promised to save small
living trees.749 Unsurprisingly, the newspaper coverage described the women as relying on
“purely sentimental reasons.”750 Christmas tree traditionalists purported to have science at their
back, and that professional forestry could not be dismissed by a misplaced emotional attachment
to trees. Culturally, most Americans continued to view women as suffering from excessive
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emotionality. Critics of women’s activism typically wrote off their work as driven entirely by
their feelings instead of any rationality.
The women’s clubs, moreover, inverted one of the child-centered incentives of the
Christmas tree tradition. While Gifford Pinchot and other wise-use adherents argued that annual
evergreen usage could cultivate an adolescent appreciation for trees, these women argued the
opposite. Reckless forest extraction, instead, taught children to satiate their hunger for natural
resources despite the cost. This charge led the author to ask, “[d]id you ever know a child of the
age to appreciate a Christmas tree who was inspired by the sight of one to go out and chop down
his parents’ pet maple?”751 As stewards of the household, charged with raising the nation’s
children, women increasingly became active participants in America’s Christmas tree discourse.
They linked simple conifers to larger debates about conservation, homemaking, child-rearing,
and social reform. That activism often undergirded an overarching push for fake trees.
Indeed, in 1924 a much more sympathetic article pointed to the efforts of the General
Federation of Women’s clubs that brought science to their side. While the American Forestry
Association trumpeted its scientific management ethos, other forestry experts declared that
“within a few years the fir tree will be extinct if its ruthless destruction for the Christmas season
continues.”752 Despite the muddled science, these women saw clearly a need for alternatives, and
while they urged people to use living trees and plant them after the holiday, the real curative was
artificial trees. Such a substitute, the journalist noted, “will make this very easily done
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[conservation], since it is a shapely tree and, when fully trimmed, a beautiful one.”753 While the
main goal was protecting the country’s finite natural resources, aesthetics became a vital
justification. Dedicated conservationists understood that to protect evergreen forests, they must
still offer American consumers an appealing alternative—particularly as women played a larger
role in securing the family’s tree. For the country’s Christmases, beauty, perhaps, mattered most
of all.
Despite the subjectivity involved with what made a tree attractive, observers continued to
marshal science to justify their efforts. Certainly many readers believed that science offered a
concrete way to understand these debates, and provided a reliable avenue towards diminishing
the emotional pleas from fact-based, ostensibly objective evidence. The discipline’s vaunted
reputation during the early twentieth century caused participants of both sides to claim that their
views were in fact best practice. In 1926, for example, one article from the Jackson, Mississippi
Clarion-Ledger extolled that “[s]cience has breathed new life into the spirit of Christmas in
bringing from the forest to the home a laboratory product that will give joy to thousands.” 754 The
article’s author maintained that science had brought myriad “colorful novelties” to Americans
and pointed to the new, safe electrical lights as one great boon for the nation’s Christmases. 755 In
regard to artificial trees, the writer was not convinced that inventors had yet found a winning
design, and wrote that “[s]cience may have to evolve a synthetic Christmas tree or a substitute
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that will radiate as much joy to the household as nature’s product.”756 In 1926, a flurry of activity
surrounded efforts to create new artificial Christmas trees. Inventors patented three new designs,
and each hoped that their own laboratory had served as the crucible for America’s newest fad,
one that promised to save the forest, household space, and worry. But most of all, they hoped
consumers found their device as visually appealing as the real thing.
The artificial Christmas tree industry had to evolve given the changes sweeping through
American culture. World War I drastically reshaped the business, and electrical lights shattered
fake trees’ best selling point. Inventors often found new ways to sell their product and they
experimented with boldly artistic designs. A new generation of Christmas tree designers
similarly sought ways to convince customers that their trees were a wise investment. They
suffered from their own obstacles, fending off critics who complained that simulated trees lacked
the quintessential fragrance of those that once lived outdoors. For some Americans, fake trees
would never match the qualities they found in real ones. Yet, an examination of patents shows
that many inventors simply replaced fire safety with forest conservation as their product’s
biggest benefit. These businesspeople, however, continued to search for other ways to justify
their trees. They knew that helping a family prevent a devastating fire was a more compelling
selling point than saving small conifers. Increasingly, they began to sell convenience.
In Warren, Pennsylvania Willem Dieperink-Langereis dreamt up his Christmas tree. He
hoped that it would “render a real service to the Nation in that it will preclude the necessity of
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cutting the natural trees, and result in forest preservation.”757 Like other inventors, DieperinkLangereis made his tree of easily detachable parts to help with storage, and he built the branches
to withstand heavy ornaments. His patent made no mention of fireproofing, but he was not
wedded to any one material for the tree. He preferred wood, probably to more closely simulate a
real tree, but he was open to the possibility of using metal. Cheap wood, additionally, would
almost certainly make the product less expensive than relying on metal components. Like earlier
designers Dieperink-Langereis was after that elusive green hue, and argued that some paint could
help “simulate in appearance the ordinary Christmas tree.”758 Around 1922 Dieperink-Langereis
moved from New York where he worked as the art director of the Nypenn Furniture Company.
In Warren, Pennsylvania he continued in a similar trade by opening up his own art studio in
1924. His artistic background, perhaps, gave him an advantage over other artificial tree amateurs,
but his fake tree work seemed to have been a side hobby rather than a source of fulltime
employment or as a lifelong obsession.759 To those in Warren, he was further notable as a
husband. His wife was a music teacher with “a voice of rare beauty.”760 The artistic DieperinkLangereis family most certainly gathered each Christmas around their own designed tree and
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sang carols. While they never became rich from their patent, their tree undoubtedly enriched
their own lives.

Figure 7.8

Willem Dieperink-Langereis Artificial Christmas Tree Patent, 1926

Willem Dieperink-Langereis, Artificial Christmas Tree. U.S. Patent 1,577,207, filed January 29, 1924 and
issued March 16, 1926.

Waldemar Wurts patented his own artificial tree in 1926. While living in East Orange,
New Jersey, Wurts explained that his device was “designed to afford an attractive, durable,
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sectional, readily erected and dismembered substitute for the natural Christmas tree.”761 Unlike
most other synthetic trees of the era, however, Wurts planned to wire electric lights into the tree.
That extra step, he hoped, would set his product apart from competitors. Along with tree
aesthetics, convenience was playing more of a significant role in the trade. Why worry about
cleaning needles from the living room carpet, or lugging strands of electrical lights when such
labor could be avoided with a simple substitute? Also, unlike some manufactured trees that
abandoned attempts to simulate the real thing and instead hoped to play on nostalgia—think of
the Carlstrand tree—Wurts was very much concerned with trying to emulate the real thing. He
worked to capture the look of needles and foliage by using strings or similar material, and for the
branches he explained that a “staggered arrangement improves the appearance of the tree, and
makes it a better imitation of the natural tree.”762 Wurts never gained notoriety for his artificial
tree, but he did garner fleeting press attention for something else. A “newspaperman” by trade, a
smattering of articles mention Wurts because of his physical appearance. He bore a striking
resemblance to Theodore Roosevelt, and while he struggled to make his tree resemble the real
thing, he found some temporary fame in looking pretty close to a real Roosevelt. 763
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Figure 7.9

Photograph of Waldemar Wurts dressed as Theodore Roosevelt, 1926

“Postures and Pride, Justified,” Los Angeles Times June 6, 1926, pg.6.
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Figure 7.10

Waldemar Wurts Artificial Christmas Tree Patent, 1926

Figure 7.11

Waldemar Wurts’s Christmas Tree Electric Light Design

Wurts’ electrical light design Waldemar Wurts, Artificial Tree and Similar Structure. U.S. Patent
1,590,220, filed February 26, 1924 and issued June 29, 1926.
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The last tree patented in 1926 came from Nekoosa, Wisconsin and the mind of Jakob
Hojnowski. His tree offered similar attributes to those of his competitors, although he explained
that his product offered a “pleasing appearance simulating the heretofore used live trees resulting
in great saving of forests etc. and allowing with small costs the use of Christmas trees of varying
kinds, fir or spruce etc. trees according to wish and inclination.”764 Indeed, the biggest thing that
set Hojnowski’s design apart from others were movable branches of different varieties. A
customer could have a traditional fir one year, and then celebrate the next with an entirely
different simulated species. Hojnowski was an immigrant from Poland who spoke little English,
but patented a great deal. He held over sixty patents, which varied widely, from toys to tanks. He
found steady employment as a chipperman in the woodroom of Nekoosa-Edwards Paper
Company where he worked from 1911 to 1951. A local news story described Hojnowski’s
interests as “invention, woodcarving, writing of poetry, and stamp collecting.”765 His butterfly
tree (a name I have given because of its metamorphoses) does not seem to have been one of his
more profitable or important patents. Despite the tree’s inability to garner a public following, it
does demonstrate how inventors sought to design and market different iterations of essentially
the same thing: an artificial tree that could offer Americans a viable, pretty, substitute for their
holiday rituals. That would be a constant struggle.
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Figure 7.12

Jakob Hoinowski Artificial Christmas Tree Patent, 1926

Jakob Hojnowski, Artificial Christmas Tree. U.S. Patent 1,606,535, filed April 24, 1926 and issued
November 9, 1926.

While 1926 was a big year of artificial tree patents, it also represented a spike in
Christmas tree press coverage. The swelling discourse about the holiday and its trees probably
stemmed mostly from the expansion of community Christmases. In 1924, Calvin Coolidge lit the
first national Christmas tree (a donated Norway Spruce from the American Forestry
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Association), and individual cities continued to fine-tune their own events.766 By 1926, American
readers could expect advice from various outlets on how to best prepare their own Christmas. In
Good Housekeeping such readers found guidance for trimming their tree, an act that the author
noted had once been incredibly dangerous because of candle usage. In 1926, however, the
availability of electrical lights had “practically eliminated” the danger of fire.767 Marjorie C.
Murphy described a trend that year of numerous families decorating dinner tables with small
trees, many of which were artificial. That swing, Murphy explained, probably stemmed from a
new tree in stores, one that was “darker green and with thicker foliage.”768 It is doubtful,
however, that the Murphy household partook in a substitute tree, for she remarked that in “all the
world there is no fragrance more full of meaning, more stimulating to one’s colorful imagining,
than that of a Christmas tree.”769
Inventors toiled to capture that elusive evergreen aesthetic, but they were mostly
powerless when it came to smell. And smell started to matter more. Arthur E. Albrecht argued
that in the past Americans were not very selective about their prized tree visitor, but simply
chose something that seemed around the right height and shape. By 1926, however, choosing a
tree was much more sophisticated. About five million Christmas trees adorned American homes
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that year, and the most popular species was the balsam fir, which had a “penetrating, refreshing
fragrance which is uncommon to others and which lasts much longer, diffusing itself through the
whole house.”770 For Albrecht, scent mattered most, but he also pointed to the species’ strong
branches, symmetrical shape, and ability to retain needles longer than others. Magazine coverage
like this ultimately hurt the artificial trade, because on top of highlighting natural characteristics
they could not match, such stories could also attack their conservationist rationale. Albrecht, for
example, emphasized the benefits of selective culling to aid other forest growth, while
publicizing other efforts, such as how the “Girl Scouts are helping to assure us of our future
supply of Christmas trees by their interest in reforestation.”771 In Briarcliff Manor, New York,
the Girl Scouts planted some ten thousand evergreen saplings in an effort to combat
deforestation. Such coverage set American consumers’ conscience at ease in their own
participation in the natural tree industry.
Despite the natural tree industry’s moves to alleviate deforestation concerns, inventors
continued dreaming up new trees. In 1927, while living in Hamtramck, Michigan, Thomas
Modlarz patented his own. Like earlier inventors, Modlarz saw value in his invention because of
its ease of storage, durability, and a pleasing look. Indeed, using “resilient wire” he built a tree
that he thought accurately emulated the real thing, and he took care to limit exposing the tree’s
insides. Showing that part of the tree, he feared, would give onlookers a clear view of the tree’s
deceit. Modlarz further instructed on how to manipulate the product’s branches “so that the
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appearance of the tree is not too uniform and more natural.”772 Modlarz’s efforts to capture that
natural look bound his work to that of many others involved in the industry, both before and after
his patent. Unfortunately, Modlarz left little else in the historical record besides his artificial tree.
It does not seem to have caught on, but represents yet another example of an inventor’s idea of
what shape a substitute tree ought to take.
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Figure 7.13

Thomas Modlarz Artificial Christmas Tree Patent, 1927

Thomas Modlarz, Artificial Christmas Tree. U.S. Patent 1,654,427, filed February 28, 1927 and issued
December 27, 1927.

The next year Mark Harris of New Rochelle, New York patented yet another device. He
argued that his tree marked the usual boxes—in terms of storage and aesthetic, but Harris’ tree
had some unique components. He insisted on using “flexible material” so consumers could easily
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manipulate the tree’s branches to meet their own whims. 773 Like Waldemar Wurts, Harris wanted
his tree to come pre-lit. That added convenience, Harris certainly thought, could incentivize his
tree over the stranglehold its natural competitor held over the larger market. Like Modlarz,
Harris did not garner any acclaim for his tree or other work. Relegated to the dust bin of history,
his tree stands as a testament to another failed invention, one that sought to fix real world
problems, but could not match what Americans believed real trees offered them each Christmas.
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Figure 7.14

Mark Harris Artificial Christmas Tree Patent, 1928

Mark Harris, Artificial Christmas Tree. U.S. Patent 1,656,148, filed April 6, 1926 and issued January 10,
1928.
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Artificial promotions continued. In 1928, one Illinois electrician wired a synthetic tree
with “colors nature didn’t think of.”774 A story from that same town just a couple of weeks later
testified to the durability of some fake trees. Ernest Nattkemper, a German immigrant to Decatur,
Illinois, touted his wool and wire tree he brought from Germany that continued to stand after
some fifty years of holiday service.775 Yet another inventor, William A. Rohrbach, took dried
tumbleweeds, painted them green with some solution, and then finished the branch tips with red
paint. The author notably described Rohrbach as an “apartment-house owner,” insinuating that
his fake tree could be useful for Americans with their own limited household space.776 Yet again,
the utility of such a contraption rested on its look and promise to save living trees. The journalist
argued that the “result is an ornamental tree artistic enough to satisfy the most ardent forestry
conservationist.”777 Artificial promoters continued to seize upon the usual tropes to justify their
use.
During the twentieth century community Christmas trees were usually “real,” but
humanmade alternatives could spark their own spectacle. In 1929, San Francisco held its own
event with a one-hundred-foot tree. Planners used the Dewey monument’s column of granite and
attached “genuine redwood branches” to it, creating perhaps the largest-ever hybrid fake tree up
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to that point.778 The massive centerpiece held some thirty-five hundred lights, and to many
observers, represented human mastery over nature. Indeed, one press release argued that some
may think “that ‘only God can make a tree,’ but residents of San Francisco have counterfeited
nature to a rare degree in perfecting a ‘synthetic’ Christmas tree, in historic Union Square.”779
Such an effort to counterfeit nature was certainly positive publicity for the struggling substitute
tree trade. Press coverage like this, however, drew the ire of tree traditionalists.
The next day after the news broke of San Francisco’s tree, Marion A. Green critiqued
artificial trees as imposters. Green implored that a “Christmas tree has to be at heart a real tree so
that it can be a real Christmas tree.”780 Green’s logic did not include specific criteria about what
made one real and the other an imposter, but she doubled-down on her emotional plea, ending
her piece with “the tree should be real and not artificial.”781 For people like Green, the fact that a
tree was once a part of the living world mattered. Her indignation did not stem from a
substitute’s aesthetics or sterile fragrance, but instead from its supposed lack of realness. That
type of sentimentality was a hurdle artificial trees would never overcome.
At the beginning of the stock market’s plunge in 1929, however, the artificial tree could
take on a different kind of symbolism. Eliminating debates of realness out of the equation, artist
Gene Ahern painted the overall trade as a get rich quick scheme in the cartoon below. The
businessman Jacob quickly foiled the swindler’s plan because he had already been taken for
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$125 by investing in “an automatic shaving-brush.”782 The message was clear: such newfangled
technology might promise great dividends, but there was no true market for such a device.
Entrepreneurs, swayed by swindlers, were hawking something that fixed no real problem, and
fulfilled no real need. The cartoon’s larger message was a counterpoint to those who saw the age
as one steady march towards progress on the back of science and technology. Despite a deluge of
contraptions that promised to improve the lives of Americans, in reality, most businesspeople
were peddling curatives that failed to live up to grandiose promises. As the stock market
bottomed out, such criticisms undoubtedly attracted a large audience.

Figure 7.15

Newspaper Cartoon About an Artificial Christmas Tree Company, 1929

The Daily Tribune (Wisconsin) October 30, 1929, pg.2.
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Unsurprisingly, in the midst of the Great Depression press coverage on Christmas trees
dropped as the nation began to seek solutions to their dire economic straits. Some women’s
magazines continued to tout the need for holiday celebrations despite families’ limited
purchasing power. In 1931, Adele Wyman wrote about the need for such festivities, arguing that
“[t]here is no question but that at Christmastime each one of us is enough of a child to enjoy
having a Christmas tree.”783 Wyman insisted that every home should have a tree, but she made
one small concession for artificial substitutes. Households without children, she argued, could
rely on a synthetic alternative, but when “there are young children in the home you can hardly
replace the good, old-fashioned Christmas tree.”784 Extraordinary circumstances did often lead to
some celebrations centered around fake trees. In 1933, Helen Richey and Frances Marsalis,
endurance pilots, spent the holiday in the skies. The women marked the occasion, nonetheless,
with “a tiny artificial Christmas tree.”785 Despite the efforts of inventors, businesses, and
boosters to convince Americans to switch to synthetic trees—whether for convenience or out of a
conservationist impulse, the real thing continued to exert its dominance over the industry.
Throughout the decade marked by a Great Depression and a New Deal, Americans remained
resolute that Christmas was the time to “invite the spirit of the woods into our homes.” 786
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The next chapter continues to investigate the artificial Christmas tree industry, paying
particular attention to new trendy styles. That period’s penchant for progress and faith in
modernity made colorful trees popular. It further probes the rationale proponents used to justify
synthetic alternatives. Between the end of the Progressive Era conservationist movement, and
before the rise of the modern environmental movement, did saving forests still matter? How did
inventors change their own perceptions of what a Christmas tree was supposed to look like?
What sorts of conveniences did they build into their products, and were fires finally a thing of the
past?
They were not. In 1936, children were playing with an artificial Christmas tree in W.H.
Black’s cellar when the tree caught fire.787 Three years later four children set Mrs. Clara
Ellerman’s fake tree ablaze in her attic, costing around seventy-five dollars’ worth of damage.788
While coverage of the Black fire made no mention of what exactly started it, the Ellerman fire
began because the four children were playing with matches in the attic. To expect an artificial
tree to repel a lit match was probably asking too much, yet many boosters claimed exactly that.
Throughout the first half of the twentieth century real trees continued to catch fire at a frequent
pace, usually because of faulty electrical wiring. Fewer synthetic trees met that fate, but that had
more to do with their relative unpopularity. Once artificial trees began adorning more living
rooms, they, too, were liable to burn. Fire may have been one of the earliest justifications for a
switch to artificial trees, but as the next chapter shows, it was not the reason they finally caught
on.
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CHAPTER VIII
COLOR
“with the return of peace, most of us will want the real tree
back in its accustomed spot, fresh from the forest
with piney scent filling the room, like an echo
from the forest—itself an emblem of the freedom and the
joys of the mountains, the streams, and the great open spaces.”789

“Once again our forests are denuded to
provide Christmas trees which, after a few days,
will be thrown into the alleys.”790

In 1947 Emil Jezek and his son, George, went shopping for a Christmas tree in Cicero,
Illinois. This was a particularly special holiday for the Jezek family because nineteen-year-old
George was coming home from active duty in World War II. The pair traveled to the
neighborhood market, picked up a tree for two dollars, and returned home. After the conifer had
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fulfilled its duty, the family “tossed the tree on a coal pile in the basement and forgot about it.” 791
Then something unexpected happened. During the summer of 1948 Mrs. Jezek stumbled upon
the four-foot balsam tree with its needles somehow still both intact and green. She decided to
wrap the tree in a plastic garment bag, and months later found the tree somehow alive and able to
perform its festive role once again. For at least twenty-three years that “botanical miracle”
graced the Jezek parlor.792 Their tree, curiously, refused to die.
A host of factors contribute to how long a cut evergreen might struggle before completely
withering away in a family’s living room, but a month is a high-end estimate for that process,
particularly for a tree in the 1940s. A tree surviving for twenty-three years is difficult to imagine.
Did someone in the Jezek family stealthily replace the famed household tree each year? Did
someone paint it? Was the tree fake to begin with? While there is no way to know for certain, the
importance of this story lies not in its authenticity but in how it served as a prominent exception
to the widely accepted belief that real trees, if anything, are temporary visitors. A cut tree’s
ephemeral existence stems from the fact that at some point it was a living, breathing, part of the
world. To have a life there must also be a death, and without roots, dirt, water, and sunlight
conifers have no way to manufacture the necessary nutrients to stay alive.
But what about trees that never drew a breath?
The lifespan of a typical manufactured tree changed as the artificial Christmas tree
industry evolved, but these substitutes always had the upper hand in terms of longevity. Boosters
and inventors intended families to reuse their product year after year and billed the purchase of
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such trees as a wise investment in Christmases to come. While fire prevention, aesthetics,
storage, convenience, and to a decreasing degree, conservation, remained part of a broader
campaign for synthetic trees, the three decades following the Great Depression saw reusability
grow in importance.
Sometimes nostalgia was the driving force behind that push. That the holiday’s
centerpiece was the same each year, that it had seen so many family celebrations allowed it to
become a family’s recurring holiday symbol. The image of such a tree undoubtedly invoked
powerful memories of Christmases past. Or it could even be passed down to later generations,
which certainly pulled on some Americans’ heartstrings. The practical counterpoint, and
ultimately the more persuasive aspect for consumers, was that these trees saved money. Sure,
they usually cost more initially, but after a few uses artificial trees turned out to be a wise
investment.
Tracing the industry’s development highlights how technological change allowed
businesspeople to funnel more fake trees into American homes, and employ more people on the
shop floor. As their trees gained broader public support, businesses highlighted the convenience
of their product, promising to save Americans time and holiday stress. While these trees never
lived, they certainly took on a life of their own.
***
In 1934, Red Book Magazine ran an article that highlighted much of what holiday
customers—particularly husbands—wanted out of a Christmas tree. F.F. Beirne listed the tree
qualities men would prefer, from foldable branches to help with moving the tree throughout the
house to a perfectly symmetrical shape. The biggest desire, however, was the husband choosing
a tree “so perfect both from the artistic and economic standpoints that your wife cannot say that
370

it does not compare with the tree she selected last year, which was a ‘real spruce.’”793 Spousal
tree quarrels certainly happened during the holiday season, in part because each partner had a
certain vision of the ideal tree, but also because each spouse had her or his own labor spheres
surrounding it. Nonetheless, this example provides a glimpse into how some families argued
about artificial trees, which often placed economic issues on equal footing with aesthetic ones.
Moreover, it reveals one way that Americans normalized patriarchal nuclear families. The
nagging wife trope was a popular construction in magazines and newspapers, and its use
solidified the husband’s role as the family’s leader, while he attempted to placate the desires of
his spouse—which were often whimsical. Writers used Christmas, and its trees, to define the
contours of supposedly normal family dynamics.
Other commentators expanded the scope beyond the family to include the nation, and its
forests. One journalist began with the assumption that the “true American is one who turns up his
nose to substitutes.”794 Despite this supposedly ingrained cultural characteristic the author
continued by arguing “it is more economical today to purchase an artificial Christmas tree than it
is to drive out to the woods, commit trespass, and mutilate the landscape.”795 Indeed, the cheaper
option was an artificial substitute that would not only save the family money, but also save
forests. Such “economical” rationale rested on both a family’s finances and also the wise-use of
the country’s natural resources. From the author’s perspective tree harvesting in and of itself did
not necessarily mutilate the landscape. It was cutting for holiday purposes that caused the
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problem, a practice that deprived evergreens of becoming “a beam in a great structure, or a
cheering warmth in the fireplace for those disconsolate with cold and harsh weather.”796 A
substitute tree, even if Americans might chafe at substitutes in general, seemed to make the most
sense for homes and forests.
Although aesthetics, financial concerns, forests, and spousal relationships were important
elements of a family’s fake tree calculation, so too was sentiment. The most frequent published
stories about such trees centered on families who relied on the same one for astounding periods
of time. In 1889, Mr. and Mrs. A.G. Axelson were living on the plains of Nebraska. Because
there were few trees in the area, the two decided to build their own contraption. Using a
broomstick as the trunk, the pair attached heavy wire to form branches and created a spot on each
end to hold candles. The mother then wrapped the branches with green paper to give the tree
some of its natural counterpart’s color. This tree’s initial version had three branches that
signified each member of the family: the mother, father, and one baby. As the family grew, so
did the tree, with each branch representing another birth. In 1929, the tree had grown to eleven
branches, and by 1940 the family—despite moving to a different Nebraska town and all that had
happened over fifty-two years—continued to use the broomstick tree every winter.797 Christmas
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tree traditionalists often prized the pine smell of a natural tree or the feel of its branches, but
increasingly families like this one created their own rituals and traditions around tree substitutes.
Fake trees might never smell real, but real trees could never become a prized fifty-two-year-old
family heirloom, either.
While people like the Axelsons built their own trees, the industry continued to churn out
new tree designs. From 1930 to 1940 inventors patented a total of twelve new tree blueprints.
Unlike some of the earliest patents, none of these mentioned that their products offered a way to
save forests. Instead, these designers focused mainly on an improved tree look, storage, and
affordability. In 1932, for instance, Walter Favreau, who was the assignor for Mesne Assignment
to Design Laboratories, Incorporated, argued that the center of their tree would have “wires [that]
may be concealed for supplying energy to ornamental lamps.”798 The idea for this pre-lit tree was
to hide unsightly electrical wires that might detract from the tree’s overall appearance. In 1935,
John J. Gerondale’s patent claimed a design “with regularity of symmetry in an artistic and
attractive manner.”799 Later that year Grace M. McComb offered a tree that hoped to capture
“refracting light rays” in order to “produce most pleasing shimmering-like eye effects.”800 In
1939, Phillip Kranz and Albert P. Schmid described their tree as an attempt to “combine
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maximum decorativeness with maximum utility as well as economy and production.”801 A year
later Arthur W. Hahn Jr. and Russell E. Hahn explained that their miniature tree was “simple and
inexpensive but effective in manner.”802 A decade of industry innovation focused mostly on two
key principles: improving how substitute trees looked, and making them seem thrifty. To
establish their products as a wise investment, these inventors looked to use inexpensive materials
that would lower the initial tree cost. Such material could not be too cheap and flimsy, however,
because promoters also claimed that these trees would survive handling for multiple years. While
artificial Christmas trees were still not very popular before World War II, industry insiders saw
making these trees prettier and explaining their value as the best way to make them so.
Tree substitutes were still so unusual in some places that just having one could make the
news. In 1940, with war raging in Europe, Mrs. W.R. Williams had the only known artificial tree
around the Metuchen, New Jersey area. Williams had a fifteen-foot tree with dyed green goose
feathers that was originally built in Nurnberg, Germany. While she liked that the tree did not
drop needles like a real one, Williams explained that the real reason behind her decision to go
fake was because “it seemed a shame to kill something that had taken so long to grow.”803 That
Williams showed concern for evergreens and not the geese that died for her feather tree was a
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curious stance to take. Since conifers lack eyes and do not walk around, most humans find it
easier to place them in a separate living category than they do animals. Usually, they do not
equate the death of a tree and the death of an animal as the same. Of course, Williams might not
have thought about the dead geese that made her fake tree possible.
The provenance of Williams’s tree did not seem like an issue in 1940, but once America
became involved in the war, Germanic origins mattered. In 1942, for example, one newspaper
article carefully claimed that Germany did not start the tree tradition. Instead, the author argued
that the Romans were the true original source, and that Germany was merely a conduit that
passed evergreen habits to Great Britain, from which it finally traveled to America. While some
people tried to distance Christmas trees from the Germans, the war had dramatic consequences
for the overall industry. Because most government officials did not see conifers as a wartime
necessity, tree growers and dealers had a difficult time securing labor and trucks to haul their
crop. These logistical issues led to a situation where those involved in natural trees “feel that
they will lose the market for good even when the war is over, because people will get used to
ersatz Christmas trees and won’t return to the real thing.”804 During the war some Americans
certainly did switch to synthetic trees, and whether they switched back afterwards is difficult to
gauge. What is clear, however, are the ways that Americans imbued the holiday and trees with
massive symbolism during one of the darkest moments in the nation’s history. Indeed, a
journalist remarked that “with the return of peace, most of us will want the real tree back in its
accustomed spot, fresh from the forest with piney scent filling the room, like an echo from the
forest—itself an emblem of the freedom and the joys of the mountains, the streams, and the great
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open spaces.”805 The Christmas tree, then, became a stand-in for America’s great natural
splendor, a celebration of its vast resources and beauty. More than that, though, the evergreen
became a symbol of freedom. That symbolism would stretch far beyond the home front.
In 1943, a group of American field artillerymen gathered around a tiny artificial tree and
opened Christmas presents in Italy. While it is impossible to know whether these soldiers
understood the tree as a beacon of freedom, they surely welcomed a brief return to normalcy.
The holiday and its most important symbol allowed many Americans to pause and think about
their friends and families who gathered around their own trees that year.806 Surrounded by death
and violence, a simple conifer reminded some about what they were fighting for. In 1944,
Captain John G. McCurdy found himself in the Bougainville jungle of the south Pacific theatre.
He wrote, “We have an artificial Christmas tree which stands about five inches high. Some
outfits aren’t so fortunate.”807 Because of the war, substitute trees grew in popularity. American
soldiers abroad celebrated with tiny trees, but domestically many citizens began experimenting
with these alternatives and found them suitable replacements. World War II, unsurprisingly, was
a watershed moment for the artificial Christmas tree industry.
Although the war helped popularize simulated trees, for a time it also constricted their
flow. In 1944, one writer noted that “artificial Christmas trees will be scarce because they are
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made of imported materials.”808 That holiday season, stores carried almost no new electrical
lights, forcing families to rely on whatever they had that still worked after the previous year’s
celebration. The author explained that “materials restrictions and labor shortages” had severely
curtailed decorative options.809 Many Americans viewed such sacrifices as a small price to pay in
the overall war effort.810 As tiny trees traveled to American G.I.s, some domestic living rooms
had bare spots where a tree traditionally stood. Both groups craved a peace that would bring the
soldiers, and the trees, back.
Meanwhile, boosters found new ways to promote imitation trees. Advances in medical
science meant a better understanding of allergies. Businesses leapt at the opportunity to market
their trees to sufferers.811 Advertisements throughout the 1944 season capitalized on that
attribute, as they claimed that their product was “nonallergenic.” They included other appealing
qualities, such as a natural look, simple assembly, and even a ten-year warranty.812 The price for
similar sized real trees, moreover, was not a major hurdle. A five-foot artificial tree in 1944
could sell for just over three dollars at retail, and could later go on sale for two dollars and
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twenty-seven cents.813 In 1947, the Jezek’s real tree, about the same size, cost around two
dollars. Families could start to see a return on their investment in just two years.
While synthetic tree boosters found new incentives for their products, conservationrelated concerns only occasionally surfaced. In 1947, J.K. complained in a news story that
“[o]nce again our forests are denuded to provide Christmas trees which, after a few days, will be
thrown into the alleys.”814 J.K.’s concern, like others, stemmed from a wise-use philosophy, one
that viewed cutting trees down for decoration as a waste, particularly when that lumber could be
put to real uses. Echoing so many earlier proponents of wire trees to protect forests, J.K. argued,
“Why can’t someone perfect a synthetic Christmas tree that can be stored away and used year
after year, just as the ornaments are?”815 That future, however, was creeping closer over the
horizon.
Fire prevention remained a powerful incentive for artificial trees. In 1947, residents in
Veterans Court, an apartment complex in New York state, were shocked to learn of a ban on
“[a]ll types of evergreens.”816 A spokesperson for the apartments explained that natural trees
were prone to dry out quickly, and that if a fire ignited in one unit it would quickly spread to
others. It was a fair concern in apartments built mostly out of wood. Rules like these, similar to
people suffering from tree allergies, left those who wanted to mark the holiday with little
alternative other than an artificial tree. Despite such efforts to make homes safer by banning real
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trees, their likenesses could also go up in flames. That same 1947 season Mrs. Herman
Kirchner’s fake tree sparked a major problem. Kirchner experienced an “explosion of an
artificial Christmas tree” as she pulled the cord away from the electrical socket.817 She suffered
severe burns throughout her arms and face, and by the time the local fire department subdued the
fire, it also inflicted five-hundred dollars of property damage. Two years later a similar incident
occurred in Maryland at the home of Mr. and Mrs. L.B. Leutert. The family’s artificial tree
“caught fire due to defective wiring and caused extensive damage to the living room.”818 The
couple and one visitor suffered severe burns, and their living room was also significantly
damaged. In short, efforts to fire proof were not always successful.
Longevity was another important factor for artificial tree customers. In Lincoln,
Nebraska, for instance, John H. Cox and his wife marked twenty-eight consecutive Christmases
with a tree they believed to be as beautiful as the day they bought it in 1919. The couple
explained that the only real difference was that “the old-fashioned candles have been replaced by
electric lights.”819 In Chesterton, Indiana the Thoesen family’s five-foot tree turned twenty-five
in 1949.820 The immortality of such trees, however, could be put to use in other ways, as a story
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from that same year demonstrates. Mrs. C.E. Ward ostensibly loved Christmas because as she
turned seventy-three years old, she decided to keep her tree up the entire year. Ward did so, she
explained, because that year a doctor diagnosed her with terminal cancer.821 During such a
troubling period her tree brought her some degree of comfort standing in her home as an
unchanging emblem of the holiday she cherished. It was a task real trees could not accomplish.
While fake trees could perform in ways their real counterparts could not, artificial
boosters hoped to capitalize on technological innovation in order to create conifers capable of
attracting more mainstream consumers. The decade marked by a global war, unsurprisingly, saw
Christmas patents decline. From 1940 to 1950, only six new tree designs emerged as citizens
marshalled their efforts toward defeating the Axis powers. Nonetheless, that decade’s tree
technology exhibits some interesting trends. For one, inventors began adding more color to their
devices. In 1941, for example, Samuel Petrone explained that his tree had lights “wherein the
elements are continuously changing and producing a scintillating effect.”822 While adding color
might attract some consumers, in 1942 Elijah Prettyman pitched his tree to a specific group of
people. He explained that the sleek profile of his device “is a desirable feature where room space
is at a premium, and where the usual Christmas tree, with its spreading branches occupies a
considerable area, even if placed in the corner of the room.”823 In 1950, R.J. Recktenwald’s
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device looked to benefit from the trend toward trees of more color, and argued that “the instant
tree will also be pleasing and decorative when so illuminated due to the contrast of the colored
tubes with the airified mixture.”824 His device came preassembled with ornaments of various
colors, which decorated the tree when lit or not. Tree blueprints of the decade show that
inventors began looking at ways to set apart their devices instead of trying to emulate the real
thing. Although much of the industry had tried to replicate nature, during these ten years the idea
was, mostly, to marry a conical shape with some decorative trend. A rainbow of colors, either
embedded into the tree like Recktenwald’s design or in the tree’s lights like Petrone’s, added
some pop to the product and reflected the commercial and artistic culture of the period.
Perhaps the best example of this push was Leo Smith’s invention, the “Christmas Tree
Vibrator.” As the tree tradition spread throughout the United States, early adopters remarked at
the look and smell conifers brought into the home. Others noted they enjoyed the prickly feel of
a limb’s needles. That left two senses out: taste and sound. Leo Smith attempted to capture one
of those by adding noise to the tree’s sensory experience, contending that his invention would
“obtain a pleasing sound from the decorations so vibrated.”825 The tree’s movement, Smith
maintained, would add some sparkle as tinsel moved to and fro as well. The sound, though, was
the real marketing angle. Smith doubled-down on that characteristic describing it as “an
intriguing rustling sound of low magnitude similar to the sound of sleet falling upon packed
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snow.”826 While the device did not seek to reflect natural trees, Smith did hope to capture a
sound from nature, one that played upon winter nostalgia.
To make money from these devices and market them nationally inventors needed
factories—or they needed to sell their patents to someone who could build a factory. Artificial
Christmas tree industries began to pick up steam in the postwar era. In 1950, for example, The
Consolidated Novelty Company, Inc. labeled itself as the “world’s largest manufacturer of
artificial Christmas trees.”827 Whether that was true at the time is difficult to discern, as
numerous companies would later claim the “largest” status without much evidence. Importantly,
though, the company was a significant part of the industry in 1950, and the press portrayed
president and founder Henry Adelman as an innovator. In 1925, he began making “unusual
novelty ornaments” and later branched out to the tree trade.828 Based in Patterson, New Jersey
for most of its history, the factory employed anywhere from 150 to 200 workers who built more
than half a million trees a year. Their production that year reflected the growing demand
American consumers held for trees of various colors, as they sold them in “green, pink, bluewhite, and chartreuse.”829 Adelman, for his part, believed the product had a growing market
because of “many states and cities which have passed legislation which prohibits the use of
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anything but flameproof Christmas materials in public places.”830 Malls and banks often did use
artificial trees, and they became a vital customer base for the product. Adelman also sought to
innovate, explaining that one design was the product of one “of the many experiments I like to
conduct.”831 He built that tree out of glass, a material that never became popular for simulated
conifers. Through similar trials, however, tinkerers would settle on a substance that would
revolutionize how Americans celebrated their holiday.
By 1954, businesses began marketing plastic artificial trees, a pliable material that began
the industry’s march toward a closer conifer reproduction. That year the Decorative Novelty
Company, which was headquartered in Brooklyn, announced an entire line of Christmas trees
from which customers could select their ideal version. The company’s offerings ranged in height
from two to seven feet and came in “white, green, and pastel colors.”832 The variety of color
options became a mainstay throughout the decade as some Americans experimented outside the
traditional green tree. While plastic gave tree businesses a new way to make and market their
product, these substitutes remained divisive.
Opposition could come from a lot of different angles. That same year, for example,
author Bob Considine publicized his critiques of what he understood as a troubling trend. First,
he lamented that “the synthetic Christmas tree is continuing to make strides against civilization
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and tradition.”833 He went further concerning the new variety of colors. After listing so many
different tree shades on the market he argued that the product now came in “almost any other
color than the one which the Almighty thought was a pretty good color for trees—green.”834
Aside from Considine’s characterization that civilizations cut conifers and bring them inside for
a holiday, much of his distaste stemmed from the attributes real trees held over their
manufactured counterparts. An artificial tree could never be traditional because, people like
Considine believed, earlier American holiday practices used natural trees. Unusual colors were
not a way to make a decorative or fashion statement, but an affront to nature or a divine creator.
Such rationale critiqued modernity, particularly one that sought to improve on things that needed
no improving. Smell, of course, mattered to Considine and similar tree traditionalists. He
sardonically wrote, “I suppose the modernistic Christmas tree comes in all scents—Chanel No.5,
Shocking, Tabu, Sortilege and Aqua Velva.”835 While some journalists breathlessly covered new
tree advancements and surprising tree iterations, there remained people like Considine who
found little positive in the tree’s march to modernity.
While the Considines of the world grated against artificial trees, such conifers continued
to make the news for things real ones could not do. Beginning with Christmas, 1950, Mrs. W.L.
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Parker of Iowa decorated the same tree for thirty-six years.836 In 1953, Mrs. I.A. Westlake
boasted a forty-two-year-old tree in Illinois.837 The news coverage of such old trees let readers
not just marvel at how long these imitations had lasted, but also implied that similar products
were a wise investment. In 1952, Kenny (Buddy) Runday was a three-year-old child in
Pennsylvania whose doctor had diagnosed him with kidney cancer. The boy spent his days in the
hospital “looking at a 3-foot artificial Christmas tree given him by a neighbor.”838 Runday’s
artificial tree, again, performed a role a real tree could not. He was not the only one who drew
some solace from an artificial tree. In 1951, Donald D. Branson wrote to his parents with the
hope that they would mail a substitute tree to him. Branson was serving overseas in Korea and
knew that a “real, live tree was out of the question.”839 A family friend, Blanche West, just so
happened to have a tree to send. When it arrived Branson’s platoon marveled at the tiny two-foot
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tree. Numerous soldiers took turns writing thank you letters, with one gratefully explaining that
the “tree seems to alleviate the discomforts of being away from our folks. God bless you.”840
People could marvel at how long such trees lasted, or they could ship them to some far-off land.
Perhaps most of all, though, they could make a sick child smile while their body slowly withered
away.
Stories like those, however, were mostly the exception. Most Americans did not want
small trees that could ship to Korea or sit next to a hospital bed but rather a substitute that could
adorn the family living room. The first national sensation on that front came from William A.
Warren in 1955. Living in San Bernardino, California, Warren set out to make artificial trees
look more authentic, and more easily mass produce them, than ever before. At seventy-eightyears old, Warren reached out to manufacturers to create dies for his plastic needle design. Each
expert he spoke with said that what he wanted was impossible. Undeterred, he spent eighteen
months on his own working with plastic dies to create his tree. Reports differed on how long
Warren spent trying to bring his entire design to life, as one informed readers that he spent five
years on the tree and another declared that he toiled for seven. 841 What made this story so
provocative, however, was not how long the entrepreneur devoted to his design, but how much
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money Warren poured into the enterprise. He spent over eighteen thousand dollars to create the
single prototype and plastic dies. The old businessman had immense faith in his tree. Readers
certainly wondered, though, whether such a gamble would pay off.842

Figure 8.1

William Warren Standing Next to His New and Improved Artificial Tree, 1955

William Warren standing next to his new and improved artificial tree. Ted Wilson, “Artificial Christmas Tree to
Challenge Real Thing,” The San Bernardino County Sun May 11, 1955, pg.16

In 1955, Warren was eager to publicly share his plans. After securing his patents and
solving the question of how to mass produce his tree, he looked forward to the next holiday
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season where he aimed to sell half a million units. He envisioned a near future where a factory
would churn out five million of his trees annually.843 Warren’s optimism stemmed from, in part,
what he viewed as undeniable improvements in tree aesthetics. A six-foot Warren tree had about
thirty-two thousand needles. A number, journalist Ted Wilson explained, “as many or more than
Mother Nature’s own version.”844 The new plastic mold, at least for Warren, fashioned a betterlooking substitute tree that continued to provide consumers with qualities they expected out of
artificial trees. The young company intended its trees to last, take up little storage space, and
prevent fires. Initially Warren claimed that the tree’s fire safety was its “most important”
attribute.845 Such logic showcased how persuasive the claim was for fretful shoppers, but it was
not what set apart Warren from the competition. Instead, the belief that Warren’s trees were
closer reproductions of nature’s gave them the upper limb, so to say, from other department store
trees. While the replica conifer’s look was an important element of that calculus, the tree
company included a “sachet of pine scent” in each box so the trees would smell real, too.846
Despite all of these efforts to emulate nature, the company understood that by the midFifties customers had come to expect decorative tree colors that might seem unnatural. Thus,
Warren offered his trees in traditional green, but also white, silver, pink, and blue. While
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consumers had color options, they also could choose a size that worked best for their space,
which was anywhere from two to six feet initially.847
In one holiday season, however, the company had already significantly grown. By
October of 1956 Warren Christmas Trees, Incorporated had sold some 179,000 public stock
shares and employed three hundred people, many in sales. Marketing played close attention to
the tree’s material, important enough to couple it with the product’s official name: “Warren’s LiF-Time Christmas tree made of Polyethylene and high impact Styrene plastic.”848 The business
sought to quickly capitalize on its novel design by securing patents in Canada and Great Britain
in 1956. That same year Warren’s trees transitioned from West Coast markets to national outlets.
A year later newspaper coverage explained that the plastic synthetic had “enjoyed nationwide
acceptance.”849
Indeed, Warren’s company made major moves towards the end of the decade. In 1957, as
their product went national, they opened up sales offices in New York, Chicago, San Francisco,
and Honolulu. They launched a factory in Canada to complement the first one in San Bernardino.
In the summer of 1957 the California factory employed fifteen people who packed around five
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hundred trees a day, although by September the company would start a seasonal production cycle
that aimed to more than double the payroll to thirty-five employees.850 In 1958, the company’s
plastic trees became an exhibit at the Brussels World’s Fair. Around thirty-five million
Europeans could view the consumer good which organizers placed within a “How Americans
Live” theme.851 Indeed, the World’s Fair announcement came with the declaration that “[a]
replica of nature’s own silver spruce, the Warren plastic Christmas tree is rapidly becoming the
popular replacement of nature’s dwindling supply of real trees at Christmas time.”852 Artificial
trees, in part because of William Warren’s convincing plastic reproduction, seemed poised to
disrupt the national Christmas tree trade.
As 1960 approached, boosters were bullish on the future of artificial Christmas trees. In
1958, one Pennsylvania newspaper declared that the “artificial Christmas tree is becoming a real
threat to the one that grows. Ten years from now, if this trend toward the artificial continues, half
of the families in the nation may be using them.”853 The shift seemed to stem from the work of
Warren and others. The writer continued that “[w]e have had ersatz Christmas trees for years but
no grower has ever become alarmed. Most of them were horrible monstrosities that appealed to
no one.”854 The industry’s aesthetics revolution stemmed mostly from the material inventors
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used to create their trees. Plastic, the author argued, helped to create a product “with a beauty
which surpasses that of the natural tree.”855 Coupled with the three other big incentives—cost,
fire prevention, and convenience—fake trees became the holiday centerpiece in more and more
Americans’ living rooms.
The few extant figures on the artificial tree industry from the period highlight that
growing popularity. In 1955, for example, an Indiana survey found that about one percent of the
state’s residents used an artificial tree.856 A 1959 study in New York state revealed that eight
percent of its residents had made the switch to a fake tree.857 A survey that hoped to gauge the
national industry discovered that for the 1959 season three to four percent of Americans used a
substitute tree. The next year, that figure doubled to eight percent. Nationally, fake trees were
gaining steam, and in urban states like New York, the pace quickened. 858
Warren’s company capitalized on the trend. In 1959, he opened up another factory in
Vallejo, Mexico. Later that year, the firm changed its name from Warren Christmas Trees, Inc. to
Warren Industries, Inc. to reflect a push toward diversification. Warren’s enterprise was only five
years old and he already started branching out to housewares and other products destined for
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department stores. Malls and shopping centers needed factories like Warren’s to fill their
shelves, and he needed them a great deal, too.859
Most American shoppers probably did not think that their local mall or grocery store tried
to sell them on artificial Christmas trees any more than they tried to sell other products. A
fashionable dress or new toy, however, was not usually part of a shopping center’s holiday
decorations. Christmas trees were, and they evoked a holiday spirit that, often as not, loosened
purse strings in addition to serving as free advertisements. In 1958, a shopping center in WilkesBarre, Pennsylvania unveiled an artificial twenty-foot tree, which was actually “dozens of
smaller trees” stacked on top of one another.860 Presumably, shoppers could have easily picked
one of those trees up during their visit. In 1960, industry insiders predicted that Americans would
buy between forty to forty-four million natural trees, but one real tree wholesaler in Weston,
Massachusetts commented that orders were down about twenty percent from the previous year.
That seller “blamed decisions by supermarkets and chain groceries to stock artificial instead of
natural trees.”861 Stores also began carrying pine fragrances, which would seem unnecessary in a
living room with a real tree. Just to be certain about that item’s utility, however, one
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advertisement exclaimed “[s]pray a true pine fragrance on your artificial Christmas tree!”862
Stores were not just Warren’s, and other wholesalers’, outlet to American consumers: they
helped showcase the legitimacy of a new artificial Christmas tree era.
To begin that new era meant that inventors had to produce trees that could catch a
shopper’s eye in the same way a real tree would. During the 1950s the United States patent office
approved the applications of seventeen new designs. In 1952, for example, Frank C. Shina
submitted plans for the United Board & Carton Corporation. Shina and the corporation viewed
efforts to reproduce conifer needles as “relatively expensive and involve various manufacturing
options.”863 Their solution was to drop trying to make needles altogether, and instead cut sheet
metal in a conical frame to give the appearance of Christmas tree without the hassle of creating
fine needles. Given the era’s penchant for color choices, however, Shina was careful to note that
a factory could produce the tree in a variety of different shades. 864 While some designers gave up
on needles, others built hybrid trees. Murdock James submitted a branchless tree with slots
“which may be natural foliage taken from evergreen trees or may be artificially produced.”865
James’s application emphasized the big three justifications: fire prevention, low cost, and
convenience. Those three continued to animate new tree patents.
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While synthetic plastics garnered a lot of press attention, in part because of William
Warren’s famous trees, inventors also began dabbling in a new material. In 1954, Garland B.
Smith built a tree out of “foraminous metal foil.”866 In 1959, Chester P. Hankus put forth a tree
for the Revlis Company that had “a dense metal foil body.”867 Such tree material could limit fires
and also gave the traditional conifer a dash of modern flair. In Hankus’s application he noted that
some inventors chose to emulate real trees while others sought more artistic outlets. He did not
explain which side his tree fell in the divide, but he did point out that its conical shape should be
symmetrical with tapering branches. At the very least, the product’s outline was supposed to look
like a real tree.868
William Warren wanted to make his own design resemble a real tree, but he also sought
to have his substantial investment protected. The United States patent office granted his company
three patents between 1957 and 1958. The first was for a plastic twig design.869 Warren’s other
two applications were for entire trees, and they differed from typical tree patents. The biggest
change was that Warren was much more concerned with industrial output. He wrote that he
desired a tree “in which all of the several parts may be mass-produced by relatively high-speed,
low-cost molding techniques from thermoplastic material affording the several combined and
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inherent qualities of strength, permanence, toughness, durability and fire resistance of the
parts.”870 He also envisioned the tree as “easy and essentially foolproof assembly by anyone,
including small children, without special knowledge or skill and without the use of any auxiliary
tools.”871 Warren’s second tree patent reiterated his efforts on those fronts, but it emphasized
more of the substitute’s close replication of nature. He wrote that his product’s “appearance,
form and symmetry as well as . . . color and texture will closely simulate a natural Christmas
tree.”872 His patents reveal the same commitment to recreating real trees as the media attention
that surrounded his evergreen enterprise.
Warren was not alone in a drive toward capturing a true evergreen aesthetic. In 1957,
Tobias Schwaig of Nurnberg, Germany tossed his own tree into the fray. Schwaig explained that
traditional goose feathers helped artificial trees capture the look of real branches but that “it has
been found impossible to hide the free end of a wire wound with feathers, thus immediately
destroying the resemblance to a natural tree.”873 Using a fine wire, Schwaig hoped to have goose
quills or similar feathers overlap on the branch ends to hide previously exposed wire.
Additionally, he tried to emulate “natural bark” by using dyed paper to cover the tree’s trunk.874
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Like Warren, Schwaig was after small details that could make a substitute look more natural, but
he was not searching for the same ease of manufacturing. His design sought to make goose
feather trees “more life-like.”875 That search for authenticity motivated inventors and attracted
American consumers.
As artificial Christmas tree started to become more common, newspaper coverage often
continued with earlier themes. Since more Americans began to decorate fake trees, they sparked
more fires. In 1960, thirty-two-year-old Marilyn asphyxiated in her home when the electrical
wiring on her substitute tree short circuited.876 A fascination with giant trees also continued. In
1960, Minneapolis erected the “largest artificial Christmas tree ever reported in the Upper
Midwest.”877 Set up downtown in the First National bank plaza, the tree was erected out of a
steel frame work and stood some forty-five feet tall. Around one thousand ten-watt bulbs lit up
the colossal conifer. Such a display carried a substantial price tag of around five-thousand
dollars. While big trees garnered attention, so too did old ones. In 1960, the Burrier family from
Massillon, Ohio, continued to use a sixty-five-year-old tree. It served a valuable purpose, Mrs.
Burrier explained, because in the late nineteenth century when her family relied on a real
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evergreen they “always had a bucket of water standing beside the tree . . . just in case.” 878 Such
an antique, moreover, stood in direct contrast to what some Americans believed to be a modern
era. For artificial Christmas trees, it was “an age of aluminum and plastics.” 879
Although plenty of press attention focused on plastics and how closely the material could
capture a conifer’s natural look, later Americans nostalgically remembered the 1950s and 1960s
as the era of aluminum trees. In 1960 Warren’s company began making trees out of the material,
and the Los Angeles Times commented that “[a]luminum Christmas trees are being produced for
a major assault on the market traditionally monopolized by natural grown evergreens.”880 The
tree became so popular that fire safety officials and journalists began to warn American
consumers of the hazards aluminum posed. Herman G. Young, the fire chief in Hornell, New
York, told readers that these trees were made with “some type of metal sheeting cut into long
strips and and [sic] then shredded before being fastened to wire ‘limbs.’”881 This meant that
while the tree could repel an open flame far better than a natural tree, it also conducted electricity
far better, too. When unsuspecting Americans strung electric lights on their aluminum tree the
lights sparked an electrical fire at the terminals. The fire chief further informed the public that “a
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person touching the tree could receive a dangerous shock.”882 Businesses were aware of the
tree’s drawback, and marketed floodlights as a way to illuminate the metal tree. Nonetheless,
Americans who wanted to string their tree with electrical lights had to abandon the aluminum
alternative.
As with every new tree iteration, though, not everyone was on board. In 1961,
Woodbridge Metcalf wrote a poem in the American Forests Magazine that newspapers also
circulated. In a play on Joyce Kilmer’s “Trees,” which begins “I think I shall never see/ A poem
as lovely as a tree,” Metcalf wrote:
I think that I shall never see
A thing as ugly as this
“tree.”
Instead of needles soft and
green,
It has a harsh, metallic
sheen
The branches fold, its trunk
is square;
No bird has ever nestled
there;
No fragrance as of pine or
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spruce,
Pervades the air throughout
its use.
It never felt the gentle rain,
The season’s change on hill
and plain,
Or senses the tender loving care
Provided in plantations
where,
Under the grower’s watchful eye
The green trees thrive beneath the sky.
This thing of metal’s not
for me—
I want a green and fragrant tree.883

Metcalf’s poem hit on some of the biggest critiques of artificial trees, mainly that they did not
smell like a real tree, and they were never part of the living world. The aluminum tree served as
Metcalf’s foil in the poem probably because it stood in such stark contrast from “natural” trees.
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For Americans who were critical of synthetic trees, aluminum seemed to represent the
pinnacle of hollow artificiality. It was a feeling, Albert Hines discussed a year earlier, when he
wrote that “[h]ow scandalous that Mother Nature has sowed with such a bountiful hand that
cedars have grown for all, but people have turned their backs upon the epicure of perfection to
embrace the gilded makeshift.”884 Many of the participants in the debate about the nation’s
Christmas trees drew stark lines: one where nature provided real trees to families as an annual
gift from the forest or farm, and another where humans created a product that supposedly
improved nature. Such categories were far more malleable than most wanted to admit, especially
the conflation of nature’s bounty with farming. Nonetheless, a large part of this struggle centered
on groups that thought the trees that had once drawn breath were inherently better than any
humans created. It was, in essence, a debate between modernity and tradition, a struggle between
a faith in technocracy and one in nature. Yuletide activists, however, were the ones largely
drawing such lines. Most American households wanted a tree that appealed to each member of
the family. Both sides of the larger debate, anyhow, claimed to offer Americans an evergreen
that better served nature. How could the average consumer know which yuletide practice forged
a more harmonious relationship to the country’s forests and farmlands?
Artificial Christmas tree boosters had largely neglected conservation-related rationale in
the two decades following the Great Depression.885 When Rachel Carson published Silent Spring
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in 1962, however, those issues resurfaced. In Citrus County in 1962 the county clerk Francis
(Cowboy) Williams decided that an artificial tree made of aluminum pipe and wires would adorn
the county’s courthouse. The Tampa Tribune commended Cowboy Williams on the decision,
arguing that “it will aid the forest conservation effort.”886 Still, the majority of artificial
Christmas tree press coverage accentuated the consumer-orientated benefits rather than any
environmental value.887 This was a curious marketing decision, as forest extraction continued on
a large scale. In 1960, some forty to forty-four million real trees hit the country’s yuletide
market, but only about thirteen percent came from farms. The remaining trees, one journalist
reported, “will be harvested from natural forested lands.”888 Such a continued reliance on forests
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seemed like a potential hot-button issue that tree boosters could have capitalized on—and
because the industry was largely born out of a conservationist impulse, one that would have
resonated with people who had a history of making substitute trees. That it was so tangential to
the trade suggests that inventors and promoters were far more concerned with selling
convenience than a conservation consciousness. At the very least, the fast-growing artificial
Christmas tree corporations thought that Americans cared a lot less about the nation’s forest than
they did having a safe tree that could save the family money and limit the number of needles that
fell on the living room rug.
While most Americans seemed unconcerned about their own holiday role in
deforestation, they appeared completely unaware of the work that went into making their
manufactured trees. Businesspeople, for the most part, actively tried to suppress the clanking
machinery and hard work that made those trees a reality, as well as their own labor practices. It
was easier to sell trees by promising consumers a new, easier way to celebrate the holiday than it
was to show the hardened callouses around the fingers that glued, drilled, and fixed tree
branches. Indeed, the public was rarely offered a view behind the factory doors. The little we can
glean stems mostly from local reports that celebrated tree factories as a boon to a city’s
economy, or exposés that attempted to show Americans the plight of the country’s working poor.
Although it is unsurprising that businesses sought to hide the labor behind real or fake trees—
indeed, nearly everything sold in postwar America followed the same strategy—it is nonetheless
important to acknowledge the people who built and grew the Christmas trees so many of the
nation’s families depended on. More than that, it reveals the struggles of working-class
Americans who worked so hard to build a symbol of the nation’s good life, but rarely got to
experience that good life themselves.
402

Michael Harrington’s influential The Other America did exactly that by working to
expose entrenched, systemic poverty in an effort to alter national attitudes. What garnered less
attention at the time (and today) were his interviews with Christmas tree factory workers.
Harrington did not disclose which factory he visited to interview employees at, but Gordon
Industries had an artificial tree plant in Chicago during that time, as did Modern Coatings, Inc. 889
Exactly which corporation people worked at, however, was not Harrington’s point. He was more
concerned with the plight of African American employees who had once had decent union jobs
in the city’s meat packing sector. As mechanization eliminated those jobs, workers moved to
“making artificial Christmas trees at less than half the pay they had been receiving.”890
Compounding their misery, they also had to contend with a foreman who acted like a “monarch,”
demanding that employees ask permission to use the bathroom and summarily firing people
throughout the day for “insubordination.”891 After interviewing workers Harrington explained
that the “Christmas shop hired Negros only. That was because they were available cheap; that
was because they could be ‘kept in their place.’”892 One woman explained that her anger about
life in the factory was less about the pay and more about “the ‘slavery’ of her working
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conditions.”893 The work, moreover, was seasonal; after the holiday the company let the workers
go.894 Assembling a product that brought joy to so many households ultimately brought
resentment and poverty for the people who made those middle-class Christmases possible. What
remained to be seen, however, is whether American customers cared more about factory working
conditions than they did the country’s forests. Or whether they cared about either at all.
Indeed, as the industry matured, discussions of workers and forests all but disappeared.
Instead, businesses focused mostly on making the Christmas work easier for American
households, and they marketed their product as one that reflected modern taste. The artificial tree
industry took shape out of the crucible of World War II. The conflict meant that fewer real trees
were available on the home front, and overseas many soldiers gathered around substitute
conifers. That wartime experience helped build a consumer base as the fake tree’s popularity
soared in the postwar period.
A large part of that surging popularity stemmed from a new tree material: aluminum. The
next chapter examines the cultural phenomenon that surrounded the rise and fall of that tree, and
it also examines the ecological cost associated with its production. The chapter aims to explain
why the tree so precipitously fell out of favor, while also tracing how the artificial tree industry
responded. Tree inventors reacted to a swelling consumerism by offering a dizzying amount of
tree sizes and bright colors. Those choices meant that Americans had considerable options with
how they wanted to decorate their domestic spaces. What would they offer after aluminum? How
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would the seemingly fickle consumer whims restructure corporations? Those questions drive the
next section, one that charts the first real artificial tree sensation.
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CHAPTER IX
ALUMINUM
“This thing of metal’s not
for me—
I want a green and fragrant tree”895

“All sparkling and shiny
from Mayfield they flew,
By truckload and boxcar
to make small dreams come true.”896

In 1957, a new six-story, modernist, luxury hotel opened in Palm Beach, Florida. The
Palm Beach Towers, as it was known, came with a hefty price tag of over eight-million dollars.
To celebrate the new building’s first Christmas, hotel managers installed a forty-foot aluminum
Christmas tree. The metal conifer itself cost $10,000 and hotel employees decked it out with five
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thousand lights. As an emblem of tradition that meshed with the modernity symbolized by both
the hotel’s architecture and the tree’s aluminum frame, the giant tree’s lights alternated in color,
flashing from pink to white to green. At the tree’s lighting ceremony, a fifty-member chorus sang
Christmas carols as the tree flashed its pastel glow. The imagery was clear. For those wanting to
live in modern luxury, only an aluminum tree would do.897
The rapid rise of aluminum Christmas trees owes a great deal to the perception of
aluminum as a modern metal, one that promised all kinds of technological advances for both the
factory and the home, and would, American leaders promised, take the nation to the Moon.
Americans celebrated its utility to wrap leftovers and heat TV dinners (in the oven), but
remained oblivious to the ecological cost of its production. The material promised a new path
forward, and excitement about it abounded. For American households that liked modern
decorations, an aluminum tree was a necessity. It was a way to keep a classic tradition while
embracing the modernity of the postwar period.
Aluminum trees never pretended to accurately reflect nature, and thus became somewhat
of a cultural battleground. Traditionalists lamented the pink colors and metal sparkle that did not
even try to masquerade as the real thing. To those people, it was often an affront to many of the
values they cherished the most. They worried that their children might grow up in a country
where real trees no longer circulated, where human investment in science and technology
threatened to supplant or subvert the wholesome things that once grew in the ground. For their
part, artificial tree companies tried to make trees that fit decorative tastes, whether mimicking
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their natural counterparts or not. Their deep investment in aluminum trees reveals the struggle to
accurately predict consumer trends, and the logic behind product diversification.
***
Harvesting trees had a pretty clear consumption relationship: wholesalers usually cut
trees that they then sold to roadside stands and stores, which customers then purchased. Artificial
trees were a little trickier. That ecological cost depended on what kind of material made up the
tree as well as how that evergreen was assembled and shipped. In short, consumers could draw a
direct line between forest or farm and living room. Their replica trees took a far more circuitous
route, one that had its own ecological problems. The era’s aluminum tree might have helped
avoid the potential for flames erupting in the living room, but it was not free of its own
environmental footprint.
Aluminum does not occur naturally in the Earth’s crust. Instead, people dug for bauxite,
and scientists wrestled pure aluminum from the bauxite ore. The biggest breakthrough for the
metal came in 1886 when Charles Martin Hall and Paul Héroult came up with the practice that
largely continues to fuel industrial aluminum production today. The Hall-Héroult process begins
with taking the clay soil that contains bauxite and treating it with alkali, which removes
impurities. The solution turns into a white solid, which is pure aluminum oxide. From there, it
goes into a furnace tank lined with graphite. People then dissolve the aluminum oxide in molten
cryolite. While the oxide is in the molten bath manufacturers pass electricity through it in a
process known as electrolysis, which begins the decomposition of alumina into pure aluminum.
Only then can the aluminum be cast into ingots. Creating aluminum, then, requires an in-depth
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understanding of chemistry and a series of chemical reactions. Thus, while Hall and Héroult get
a lot of credit, generations of research and funding made industrial production possible. 898
Initially, scientists could extract only small amounts of the metal; the consequent scarcity
made it so that only the very wealthy could afford it. In the 1850s Napoleon III switched his
most prized dinnerware from gold to aluminum. And in the 1930s King Christian X of Denmark
used a crown made of aluminum, perhaps to make a point about the Danish roots of the metal
more than signal its status as a luxury item. Soon, improvements in production resulted in a price
drop that made the material affordable. Journalist Quentin R. Skrabec wrote that by “1897 the
price would fall to 54 cents a pound, resulting in the commencement of the aluminum age.”899
The metal was no longer cloistered within the confines of royal dwellings, and it instead became
a ubiquitous part of American life.
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Perceptions of aluminum changed dramatically. While the American public initially
reacted to its widespread availability with enthusiasm—it was yet another sign of a leap towards
modernity—eventually that would change, too. The first American aluminum Christmas tree
commercially manufactured seems to have hit shelves in 1955, and the height of its popularity
came in 1965. By 1970, Skrabec argued, the “pink aluminum Christmas tree, along with the
plastic pink flamingo, became the icon of the lower middle class.”900 The material’s use in
General Motor’s disastrous Chevy Vega along with the growth of aluminum mobile homes also
cheapened the metal’s image. After 1970, aluminum became almost synonymous with “trailer
trash.”901
While the metal’s cultural history points to its popular celebration and later precipitous
fall into a symbol of shoddiness and poverty, from an environmental angle aluminum looks a bit
different. Environmental historian Matthew Evenden has shown the connections between World
War II and the aluminum industry and also the consequences between that industrial production
and local landscapes. He argued that in the wake of bauxite mining the land is “best described as
lunar: pocked, mineralized surfaces, devoid of topsoil, flora, or fauna.”902 Many years must pass
before plants and animals can begin to colonize the area again. Creating the metal meant not just
digging for bauxite but also expending vast amounts of energy. In 2017, for example, five
percent of America’s entire electricity consumption went toward making aluminum. It accounted
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for three percent of the world’s electricity use and one percent of the world’s global emissions of
humanmade greenhouse gases. For Evenden’s wartime study this meant building dams that
disrupted fish habitats. Further, during the metal’s smelting process, Polynuclear aromatic
hydrocarbons (PAHs) are released through smokestacks and become part of air pollution and
then enter water systems. Scientists have linked PAHs to cancer in mammals, especially beluga
whales, and studies suggest that it could cause the same in humans. Local landscapes and
regional plant, animal, and human life pay a significant cost to satiate the international aluminum
appetite.903
Indeed, the price humans pay for the metal is a global one. Industry sympathizers might
point to wide-ranging benefits aluminum has brought. The creation of numerous jobs, for
instance, or its use in a variety of products from Boeing airplanes to processed foods. Its ubiquity
seems to tilt the scales towards accepting the cost associated with it. Unlike concerns over the
future availability of fossil fuels, aluminum makes up one-twelfth of the entire Earth’s crust. It
trails only oxygen and silicon as the most common element on the planet. Yet, sociologist Mimi
Sheller’s Aluminum Dreams highlights how reliance on the metal has sparked global
environmental and environmental justice backlash. Numerous countries mine bauxite, but the top
six are Australia, China, Brazil, India, Guinea, and Jamaica. To create such mines, workers clearcut forests, and the mines themselves leave behind toxic mud lakes that pollute waterways.
Sheller wrote that “[b]auxite mining damages forests, pollutes waterways, and encroaches on
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agricultural land often displacing small farmers.”904 As aluminum corporations bulldozed ancient
rainforests they left behind scarred landscapes that, because of the absence of the trees, were
more prone to erosion. Since the smelters need so much energy, people have linked the
deleterious consequences of dam construction to the industry. The smelters themselves, too, give
off their own toxicity. Scientists found that in Oregon and British Columbia smelters on the
Snake-Columbia river dumped fluoride into the water, which contributed to the native salmon’s
population collapse.905
There is also a human health side to aluminum. People living near smelters have a higher
chance of getting asthma and a higher risk of exposure to the toxic waste the smelters pump out
like fluoride and cyanide. Some researchers have sought to make a connection between
aluminum and Alzheimer’s disease by arguing that its presence in food products can leach into
the meals people eat, and that aluminum cookware can further that chance for consumption.
Aluminum is also found in baby formula and a lot of other products people consume, and it is in
virtually all processed foods. Food companies use the substance as an additive to help as a
raising agent in baked goods, and medicines use aluminum as a buffer agent.906
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Figure 9.1

One of the Earliest Aluminum Tree Patents, 1959

C.D. Reece et. al, Artificial Tree. U.S. Patent 2,893,149, filed September 29, 1958 and issued July 7, 1959

In the 1950s and 1960s, though, American consumers knew very little, if anything, about
the consequences of aluminum. In the midst of a space race, it was a material that would
hopefully send an American to the moon. Linked to modernity and innovation, then, it is not
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difficult to understand why some families chose the sleek-looking aluminum to adorn their living
rooms in the midst of what seemed like huge technological leaps. In 1955, the first aluminum
Christmas tree hit the market. Or, perhaps more accurately, it stood on a shelf waiting for
someone with substantial means and a penchant for both the holiday and the metal to buy it.
Modern Coatings Company of Chicago marketed an aluminum tree for eighty dollars—about the
equivalent of more than seven hundred dollars today. That handmade, six-foot tree was bulky
and difficult to assemble. Nonetheless, in 1958 the toy sales manager of the Aluminum Specialty
Company, Tom Gannon, stumbled upon one of the trees in a department store in Chicago. He
bought the tree, brought it to the company’s headquarters in Manitowoc, Wisconsin, and had
engineers deconstruct it. The team then redesigned the aluminum tree, added foil needles, and
built it for mass production. In 1959, it cost twelve dollars to make the tree. The Aluminum
Specialty company sold each for twenty-five dollars and filled over ten-thousand orders that
year. Mass-produced aluminum trees were an instant hit.907
The Manitowoc business named the tree Evergleam, and it remained the most popular
aluminum iteration as other Christmas tree companies started to make their own. In 1959, the
biggest American aluminum producer, Alcoa Aluminum, quickly seized upon the cultural
sensation and published leaflets on how best to trim an aluminum tree. Because many Americans
saw the metal as a symbol of modernity, and the tree tradition itself as a timeless rite, marketing
efforts worked to join the two. One advertisement sought to reconcile the strands by arguing
“Your Christmas tree made of Kaiser Aluminum adds modern luster to the ancient Yuletide
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custom.”908 In 1964, Aluminum Specialty produced more than 150,000 Evergleams. The
company by itself sent more than one million aluminum trees into American living rooms. From
1959 to 1965 the aluminum tree industry boomed. After 1965, however, the shiny tree did not
seem to capture Americans’ yuletide yearnings the same way it had before. Sales plummeted. By
1970 aluminum trees were no longer manufactured. What happened?909
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Figure 9.2

Reynolds Aluminum Christmas Tree Advertisement

Sarah Archer, Midcentury Christmas: Holiday Fads, Fancies, and Fun from 1945-1970 (New York: The
Countryman Press, 2016), 103. Advertisement from the early 1960s.

There are a lot of theories about the quick rise and fall of aluminum Christmas trees. For
one, the shiny tree would lose its sparkle when people touched it. Oily finger residue dulled the
surface, so after one use they never really shone like they did that first time. Other people
pointed to a rise in the hippie movement with its critiques of commercialization and artifice. Yet
another popular explanation was the back to the land movement when “earth tones and suede
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were supplanting chrome.”910 The metal’s conductivity, and thus its inability to safely hold
electrical lights, probably further limited the tree’s staying power. Nonetheless, while these
broad cultural movements and distinct tree limitations contributed to the aluminum Christmas
tree’s fall, they do not explain it. The tree did not slowly fade into obscurity but rather
precipitously fell, which suggests that cultural movements—which usually take time to gain
momentum—did not suddenly force the tree out of favor. There is one other, more convincing,
explanation.
Charlie Brown killed aluminum Christmas trees. In 1965, Coca-Cola wanted an animated
Christmas special to air during that year’s holiday season. Operating on a small budget of ninetysix thousand dollars and given six months to create the special, “A Charlie Brown Christmas”
aired on December 9, 1965. Although CBS producers worried that the show’s jazz music and
explicit Christian references would limit its popularity, the show drew more than fifteen million
viewers, only slightly less than the viewership of the popular show Bonanza. It won an Emmy,
and the musical score sold over four million copies. Perhaps the best indication of its influence,
however, is its staying power. For over half a century Charlie Brown has reappeared each
holiday season on American television sets. The character continues to deliver a powerful
Christmas message.911
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The twenty-five-minute animated show opens with a depressed Charlie Brown. Even
though everyone else seems excited for the approaching holiday, Charlie cannot muster the same
enthusiasm. His problem is not a dislike for Christmas, but rather a distaste for the
commercialization he sees all around him. His classmate Lucy laments that she shares his
disappointment because she never gets the gift she really wants—real estate. Charlie’s younger
sister Sally has a long list of presents she expects Santa to bring her but remarks that a gift of
money would be just fine, too. Even Charlie’s dog, Snoopy, elaborately decorates his dog house
in an effort to win a contest; to Charlie’s dismay, even his “own dog has gone commercial.”912
Lucy convinced Charlie that he simply needed to become more active in celebrating the holiday,
even though she confessed that “We all know that Christmas is a big commercial racket. It’s run
by a big eastern syndicate, you know.”913 She puts him in charge of a Christmas play, and later
suggests he find a Christmas tree as the play’s centerpiece decoration. Lucy gave particular
instructions for the tree, though. She wants Charlie to come back with a big aluminum one,
preferably pink.
Charlie took Linus with him to the tree lot, its location marked by giant floodlights that
directed customers to a forest of aluminum trees. Once the two arrived Linus knocks on a tree
that gave off a metallic thud and sarcastically notes that “this one really brings Christmas close to
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a person.”914 The pair stumble upon a thin, puny-looking tiny evergreen and a surprised Linus
asks, “Gee, do they still make wooden trees?”915 The outcast tree stirs something in Charlie,
almost like it were a lost pet. He tells Linus that “this little green one here seems to need a
home.”916 Charlie decides to get the straggly tree, and when he sets it down on the play’s stage
many of its needles fell—one sign of an evergreen past its prime. At first, the other children
relentlessly mock Charlie; one says, “Boy are you stupid, Charlie Brown,” and Lucy asks, “can’t
you tell a good tree from a poor tree?”917 Charlie walks away dejected after placing an ornament
on the tree that causes it to topple over. The rest of the children, however, go over and decorate
the conifer. Suddenly, it does not look so sickly. While it is still a smaller tree, it no longer has
thin branches but instead a full conical shape. After its transformation everyone seems to come
around to the wooden tree, with even Lucy conceding that “Charlie Brown is a blockhead, but he
did get a nice Christmas tree.”918 The program’s message could not have been more direct. The
holiday’s commercialization had alienated Americans—even children—from Christmas’s true
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meaning. It was not a time of presents or gaudy decorations, but instead a moment to gather with
family and friends. That lanky little tree carried the symbolism of peeling back the holiday’s
artifice. Ultimately, Charlie Brown sold nostalgia. His actions showed viewers that aluminum
trees were just the latest form of Christmas’s modern commercialization, and that a return to real
trees might just offer a real appreciation for the holiday, too.
Charlie Brown’s Christmas special, through the tree, ultimately imparted a message
beyond the confines of just the holiday. David Murray argued that the tree “represented
something missing from American culture: authenticity and vulnerability, a lonely wayfarer in
need of encouragement and support.”919 Others, however, focused more on the dichotomy
between aluminum trees and those that grew. Julie Lindemann theorized that aluminum trees
were “emblematic of how humans thought they could outdo nature at that time.”920 Viewers
certainly drew their own conclusions, but what is certain is that after “A Charlie Brown
Christmas” most Americans no longer wanted aluminum trees. A twenty-five-minute made for tv
special, to a lot of observers then and now, seemed to destroy an entire industry.
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Figure 9.3

Charlie Brown and His Christmas Tree

Daniel Canfield, “How Charlie Brown Destroyed Aluminum Trees,” Medium November 27, 2017.
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While Charlie Brown became an instant tv hit, people who built aluminum Christmas
trees must have understood the show differently. Their livelihood came from the aluminum tree
factory, and when Americans looked at the shiny tree as an affront to tradition, they probably
understood the massive cultural shift as something that threatened their jobs. Work on the tree
line, moreover, was not easy. At the time Manitowoc, Wisconsin, held the reputation as the
“aluminum cookware capital of the world.”921 The Aluminum Specialty Company recruited
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women to make their aluminum trees in part because of the belief that their fingers were more
dexterous than men’s. More importantly for the business, it was a way to suppress labor costs.
Since at the time men were usually perceived as the breadwinners, the seasonality of the
employment also meant that the company could justify temporarily hiring women more easily
than they could men. Once a salesman, Jerry Wakk remembered that “we hired every available
gal from the first of March right up to the end of season.”922
The women working on the tree line faced multiple obstacles. The company had workers
make each tree by hand and had three shifts of women who rotated throughout the day, each at
about ten women per shift. They would “glue and wind strips of aluminum foil needles on wire
rods to form branches, while one or two men drilled precisely angled holes for the branches in
wood ‘trunks.’”923 Mary Keil remembered her job as a winder where she worked next to a hot
glue pot and glued each rod. Keil would frequently cut her fingers on the aluminum, and the glue
would burn her hands. To make these metal trees the nation paid an ecological cost, and the
women paid another by sacrificing their hands. Their scars continue to stand as a testament that
although aluminum Christmas trees were a fleeting cultural sensation, the consequences of their
existence continue to linger.924
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Although Charlie Brown may have killed aluminum Christmas trees, he did not kill
artificial ones. Ironically, the Christmas special coincided with one of the greatest eras of growth
for synthetic substitutes. Americans might have turned against aluminum, but they did not adopt
Charlie’s affection for real trees either. In 1964, the Chase Manhattan bank undertook an analysis
of the Christmas tree market and found that about thirty percent of American trees decorated that
year would come from a factory. They estimated the year’s total market at about 155 million
dollars, with artificial trees accounting for about fifty-five million of that total. The artificial tree
business had undergone giant leaps, growing by three-hundred and four-hundred percent a year
during the early 1960s. To explain the country’s newfound acceptance of the tree the report
argued that “more and more fire marshals are banning natural trees from government buildings,
offices and hospitals. Plastic trees are becoming cheaper and look more like real trees.” 925 That
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same year the Beautification League of Louisville even held “[a]n artificial Christmas tree
contest” in which citizens could compete in eleven different classes.926 Similar to 4-H
competitions where students would hope to raise the best livestock or crop, the artificial tree
version worked to validate the product. Creating a rubric gave everyone a set of common
principles to look for in, say, a cabbage or a plastic tree. The press attention, along with the
competitors, showed that fake trees were no longer a novelty.927 They had gone mainstream.
There were plenty of Charlie Brown-types around, however, even before the special
aired. In 1964, a survey of local teenagers in Berrien Springs, Michigan found a tepid reaction to
fake trees. One teenager remarked that “I believe that my generation really understands the
meaning of Christmas. It is always my parents who want the artificial Christmas tree and the
commercial glitter that goes with it, because they don’t want to be bothered with all the work.”928
Another student lamented, “I only wish that I could have known Christmas and celebrated it the
way grandma and grandpa tell me they did. They understand Christmas better than I ever
will.”929 In spite of the conveniences generations of artificial tree inventors had poured into their
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products to make them more life-like or aesthetically pleasing, there remained a longing to return
to an age where life was a bit slower, a little simpler, and a tad less materialistic. People could
read about the “non-real Christmas tree” that “looks like a Real tree…feels like a Real tree…and
trims like a Real tree.”930 But many of them just wanted a real tree. That year another writer
followed in a similar vein and argued that a real evergreen “is a part of nature that makes us feel
a little closer to God and a little more personally involved in Christmas.”931 A real tree, for a
certain segment of the population, was a part of nature while an artificial one was outside of it.
Indeed, in 1967 a letter to the editor ran in Scranton, Pennsylvania’s The Times-Tribune
and highlighted perhaps the most cherished natural part of a real tree: “My childhood
enchantment and memories come back the instant I get that scent that goes with an old-fashioned
real spruce or balsam tree.”932 The nostalgia was not only the tree’s smell, but also the work that
went into getting an evergreen, which the writer believed could be its own reward. The author
continued “[t]hink of all the husbands, fathers, and sons in households with artificial trees who
are deprived of the Christmas spirit they fondly recall when they picked out the best Christmas
tree on the lot or, better still, when they went out to the woods and had the real pioneer
Christmas spirit of chopping down their own Christmas tree and getting it home.”933 Such logic
meant that finding an evergreen was a man’s job, while decorating it in the living room was the
woman’s domain. Even in the Charlie Brown special, it was the boys who went searching for the
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tree and the girls who first decried its aesthetics as subpar. The other part of this, however, is
how the author invokes a “real pioneer Christmas spirit,” one that puts men in the forest among
an ostensible nature, an act that undoubtedly contributed to many men’s self-identity and their
own conceptions of masculinity.934 For people who shared these ideas, the increased popularity
of artificial trees threatened to become a national crisis of masculinity. Instead of walking
through the woods, or even driving down to the corner lot, men would take out a box from the
closet and assemble some hollow representation of a real tree. The imagery, of course, was that
they were becoming domesticated, and even worse, feminine.
While Charlie Brown’s Christmas story did not stop the growth of plastic artificial trees,
it did have an impact on the industry. Before 1965 a lot of imitation tree companies
experimented with different colors, like the pink tree Lucy wanted in the show. By 1967,
however, one newspaper reported that “colorful artificial trees are giving way this year to
natural-looking scotch pine trees.”935 Some tree advertisements, moreover, started to market
more than just the look of a natural tree. One ad declared that they offered a product that “feels
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like a real tree.”936 The visual shape of a tree, along with smell, had always been the two biggest
senses that inventors and companies tried to capture. Simulating the feel of pine needles,
something aluminum or wire could never do, seemed to portend a new age where artificial trees
were almost indistinguishable from the real thing.
The Charlie Brown Christmas special may have refashioned an entire industry as
Americans turned to plastic trees instead of aluminum ones, but there were other important
changes taking place in American culture, particularly the rise of the modern Civil Rights
Movement. In 1965, not only was Charlie Brown white, but so were all of his friends.
Corporations and businesses continued to represent the holiday as white and middle class. That
Christmas racial homogeneity began to come under scrutiny unlike ever before.
In 1966, a group of people associated with the Black Power movement held the first
officially sanctioned week of Kwanza. Historian Keith Mayes recognized Maulana Karenga as
the protest holiday’s architect. Mayes explained that Karenga and other African American
intellectuals were responding to “racial oppression that manifested in black cultural and holiday
invisibility in the twentieth century.”937 They chafed at a system that seemed to at best ignore
them. In 1974, Basir Mchawi proclaimed that “it is time for we as black people to put down
crazy cracker celebrations.”938 Indeed, Kwanza practitioners drew from a long history of viewing
official holidays as potent political symbols. Perhaps the best known is Frederick Douglass’s
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remarks on July 4, 1852. Douglas declared that “This Fourth of July is yours, not mine. You may
rejoice, I must mourn.”939 Increasingly, black Americans began to see Christmas as the white
holiday the media and businesses made it out to be. With the convergence of a Civil Rights
movement, Black Power, and the celebration of blackness many people’s yuletide attitudes
shifted. They felt alienated by all the “lily white images.”940 Kwanza offered a black Christmas
and a holiday stripped of the blatant consumerism of its mainstream counterpart.
Kwanza was not the only alternative. In 1967, Earnest E. Johns wrote an editorial for the
Milwaukee Star in favor of what he called “a beautiful black Christmas.”941 Johns was a member
of the NAACP, PACE, and self-identified with the civil rights movement. He promoted the
observance of the holiday as “a religious celebration honoring Christ as our savior who
proclaimed peace on earth and good will toward men.”942 Johns’s black Christmas kept Jesus,
but he abandoned much else that he saw in white celebrations, including its commercialization—
particularly the lights, trees, and decorations. He promoted a solemn religious observance that
fought back against the whitewashed holiday by not financially supporting it. Indeed, he
explained that those who chose to continue mainstream celebrations would “not be helping to get
equality, freedom, and justice by buying Whitey’s merchandise.”943 As civil rights groups
pushed back against a system of oppression, Christmas became an important political
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battleground. So important, according to Keith Mayes, that for “Black Power activists, Kwanza
was just as important as the Civil Rights Act of 1964 or the Voting Rights Act of 1965.”944
Long-heralded as a cultural moment shared by an entire nation, people like Maulana Karenga
broadcast the lie. They were not a part of the country’s Christmas tradition, so they were going to
make their own.
***
While the holiday became part of the civil rights struggle, most Americans continued to
buy trees and celebrate similarly to how they had before. Charlie Brown might have convinced
the country that trendy aluminum trees were no longer in style, but they kept buying artificial
trees. The popularity of those devices brought its own tangible consequences.
As more and more Americans began switching to synthetic trees, the fire rate for
substitutes began to rise despite their supposed inflammability or fire retardance. In 1968, one
adult and seven children were asleep in their Los Angeles home just two days before the arrival
of Christmas. Their artificial tree lights short-circuited and set off a blaze throughout their twostory house. A neighbor called the fire department after watching plumes of smoke tear out of a
window where an illuminated tree had sat the day before. By the time firefighters arrived on the
scene all eight were dead, scattered throughout the house. Near the stairs, they found two
children who seemed to have searched for a way out, but the majority of the bodies were found
in their respective bedrooms. The remains of all eight were charred beyond recognition. Officials
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at the time believed the fire to have been the deadliest single-home blaze in the city’s history.945
In 1969, another woman cleaned her artificial tree with gasoline. With the added accelerant the
tree quickly caught fire, and the blaze destroyed an entire apartment building.946 While tree
companies sought to market their products as safer alternatives, some going so far as to claim
inflammability, the historical record shows that their trees were liable to ignite, too, often from
faulty electrical wiring.
As manufactured trees made more headway, newspapers worked to cover both sides of an
evolving yuletide tree market. In 1968, despite “booming” sales of artificial trees, one real tree
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dealer put on a brave public face and argued that “I don’t think artificial trees will ever hurt
us.”947 A local store retailer in Calgary, Canada, however, responded by saying the “artificial
trees are becoming more popular every year and we’ve sold and awful lot. I think people are fed
up with paying a high price for a frozen tree that might last two days in the house before the
needles start to fall off.”948 Thus, while tree companies promoted their product on a variety of
different grounds, they were still tethered to the real tree market, too. Fluctuating prices, or a bad
crop, could cause someone to switch to a substitute tree. Once a family made the switch, they
were likely to reuse that tree for about five years.949 Farmers might have publicly claimed that
factory-made trees did not worry them, but they also privately contemplated the threat it posed to
their own industry.950
Because people reused artificial trees, their annual sales might appear at first glance
rather paltry compared to real ones. In 1970, for example, tree companies expected to sell just
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over three and a half million trees, which was about a twenty percent increase from 1968. Those
involved in the industry expected their once-living counterparts to sell around forty-five to fortyseven million. If you multiply that figure by the four years most people would have kept a tree,
however, the actual number of trees in living rooms would have been somewhere around
fourteen million fake and forty-five million real. That would have put artificial trees in around
twenty-four percent of homes, with about seventy-six percent staying with natural conifers.
While statistics like these can be tricky (the 1964 Chase Bank report had artificial trees in about
thirty percent of homes) they do show synthetic trees on the rise. Even one-third represented a
significant chunk of the yuletide tree business. Farmers and dealers might not have shown much
public concern, but substitutes were eating away at their profits.951
In the midst of the industry’s changing contours, conservation again became a prominent
part of the discussion concerning the nation’s Christmas tree customs. The first Earth Day
celebration in April 22, 1970 undoubtedly brought the issue back to the fore. Yet no one could
really settle on which tree, real or manufactured, was best for the environment. One article about
the effects of air pollution on Christmas tree growing maintained that harvesting such trees was a
waste of a “gift of nature to a short-lived use for which it was never intended.”952 Mrs. Fred
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Zeleny explained that she decided to switch to an artificial tree because of the product’s
convenience, but also because “I feel like we’re helping with conservation.”953 Kate Clapp, a
self-labeled conservationist, disagreed and maintained that real trees were the better choice. She
wrote that “[f]rom a conservation standpoint, firs are best for Christmas trees both because they
do not drop their needles and they are not valuable forest trees.”954 Clapp further explained
environmentally responsible ways that a real tree could be disposed of, like being turned into
mulch. Even participants in the discussion who disagreed with conservation-related concerns felt
the need to rebut it. Charles G. Griffo, for example, claimed that “[w]hile the ecologists are
arguing that the real trees shouldn’t be sold, they forget that the ones used probably would never
grow to maturity anyway.”955 Griffo’s argument stemmed from the widely accepted forestry
principle that thinnings improved forests. Cutting some trees allowed others to mature faster
because they would not have to compete for as many nutrients in a crowded space. What matters
most, though, is that after decades of lying dormant, environmental issues once again animated
the national Christmas tree discussion.
As some consumers worried about the environment, decorative fads remained a driving
force in the business. In September of 1965 James Winnicki received a tree patent just three
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months before the Charlie Brown special aired. His invention aimed to solve one of the biggest
drawbacks to aluminum trees, too. While stringing electrical lights on metal trees was a fire
hazard, Winnicki made a device that had lights wired into it. At the time, such a tree seemed
destined for commercial success because aluminum trees were so popular despite the lack of
electrical lighting. What Winnicki, or anyone else for that matter, could not have anticipated was
the Peanuts episode and its repercussions on the aluminum Christmas tree’s image. When he
received the patent for his device the tree held promise as a consumer good, but by the next year
it was essentially worthless. Winnicki’s tree was yet another Charlie Brown causality.956
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Figure 9.4

J.J. Winnicki, Synthetic Christmas Tree Patent, 1965

J.J. Winnicki, Synthetic Christmas Tree. U.S. Patent 3,206,593, filed March 22,1962, and issued September
14, 1965.

Although the aluminum tree industry rose and fell in the 1960s, Christmas tree related
patents surged. The decade saw thirty-nine approved applications that spanned actual trees,
special tree boxes, and machines tooled for tree-making. The cardboard box designs really
started at the beginning of the decade. In 1961, Chester Hankus explained that one reason the
industry was not as commercially successful as it could be was “the lack of storage facilities for
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the artificial Christmas trees.”957 His new box would hold each part of the tree separately so that
the tree’s branches would be in one place, as would the trunk. In an earlier iteration of his patent
Hankus added further rationale for the packaging by arguing that it would help protect the tree’s
“fragile, delicate branches.”958 The special boxes were one step along the mass-production
pathway, and they represent another effort to make the product more appealing to average
consumers. By grouping parts together inventors like Hankus hoped to make assembly less
frustrating.959
With the industry’s push into more homes, inventors and tree companies became more
concerned about assembly problems and consumer convenience. In 1962, Richard N. Thomsen’s
tree, he argued, “may be easily assembled or dismantled by an unskilled person, even a child,
with a minimum of direction and time.”960 That same year Ira Hertzberg explained that his tree
“can be readily assembled and dismantled, is of light weight material and can be conveniently
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stored for re-use.”961 Inventors increasingly saw the value of their products in terms of consumer
convenience, and thus a large part of their marketing campaign centered on how their trees could
save household labor. In 1962, Otto Oswald and Erwin Weder championed their own replica tree
because for people who lived in cities driving “to a remote market area where natural Christmas
trees are ordinarily sold during the Christmas season and transporting a rather bulky object of
this type involves serious inconvenience.”962 The industry, then, worked to further undergird the
idea that substitutes were the easier option compared to the labor associated with a real one.
Of course, inventors and companies were also concerned with making money, so they
searched for cheaper ways to make trees. In 1964, Tobias Hellrich of Nurnberg, Germany,
promoted using wires of equal thickness and length since it “facilitates the mass production of
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such trees.”963 That same year Gertraud Hirschmann, also of Nurnberg, Germany, hoped to make
tree production “more mechanical than heretofore” to reduce labor costs.964 The idea was that
one worker could create several trees in the same time that it had earlier taken the worker to
make one. In 1965, Abraham Abramson sought a simple branch construction that would be
“economical to manufacture.”965 A year later Gerald Raymond explained that his own product
would be “relatively inexpensive to manufacture.”966 Profit margins hung in the balance, so
inventors and companies aggressively sought to defray production cost and gain a competitive
edge. Mechanization seemed to offer the clearest path towards a reduction of labor cost.
Toward the end of the decade, inventors built machines to churn out more trees and save
more money. In 1968, Percy Dieffenbach explained that his contraption could make plastic
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needle branches “fully automated.”967 Dieffenbach’s device aimed to fix a particular problem
with polyvinyl chloride plastic, mainly that because it had “excellent elastic memory” manually
manipulating the needles on a branch would not set it to its final state—the plastic would just
revert to what it looked like before. Instead, Dieffenbach’s process aimed to heat the plastic just
enough to make it more malleable, and then once it cooled the needles would set.968 One problem
that arose, however, was that through this heating process the plastic needles could overheat and
mat instead of acquiring the “the desired gentle taper.”969 Dieffenbach’s second patent aimed to
create plastic needles faster than factories could produce them before.
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Figure 9.5

Percy Dieffenbach, Artificial Tree Limb Tapering Machine Patent, 1969

Percy Dieffenbach, Artificial Tree Limb Tapering Machine. U.S. Patent 3,458,893, filed August 3, 1966
and issued August 5, 1969

The inventor hoped to mechanize more than just plastic needles, however. Even by the
end of the decade many factories still employed workers to glue cross limbs, a practice that
Dieffenbach deemed a “great cost.”970 In 1969, his second Christmas tree machine would not
only avoid that labor cost but also, he argued, create more symmetry because workers often
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“failed to achieve the uniformity of configuration which is desired.”971 In 1970, Joseph Abate
patented a rival machine, which similarly sought to save labor while creating a standardized
product that would “most nearly simulate natural limb and branch configurations of different
species of evergreens normally utilized as Christmas trees.”972 For these inventors
mechanization, almost paradoxically, meant a closer imitation of nature.
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Figure 9.6

Percy Dieffenbach, Fully Automatic Crosslimb Attaching Machine Patent, 1969
and Joseph Abate, Method and Machine for Assembling and Shaping Artificial
Tree Limbs and Branches Patent, 1970

Percy Dieffenbach, Fully Automatic Crosslimb Attaching Machine. U.S. Patent 3,459,243, filed July 11,
1966 and issued August 5, 1969, and Joseph Abate, Method and Machine for Assembling and Shaping
Artificial Tree Limbs and Branches. U.S. Patent 3,491,432, filed August 15, 1967 and issued January 27,
1970

Aesthetics had always been the very core of the Christmas tree inventor’s work, whether
the goal was some artistic license or an effort to simulate a real tree. Like debates over whether a
grown conifer or manufactured one was better for the environment, inventors had yet to settle on
what made a tree look the way it should. In 1964, Duncan Tong of Victoria, Hong Kong wanted
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a tree that “resembles very closely a natural tree.”973 A year later Marvin Snow argued that only
a very small number of real trees were “conically symmetrical enough for attractively mounting
lamps and other decorations.”974 His tree would instead offer an ideal tree proportion rarely
found in the forest, but what Snow thought to be best-suited for home decoration. The year after
Snow’s tree Edna Wielland critiqued inventors for “a too literal copying of nature and thus they
tend to limit one’s initiative and originality in decoration.”975 A significant portion of the debate
about whether to imitate nature or not centered on tree proportions. Almost every forest tree
would have some irregularity, while mass produced trees could create a certain symmetry that to
some would limit their naturalness. Percy Dieffenbach, the holder of numerous artificial tree
patents, hoped to have the final answer. His 1966 tree would offer customers the ability to move
limbs in order to “effect either asymmetrical or nonsymmetrical appearance.”976 The quest for
the perfect tree, then, depended on each individual American’s perspective. Did a tree’s
shapeliness compliment a tidy space, or did it give off an imposter impression instead, its perfect
lines contradicting its natural template? As Charlie Brown showed, a Christmas tree’s beauty
was often in the eye of the beholder.
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In 1961, Warren Industries, Inc. marketed a “Nature’s silver spruce beautifully re-created
in lifetime plastic.”977 Warren promised a tree “[s]o life-like you can’t tell it from a live tree and
yet so much safer and cleaner.”978 By 1969, some companies, like Masterpiece headquartered in
Pennsylvania, were offering customers a choice among two hundred different tree models, with
more than seven-hundred different limbs and needles. That strategy acknowledged how
idiosyncratic customers could be about their tree. By offering a dizzying array of choices,
Masterpiece hoped that whatever vision someone had of their ideal evergreen, they would be
able to find it on their shelves.979
As the industry expanded, many companies found the need to add more warehouse space
and ramp up factory production. Masterpiece had its main plant in Scranton, Pennsylvania, and
later added a warehouse in Chicago to more easily access midwestern markets. In 1965, the
company added another factory in Fresno, California to tap into the West Coast consumer base.
The Fresno building had sixty-thousand square feet of space and employed thirty-five people
during peak production season, which spanned from September to December. Percy Dieffenbach
founded the company and served as its president. That factory pumped out seventy thousand
trees in 1969, and aimed to make two-hundred thousand the next year by increasing their payroll
to forty-five. Masterpiece also began to diversify its production by making artificial shrubbery.
In 1969 alone the Fresno factory consumed one million pounds of polyvinyl chloride plastic.980
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Like the initial focus on northeastern forests to fuel the natural Christmas tree industry,
most of the earliest artificial factories were likewise concentrated in the northeast. By 1969,
American Tree and Wreath, headquartered in Mt. Vernon, New York, claimed to be the
country’s largest evergreen replica maker. Other companies in the empire state were Mr.
Christmas and Christmas City, Inc., while Pennsylvania had Masterpiece and Carey-McFall.
Perhaps the first successful business, though, was the Consolidated Novelty Company, which
began its journey in New York City with Henry Adelman at the helm.
Adelman started making small trees in the city using pipe cleaner brushes in 1940. In
1948 he moved the tree making operation to Paterson, New Jersey, and by 1950 his company
employed just under two-hundred people to make about half a million trees a year. In 1956, the
company bought four buildings in Amsterdam, New York with a total area of one-hundred and
eighty-five thousand square feet. In 1969, the company added a southern factory in Mayfield,
Kentucky, a building with one-hundred square feet with the help of a five-hundred-thousanddollar loan from the state and the city. The plant also made “wreaths, lights, decorations and
patio furniture.”981 The Kentucky expansion stemmed from the twin effort to have easier
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commercial access to southern markets, but also the search for “more cheap space.”982 In
Mayfield, the press reacted to the development with great enthusiasm. Karl Harrison, a writer for
the Paducah Sun, went so far as to pen a poem:
‘Twas the week before Christmas
and out in the plant,
All machinery was idle
as the stockroom grew scant.

Business had boomed
and the boss was all smiles,
Because the moving of Yule trees
ran the sales chart up miles.

These trees are pre-built—
they’re the un-burning kind,
And they’re moved to points South
during prime shipping time.

Their limbs borne of vinyl
their trunks Texas made,
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And unlike an evergreen
you don’t need a spade.

All sparkling and shiny
from Mayfield they flew,
By truckload and boxcar
to make small dreams come true.

Of blue and moss green
and dark green and white,
Steam and gas blowers
make the trees turn out right.

So if you should drop by
and hear jovial sounds,
St. Nick’s helpers work here
‘most all the year ‘round.983

Life in the factory, however, was not as rosy as the poem might suggest. While the plants
brought jobs that helped local economies, working in a factory was less “jovial sounds” and
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more clanking machinery and exhausted fingers.984 In 1970, Portsmouth, Virginia Holiday
Industries, Inc. built around 750,000 trees a year. The company made trees in 1948 with only ten
people on the payroll, but by 1970 during peak season the factory usually had about six hundred
employees. Their record was eleven-hundred workers at one point. Holiday Industries did,
however, promote women to important positions. Hilda Taylor started with the firm in 1951.
After her first year she moved to assistant production manager, a job she kept for fifteen years.
Taylor was then promoted to production manager, a job she had held for three years in 1970.
Alice Tennille was the personnel director, and perhaps indicative of the factory’s gender
dynamics, an article from the Newport, Virginia Daily Press pointed out an exception by writing
that “the art director is a man.”985 The company probably elevated some women to key positions
because most lower level workers were also women. Hilda Taylor explained that on the line
“finger dexterity is the most important in an employee.” The belief that women had nimbler
fingers than their male counterparts amounted to gospel in many American factories. The
photographs below make a couple of important points. First, Hilda Taylor was white, and many
of the women workers on the floor were black. The company might have made some progressive
hiring decisions by putting women in charge of certain departments, but for Holiday Industries
that did not include breaking the color barrier. Secondly, making trees was similar to life in any
other plant. Working next to machines was sweaty, repetitive labor. Some Americans might have
liked to think that their trees came from happy people dressed in festive attire singing Christmas
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carols all year long. The reality, though, was far closer to factory life anywhere else in the
nation.986

Figure 9.7

Hilda Taylor Photograph, Production Manager for a Christmas Tree Factory, 1970

Georgia Harmon, “It’s Christmas in August,” Daily Press (Newport News, Virginia) August 23, 1970,
pg.85
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Figure 9.8

Worker Making Artificial Christmas Tree Limbs, 1970

Georgia Harmon, “It’s Christmas in August,” Daily Press (Newport News, Virginia) August 23, 1970,
pg.85

Aluminum and plastic were at the very core of more Americans welcoming substitutes
into their homes, but so too was the work of inventors and business people who sought to
rationalize the need for their products to the American public. Fire safety, convenience, and cost
continued to push natural trees out of favor, while conservation related issues receded. In a
postwar world marked by expanding economies and a swelling consumerism, businesses and
customers alike seemed more concerned about home decoration fads and the latest consumer
products than about forests. Both groups spent more time thinking about whether a replica
looked real than they spent thinking about the health of real conifers. Artificial trees, then, did
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not become popular because American citizens hoped to alleviate the burden annually exacted
from the country’s forests. Instead, a commercialization wave brought them into apartments and
suburban homes. In an era that began to offer some outlines of a counterculture, the artificial
Christmas tree industry found most of its sustenance from the mainstream. Advertisements
depicted content housewives in dresses and heels gracefully taking care of all the holiday labor
with the help of modern conveniences like aluminum and plastic trees. Those substitutes’ sparkle
might have masked a veneer of inauthenticity to some, but their rapid growth showed that while
the country sought to keep up with the Joneses they began switching to perfectly proportioned
trees to create their own perfect Christmases.
Indeed, popular advertisements with caricatured housewives stood in stark contrast to the
women actually making trees in factories. An affluent society celebrated the white women who
graced the pages of popular magazines, the homemaker whose detail for style and grace made
the domestic space a pleasant one to come home to. Yet, it was often African American women
who burnt their fingers on hot glue and cut them as they made shapely trees. It was their feet that
ached after a long day at the plant. They were the ones making the holiday possible, and yet their
role was entirely hidden. A similar rift existed between an artificial tree’s raw material and the
finished product. Americans did not see the cost associated with the fake tree’s new popularity.
The era’s little conservation concern, however, suggests that even if it had been broadcast more
widely, most people would not have cared.
Although the postwar plastic tree era began in the aftermath of World War II, it reached
its apotheosis in the decades that followed. The final chapters examine how plastic trees finally
supplanted natural ones. They pay particular attention to how people made plastic, and the
material’s own ecological footprint. Plastic allowed inventors and companies to move closer in
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their efforts to replicate nature. As this chapter has shown, however, efforts to recreate nature
were not always accompanied by a desire to protect it. Indeed, one part of the period’s friction
stemmed from an aesthetic appreciation for how natural trees looked, but an almost complete
disregard for how they fared. As the environmental movement began to grow, did Americans
begin caring more about saving forests? Did they question the use of plastic? As factories moved
further South, was there any public concern or appreciation for plant workers? Even in the midst
of a heightened ecological awareness, did people begin to settle on whether real trees or artificial
ones were better for the planet? These questions form the core of the next two chapters that focus
on a plastic age, and to more of an extent than ever before, an artificial one. Aluminum briefly
symbolized the industry. Plastic would define it.
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CHAPTER X
CONVENIENCE
“an artificial tree, whatever it may lack
in esthetic appeal, remains an adequate
symbol and, to a certain extent, represents
the same kind of moral evolution exemplified
by the practice of christening a new ship with
champagne rather than with the heart’s blood
of a helpless captive.”987

“You take a two-week old natural
tree outside and put a match to it
and it will explode.”988

In 1937, Soviet scientist Vladimir Demikhov created the world’s first artificial heart,
which he implanted into a dog that lived for about two hours afterwards. Twenty years later,
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Willem Johan Kolff implanted an artificial heart into a dog in Cleveland. That canine lived for
ninety minutes after surgery. What followed in the United States were three human artificial
heart implantations, one in 1969 and two in 1981. At the time, medical doctors did not intend for
those hearts to replace the faulty human organ, but rather buy patients time until they could
harvest a human heart and conduct an organ transplant. Those patients survived on the humanmade heart for two hours, fifty-four hours, and sixty-five hours, respectively. By 1982, doctors
were ready to test the Jarvick 7—named after its inventor Robert Jarvick— in a human chest.
The Jarvick 7, experts believed, could represent a significant leap forward in the country’s quest
to create a permanent human-made version of one of the body’s most vital organs. The media
frenzy that surrounded the procedure—reporters dressed as doctors and hid in laundry baskets in
an effort to sneak into the ICU—revealed a deep public curiosity about the new technology and
what it might mean for healthcare. In 1982, Barney Clark, a sixty-one-year-old retired dentist,
was the first person to receive the device. At the University of Utah medical center the surgery
went well, but Clark still struggled. He battled a host of medical problems, including brain
seizures, chronic nose bleeds, difficulty breathing, and kidney failure. At times, Clark begged to
die. He spent one hundred and twelve days lying in the hospital hooked up to machines that kept
his fake heart pumping before he passed away.989
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Clark’s team of doctors seemed pleased with the publicity of the procedure, and after
someone in the hospital brought Clark an artificial conifer, surgeons and hospital staff made
“jokes about the appropriateness of the fake tree in his hospital room.”990 The fake tree alongside
the fake heart seemed apropos, and it played out once again when the second person received a
“permanent” artificial heart almost two years later in Louisville, Kentucky. Fifty-two-year old
William Schroeder endured strokes after the implant, but doctors remained optimistic about his
path to recovery. Indiana’s legendary basketball coach Bobby Knight sent Schroeder a videotape
message voicing the team’s support as the metal and plastic device pumped blood through his
body. The hospital staff there brought in an artificial Christmas tree to boost Schroeder’s spirits.
He ended up surviving the longest of any patient, a total of six hundred and twenty days. 991
As Americans breathlessly read about how teams of scientists and doctors appeared on
the precipice of creating a device that might one day beat just like a real heart, they also watched
as technological innovation spurred the fake tree industry to new heights. Synthetic conifer
inventions had a long history of reflecting not just an era’s trendy styles, but other scientific and
technological developments as well. The obvious example was the popularity of aluminum trees
in the midst of the country’s space race in the 1960s. That human ingenuity seemed capable of
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creating a heart gave Americans a sense that technology could solve many of their problems,
something tree inventors pined for with their own products. As plastic and metal found its way
into some human chest cavities, unlike ever before those same materials poured into American
living rooms through the form of simulated trees. Innovative designs and technological leaps
offered citizens more convenience, especially by 1980. A new brand of trees, moreover, began to
look more like their natural counterparts. A mix of ingenuity and business acumen offered
Americans a holiday vision that celebrated the benefits of plastic, while lamenting the hassle and
safety of real tree flesh.
Indeed, the people working to develop new tree technologies were united by one common
goal: to make their products more convenient for American families. Collectively, they created
gradual design improvements that not only made fake trees widely popular, but also transformed
how citizens celebrated Christmas. Although inventor’s overarching motivation was user
convenience—they pitched fake trees as time-savers that allowed their users to avoid waiting in
line at a tree lot, hauling it back, scattering needles throughout the house, watering the tree, and
then finding a way to discard the evergreen each year. Still yet, other inventors looked at the
annual rite of stringing lights around a real tree as a tedious, tangled, frustrating mess. A host of
inventors worked to produce fake trees with real light bulbs already affixed in place to solve that
problem. The biggest real tree incentive was its realness, and that factor drove inventors to make
their replacements look even realer than natural ones. Their products also aimed to prevent
household fires. At times, their designs focused on a singular aspect of a tree—usually its
needles or how branches attached to the trunk. That work took place behind the scenes, but it
was essential in making fake trees a ubiquitous part of American Christmases.
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So too was the operation of artificial Christmas tree companies, although their work
received far more publicity. World War II was a pivotal moment, as many businesspeople
created their companies during the war, or shortly thereafter. Returning soldiers had a little
money to invest after their service, and those investments spawned new tree companies, just as
some of their counterparts used their savings to invest in tree farms. The country’s growing
consumerism in the postwar world meant a rapidly expanding base of buyers, not only in the
United States, but also around the world. Americans began to export their Christmas ritual to
other nations, and manufactured trees were a perfect match for locations where natural pines
were scarce.
In the industry’s early years, a handful of small companies manufactured conifers mostly
in the American northeast. As their products became more popular and more money flowed into
the national business, larger companies bought out their smaller competition. Monopolization
allowed a few companies to wield immense influence, and a couple of them held most of the
industry’s intellectual property. As large companies absorbed smaller ones, many American
workers found themselves out of a job. Even those who worked at major fake tree companies
often saw their employment vanish as CEOs and executives searched for cheaper labor.
Mirroring American manufacturing on a national level, workers watched as their jobs moved
from the northeast to the Sunbelt. Many of those relocations were short lived, however, when
those same companies moved further south to Mexico before packing up and moving to China
more permanently.992
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This chapter relies heavily on artificial Christmas tree patents from 1970 to 2010. That
kind of untapped source base has real advantages—it not only shows how inventors reshaped
fake trees through gradual technological improvements, but it also offers a window into the ways
in which those women and men understood their work. Although conifer substitute makers in the
late nineteenth century saw replacement trees as a way to save forests, one hundred years later
their counterparts made convenient products that saved busy American families time and hassle.
The drawback to relying on those historical documents, however, is that it is often difficult to
uncover exactly what happened to many of those inventions. Cross-referencing other sources like
magazines and newspapers occasionally provides insight into some new yuletide products, but
many fake tree design stories, and those of their creators, remain lost to the historical record.
Although some of the artificial Christmas tree story remains shrouded in mystery, a deep
analysis of tree patents sheds new light on inventor’s quest to satiate a growing American hunger
for convenience.
***
In 1972, American factories churned out ninety percent of the fake conifers in the United
States, while Asia supplied the remaining ten percent. In 1970, industry insiders estimated that
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artificial trees sold about forty-five million dollars of merchandise, which was about a quarter of
the overall tree market.993 After the aluminum tree’s fall, inventors and businesspeople returned
to their efforts to capture the “natural” tree look. That quest continued in the 1970s, as inventors
for the most part hoped to make a tree that looked, felt, and, with the help of sprays, even
smelled like the real thing. The other major factor, of course, was new designs that promised to
make life easier for average Americans. In workshops throughout the United States, inventors
yearned to develop a technology that made fake trees easier to setup. Chief among those was the
hope for an uncomplicated tree system that did not require each individual branch to be slid into
a predrilled trunk slot. The other major time saver, many hoped, would come from a tree already
decorated with lights, which would save customers the hassle of stringing lights around the tree,
or dealing with the inevitable knots and tangles. To make those things possible, corporations and
individual designers invested considerable energy and money into creating new products.
Of course, as simulated trees jumped in popularity during the 1970s, many inventors saw
the chance to capitalize on the trend. In 1972, Gary J.W. Gehl Jr. patented a device that sought
some functionality over realism. Gehl Jr. noted how, “Artificial trees have become progressively
more popular as the cost of real trees has increased.”994 Fake trees could save Americans real
money, which led inventors to try their own hand at designing a tree. For Gehl Jr., that meant a
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conical shape with shelves where other decorations, or presents, could rest. A natural tree could
only hold ornaments, tinsel, or fake snow. The shelf tree did something a real one could not,
while also potentially saving household space—presents could rest on the tree instead of taking
up room on the floor. Moreover, Gehl Jr. recognized how important convenience was for his
potential customers. His tree disassembled in order to make “it easy to store the entire unit.”995
Creating a product that saved space and labor was something that dominated the concerns of the
industry’s architects.
There were other tree schemes that did not bother trying to looking real. That same year,
Harvey A. Carrell came up with a can tree that resembled a natural one only in its conical shape,
but it did offer “twinkling bulbs” that were supposed to “create a kaleidoscopic effect.”996
Another tree that year created by Linda Westlund did not look real, but it did save space by
hanging from the ceiling. Perhaps even more importantly, the “resilient spring-like conicallyshaped spiral frame” would lay flat in storage.997 Such a design meant that a user could simply
take the tree out of the box, hang it to a hook in the ceiling, and the tree was already set up. That
the conifer appeared to float in someone’s living room was an added bonus.
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Figure 10.1

Linda K. Westlund, Collapsible Artificial Christmas Tree Patent, 1972

Linda K. Westlund, Collapsible Artificial Christmas Tree. U.S. Patent 3,677,867, filed March 24, 1971 and
issued July 18, 1972.
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Other non-natural options looked to save space, such as Carl S. Thomann’s device a year
later that fastened a fake tree to the door.998 In 1975, Charles Byrd’s tree favored an easier setup
over realism, and sought to expand the consumer base, arguing that people could use his tree to
celebrate Christmas, or it could instead become a “Hanukah bush.”999 In 1978, Gary and Rita
Lloyd created a tree that attached to the wall.1000 Other artists jettisoned a natural look to
capitalize on new materials. In 1973, Albert Sadacca and Bernard Paulfus made a tree out of
“fiber optic sprays” that was supposed to “produce a multiplicity of pin point-like lights.”1001 The
fiber optic strands did not resemble needles, but the tradeoff was a more spectacular illuminating
effect, along with an inexpensive and simple design.
The use of fiber optics gained the attention of Robert Foley four years later, and his tree
iteration not only used those fibers to disperse light, he also created a tree base with a lighted
color wheel house that alternated the tree’s hue.1002 Other tree designs similarly sacrificed the
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natural look in favor of artistic appeal, storage, easier setup, or space-saving properties. As
artificial Christmas trees became more popular in the 1970s, inventors hoped to seize on what
seemed like Americans’ newfound acceptance of the artificial.1003
As more people began moving out of the country’s cities to the suburbs, a new artificial
tree category emerged. Since more citizens had their own chunk of green grass at a rate unlike
ever before, inventors envisioned their outdoor tree designs gracing countless suburban lawns.
Unlike the industry’s natural-looking trees, which American consumers favored, the outdoor tree
designs hardly looked like the real thing. To withstand the same elements a real tree did,
inventors understood the need to use tough metal that would not rust under countless rainstorms
and snow. Wind was another issue. A real tree had a decent amount of mass, and its welldeveloped roots kept such a conifer safe from toppling over. Humanmade outdoor trees, on the
other hand, typically relied on stakes that precariously secured the structure upright. That brand
of trees often relied on a two-dimensional structure to provide neighbors a conical silhouette to
appreciate. Such decorations showed others a family’s yuletide spirit, but no one would mistake
them for real trees.1004
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While some inventors searched for a niche within the industry to fill, the majority of
work focused on how to make fake trees look more like real ones. In 1971, Kenneth Lu
explained that one of the major obstacles was “the relative incompatability [sp] of realism in an
artificial Christmas tree with the requirement for compact folding.”1005 It was the central tension
inventors sought to solve: how to make fake trees look like they just came out of the forest, while
affording the user easy setup and storage. As Lu went about designing a conifer that he thought
struck the right balance, he discovered that as he worked to make the tree weigh less, it became
less structurally sound. A symmetrical design could help make sure a tree stayed upright like it
was supposed to.1006 That was a problem for Norbert Thiemann, one he attempted to fix a few
years later. For Thiemann, real trees did not have “a uniformity of branch positioning and
angulation” like the fake ones.1007 His asymmetric tree had hinges so it could fold easy like the
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others, but the product itself celebrated tiny imperfections that gave it a veneer of
authenticity.1008
The overall structure of a reproduction Christmas tree was just one part of what made it
look natural, however. Inventors spent a lot of time thinking about, and creating needles, one of
the evergreen’s signature characteristics. They sought needles that not only looked real, but they
hoped to make them feel like a natural needle, too. Designers in that space hoped for more than
just an end product that simulated a tree’s prickly calling card. Those people labored to make the
manufacturing process quicker, easier, and more efficient. With profit margins on the line, they
hoped that existing tree companies would buy into their needle dreams.1009
A deluge of others brought their own visions. In 1974, Carl Depping revived the hybrid
tree in an effort to better capture the natural look. Instead of trying to make a tree’s branches and
needles look real, Depping punted on that endeavor by making a device that held recently cut
branches. He explained that a clamp design for affixing branches to the fake stem helped
branches stay fresh longer.1010 Towards the end of the decade, a group of inventors sought to
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create a natural looking tree with Christmas lights already installed. Such cyborg trees in and of
themselves did not reproduce nature, but instead improved upon it, according to their inventors.
For busy Americans, a pre-lit tree added another layer of convenience as it fixed the problem of
fumbling over wires of electrical lights. A tree born with its own lights seemed poised to disrupt
the artificial Christmas tree industry, but inventors still had to hide “the objectional appearance
of the wiring.”1011 As a new design or tree characteristic gained a following, a host of inventors
marshalled their collective strength to bring their own refinements and improvements to the
fore.1012
As they went about that work, inventors also devoted time to explaining how their device
solved a problem. The authors of countless patents usually pointed to a more natural look, or a
more user-friendly, convenient device.1013 Of the twenty-eight fake trees patented during the
1970s, only one artist, Ascher Chase, explained that a fake tree might save real ones. Indeed, in
1974, he emphasized the “increasing objections of ecologists in removing natural trees from their
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environment and/or destroying them.”1014 It harkened back to the industry’s original purpose, one
that had all but entirely been abandoned. During the Progressive Era conservation movement,
journalists and inventors alike saw fake tree technology as a way to protect the country’s forests.
The widespread adoption of farming real trees after World War II helped alleviate some of those
deforestation concerns, but it is nonetheless surprising that after the first Earth Day in April of
1970 more people within the artificial Christmas tree industry did not look to forcefully craft a
green image. Instead of touting their trees—made from nonrenewable energy resources— as
environmental saviors, inventors and companies instead focused their marketing efforts on the
convenience their synthetics brought busy Americans. The artificial tree industry itself seemed
content to have consumers assume that the purchase of a fake tree saved a real one somewhere
else.
While fake tree companies rarely delved into the environmental politics of their products,
those issues did sporadically bubble to the surface. In 1980, Royal P. Fisher spoke to a journalist
about his “FirEver Electric Christmas tree.”1015 Fisher trumpeted the technological leap while
emphasizing how his pre-lit tree did not lose any natural charm because to “make the tree look so
real” he had “the foliage hand assembled in Hong Kong where workers attach the needles one at
a time.”1016 Not only that, but Fisher also informed readers that his company had an offer from
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one Chinese village “to build a plant and devote the energies of an entire village to our
production.”1017 That claim seemed designed to convince Fisher’s audience that his product
really was quite special. To put the final superlative cherry on top of the news story promotion,
Fisher invoked ecologists who according to him were worried about “annual population
increases making heavier and heavier demands on the forests for Christmas Trees each year, the
nation’s pine forests could be in real trouble.”1018 Importantly, Fisher pointed to ecologists and
used their expertise to insinuate that artificial trees protected forests from reckless extraction. It
also shifted the burden away from his own company. Fisher was not telling consumers that they
should make the fake switch if the cared about the environment. It was the ecologists doing the
telling, and they had no financial stake in the matter.
Whatever the strategy, it seemed to be working. One 1973 survey conducted by Michigan
State University professors found that just five percent of Americans favored a real tree for
“ecology reasons,” with the tree’s realness being its most popular characteristic with
consumers.1019 According to the same survey, twenty-five percent of customers chose an
artificial tree because they believed it was the more ecological choice. It was an important
motivation that showed how most Americans assumed that a substitute was better for the
environment. Farmers, and their state and national associations, understood those figures as a
way to gain back lost ground. Most of them fervently believed that the trees growing in their
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fields meshed more with “ecology reasons” than did a tree made of plastic or metal. Tellingly,
however, were the other reasons citizens said drove them into artificial tree limbs: “real tree too
messy, no need to go out & buy each yr., less fire hazard, perfect shape, no disposal problem,
cost for overall life of tree, no preparation or care needed.”1020 Of all of those motivations,
ecology ranked at the bottom. Convenience, more than anything else, pulled American
consumers in. Fake tree companies had more to lose with spirited environmental discussions,
something that was not even a priority for most fake tree users.
Those companies did not seem particularly interested in practicing good ecology, but
they certainly kept a steady eye on ways to make money. Tracing how artificial Christmas tree
corporations structured themselves not only shows the evolution of the industry, but also the
factors that spurred growth and profits. It reveals the characteristics that made businesses popular
and also what the country’s citizens searched for in their plastic trees. In 1968, the American
Technical Machinery Corporation changed its name to American Technical Industries,
Incorporated (ATI) and bought Yuletide Enterprises, Incorporated for six and a half million
dollars.1021 That sale led ATI to create an American Tree and Wreath division, which became a
major player in the business. Si Spiegel was the division chief. Spiegel was a bomber pilot in
World War II who was shot down over Berlin. Luckily, he was able to evade Nazi forces after he
crashed landed by joining a group of Polish partisans. He first arrived at ATI in 1953, and made
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just under two dollars an hour as a machinist.1022 Journalists often referred to the business as
“one of the largest manufacturers in the world of artificial trees.”1023 Monikers like that were not
uncommon, and it is difficult to discern exactly which fake tree companies were the largest, and
by which metric journalists used to apply that label.
Nonetheless, ATI news usually centered on job creation or consolidation. In 1971, the
company bought Masterpiece, Incorporated. Masterpiece had two factories that made artificial
trees, one in Pennsylvania and another in California. After that sale, ATI had absorbed two other
smaller fake tree companies. They reported sales over sixteen million in 1970, with over half a
million in net profit. 1024 The new subsidiary first appeared like good news for ATI, but trouble
quickly followed. The federal government sued the company in 1973, charging that ATI violated
the Clayton Antitrust Act when they bought Masterpiece and owned the patents to their trees. A
year later, ATI had to share their patents and manufacturing techniques with their competitors for
the next ten years as part of a settlement. Not all was doom and gloom, though. That same year
reporters questioned whether 1974 might be the year that Americans put up as many plastic trees
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as they did real ones.1025 The company itself marketed over one hundred and fifty fake tree
models, offering consumers a dizzying array of choices. 1026 In 1978, Don Warning of ATI
warned farmers to expect artificial trees to win half of the Christmas tree market. Warning
explained that ATI tree orders were up thirty three percent that year, with a season of sales
totaling twenty-nine million dollars. Part of that sales total stemmed from American consumers
choosing higher-end models in the forty to fifty-dollar range, instead of the economical fake tree
segment that priced simulated conifers between fifteen and thirty dollars.1027
Figures like that boosted ATI’s market value as a publicly traded company, and
throughout the decade stock holders saw dividends. In 1974, ATI stock sold for nine cents, the
next year twelve cents, then came a huge jump in 1976 to ninety-nine cents. The following year
that value almost doubled to one dollar and eighty-four cents. The nearly two-thousand-percent
increase in the stock value in just three years led many observant Americans to believe that not
only were the country’s future Christmases likely to rely on artificial trees, but there was also a
significant amount of money to be made during that transition.1028
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By 1980, ATI was selling its trees and wreaths throughout the world and celebrated fortynine million dollars in sales with a profit of two million. Nonetheless, just as the company had
absorbed some of its competitors, ATI met the same fate. In 1980, the Papercraft Corporation
bought the company for a cash offer of twenty million dollars, which supposedly added “the
nation’s leading maker of artificial trees and other holiday ornaments” to their portfolio.1029
Papercraft’s senior vice president explained that the merger put the company in the position “to
be the most important Christmas supplier to trade in America.”1030
Papercraft’s story began before it entered the Christmas tree business and immediately
became one of the industry’s leviathans. Its founder, Joseph M. Katz. Katz attended the
University of Pittsburgh’s journalism school with the intention of joining the newspaper
business. As the country suffered through the Great Depression, Katz could not afford classes
and dropped out. He began to sell stationary to make money. As America moved to join the fight
in World War II, Katz came up with a new business idea. He created a “Rite-Kit” for soldiers.
Katz believed that American service women and men had trouble writing back to their loved
ones, especially if they were stationed in trenches or the field. The kit contained within one
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package “a miniature writing desk, complete with paper, envelopes, and pencils.”1031 It was a hit.
In the first two years Katz sold over two million kits. After the war ended, the product no longer
filled much of a need. Katz came up with other ideas, but he found the most success with gift
wrap. In 1946, he invested ten thousand dollars into that venture, buying two printing presses. It
would serve as Papercraft’s core business for decades. That first year of operation, the business
sold just under one million dollars-worth of product, with forty-two thousand dollars in profit.1032
To outsiders, the gift wrap business did not seem destined as a profit maker. Like the
Christmas tree industry, it was seasonal. In times of economic downturns, many American
businesspeople questioned whether consumers would use the luxury. Others argued gift wrap
itself was born out of a desperate economic climate. One journalist argued that during the Great
Depression American families had to drastically curtail the usual gift ritual. To make the
“necessities look more like Christmas presents,” people used fancy paper wrappings.1033 Whether
gift wrap itself served as a psychological salve for consumers in rough moments is certainly
possible. What is certain, however, is that Katz turned gift wrap into a large money-maker.
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The company grew rapidly. In 1975, Katz’s nine factories churned out “shoe and foot
care items, dyes, tapes and adhesives and pens and pencils.”1034 The next year Papercraft
reported sixty-seven million dollars in sales. It had become a sprawling enterprise that Katz
turned into a family operation. By 1977, six Katzes held executive positions at Papercraft, with
Joseph Katz still at the helm.1035 In 1982, two years after getting into the artificial tree business,
the company reported a six million dollar profit in just the third quarter of the year—a
particularly impressive figure considering that the fourth quarter was usually their highest
grossing period.1036 That same year, Papercraft began looking to “impregnate the plastic with the
scent” of a Christmas tree, as their executives believed that a fake tree that smelled real would
revolutionize the industry. Such technology failed to gain much traction, though, because it
would add twenty-five dollars to a tree’s price, and only last about a month.1037
The year 1982 was a watershed moment for Papercraft due to more than record profits or
scent technology. That year the company tried to acquire Carey-McFall, another tree business.
The United States Department of Justice attempted to block that acquisition because it would
have given Papercraft over half of the country’s artificial tree business. A federal judge,
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however, ruled in favor of Papercraft and against the government, paving the way forward with
acquisition, and further monopolization of the industry.1038
Carey-McFall, a subsidiary of the Marathon Carey-McFall Company, based its operations
in the Philadelphia, Pennsylvania area. The parent company made a host of goods, including
“artificial Christmas trees, lawn edging and garden products; venetian blinds, and specialty
items.”1039 Like other manufacturers, Carey-McFall built factories in the burgeoning Sunbelt. In
1976, the company set up a fake tree shop in Longview, Texas.1040 The next year, the company
opened a factory and warehouse in Atlanta, Georgia. Carey-McFall used the Texas facility to
distribute throughout the Southwest, and used their Atlanta operation—with sixty-five thousand
square feet of space—to supply the South.1041 In 1980, the company planned to increase their
tree production by forty percent.1042 Just two years later those factories were shuttered with
Papercraft’s purchase. The closure of the tree plant in Montgomery, Pennsylvania cost seventy
people their fulltime job, and meant that another one hundred and sixty were out of seasonal
employment.1043
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The fate of all those workers was shared by many other factory floor toilers who had
made sure American consumers had a wide variety of trees to choose from. In 1984, Papercraft’s
unions refused to accept pay cuts, so the company relocated its Pittsburgh plants to Illinois and
Kentucky.1044 The company also set up shop in Juarez, Mexico. In 1985, the Katz family decided
to pursue a leveraged buyout for the company—they sold controlling shares with outside
capital—which would saddle Papercraft with two hundred and forty million dollars’ worth of
debt. Just four years later, the Katz family’s legacy was in dire straits. In 1989, Papercraft owed
forty-seven million dollars in bank debt, and over one hundred and five million dollars in
subordinated debt. The company’s assets were worth less than the immense debt they carried.
Like so many of the artificial tree businesses they absorbed, that year Papercraft sold its artificial
Christmas tree business—the largest in the United States—to Noma Industries, a Canadian firm.
Since Papercraft desperately needed working capital, they ended up selling their artificial tree
business for about eight million dollars less than they paid in 1980 when they first jumped into
the trade. It was a stunning reversal of Papercraft’s fortunes, and it did not fit the industry’s usual
pattern. Smaller companies continually merged with larger ones as the business of building trees
monopolized. As the leviathan, Papercraft appeared like a safe bet for future success, but the
leveraged buyout proved to be a poor business decision, one that cost the company millions of
dollars. It also cost them their artificial Christmas tree branches.1045
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Papercraft was not alone in its experience with booms and busts in the fake tree business.
The movement of factories, capital, and jobs impacted numerous working-class families
throughout the country, as well as regional economies. Most artificial tree makers began their
journey in the northeast around the end of World War II. By the time Americans made those
substitute conifers widely popular, around 1970, many factories still remained in that region,
especially in New York and Pennsylvania. Just like American manufacturing as a whole, those
plants and jobs moved South and West along the developing Sunbelt. Those relocations were
often short lived as companies moved further south to Mexico, before the majority setup more
permanent operations in China. In 1989, Hudson Valley Tree Incorporated laid off two hundred
and fifty employees, more than half of its workforce. The company’s president hoped that
political unrest in China that year would curtail plastic tree shipments to the United States, but
those synthetic conifers continued to flow into American department stores and homes. Hudson
Valley’s president lamented that: “It is difficult in our industry to manufacture the kind of
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Papercraft, parent,” The Pittsburgh Press August 11, 1990, pg. 15, John D. Oravecz “Papercraft files for Chapter 11
bankruptcy protection,” The Pittsburgh Press March 23, 1991, pg. 6, and “Noma lights up,” National Post (Canada)
April 27, 1990, pg. 19.
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product that is made by cheap overseas labor.”1046 The artificial Christmas tree capitol moved to
China.
While Chinese workers made those trees, the ideas behind new innovations and designs
continued to develop in the United States. In the 1980s, the motives behind new patents largely
remained the same. Some inventors made artistic trees with a conical design, but most worked to
make their trees look more natural while improving the convenience of their products. Another
significant branch of those efforts, moreover, stemmed from new design elements. Inventors
focused on small parts of a tree hoping that the overall conifer would become easier to use. Often
more importantly, they hoped to make them cheaper and quicker to manufacture. Just as
companies searched for cheap, pliable labor, the people coming up with new tree ideas hoped to
boost profit margins.
Unsurprisingly, the search for more earnings drove the fake tree industry’s development.
Company executives justified relocating manufacturing to drive down the company’s cost with
little concern for the impact that decision had on their employee’s families or the community.
For their part, inventors knew that for their ideas to enjoy commercial success they had to
develop a cheap product. Many of them kept their costs down by carefully choosing the materials
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that gave their tree life, plastic, for instance—and they also considered simplicity since they
knew that businesses relied on cheap, unskilled labor to piece together and package conifers. The
easier approach, then, was to improve on the wheel instead of reinventing it. Companies were
hesitant to overhaul the way that they did business and retool their factories, which made a slight
improvement more likely to hit department store shelves. In short, a new way to attach branches
to a tree’s stem or pioneering plastic needle mold meshed with how large tree companies’
technology evolved.
Nine patents from the 1980s focused on a single piece of the tree. The inventors of those
devices argued that their products would revolutionize the industry. Ascher Chase, on behalf of
the General Foam Plastics Corporation, held two patents that offered a new design for attaching
limbs to tree trunks. Chase maintained that his product provided “a new and improved injection
molded branch holder sleeve.”1047 Still others, like Chester Craig, focused on tree skeletons that
could lie flat when stored, but easily take their conical shape by pulling from the top of the tree.
Craig proudly explained that his conifer took less than thirty seconds to take down, and under a
minute to erect.1048 Tree artists spent a lot of energy thinking about ways to attached branches to
trunks, and most of them ultimately sought a mechanism that folded so a consumer could easily
store a tree, and simply swing the branches back out the next Christmas. In 1987, inventor Arthur
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Lau noted that numerous people before him had worked to “permanently pivotally affix the
artificial branches of an artificial Christmas tree to the trunk thereof to permit movement of the
branches between an outwardly deployed position and a storage position.”1049 Lau believed he
had finally struck the balance between manufacturing cost, convenience, and aesthetic.
Although Americans created more trees than other countries, as manufacturing shifted to
Asia, people there began offering their own improvements and protecting their intellectual
property in the United States. In part from their own experience on the factory floor, workers
there offered new ways to create trees more efficiently. In 1984, for instance, Hai C.H. Wang
from Taiwan focused on the same issue Ascher Chase did, working to improve how companies
attached branches to tree trunks. Wang’s invention had foldable branches that made his tree more
user friendly, but he also worked to limit the amount of metal his tree used, since the material
added weight to a tree, and increased production costs. 1050 In Hong Kong, Hon Liu focused just
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on a tree’s needles for the product he created on behalf of the United Chinese Plastics Products
Company. Like many of the American inventors, Liu was driven to make a “far more accurate
simulation.”1051 Increasingly, making and designing artificial Christmas trees became a global
business.
While fake trees moved around the world, most tree inventors spent the majority of their
time designing improved ways to imbed festive lights in their conifers. In 1982, Vaughn Huppert
and Richard Castoro came up with a design that produced “a multi-colored effect” when the tree
was in use.1052 The team built a hallow trunk, and used that as the tree’s light source that
illuminated built-in bulbs on the tree’s branches. User convenience was a large part of the logic
behind the design, but the inventors also thought the internal wiring and setup would “greatly
reduce the electrical fire hazard.”1053 Pre-lit trees promised to revolutionize how Americans
celebrated Christmas, but there was one major sticking point. Nature’s trees did not grow light
bulbs on their branches.
It was somewhat of a blow to the decade’s dominant trend: the work to make fakes look
more real. To alleviate those concerns, inventors tried to conceal the electrical wires that ran
throughout their simulated conifers. The idea was to create a tree that looked both real and
already decorated. In 1986, Earl Shaffer offered a Christmas tree limb design that covered up the
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necessary wires, which he felt created “a natural appearing tree.”1054 Three years later, Dolores
Damore likewise tried to tackle the wire problem, as she conceded that hiding wires from a fake
tree was not a newfound venture. Others, Damore argued, had come up with interesting
strategies—some even abandoning electrical wiring and hoping to replace that with radio
frequencies. The collective efforts of numerous inventors, however, made it seem that a pre-lit,
collapsible conifer was not a distant dream. People within the industry had faith that it would
revolutionize the business.1055
Those concerns did not motivate all of the fake tree designers, however. There remained
a niche group whose product made an artistic statement, or a tree whose attributes sacrificed a
natural appearance for convenience. In 1982, for example, James Vin Dick believed that his
conifer provided a “modernistic design.”1056 While some inventors went the artistic route, others
sought functionality. Echoing some of the earliest artificial tree designs, in 1989 Kil Lee revived
the hat rack that transformed into a Christmas tree. It saved household space since the hat rack
could hold hats and other items year-round, and after affixing the branches, the tree could
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likewise hold ornaments and decorations. That type of multipurpose product might save space,
but it also looked more like a hat rack than a Christmas tree.1057
By the 1990s, however, niche tree designs flooded American patent offices. Those
inventions undoubtedly became so much more ubiquitous as fake trees became more popular. As
inventors discovered that artificial trees graced more American living rooms than real ones, they
attempted to capitalize on the shift. Indeed, that extended to fake tree yard decorations, as people
worked to make metal and lights sturdy enough to stay outside, but also look more like a natural
tree. In 1996, Kenneth Hartung provided a litany of problems with earlier outdoor trees, and he
argued that his metal triangle was easier to setup and sturdier than his competition.1058 Four years
before, Don Snider came up with an outdoor tree that captured a conifer’s hallmark conical
frame. That effort to recreate a real tree’s aesthetic meant that Snider’s device was more
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complicated to setup and manufacture. But, it unmistakably looked a Christmas tree. Each new
invention had its own drawbacks and strengths.1059
As a few inventors hoped to improve Americans’ options for festive yard décor, others
hoped to solve other yuletide related problems. One of the biggest drawbacks to natural trees was
their tendency to drop needles on the living room floor—and even artificial trees were known to
drop their plastic foliage. In 1992, Stuart Sutherland and John Travers patented a device in the
United Kingdom that looked like a giant funnel, and fastened it to either a real or fake Christmas
tree. As needles fell from the tree, the funnel would catch them and empty into a designated
collection area.1060 Two years later, Kimberly Sullivan created a device that attached to the top of
a conifer and draped ornaments and ribbons over the rest of the tree’s body. She explained that
decorating a tree “can be a time-consuming and tedious task.”1061 Sullivan’s device—like much
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of the other technological developments in the artificial Christmas tree industry—hoped to make
the holiday and its decorations more convenient for busy American families.1062
Part of that convenience push remained an effort on the behalf of inventors to save
Americans floorspace with their conifer contraptions. There were primarily two strategies in the
1990s to save consumers room while they celebrated Christmas, neither of which was new to the
trade, but their surging popularity was. Numerous inventors went the route of the wall tree.
Those devices looked like a tree lopped in half, so that the trunk could snuggly hug a living room
wall or corner.1063 The other tact followed earlier design strategies and had users hang a tree.
That course obviously saved space, but usually required tedious setup as someone in the family
secured a hook into the ceiling.1064 Although inventors churned out these designs hoping that
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urbanites with tiny apartments would flock to stores for the space-saving trees, there is little
evidence to suggest that any of them enjoyed commercial success. What it does show, however,
is the increasing number of people who sought to capitalize on the fake tree’s popularity, and
how so many inventors believed that slight improvements in tree technology could
fundamentally reshape how Americans celebrated the holiday. The quest for a more convenient
conifer drove those efforts.
Still, despite the deluge of unique artificial Christmas tree interpretations, the popular
inventions continued to search for a tree that balanced an authentic look with convenience. Many
of the niche trees were far more convenient than what American consumers would find on
department store shelves, but they looked little like the natural thing. The devices that did make
it into American homes were backed by major companies, and most of those businesses
understood that aside from the aluminum years, most of their customers expected a product that
was easy to handle, but difficult to tell apart from the real thing. Their strategy mirrored much of
what it had been in the decades prior. Some industry research continued to focus on just one
aspect of the tree, often its needles or the joints that fastened branches to the trunk.1065 The new
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total conifer designs, moreover, hoped to offer consumers something new. 1066 The businesses’
red herring, though, was recreating an evergreen’s scent. It was the sense the fakes struggled the
most to replicate, and inventors dreamed of a tree that could finally smell like the real thing. In
1995, Lewis Davis and Francis Rogers patented a device that heated a scent in the tree’s
trunk.1067 It does not seem like the heating element within their tree made for a better smelling
plastic reproduction.
While smell captivated most inventors, there were others whose designs incorporated
other senses. In 2000, Livio Isabella observed how so many citizens listen “to Christmas carols
while sitting around a Christmas tree.”1068 Isabella thought she could make that a more
spectacular pastime by implanting a microphone into her tree, which “when detecting music
from an external source, causes the light array system to flash in synchronism with a music
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source.”1069 Her tree had rhythm. In 2007, the Johnson family from Utah patented their own
unconventional conifer. They used a tube system that wrapped around the trunk, coiled
somewhat like a snake. The user would then put in a liquid into the tube—probably water—and
watch bubbles form in their Christmas tree. Inventions like those understood the familial nature
of the holiday and hoped to add some excitement to the tradition.1070
Still, by that point most of the organizing principles in the artificial Christmas tree
industry were set, and that did not included trees that produced bubbles.1071 One new
development, however, was the continued globalization of the business, not just in terms of
where workers built trees, but also who was doing the buying. In 2004, for instance, Virgil
Stanley argued that: “Artificial Christmas trees are well known and are sold and used throughout
the world.”1072 Indeed, that increased consumption meant that new tree designs emerged that
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looked far different from the typical conifers in the United States. As people from around the
world started to celebrate the holiday, they incorporated their own experiences with the tree
ceremony. For some tree users, that meant a tropical fake tree that reflected the natural world
they interacted with on a daily basis. As people in the west continued to celebrate with needled
conifers, others from around the world worked to practice the ritual in a way that made sense to
them. It was similar to the process early Christians experienced as they adopted a pagan ritual as
their own tradition. Thousands of years later, the holiday and its trees continue to evolve.

2002 and issued July 8, 2003. Jen-Fu Chen and Chih-Shen Chen, Artificial Christmas Tree. U.S. Patent Application
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Figure 10.2

Hwa-Dong Liang, Artificial Christmas Tree Patent, 2001.

Hwa-Dong Liang, Artificial Christmas Tree. U.S. Patent 6,180,194 B1 filed May 24, 1999 and issued
January 30, 2001.
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That those seemingly timeless rituals remain in flux is not all that surprising, just as it
should not come as a shock that out of hundreds of artificial tree patents from 1970 to 2010, only
a handful make any mention of American environmental politics, despite the country’s industry
first taking shape as a way to protect forests. During the 1990s, three inventors justified their
products, in part, on an environmental basis. While that is an admittedly low number compared
to the decades of almost deafening silence on that front—it nonetheless represented a significant
development. For two inventors, the problem meant a waste of natural resources, as one
commented that their device avoided “the need to harvest or destroy valuable timber stock,”
while the other claimed that natural trees “are recognized as a waste of environmental
resources.”1073 The third inventor took a different tact, claiming “that the tree may be formed of
recycled material such as plastic, thereby making the tree environmentally friendly.”1074 There
are a number of possibilities as to why so few inventors saw the need to engage in environmental
discussions. That they spent so much time discussing the ways that their devices made life easier
for the public, however, strongly suggests that most of them did not see saving forests as a
significant consumer motivator. Convenience, on the other hand, was.
***
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Businesses, inventors, and workers were key pieces of the artificial Christmas tree
economy. But, so too were the American consumers that created a market for their products. The
next chapter examines the evolving cultural attitudes towards fake trees, and the justifications so
many citizens used to rationalize giving up their natural conifer. It continues to consider the
environmental rhetoric surrounding the country’s ritual by paying particular attention to how
Americans explained celebrating the holiday with a tree made from nonrenewable resources in
the midst of an energy crisis. While this chapter focused on the technologies that made ersatz
trees more convenient, the next chapter explains how consumers understood and reacted to those
conveniences.
Moreover, it investigates the consequences of plastic production and a plastic culture.
That material served as the sinew of most fake trees, and yet the vast majority of Americans had
little understanding of the material or their own role in pollution. Plastic helped make artificial
trees look realer, but that benefit came with its own cost as discarded fake trees failed to
decompose in the country’s overflowing landfills. How did so many self-identified
environmentalists blissfully assemble that product each year? Perhaps even more importantly,
why could experts and people in positions of authority fail to convince the American public that
one tree practice was more environmentally sound than the other—or even decide which was
better among themselves? Those questions drive the next chapter that helps explain how plastic
trees became more popular in the United States than the real ones.
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CHAPTER XI
PLASTIC
“Artificial tree? That’s like being
a communist. Or a lobbyist. It’s
un-American.”1075

“I don’t think Jesus ever meant for
having an artificial tree.”1076

“Only God can make a tree?
Heck, the Chinese built this one.”1077

In 1999, Mississippi’s chairman of the Senate Management Committee spoke with
reporters about the state’s new plastic Christmas tree inside the capitol building and justified
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making the switch from a natural conifer for the first time ever on the basis of safety. The state’s
rules, moreover, allowed electrical lighting on artificial trees, but not their natural counterparts.
Just a few days later flames erupted in Mississippi’s capitol building in Jackson. Officials
evacuated the state’s seat of political power for three hours as smoke filled its halls. Luckily,
none of the seventy-five capitol workers or the politicians conducting legislative meetings were
injured, but the disaster did bring repercussions. After cleaning crews scrubbed the state’s
famous building and its large tree of smoke damage, the artificial conifer went up again, absent
electrical lights. Unsurprisingly, many Mississippi Christmas tree farmers seized the moment to
promote their own businesses, and natural trees in general. One farmer argued: “I don’t mind
saying Mississippi, being an agricultural state and with forestry the No. 1 income producer, we
think it’s not very good public relations for them to put an artificial tree up.”1078 A senator from
Amory, Mississippi—who opposed the artificial tree in the first place—argued that “since time
immemorial we have had real Christmas trees and there has never been a problem.”1079
Politics and Christmas trees clashed that same season in neighboring Alabama. Although
the Alabama capitol building’s conifer did not catch on fire, the governor’s aides selected an
evergreen from Georgia, sparking backlash since it was not a native tree. Numerous Alabamians
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expected their government to support the state’s farmers, and celebrate the holiday with a tree
nourished from Alabama soil and rain.1080
Those were not the first political Christmas tree scandals. Twenty-four years earlier in
1975, while the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) and the United States Forest
Service (USFS) tried to convince Americans that real trees were renewable resources that helped
support American farmers, the USFS chief put up an artificial Christmas tree in his office. When
questioned about it, John McGuire’s spokesperson said, “I’m embarrassed, I don’t know what to
say.”1081 That the USFS’s top employee did not practice what those agencies preached appeared
to many farmers as a betrayal. The tree gate likely seemed comical to average Americans, but
some of them undoubtedly took another look at fake trees with the knowledge that the person in
charge of the country’s forests chose plastic over the real thing.1082
This chapter examines the cultural developments in the artificial Christmas tree industry
from 1970 to 2010. Like chapter 9, it emphasizes how the convenience of new conifer
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technologies—particularly foldable branches and pre-lit trees—reshaped American ideas about
fake evergreens. Although some commentators put forth estimates that the country’s citizens
used artificial trees at about the same rate as real ones by the late 1970s, undoubtedly by 1991
the artificial version pulled ahead in popularity as Christmas tree farmers’ own figures conceded.
This chapter seeks to explain that process as one driven by user convenience and shifting cultural
ideas about fake trees. As politicians moved more artificial trees into government buildings, a
similar process played out in living rooms across the country.
In 1973, uncertainty abounded for plastic tree makers. They worried about access to oil
during the Arab Oil Embargo and energy crisis, and with President Richard Nixon banning
outdoor Christmas tree lights that year they feared their businesses might go bankrupt. That fake
tree manufacturers endured that calamity and saw their sales soar three years later speaks to the
resiliency of the product, but more importantly, the changing cultural ideas surrounding them.
Companies had long targeted American women as the most important demographic in selling
fake evergreens, but by the 1990s the country’s men began to view plastic trees as a labor saving
device. It is no coincidence that artificial trees overtook natural ones around the same time
American men began to think of the product as something that specifically helped them, not just
their spouses. Moreover, communities from around the country sent patriotically-decorated
conifers overseas to servicewomen and servicemen during wartime, especially during the Gulf
War, and the images of plastic trees and the American military undoubtedly imbued the
technology with a hint of masculinity.
While the artificial tree industry edged ahead, the environmental debates about yuletide
tradition continued. American readers struggled to find resolute advice on which tree—real or
fake—provided the best relationship to the natural world. By the 1990s, experts in ecology,
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forestry, and other sciences routinely and forcefully wrote about the benefits of conifer farms
compared to the artificial Christmas tree industry. Despite those efforts most average citizens
remained generally confused about the greenest evergreen option. Journalists muddied the
waters, giving equal weight to experts and nonexperts in an effort to write objective news stories.
Helping the land by killing something seemed counterintuitive, leaving many Americans who
wanted to make an environmentally-friendly holiday mystified. So they went with their gut,
figuring that plastic was better than “destroying” nature.
That plastic choice had ecological and cultural consequences, as this chapter will also
show. Culturally, the story of plastic closely mirrors that of the artificial Christmas tree industry.
At first, many people understood the new product as something that improved nature, and that
would pave the way towards more Americans living the good life. By the late 1960s more critics
questioned whether an embrace of technology and modernity actually amounted to progress.
Despite rising concerns about plastic and its ecological repercussions, its ubiquity within
American life—and the convenience it afforded—meant that most people accepted it as
necessary to maintain their standard of living. At first a symbol of human ingenuity, plastic
proliferated and became naturalized as a material deeply interwoven with modern existence.
Manufacturers produced billions of pounds of the material annually, yet it would take centuries
to decompose. This created serious environmental problems around the globe. It disrupted
ecosystems, killed wildlife, and littered scenic spaces. Over the course of the late twentieth
century, researchers began to believe that plastic could pose a significant human health risk, and
they argued that plastic factories contributed to air pollution, just as burning plastic after their use
released toxins in the air. This chapter shows how a material that revolutionized the ways
Americans celebrate Christmas has substantial consequences for the health of the world.
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***
Safety had once been a major fake tree incentive. The first wave of tree builders sought to
protect forests and American living rooms. Avoiding deadly fires was part of an artificial tree’s
benefits, but that reasoning fails to explain fake trees supplanting real ones in most of the
nation’s living rooms. Few American homeowners spoke about preventing fires in their homes as
a significant reason for their plastic trees. It was pivotal, however, in another arena. Like the
Mississippi state capitol fire that opened this chapter, public spaces frequently relied on fake
trees to limit the chance for catastrophe, and to save costs—they could use the same trees year
after year with a small chance of fire or a tree toppling over. Countless American malls, banks,
museums, and other public spaces were sites where many American’s first encountered artificial
evergreens. It was free advertising for the industry, and many families liked what they saw.1083
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Still, it was a slow transition. A Pennsylvania newspaper poll in 1975 found that many of
its readers opposed fake trees. One woman complained that the artificial conifers did not look
like the real thing, while a different person asserted “it’s not a real Christmas without a real
Christmas tree.”1084 Another advocate of natural trees pointed to their smell. The poll’s lone fake
tree user evangelized the product since it was less messy than a real one. In 1976, one journalist
argued that: “Artificial trees are preferred by the elderly, by apartment dwellers and by budgetwatchers.”1085 Fake trees still relied on select groups as the bulk of their consumer base.
Americans made other assumptions about the people who relied on a convenient, cheaper
conifer alternative. In the 1970s journalists drew connections between fake trees and poverty,
one fueled by the era’s welfare debates. Simulated conifers, of course, could be very expensive
and wealthy Americans decorated their homes with them. But, journalists also invited their
readers into the homes of poor people and they used scraggily fake trees as a way to paint a
picture of poverty, while simultaneously humanizing their subjects. The penniless tried to
celebrate Christmas despite financial hardship, and their inability to buy and exchange gifts
prodded readers to think about children who had little reason to celebrate the holiday. In 1976,
for example, one journalist opened an article with: “The three-foot artificial Christmas tree casts
a shadow against the faded yellow brick wall of the second-floor walk-up.”1086 Three years later
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another newspaper writer opened their article with: “A small artificial Christmas tree sits proudly
in the sparsely furnished living room.”1087 Such impoverished families struggled to put food on
the table, and the annual expense of buying a real tree was often out of the question. A tiny fake
conifer—perhaps donated to them—became an emblem of their economic plight.1088
The uneven American Christmas experience was acutely visible. One holiday store’s
advertisement in 1970 celebrated a vast selection of artificial Christmas trees, which ranged in
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cost from three dollars to seven hundred.1089 Working-class people were not buying a seven
hundred dollar simulated conifer. For many cash-strapped citizens, tree substitutes could save
them money over the expense of buying a real evergreen each year, although luxury models did
not provide that same kind of financial incentive. Still, the industry as a whole grew rapidly. That
same year fake tree businesses expected to sell 3.6 million trees, which was a twenty percent
increase over their sales in 1968.1090 Part of that increase came from technological innovation.
By 1972, Americans learned about fake trees that had hinged branches—a development that
promised consumers the act of assembling a tree’s individual branches by hand each year would
be a thing of the past.1091 More convenient Christmases attracted more consumers.
The 1973 season, however, threatened the industry’s gains. As the nation attempted to
weather the energy crisis, President Richard Nixon announced that American homes would not
decorate with the usual festive outdoor electrical lights. Plenty of observers questioned whether
that sacrifice could put a dent in the nation’s energy consumption, but artificial tree companies
had other worries. They grew concerned about securing the raw materials needed to manufacture
simulated conifers since they were petroleum-based. The marketing head for American Tree &
Wreath noted that the president’s electric light ban in November “put a damper on sales at the
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height of the Christmas shopping season.”1092 Tree companies raised their prices slightly in 1973,
but braced for an uncertain future. If the energy crisis deepened and their access to oil grew more
limited, they would either have to pass higher prices to consumers, or abandon the business
altogether.1093
The artificial Christmas tree industry survived that crisis. Although sales slowed for three
years after the electric light ban, by 1976 fake trees experienced a notable sales uptick.
Optimistic executives projected sales that could rival those of natural trees, estimating that
twenty-six million American homes might decorate fake firs while twenty-five million erected a
natural tree. One store worker in Wisconsin claimed: “Even the wholesalers are running out of
trees.”1094 Undoubtedly, the reusability of plastic evergreens was a major factor in their surging
popularity. As American households tightened their budget belts, a cheaper fake tree made
economic sense. 1095
Although American households might have made the fake evergreen switch to save
money, many were also buying more expensive tree models. Most consumers bought trees in the
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fifteen to thirty-dollar range, but the forty to fifty-dollar segment experienced dramatic growth—
that price point included more realistic-looking conifers, but it was also where companies
enjoyed more of a profit. By early November, American Technical Industries had a thirty percent
increase in sales, which totaled twenty-nine million dollars.1096 Contributing to the fake’s rise
was a shortage of two million natural trees. 1097
Convenience, however, was the primary force that drove more American families into the
arms of artificial tree companies. In 1978, one journalist reported that numerous consumer
surveys signaled convenience as the decisive factor in using a plastic evergreen. Among those
“ever-growing number of champions of convenience,” were “working people who have to get it
all done after supper.”1098 By 1979, people from both sides of the yuletide tree divide saw about
an even split between natural and artificial use.1099 Perhaps working people were the group most
responsible for the fake tree’s rapid growth.
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As Americans moved into the 1980s, the fake tree industry continued to grow. In 1982,
one garden store manager in New Jersey noted that plastic conifer sales had “skyrocketed.”1100
Observers attempted to explain the sustained popularity of substitute trees in a variety of ways
and typically highlighted convenience and cost—two important characteristics during a recession
with spikes in unemployment. Yet, yuletide insiders looked for other explanations. A shortage in
real tree availability could send more families searching for a plastic replacement, but oddly
enough the weather was another important factor. The 1982 season was unusually hot, and one
real tree dealer noted that many of his customers were thinking about going swimming with the
weather hitting seventy-four degrees instead of buying a Christmas tree.1101 Allergy sufferers
also turned to plastic conifers in greater numbers, although when those evergreens accumulated
dust in storage they could negatively impact a user’s respiratory system as well.1102
Tree companies continued to offer American consumers a wide variety of tree models to
choose from, but the mid-range conifers sold swiftest. In 1988, the majority of the nation’s
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families bought six-foot trees that cost seventy-five dollars.1103 The price of a comparable real
tree in most American towns would cost at least twenty dollars—and probably more.1104 In just
four years a family would see a return on their plastic investment. The product made economic
sense, and companies continued to tout their products with a variety of superlatives like:
“incredibly lifelike,” “replicating nature,” and “natural.”1105 Indeed, in 1982 one artificial tree
company commercial opened with “In our search for the most perfect Christmas tree, we went to
the forest.”1106 The advertisement targeted a viewing audience of one hundred and eighty million
viewers. It “shows Bruce Robinson, the company’s executive vice president, carrying an axe and
wearing a red and blue lumberjack shirt. A young boy walks along Robinson as he strolls
through a natural forest. They pause before a particularly shapely fir. Then, with looks of
contentment they begin to take it home—by disassembling it piece by piece.”1107 By 1991, that
realism and budget-friendly rationale pushed fakes ahead of the real thing. The National
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Christmas Tree Association—a group of conifer growers—estimated that 36.3 million
Americans put up an artificial tree that year while 35.4 million chose the real deal.1108
Convenience, natural-looking trees, and economic incentive continued to tilt the scales in
the artificial industry’s favor. By 2002, 57.2 million families made the fake tree switch, with 22.3
million relying on farmed trees. Seventy percent of American homes that celebrated the holiday
with an evergreen did so with a fake one.1109 A southern California woman explained her
decision to make the switch because “fake looks more real than real.”1110 Although evergreen
farmers attempted to wrest back their customers by tracing the industry’s start with repurposed
toilet brushes arranged into a tree’s silhouette, the damage had already been done. In 2005, the
average real Scotch pine cost forty-two dollars, while its fake counterpart averaged a price tag of
seventy-two dollars.1111 Overwhelmingly, American consumers celebrated Christmas with a
copycat conifer.1112 Artificial tree companies had come to dominate the industry.
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The fake tree’s rise was nothing short of a yuletide revolution. Although realism and cost
were significant motivators for Americans’ growing acceptance of synthetic trees, they were just
one explanatory piece of the industry’s surging popularity. Indeed, cultural changes stripped
fakes of some of their negative connotations. In 1987, for example, one journalist complained:
“We have a neighbor who thinks that if you put up an artificial Christmas tree you’re going to
die and go to hell before your feet get cold.”1113 While early fake tree consumers worried about
the public perception behind their holiday decorations, their testaments to those tree’s benefits
helped convince others to make the switch. As some families hesitated to embrace the plastic
evergreen out of fear they would be called lazy, or have their decorative tastes labeled tacky,
slowly the technology became more culturally acceptable. Those shifting ideas are the biggest
reason artificial trees overthrew the natural ones that gave them their likeness.
By 1976, journalists began describing the new hinged branch tree design as an emblem of
“convenience trees.”1114 Those models were pricier than other fake trees—anywhere from forty
to seventy dollars—but they solved one of the most time consuming and infuriating tasks
associated with using a simulated conifer. Unfolding hinged branches eliminated the toil of
locating the right slots for individual branches that people had to affix by hand. For many
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Americans who did not have the patience for the old tree method, it was a gamechanger. They
could setup their fake trees in minutes, relatively hassle free. 1115
Although it revolutionized the artificial tree industry, Americans were still tentative about
tree transitions, especially when their own holiday traditions were on the line. In 1982, one
journalist felt guilt about using a fake tree since there “is something socially unacceptable about
admitting you own an artificial Christmas tree.”1116 Two years later, another newspaper survey,
this one from Iowa, revealed a strong nostalgic attachment to natural conifers. One woman
pointed out that they “seem old-fashioned,” while a man explained a deep emotional attachment
to real evergreens because of his childhood Christmases. 1117 Perhaps the plastic tree’s biggest
drawback, however, was its lack of a “genuine smell.”1118
Those debates lingered during the 1980s as the two tree types vied with one another.
Frequently, the symbolism Americans attached to the conifer played a decisive role. A journalist
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in Iowa balked at a plastic tree because the “Christmas tree is supposed to symbolize everlasting
life and rebirth.”1119 Supposedly a plastic evergreen failed to live up to that symbolism. Another
newspaper survey in 1989 highlighted some more reasons citizens chose one conifer over the
other. Justifications in favor of fake trees included the price of real trees, convenience, and
household budgets. Yet, one real evergreen enthusiast complained that: “Things are plastic
enough.”1120 As the humanmade yuletide trees gained in popularity, a large segment of the
American population viewed them through a host of negative lenses. They might come off as
tacky, or cause users to feel like they were “tampering with tradition.”1121 Still, many people saw
those fakes as emblematic of a march towards the artificial. They questioned modernity’s
promise of progress, and worried that more Americans were becoming alienated from a
wholesome nature. As one columnist explained in 1992: “With my real Christmas tree, I can
relate to a time when life, though far less comfortable, was far more real.”1122
Artificial tree companies and holiday stores offered their own version of realism,
however. In 1988, one mall store manager argued that the new fake conifers “offer an amazing
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degree of realism.”1123 That same year, a Christmas tree advertisement proclaimed a product with
“needles so lifelike and detailed that you can see the sprawling good looks of spruce, the
Northwoods charm of fir, and the traditional elegance of balsam.”1124 In 1991, a spokesperson
for the Hudson Valley company praised their engineers who could “make almost exact plastic
copies of branches” by adding “little imperfections, like a bit of brown near the base of the
needles.”1125 Not only did yuletide commentators marvel at the strides of artificial trees in the
realism department, fake tree users themselves had an answer to the people who complained
about affronts to tradition. In 1994, a woman from Spring Hill, Florida argued that: “To my
family and me, our artificial tree is a symbol of the spirited and joyous Christmases we have
shared together over the years.”1126 Many families that used an artificial tree invented their own
traditions around it, and that meaning carried a similar weight to the families who gathered
around real tree flesh.
Indeed, farmed tree boosters failed to corner the conifer nostalgia market. In 1998, for
instance, journalists observed that old aluminum trees—at least to a growing segment of the
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population—were no longer widely considered “tacky.”1127 They interviewed antique dealers and
thrift store managers who noted that those old fake trees were flying off the shelves. Not only
were the vintage trees making a comeback, but factories also began manufacturing aluminum
trees again on a small scale. By 1998, the famous cooking and decorating maven Martha Stewart
started selling reproduction goose feather trees for a price tag between three hundred and six
hundred dollars. Long viewed as the yuletide tree newcomer, the artificial tree industry began
boasting of its own tradition, and the nostalgia that grew around it.1128
In the midst of those evolving attitudes about fake Christmas trees, technological
developments also helped artificial trees gain a toehold in more American living rooms. The
introduction of gas logs, for instance, shares important similarities with the fake tree industry. In
1996, one journalist explained that gas logs, like “putting up an artificial Christmas tree, or
buying a truck with an automatic transmission,” was “shameful without being illegal.”1129
Despite the social stigma, and the concerns that both gas logs and plastic conifers were
emblematic of an artificial culture, the convenience of those products caused their popularity to
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soar. Between 1992 and 2003, sales of gas logs increased by five hundred percent. In 2001, fiftyseven percent of fireplaces sold in the United States used gas fuel, while forty percent continued
to use wood. Gas was both cheaper and more convenient, just like an artificial tree. Still, some
people echoed the sensory experience of real trees: “there is nothing like the smell of wood
burning.”1130 It turns out that many busy American families found that fake fires and fake firs
made their lives easier, which outweighed any social ostracization they experienced. Moreover,
as homebuyers moved into living rooms already equipped with gas logs, having a plastic tree did
not seem like much of a leap.1131
It was a monumental cultural shift for substitute evergreens, but technology continued to
entice more American consumers to buy the modern designs. By 1999, Christmas shoppers
learned of a new conifer innovation, the pre-lit tree. As one journalist explained: “Some newer,
upscale artificial trees come with lights attached to branches—each bulb perfectly positioned—
and have trunks that look just like trees in the forest.”1132 The folding branch model established
the artificial tree’s fanbase, but the pre-lit conifers promised to make the product even more
convenient. Countless families relished a technology that: “Eliminates the task of stringing your
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tree with lights.”1133 Like gas logs, a new brand of artificial trees jettisoned much of the annual
holiday labor.
Of course, debates about modernity, convenience, and tradition were not the only factors
that drove artificial trees to new respectability heights. Early postwar advertisements and user
experiences usually explained the product as one that helped women keep tidier homes and
afforded them more control over their yuletide decorative aesthetics. It is probably no
coincidence, however, that soaring fake tree sales coincided with shifting male view on those
products, one that saved them the hassle involved in getting a real evergreen.
During the 1970s, women remained the target fake tree demographic. Advertisements
associated artificial Christmas tree as a gift “for mom.”1134 Newspaper writers furthered that
association of plastic trees with American women, as one wrote: “Does she or doesn’t she…have
an artificial Christmas tree this year?”1135 Much of those ideas stemmed from the expectation that
women were supposed to create the family’s Christmas scene. Indeed, in 1988 one article author
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argued that “I think there is a lot of hard work in Christmas, particularly for mothers, who are
generally expected to produce the show, come what may.”1136 In 1986, one male author
described himself as “the staunchest traditionalist in my family,” yet he had to walk past a plastic
tree each day because his wife grew tired of constantly cleaning natural conifer needles
throughout the house.1137 That changed as artificial trees supplanted the real ones in most
American homes.
Men started to view yuletide tree technology as something that made their lives easier,
especially those that helped out with household chores. In 1987, one male writer explained his
indoctrination to the plastic conifer cult since it saved him time vacuuming the house and
watering a real one. He questioned why “guys overreact to an artificial Christmas tree.”1138 In
1994, another journalist informed readers that “there are people out there who don’t understand
the bond that can form between a man and his artificial Christmas tree.”1139 Yet another author
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explained their household conifer switch: “Hey, I’m lazy, and I’m a man.”1140 While men began
viewing fake trees as particularly helpful to them, there remained gendered ideas that favored
natural conifers. In 1990, for example, one woman explained that “there is something very
primitive and sexy about watching my husband carry a 7-foot Scotch Pine over his shoulder
without breathing hard and losing his vision.”1141 By the 1990s artificial trees had not become a
symbol of masculinity—or even as masculine as chopping down a real tree—but many men did
see them as useful. Especially those who shared domestic responsibilities with their spouses.
Part of men’s growing acceptance of fake trees undoubtedly came from how some people
worked to make evergreens symbols of democracy or freedom. In 1970, for example, a Parent
Teacher Association in Pennsylvania bought the school two items—an artificial Christmas tree
and an American flag. Parents and teachers imbued both with particular meaning as they hoped
to teach students about their government and culture. The fake conifer celebrated an American
cultural ritual, and the adults making those purchasing decisions certainly hoped that the nation’s
young people would learn and perpetuate the ideas imbedded in those kinds of symbols.1142
More importantly for men, however, was the relationship between fake trees and the
military. The holiday was an important one for active soldiers as it frequently reminded them of
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their absence around the family dinner table. In 1977, Bing Crosby noted that singing “White
Christmas” was always emotional in front of troops. Crosby explained: “In all my overseas trips
to entertain American troops, it was always a poignant point in the show. The men would get
misty-eyed, and then, so would I.”1143 Crosby’s melodic voice, put to work on a holiday favorite,
certainly transported those women and men back to their family homes at a special time of the
year. Their military service interrupted those family gatherings, and reminded so many of the
emotional sacrifices they made to serve.
Christmas trees first became a significant part of the military’s morale-boosting efforts
during World War II. As Chapter 7 shows, the patriotism-Christmas link was born in World War
II, but it strengthened with other military conflicts, and reached its height with the Gulf War. As
American forces mobilized, communities around the nation searched for ways to show
servicemembers their support. In 1990, one Louisiana journalist observed that: “A patriotic
plant—actually an artificial Christmas tree decorated with doves of peace, bells of freedom and
other colorful symbols of the U.S.A—will be airlifted to Saudi Arabia for the local servicemen
and women deployed in Operation Desert Storm.”1144 Indeed, local communities throughout the
nation sent similar fake evergreens. As one student in Orlando, Florida explained: “The tree
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shows people that we believe in these service people and are praying for them to come home
safely.”1145 That evergreen effort continued in wars with Iraq and Afghanistan. Sending military
personnel things like evergreens, one Vietnam veteran argued, was important because “they need
to know they’re remembered in Americans’ hearts.”1146 As American citizens read those reports
on the domestic front, they must have reasoned that trees good enough for troops were good
enough for their own homes. While they looked upon images of trees on American bases, those
conifers must have absorbed some of the masculine qualities of the military, too. Fake trees were
no longer only a way to lessen the amount of vacuuming work of busy housewives, or save the
country’s forests.
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Figure 11.1

Artificial Christmas Tree on a U.S. Air Force Base, 1990

“U.S. troops back vote to use force,” South Florida Sun Sentinel December 1, 1990, pg. 3.

In the midst of those shifting cultural ideas, citizens still thought about the relationship
between the Christmas tree ritual and forests from time to time. Those debates relied on science,
especially ecology, and the average American’s understanding of the environmental movement.
Numerous citizens relied on a gut feeling that by buying a fake tree they spared a natural one, but
the reality was far more complicated. Scientists, for their part, failed to reach much of a
consensus on which tree tradition was healthier for the world until around the 1990s—the same
time climatologists made serious inroads in building their own consensus on climate change. It
was at that moment that more experts found themselves on the natural side of Christmas tree
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environmental debates, a time when the fakes were already more popular than the real ones.
With so many American families already dependent on the convenience a plastic conifer
afforded them, scientists’ consensus on the issue came too late.1147
Two years after the first Earth Day in 1970 specialists again tried to explain the ecology
surrounding the evergreen business to the American public. The chief forester of the Southern
Forest Institute, for example, argued that plastic trees were part of a “false ecology.”1148 He
continued that: “By not cutting down a tree—a Christmas tree or any other kind—you’re not
saving it, you’re just putting off the inevitable day when the tree will grow old, die and rot in the
forest.”1149 That advice was fairly unified among other foresters, as extension foresters at Purdue
argued that “real trees actually contribute to the environment.”1150 The motives behind those
forester’s public lessons was not purely to teach American readers about some simplistic tenets
of ecology, however. They were trying to help farmers sell their real trees.
Similar economic motives pushed others to argue the opposite point. In 1975, the owner
of an artificial Christmas tree store in New Jersey explained that “[e]cology is a big factor” for
his customers who chose a plastic tree.1151 He continued: “Why kill a tree every year. Not only
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are they good for the air, but they are a vital part of the world of wildlife.”1152 In 1982, a buyer
for a Christmas shop used similar rationale. She argued: “some consumers are switching to
artificial trees for ecological reasons, because they do not like the idea of cutting down a tree
only to throw it away a few weeks later.”1153
As extension agents and foresters championed the environmental benefits of real
Christmas tree farming, much of the cultural ideas surrounding that debate focused more on
emotion than science. A Greenville, Ohio newspaper reader in 1977 penned an ode to the
artificial Christmas tree. One section specifically details the fraught emotions surrounding
cutting down a natural evergreen:
To see a live beauty fall to the ground
It seems to have the saddest sound
A tree mother nature had nurtured so long
To make it grow so straight and strong
Only the best, or the most beautiful one
Was selected before, the day was done
Even when I was a small boy
To see a Christmas tree cut, didn’t bring joy
Just to see it’s [sp] jaggered and bare stump
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Brought tears to my eyes, and to my throat a lump1154

Similarly, one author in 1980 explained his use of a fake tree: “I do not contribute to the
deforestation of our planet, and I can live through the new year with no sap on my hands, no tree
death on my conscience.”1155 In 1989, Roger Vick, the curator of the Devonian Botanic Garden
at the University of Alberta in Edmonton argued that: “The tree that is cut down to serve as a
temporary decoration—and promptly added to the garbage problem—will be increasingly
perceived as one more extravagance of man against nature and hardly in keeping with the spirit
of the season.”1156 Cutting down a living thing, for many people, just did not feel like the
environmental thing to do.
Still, the issue was much clearer to those with an obvious financial stake in yuletide
environmental debates. In 1991, one owner of a plastic factory maintained that fake trees were
“ecologically sound,” because their needles were made from “recycled ‘blister packs’”—the
clear plastic packaging that covered razors for consumer use.1157 Farmers, of course, were
resolute that their industry carried the lighter environmental footprint. In 1991, a group of
growers from Broome County, New York argued: “We are now approaching 400,000 troops in
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the Middle East to guarantee Americans the privilege to buy artificial trees and other oil-based
products.”1158 Despite raising those concerns, farmers like those in Broome County struggled to
convince consumers that cutting down a tree was better for the environment than buying a plastic
one.
Unsurprisingly, teaching the nation’s children about natural resources was an important
environmental factor for many tree users as well. Christmas tree growers themselves targeted the
nation’s youth in an effort to sell more trees, and those ideas permeated through the minds of
many parents. In 1982, the president of the Papercraft Corporation Marshall Katz argued that the
fake trees his company made had a powerful “psychological” role to play. Katz explained: “Kids
grow up today and hear about preservation of natural resources. With an artificial tree, they
know they’re not killing a living organism.”1159 One Montana columnist took the opposite view.
He argued that: “Its presence in our home, permeating the air with its aroma, will heighten my
sons’ appreciation for the wild wood.”1160 Unsurprisingly, the environmental dialogue about the
American Christmas tree tradition was not isolated to immediately preserving national resources.
Like much else with the holiday, it was also about instilling certain ideas in the nation’s young
people so that group could do a better job protecting the world than earlier generations had.
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Teaching children was an important element of a family’s environmental conversations
concerning conifers, but many people just wanted to figure out which tree forged a more
harmonious relationship with the natural world. Rena Rosenthal, a spokesperson for TreePeople,
a group that trained “citizens foresters” argued that: “We have a lot of people who want to do a
good thing, but they don’t know what that is.”1161 Indeed, journalist Elizabeth Turner explained
the issue: “The fake tree people are capitalizing on the save-a-tree sentiment, while the real tree
people are fending off what they call a “misinformation campaign” about their industry.”1162 The
surging popularity of plastic trees proved that it was a winning strategy for artificial tree
companies. In 1990, one fake tree user justified their use of the product: “We simply don’t
believe in cutting down something in nature.”1163
Those feelings were difficult to overturn, especially as newspaper writers sought to
present equal perspectives. In 1997, one journalist argued “when it comes to the more
environmentally sound option, experts say both have their benefits.”1164 By the 1990s, however,
most of those experts pointed to real trees as taking less of an environmental toll than fake ones.
Journalists might interview a fake tree user who “strongly believes in protecting the planet’s
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diminishing resources,” but the people with expertise in ecology and natural resources
increasingly pointed to a burdensome fake tree ecological footprint.1165
Those experts sought to convince the American public by using a lot of different angles.
They hoped to explain environmental benefits to tree farming, like the prevention of soil
erosion—or even the beauty of conifer green belts. Trees, they continued, produced oxygen.
Even more importantly during the rising global warming threat, evergreen farms scrubbed the air
of carbon dioxide. They emphasized the industrial pollution of artificial tree companies, which
received very little press attention otherwise. Those specialists further pointed to the
decomposition of natural tree flesh, while plastic did not decay.1166 A study out of Cornell
University in 1991 showed that plastics the industry purported as biodegradable did not actually
decompose.1167 Still, despite many scientists’ best efforts there remained widespread uncertainty.
In 1992, “the Environmental Defense Fund, a group noted for making tough judgements on what
constitutes an environmentally correct purchase, did not make a clear choice between real and
artificial when it issued recommendations for a “green” Christmas last year.”1168
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Although scientists failed to convince groups like that—or the majority of Americans—
that real trees had more environmental benefits than plastic ones, they did find ways to put fake
trees to use. In 2002, researchers at the University of Nebraska planted sixty plastic trees on an
experimental research plot. They were looking to examine whether Christmas trees could protect
other crops from wind erosion. Although the team had already spent twenty-five years studying
the windbreak effects with real evergreens, they made the switch to plastic because fake trees
were better research specimens. The scientists could create a more uniform windbreak since each
fake tree was the same, and they avoided other discrepancies in their data. Real trees, for
instance, pulled water away from other crops.1169 It is unclear what those researchers learned
from the fake tree experiment, but it was a part of the University of Nebraska’s sophisticated
wind break research program that dated back to the 1960s.
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Figure 11.2

Artificial Christmas Tree Experiment at the University of Nebraska

Image of the plastic evergreen experimental research plot.
https://extension.unl.edu/statewide/enre/historical-look-at-forestry-research-at-enrec/ Accessed August 16,
2020.

Experimental scientific research aside, debates about the environmental consequences of
natural and plastic trees continued. That conversation gained a new sense of urgency as more
Americans began to understand the dangers posed by global warming. In 2003, Patrick Moore,
who held a Ph.D. in ecology and cofounded Greenpeace explained that: “Growing forests are an
important part of the fight against global warming.”1170 He also emphasized that “I believe a
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sensible environmentalist would opt for renewable over non-renewable every time.”1171 Dr.
Moore’s credentials might have given him some authority as a participant in the debate, but
readers continued to hear from dissenters, which sustained the confusion over what kind of
evergreen was best for the environment. In 2006, Rob Grand owned Grassroots, an
environmental goods chain in Toronto. Grand pointed out that the 500,000 conifers cut in his
province meant less oxygen-producing trees in the ground, not to mention the ecological cost
associated with shipping those trees to stores throughout Canada. Grand was not an advocate for
the fake tree either. Instead, he argued: “Unfortunately, there is no perfect answer to this debate.
There are inherent faults in either decision.”1172 The terms of the yuletide tree debate were not
just between a fake tree, a real one—or, very rarely a “living tree.” For people like Grand, there
was not a good environmental option when it came to the holiday ritual.
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That kind of grey area was a boon to fake tree makers, but presented a real dilemma to
Americans who tried to choose a conifer that reflected their environmental ethos. Although a
2006 survey found that 89% of Americans said it was important for them to be “environmentally
conscious,” there were obstacles to gaining that consciousness in American’s annual use of
conifers.1173 As reporters tried to balance perspectives in their articles they weighed the opinions
of experts and non-experts about equally, which obfuscated answers on whether one tree was
greener than the other. Moreover, a national survey found that fifty-eight percent of Americans
believed artificial trees were better for the environment—a number far too low to explain the
product’s surging popularity. By 2002, for example, seventy percent of Christmas tree users in
the United States decorated artificial conifers.1174 Despite important national and regional
conversations about the best Christmas tree option for the environment, convenience and
realistic-looking trees drove consumer purchasing. Some Americans might have believed
artificial trees were a greener option than cutting one down, but most of them knew for certain
that a fake tree would be more convenient than the real thing. Many of them believed it looked
just like a real one, too.1175
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Figure 11.3

Artificial Christmas Tree Cartoon, 2007

The Spokesman-Review (Washington) December 20, 2007, pg. 20.

To make those convenient, natural looking trees companies relied on plastic. The material
revolutionized American culture, but its use in artificial trees similarly revolutionized the
business of making fake evergreens. The term plastic itself is misleading—there are actually tens
of thousands of different kinds of plastic. Not only are there so many different kinds of
synthetics people have labeled plastic, but the material itself is a ubiquitous part of modern life.
It shows up in fibers like nylon, which companies use to make parachutes, or pantyhose, or the
bristles on the end of toothbrushes. It is plastic that makes the nonstick properties of Teflon
possible, and Kevlar is a plastic sturdy enough to stop bullets. Medical devices frequently rely on
plastic, and some bridges are even made entirely from the material. Many American families
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have turned to vinyl flooring as a low-cost way to mimic natural materials like wood, but the
majority of plastic production comes from packaging. Plastic film covers most consumer goods,
adding an additional layer of protection over food products as they travel great distances. If a
material can define a culture—as scholars have named epochs the Stone Age or Bronze Age, for
instance—then it is fair to call the current era the Plastic Age.1176
Plastic’s story is a long one, dominated by the science of chemistry. Although the work
of countless chemists was important in creating a new synthetic material that would
revolutionize how humans lived, the first big breakthrough came in 1907. That year the Belgian
chemist Leo Bakeland created Bakelite, the first “fully synthetic polymer.”1177 Bakeland was
trying to create a substitute for shellac—a material that became scarcer in the early twentieth
century because of its use as an electrical insulator. The shellac industry’s main obstacle was that
the material came from the female lac beetle, and it took fifteen thousand of those beetles six
months to produce one pound of shellac. The female lac beetles could not keep up with the
increasing demand of the growing electrical industry.
Bakeland used a discarded part of the coking process—coal tar, or phenol—and
combined that with formaldehyde. He then heated up that mixture and put it under pressure.
Unlike earlier celluloid plastics, Bakelite “could be precisely molded and machined into nearly
anything, from tubular industrial bushings the size of mustard seeds to full-size coffins.”1178 The
Bakeland Company quickly churned out radios, car parts, phones, plastic-encased irons,
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toothbrushes, and hair brushes. American plastic production exploded during World War II, as
“the director of the board responsible for provisioning the American military advocated the
substitution, whenever possible, of plastics for aluminum, brass, and other strategic metals.”1179
Plastic was cheaper to manufacture, and it did not rust like many metals. Indeed, its permanence
was one of the material’s greatest strengths, and the characteristic that would cause the plastic
industry’s biggest headaches.
As plastic production exploded in the postwar era, companies used the refuse of oil
refineries to create various synthetic substances. Three main byproducts of the refining process
became important building blocks for plastics: ethylene gas, polymer polyethylene, and
acrylonitrile. All of those chemical compounds are the starting point for turning the waste
involved in oil refinement into some type of plastic. The one thing that binds plastics into one
category—and to be sure, the tens of thousands of different variants have important
differences—is that they are all polymers. Those “can contain tens of thousands of monomers—
chain links so long that for years scientists disputed whether they could actually be bonded into a
single molecule.”1180 Close-knit chains created tough, rigid plastics, while the chains spaced
further apart resulted in a more elastic plastic.
Just as with most new materials, Americans were optimistic that plastic would usher in a
new era of widespread material affluence. It would be the substance that made the good life
possible. A woman in 1936, after visiting a plastic exhibit at a Texas fair proclaimed that it is
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“wonderful how du Pont in improving on nature.”1181 Those views slowly changed, and by 1967
American society had developed an uneasy view of the material that made their surging postwar
consumerism boom possible. That year American audiences watched The Graduate, where
Dustin Hoffman’s character recoiled when a family friend offered him this career advice: “I just
want to say one word to you…Plastics!”1182 Just two years after the release of the Charlie Brown
Christmas special, The Graduate similarly spoke to an apprehension about what technological
innovation meant for American culture. To many Americans, plastic had come to mean fake, and
because of its use in so much packaging that companies designed to be thrown away, something
of little intrinsic value. Just like the aluminum Christmas trees for Charlie Brown, plastic was a
symbol of prodigality. It represented the subversion of American values at the hands of a
capitalist society that urged its citizens to buy more, and think less. Such a system ushered in a
throwaway culture that purposely pushed Americans to buy on a larger scale than ever before.
Companies sowed dissatisfaction with older products that still worked in an attempt to persuade
consumers that to appear successful—or to achieve success—they needed the latest gadgets.
There were critics of that kind of shift besides movies and television specials. In the
1950s scientists were conducting studies that showed traces of plastic within human tissue. A
decade later reporters attempted to convince the American public that plastic trash found in
oceans was a problem worth paying attention to—and even better, trying to fix. Those early
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stories, however, captured the attention of the public for a few months or perhaps a couple of
years, before most Americans found other things to worry about.1183
As most citizens focused their attention elsewhere, the plastic industry grew quickly. In
1960, the average American consumed about thirty pounds of plastic per year. By 2010, that had
grown to three hundred pounds of plastic consumption per American.1184 Companies used most
of that plastic for packaging. By 2000, the United States used thirty percent of the plastic it
produced for packaging, which amounted to twenty billion pounds of plastic every year.
Building materials came in at fifteen percent, and consumer products represented fourteen
percent of plastic consumption in the United States. On a larger scale, the world was churning
out two-hundred billion pounds of plastic each year by 2000, or about forty pounds per each
person alive.1185 That amount of plastic had, and continues to have, a significant impact on
ecosystems throughout the world.
The plastic industry itself often deflects criticism by pointing out that it does not consume
energy on a scale as large as other industries. To create the raw materials for plastic and then
produce them into a finished product companies consume about eight percent of the world’s oil
production per year.1186 While the plastic industry relies on a significant amount of a
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nonrenewable energy, most of their bad press focuses not on the energy used to create plastic—
or the air pollutants factories churn out—but rather the amount and type of waste plastic
produces. In 1970, for example, the United States created four billion pounds of plastic waste.
By 2000, Americans were throwing away sixty billion pounds of plastic per year. Since the
material does not break down for centuries, plastic litter sits along roadsides and in rivers and
oceans indefinitely. It kills birds, fish and other animals who get entangled in it, or die from
eating it. Ninety percent of the world’s seabirds, for instance, have likely ingested plastic
fragments at some point in their lives.1187
The cost for wildlife is a steep one, but the consequences of plastic do not end there.
Although the architects of the three R’s campaign—Reduce, Reuse, and Recycle—hoped to limit
plastic litter, there are substantial obstacles to that effort. Disposable diapers account for millions
of pounds of plastic trash annually, and nothing about them is reusable. Recycling is another
issue. As Jeffrey Meikle, a scholar of the plastic industry pointed out, plastic companies did not
take recycling very seriously in the 1970s for two main reasons, despite calls from
environmentalists. First, it appeared counterintuitive. They had organized their businesses around
creating a product that was dependable and resilient, even if much of it was designed for quick
use. Plastic producers did not make goods to melt down. Secondly, it “seemed impractical
because it required sorting out dozens of different resin formulations from the general flow of
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garbage.”1188 The chemist Eugene Stevens pointed out a third issue: recycling degrades plastic by
shearing some of those polymer chains, which means the product typically loses its durability
and strength. Recycled plastic does not come out the same as it went in.1189
The material has brought about other problems. When the plastic garbage finds its way to
garbage sites instead of in parks and oceans, it creates another dilemma. In response to the
environmental movement, the plastic industry debated incineration versus landfills. Waste
collectors had been taking plastic to landfills where it sat, and will sit, for centuries. As the
country’s landfills began to bust at the seams, that no longer seemed like the best option. Adding
billions of pounds of plastic each year to already overcrowded landfills seemed shortsighted at
best—and methane buildup at those sites also created safety hazards. The industry explored
burning plastic, but with it came “a fear that chemicals released by burning plastic would pollute
the air, corrode incinerators, and leach into ground water.”1190 Chemicals are released into the air
during that process, with real human safety concerns. Yet, for some countries, especially those
like Japan where land is scarce, burning waste is an imperative. By 2000, Denmark incinerated
eighty percent of their solid waste. Japan led the world by burning ninety percent of theirs.
Dumping plastic in landfills is not much of an option with so few acres earmarked for
garbage.1191
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Although incinerators billow chemicals into the air, burning all of that refuse does create
energy that disposal companies can harness. Still, there remain many people working on new
ways to burn waste without creating as much air pollution. One of those is a form of pyrolysis,
where the garbage is heated in the absence of oxygen, and sometimes under pressure as well. The
chemist Eugene Stevens explained the effects of that process: “Usable fuels and other chemicals
are generated as well as heat. Pyrolysis, unlike incineration, preserves some of the material value
of the waste.”1192 With such disposal problems, it is little wonder that chemists have spent a
considerable amount of energy trying to create biodegradable plastics to lessen the strain on
landfills and wild spaces. Still, a faith in technology to solve a problem technology created in the
first place strikes a lot of people as counterintuitive. Many environmentalists cling to the first R,
reduce, and work to eliminate as much plastic from their lives as they can. Its ubiquity in modern
life, however, makes that effort exceedingly difficult.
Scientists have also grown concerned about the human health consequences plastics pose.
To give those plastic products certain properties, companies add chemicals that could negatively
impact human development, and lead to disease and death. Researchers worry about the health
consequences of so much plastic in American food. Moreover, plastic water bottles—including
baby bottles and toys—leach chemicals into human bodies.1193 The terms of that debate center on
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whether the benefits of those products outweigh the risks. Similar to the debates about scientific
certainty with tobacco smoking or global warming, company representatives often seek to use
science and scientists to downplay the peril their industries pose.1194 Further, science in and of
itself is no panacea. There remain questions that experts have no answers for, and some of the
answers they do have will undoubtedly change in the years to come. What is certain, however, is
that our globe is drowning in plastic, and the artificial Christmas tree industry contributes to that
crisis. A product initially designed to save forests and nature is part of what is killing them.
That does not mean that Americans should abandon the artificial Christmas tree industry
entirely. However, those individuals who do chose the convenience of plastic should hang onto
those fake conifers for as long as possible, at least ten years. Families that quickly cycle through
trees significantly contribute to a plastic environmental disaster—those evergreens will not rot in
a landfill like their natural counterparts. While the number of municipalities that have real tree
recycling programs continues to grow nationwide—programs like donating the spent evergreen
for goats to eat, mulching, or dumping along eroding shorelines—those are not options for PVC
trees. Once discarded, such plastic conifers lose the meaning so many families attached to them
each Christmas, like certain ideas about nature, family, children, and religion. Instead, they
become emblems of waste, monuments to a Plastic Age’s dark side.
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CHAPTER XII
CONCLUSION
In 2019, Kurt Stange appeared on the American television show Shark Tank, a program
where budding entrepreneurs pitch their inventions and business ideas to wealthy investors.
Stange was selling Easy Treezy, an artificial Christmas tree company in which he had invested
half a million dollars of his own money. He explained that his idea for a new kind of fake tree
came from events in his own life—he grew up in rural Wisconsin and enjoyed trekking out into
the woods and hauling back a fresh, real tree. When Stange was in high school, doctors
diagnosed his mother with scleroderma. She was no longer strong enough to move the weight of
a natural conifer, so Stange worked to create a product that someone living alone could easily
assemble and disassemble. The result was an evergreen with an “industry-first electromagnetic
lighting system.”1195 He did not explain that innovation, but it seemed like a prototype—the
company’s website still shows wired connections that generate power to the tree’s bulbs. Still,
the implication is that Stange created a way to snap pieces of a fake tree together with magnets to
power light bulbs, getting rid of pesky wires running throughout the tree.
At first, Stange’s new design and business seemed to interest the “sharks.” He explained
that in 2018 his company did $605,000 in sales and projected $2.2 million the following year. He
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sold trees in the store At Home, with a price point of $299 and thirty-five percent margins. The
company’s trees were extremely light, snapped together quickly, and could even come predecorated; alternatively, the bare tree could hold a user’s ornaments even for the eleven months it
spent in storage, year after year. He promised a less-than-sixty seconds tree assembly and
disassembly. The investors further learned that Home Depot had placed an eight and a half
million dollar verbal order for the product, only to back out when they grew concerned the
nascent business could not fulfill a sale of that size. Stange’s offer, four-hundred thousand
dollars for a ten percent stake in the company initially seemed plausible, but there was one
sticking point. The new prototype came with a hefty price tag. Stange expected to sell the predecorated conifer for $779, while the “natural” undecorated tree would cost customers $599. The
investors balked, and argued that American consumers would not pay such a steep price for their
tree. Another concern, this one from the shark Mark Cuban, came from Stange’s digital
advertising strategy. Easy Treezy farmed out online marketing to a firm that specialized in it, and
budgeted $120,000 for the year. Cuban believed that figure was too low, and urged Stange to
take on the marketing of his product himself. Not all of the sharks were scared, however. Robert
Herjavec offered $400,000 to buy forty percent of the business. Stange countered at twenty-five
percent, but ended up leaving the tank without a deal.
The episode opens a window into some of the modern dynamics of an artificial Christmas
tree startup. Like the industry’s early stages in the postwar period, the initial cost to get a fake
tree business up and running was burdensome. Much of that stemmed from developing
expensive plastic molds. But entrepreneurs soon learned of the sprawling costs involved in the
business—factory infrastructure, or developing manufacturing contacts, marketing, packaging,
and transportation—all of which took a heavy amount of capital. The consumer price the sharks
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were so concerned about is a bit trickier. Innovation in the artificial Christmas tree industry often
resulted in expensive trees. The first aluminum designs in the 1950s, for instance, were
prohibitively costly for most. Yet, other companies took those designs and technologies and
reduced the price point, making them more accessible to average Americans. What is more
evident, however, is that technological innovation will continue to change how Americans
celebrate Christmas. Those new products promise to make future holidays even more convenient,
stylish, and economical.
While those forces drove the artificial Christmas tree industry from the beginning, a few
other concerns animated the trade. Although late nineteenth inventors hoped their tree prototypes
would protect the nation’s forests, by the postwar era companies churned out slick aluminum
trees that reflected a modern aesthetic before realistic-looking natural trees dominated the
industry. The justification that synthetic trees saved forests receded to the shadows of national
holiday discussions. Fake tree companies worked to make conifers that looked like the real thing,
while providing unparalleled convenience. They tried to make their products more naturallooking, easier to setup and store, and safe. Despite significant developments like hinged
branches and pre-lit trees, those companies could never make their evergreens real. On the other
hand, farmers responded to the fake tree threat by exercising more control over their trees. They
moved production away from the forests to the fields in the postwar era where they sprayed
chemicals and sheared conifers. With the help of extension agents, scientists, and government
programs, they worked to wrest perfect, plastic-like evergreen visions from their tree rows.
Although they sold something most customers understood as real, they failed to nourish conifers
that could match the convenience and ease fake trees afforded their users. Both industries were
reshaped by the other, and wanted part of what their competitors had.
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The Easy Treezy story is not just one of tree technology, however. Stange opened his
pitch by introducing himself as “Kurt, chief artificial Christmas tree farmer.”1196 Ideas of natural
and realness remain potent in the Christmas tree industry, and for some reason calling himself a
farmer gave Stange a sense of authenticity to counter the fake product he was selling. And he is
not alone. A quick tour through department and decorating stores in the months preceding
Christmas shows that Americans are buying into the wholesome rural nostalgia companies are
selling. To counter the fakeness of their trees, many consumers buy decorations that call to mind
a realness, a naturalness, of a bygone era. Despite the plastic conifer sitting in their living room,
they can hang mass-produced signs that harken to the places that churn out real trees. Indeed, the
aesthetic realism of many tree models today means that visitors often cannot tell what a given
evergreen is made of until they walk by and smell, or run their fingers across its needles. To
make their fake trees realer, many Americans rely on fake images of real Christmas tree farms.
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Figure 12.1

Christmas Tree Farm Decoration

Photo by the author

Despite radical changes over the past century in the industry, and outside of it, fake tree
companies still search for ways to make their product more authentic and natural. Farmers
continue to grapple with ways to make their product more convenient and “perfect” like the trees
their competitors churn out of factories. As this dissertation has shown, despite the efforts to turn
their own farms into factories, farmers continue to lose ground in that struggle. It is a loss in part
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of their own making as they defined a vision of Christmas traditions that pushed so many
Americans to the margins. There were also numerous forces outside of their control, and despite
whatever new technologies they brought to the farm, they would never grow plastic bulbs on
their conifers. Real tree flesh will continue to weigh more than plastic. Their businesses depend
on a potent strand of nostalgia, and they are not the only ones selling it.
The coevolution of the twin Christmas tree industries shows how each remodeled itself
after the other. The fake tree’s rise in the postwar era pushed farmers, scientists, and extension
agents to demand that the real ones match the ideal proportions and silhouettes of the fakes. They
tried to make their businesses more convenient, but struggled to match the convenience of
plastic. It was a contest between real and near-perfect, tradition and convenience. Plastic, timesaving trees won out, but if the industry’s history teaches us anything, it is that the business of
selling American consumers holiday nostalgia is in a state of constant flux. Who knows how new
technologies will disrupt the artificial tree trade? The country’s consumers may even rediscover
the reasons so many fell in love with real ones, particularly if farmers start to live up to the
environmental image of their own making. What seems far more certain, however, is that most
American families—despite what changes are destined to take place—will find themselves
gathered around some kind of evergreen at Christmas.
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